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oftp.e Resource Management Act 1991
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CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL
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SEZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED
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Environment Judge J R Jackson
Environment Commissioner C E Manning
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A C Dewar and R Wolt for the Akaroa Civic Trust as appellant
C 0 Carranceja and R EDriver for the Christchurch City Council
as respondent
E J Chapman for Sez Investments Limited
J Cook for Friends of Banks Peninsula Incorporated (a section 274
party)
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30 March 2010

Date ofIs~ue:

31 March 2010
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DECISION

A:

The appeal is allowed.

B:

The decision of the Christchurch City Council is cancelled and the resource
consents s.ought by Sez Investments Limited for Lot 1 DP 336508 (Canterbury)
are refused.

C:

Under section 292 of the Act leave is reserved for the Council to apply for and
make submissions on, and for any other party who wishes to be heard to make
submissions on the form of, an order directing the Council to amend its Banks
Peninsula section of the District Plan as follows:

(l)

(2)

the headings to Parts III and IV be changed to read:

III

District Wide Issues, Objectives and Policies

IV

Features of District Wide Importance

to make all necessary consequential changes, e.g. in the description of the
format of the plan in Part I, Chapter 1

(3)

to delete the redundant'to' in policy 12/1C

- such submissions to be lodged and served as follows:

D:

•

the Christchurch City Council by 31 May 2010;

•

any other party by 28 June 2010.

Costs are reserved. Any application should be lodged and served within 40
working days of receipt of this decision and any reply within a further 20
working days..
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

The proposal for Red Point, Akaroa Harbour

[1]

The primary issue in this proceeding is whether consent should be granted for the

[113]

land on the western or seaward side of Takamatua Hill, between Lushington Bay and
Red Point on the eastern side of Akaroa Harbour, to be subdivided into two, and land
use granted for a dwelling on one of the resulting lots on a site at Red Point.

[2]

Sez Investments Limited ("SEZL") owns an area of 51.38 hectares ("the land")

on the western side of Takamatua Hill being Lot 1 DP 336508.

In 2007 Zias

Investments Limited, a predecessor of SEZL, applied under the Resource Management
Act 1991 ("the Act" or "the RMA") to the Christchurch City Council to subdivide the
property into two and to build dwellings and associated garages on each lot. A copy of
a 'covenant proposal' plan on which two proposed building platforms are marked in red
is annexed and marked "A".

We will follow the plan and call the proposed building

platform on Lot 1 (containing 25.92 hectares) "Lushingtons" after the bay to the north,
and the building platform on Lot 2 "Red Point", to indicate their approximate locations.

[3]

We note that we must apply the RMA in its form up to 30 September 2009.

The changes to the Act made by the Resource Management Amendment (Simplifying
and Streamlining) Act 2009 1 do I)ot apply because the application was lodged before
that amending statute came into force on 1 October 2009.

Section 160 of the Resource Management (Simplifying and Streamlining) Act 2009.
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[4]

The Christchurch City Council duly notified the applications and received

submissions.

After a hearing the Council granted both subdivision and land use

consents, upon conditions. The Akaroa Civic Trust ("ACT"), a submitter, appealed to
this court under section 120 of the Act against the subdivision consent and the grant of
land use consent for the dwelling (and garage) at Red Point. It does not appeal the grant
of land use consent for a building at Lushingtons. The ACTs position is supported by
Friends of Banks Peninsula Incorpo.tated ("FBPI") as a section 274 party.
[5]

The land use proposal for the buildings is2 :

Lot 1 - Lushingtons Bay
A single storey dwelling with ground floor area of 194 m2 (including 44 m2 garage).

Lot 2 - Red Point
A two storey dwelling with a ground floor area of 152 m 2, a garage of 48 m2 and a
second/mezzanine floor of 65 m2 , being a total floor area of265 m2 •

The proposal has been designed with considerable sensitivity to the receiving
environment. Both dwellings are proposed to have a grassed roof and rough sawn
timber cladding. Doors and window joinery will match the cladding materials in colour
and the dwellings will each have a reflectivity index of 30% or less. The curtilages of
the dwellings will be landscaped with native species and there will be no lawn.

No

exterior lights are proposed around either dwelling except for some lighting above the
entry doors for garages door and below the roof overhangs to light outdoor seating.
Sundry conditions are proposed to ensure the design features are adhered to.

[6]

In addition SEZL proposes to protect about 36 hectares of the land - shown in

green on plan "A" - by retiring the area from farming so that the native flora may
regenerate.

The conservation area3 is proposed to be protected in perpetuity by a

registered covenant in favour of the Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust.

2
3

S D Flewellen, evidence-in-chiefparagraphs 11 and 12 [Environment Court document 13].
C G Glasson, evidence-in-chiefFigure 3 [Environment Court document 9].
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1.2

The status of the proposal and the matters to be considered

The status of the subdivision and land use
[7]

The land is zoned Rural under the proposed Banks Peninsula section of the

district plan ("the PBPDP" or "the Banks Peninsula section") for Christchurch City. At
the time the application was lodged - which is the relevant4 date for establishing status the creation of a new lot with a minimum net site area greater than 20 hectares and
located within an Interim Coastal Protection Area as shown

01).

the planning maps was a

discretionary activity provided that a building platform had been identified for any
dwellingS; and therefore the subdivision must be treated as a discretionary activity.

[8]

The zoning of the land was a matter of controversy under the Banks Peninsula

section when that was notified and was the subject of hearings by both the local
authority and by the Environment Court. As a consequence of the Environment Court's
decision in Briggs v Christchurch City Counciz6 part of the land is now within a Coastal
Natural Character Landscape ("CNCL") as defined in the PBPDP. The rest of the land
is marked with an overlay of 'Rural Amenity Landscape' (or "RAL"). All of the land is
within the coastal environment.

The Lushington site is within the RAL, and the Red

Point site is within the CNCL.

[9]

It is common ground that dwellings on both lots were and remain non-complying

under the PBPDP because they would each be on sites less than 40 hectares 7 and
possibly because certain site standards 8 are not met.

Matters to be considered
[10]

Normally if there is an operative district plan and a proposed plan, whether or

not to grant consent must be considered under each. However, although the proposed
.Banks Peninsula section of the

Chris~church

City Plan had not as at the date of the

hearing come into force, its rules are to be treated as operative under section 19 of the
RMA 9 since there are no remaining challenges to the PBPDP. The objectives and
4

Under section 88A of the RMA.
Rule 4 - Discretionary Activities.
Briggs v Christchurch City Council Decision C45/2008.
Rule 2.1 of Chapter 19 [pDP p. 130].
Rule 6.2 of Chapter 19 [pDP p. 136A].
Under its pre-Resource Management (Simplifying and Streamlining) Act 2009 form. (That statute
repealed section 19.)

7
policies of the Banks Peninsula District Plan are included in the meaning of "rules" in
section 19: White v Waitaki District CouncilJOand NZ Historic Places Trust v Waitaki
District Councilll .

[11]

Because the land use activity of a dwelling on Red Point requires consent as a

non-complying activity, that section requires that we must examine whether the
application passes the two gateways stated in section 104D of the Act. If it does, then
under section 104(1) of the Act, the matters to be considered when making our decision,
are subject to Part 2 of the Act:

(a)

the actual and potential effects of the proposal on the environment;

(b)

the relevant statutory instruments;

(c)

any other matters which are relevant.

'Other matters' raised in this proceeding relate to precedent issues, the permitted
baseline 12, and the question of alternative sites. We must also have regard to the consent
authority's decision 13.

[12]

First we describe the site, the land and the surrounding environment.

1.3

The site and the surrounding environment

[13]

We have described how the land is north of Red Point within Akaroa Harbour.

The Akaroa caldera is approximately 20 kilometres long from Duvauchelle Peak at its
northern end to the southern heads. It is about 13 kilometres across at its widest point.
The harbour is a drowned volcano presumably as a result of the recent (in geological
time) collapse of the southern end of the crater wall, allowing the sea to flood in.
attach marked "B" a copy of Ms PflUger's plan

14

We

showing the AkarQa caldera and the

Council's CNCL and ONL areas within and around it.

10
11

12
13
14

White v Waitaki District Council Decision C66/2006 at paras [16] and [17].
NZ Historic Places Trust v Waitaki District Council Decision C34/2008 at para [22].
Under section 104(2)ofthe RMA.
Section 290A ofthe RMA.
Y PflUger, evidence-in-chiefFigure 3 [Environment Court document 18]. This is a 'blow-up' of
plan "1" annexed to the Environment Court's decision C45/2008.
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[14]

Red Point is part of the Takamatua Hill (209 masl) landform which on three

sides (north, west and south) consists of a series of ridges and intervening gullies falling
towards the sea and ending in steep headlands.

The southern face of the hill facing

Akaroa is marked with some large-scale slumping.

After the thin Onawe Peninsula

15

Takamatua Hill is the most prominent headland in the Akaroa Harbour.
[15]

SEZL's land is on the western face of Takamatua Hill, facing the harbour.

There are two farm tracks across the land but no buildings. There are some fences and
water tanks. Access is from the northern (Lushington Bay) end of the land through an
existing pine plantation 16• One track rises to an upper flat area betw~en 140 and 160
. metres above sea level underneath Takamatua Hill (209 masl).

The other track winds

down past the face on which the Lushington site is located, through two gullies and then
up on to Red Point from the seaward end of that spur.

[16]

The land is not in a pristine state - one hundred or more years of burning and

farming has changed that.

The flatter and less steep areas of the land are in pasture.

Most of the steeper slopes and gullies are covered in gorse.

There are some attractive

areas of manuka and kanuka although none of these is more than 0.5 hectares. Despite
the presence of the fences, tracks, water tanks and introduced weeds (especially gorse)
the absence of buildings and the adjacent water still give the land a highly natural
character 1?•

[17]

There are urban settlements or villages in most of the larger bays around Akaroa

Harbour, and farms over the mid-slopes. We received evidence from Ms N Lauenstein
for SEZL and from Dr J Wilson for the ACT that the historic pattern of development has
been for settlements to generally concentrate in the larger bays, leaving the more
exposed headlands free of development. In pre-European times Onawe Peninsula was a
notable exception, being one of the principal pa sites for Ngai Tahu.

Much more

recently the Ngaio Point subdivision has established suburban-style development quite
attractively but intensively over its particular headland. There are few buildings on any

15
16
17

A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 6.1 [Environment Court document 12].
This section ofthe access is not yet formed.
C G Glasson, evidence-in-chiefpara 71 [Environment Court document 9]; A W Craig, evidencein-chief paragraphs 6.1 and 9.6 [Environment Court document 12]; Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chief
para 49 [Environment Court document 18].
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of the points protruding into the harbour except towards the head of the harbour, where
there is a building at the base of Hammond Point, and at Ngaio Point.

[18]

Ms Lauenstein observed that there are farmhouses, woolsheds and other farming

buildings on the volcano's internal walls and that 18 :

'The sporadic growth that occurs beyond the ... easily accessible areas follows a different pattern
as it encounters a different set of parameters.

The access is often along dirt roads or old farm

tracks. These parameters provide an environment that discourages consistent growth and results
in single dwellings or small clusters that can become pmt of the landscape. The applicant's site
definitely fits into this latter category of very low density development.

This low density development pattern and the landscape in the Akaroa harbour are intrinsically
linked and have become part of that landscape over time.

The 'scattered' rural dwellings

indicate the character of a working landscape and as such contribute to its legibility. In a similar
sense the sporadic dwellings, carefully set into or alongside natural landscape features, such as
native bush or water, reflect the character and human interaction with that specific landscape.

There was some debate amongst the other witnesses over the relevance of that to the
application before us.

Ms Pfluger pointed out that there are fewer houses near the

shoreline south of Lushington Bay outside Akaroa village.

She characterized the land

as being a transition to a less developed landscape.

2.0

The law

2.1

Listing the relevant documents

[19]

The relevant instruments to be considered under section 104(I)(b) of the Act are:

18

•

the operative district plan .

•

the proposed Banks Peninsula section of the district plan

•

the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement

•

the Canterbury Regional Coastal Environmental Plan

•

the New Zealand National Coastal Policy Statement.

N Lauenstein, evidence-in-chiefpara 2 [Environment Court document 4].
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2.2

The objectives and policies of the transitional district plan

[20]

The relevant objectives and policies of the transitional plan Were not referred to

by the parties other than by Ms Cook for FBPI.

They were identified by the

Environment Court in Pacific Investment Trust v Banks Peninsula District Council19
which wrote that20 :

... (the transitional] plan ... states that it has an essential objective as follows:
Protection ofthis inner harbour environment is a central objective ofthis Scheme.

Even in other rural zones the plan controls buildings in the area. It has a policy that:
Activities listed as conditional uses are generally appropriate for the zone concerned but
may not be suitable for particular sites because of the effect they would have on
surrounding users or the effect they would have in the broader context of the inner
harbour landscape.

It is also significant that there is also another specific policy that:

As a general principle, buildings in the Rural 1 and 3 zones should not be obvious from a
long distance (especially from important vantage points such as the Hilltop).

2.3

The proposed Banks Peninsula section of the district plan

[21]

The Banks Peninsula. section of the proposed district plan for Christchurch City

is contained in one volume of text. There is one map for the Banks Peninsula showing
the different zones and other planning information. We have attached the relevant part
forthe Akaroa Caldera.

[22]

The structure of and some of the descriptions in the PBPDP are confusing.

It

contains seven parts and many appendices. The latter are irrelevant for the purpose of
this hearing.

Each of the seven parts includes chapters (which are numbered

consecutively from the beginning of Part I). The headings of the parts and the relevant
chapters of the PBPDP are:
19
20

Pacific Investment Trust v Banks Peninsula District Council Decision C86/2000.
Pacific Investment Trust v Banks Peninsula District Council Decision C86/2000 at [23].
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I

Overview
Chapter 1

Fonnat of the plan

Chapter 2
II

The environment and resources of the district

III

Significant resource management issues
Chapter 7

Sustainable

Development and Growth of the

Built

Environment

IV

District wide features
Chapter 12 The Coastal Environment
Chapter 13 Outstanding Natural Features and Landscapes

V

Zones

Chapter 19 Rural
VI

General provisions
Chapter 30 Resource Consent Procedures
Chapter 31 Subdivision

VII
[23]

Definitions

Part I (Overview) of the PBPDP contains a description of the fonnat21 of the

plan. Relevantly this states22 ;

PART III - SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Part III relates to the whole of the District.

This part sets out the important resource

management issues that apply throughout the District and states the District-wide objectives that
are sought to be achieved by the plan.

21
22

Part 1, Chapter 1 [pBPDP p. 7].
Part 1, Chapter 1 [pBPDP pp 7-8].
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PART IV -DISTRICT WID~ FEATURES
This part of the Plan addresses particular areas located throughout Banks Peninsula which are
important in contributing to the overall amenity of the District. They include elements of both
the natural and physical environment. Included in this part of the Plan are the coastline areas of
significant landscape value, cultural heritage sites and significant trees.

Part IV of the Plan

contains provisions aimed at protecting and enhancing the character and values of those features
and places.

We draw attention to the misleading nature of the titles for the parts.

If the ensuing

descriptions are correct -and on checking the contents of Parts III and IV they are Part III should now be called:

Part III

District Wide Issues, Objectives and Policies

- because it is intended to cover the whole district, and similarly, Part IV, something
like:

Part IV

Features of District Wide Importance

- because this part does not deal with 'District Wide Features' (the very title seems
internally inconsistent) but with particular important features and areas within the
district. The headings to Parts III and IV seem so misleading and uncertain that this is a
situation where the court might exercise its powers under section 292 of the Act and
direct that the Council amend its plan. We will reserve leave for the Council, and other
party who wishes to be heard, to make submissions on the issue, which is irrelevant to
the outcome in this case.

[24]

Much more relevant to the parties is that each of the Parts including and after

Part III contains objectives and policies, so an issue arises as to the relationship between
the various sets of objectives and policies. We consider that issue briefly at the end of
our description of the plan.
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The relevant district-wide objective(s) in Part III
[25]

In Part III of the PBPDP, Chapter 7 is about sustainable development and growth

of the built environment. It provides a district-wide objective for new buildings and
other development. It reads23 :
OBJECTIVE 1

To ensure that future development complements, sustains and does not detract
from existing natural and physical resources and the wider environment.

[26]

The implementing policies are that physical deve10pment24 :

7/lA

must be serviced with adequate roading, and adequate stormwater and sewage
disposal facilities so that it does not lead to degradation of natural values.

7lIB

... should be located to protect and, where appropriate, enhance the environment,
particularly: areas of significant indigenous vegetation, habitats of indigenous species,
outstanding natural features, the coastal environment and the effectiveness of ecological
corridors.

7/1 C

... should reflect or enhance the amenity values ofthe area.

7/1D

,., should not detract from strategic infrastructure that is significant to the district or the
region.

The 'partiCular feature' objectives and policies in Part IV
[27]

There is one relevant chapter in Part IV of the PBPDP which is, as we have

pointed out, despite its name - District Wide features - actually about specific areas on
Banks Peninsula.

The relevant area and the chapter dealing with it are the coastal

environment and the chapter of the same name (Chapter 12). Other chapters in this part'
deal with 'Cultural Heritage' and 'Trees' and the 'Outstanding natural features and
landscapes'. This last chapter - Chapter 13 - might look as if it is relevant but is not for
reasons we mention later.
The coastal environment (Chapter 12)

[28]

Turning to Chapter 12 (the Coastal Environment), the relevant objectives are

objectives 12/1 and 12/2. The first is 25 :

23

24

25

Chapter 7, Objective I and policies IA-lD [PBPDP p. 38].
Policies IA to lD, Part III, Chapter 7 [PBPDP p. 38]: here and elsewhere we have added an
identifier referring to the Chapter number to distinguish the various policies "IA", "IB" and so on
from each other.
The amendments (double underlining) and deletions in this and following objectives and policies
were made by the Environment Court in Briggs v Christchurch City Council Decision CI13/2008,
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Objective 1
To preserve the natural character and amenity values of the coastal environment of the District,
including the Coastal Natural Character Landscape, and protect it from the adverse effects of
inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

[29]

Its implementing policies are:
IA

Coastal landforms, landscapes and vegetation which exhibit distinctive natural character
and visual amenity values within ef the coastal environment, are to be protected from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

IB

To preserve the natural character of the coast through:

•

Retention. as far as possible. of remaining areas of indigenous vegetation. habitat.
natural landforms and the ecological. open space and amenity values associated with
these.

•

Maintenance ofthe natural character in those parts of the coastal environment which
are unbuilt and/or remote.

lRC The scale,· form and location of buildings and other structures should not to be visually
dominant in the coastal environment.
lGill New subdivision, use and development that are appropriate to the location are to occur
generally in areas where the natural character has already been compromised.
!DlE Avoid sprawling or sporadic subdivision use and development.
IE

Within IHterim Caastal PrateetiaH }..reas ta presen'e the HatHral eharaeter ef the
eeastal eHYireHmeHt aHd preteet it {rem iHapprepriate sHbdiYisieH, Hse, and
de'/elepment.

IF

The adverse effects of use and development (including but not limited to land disturbance.
earthworks: exotic forestrY. indigenous vegetation clearance, buildings and other
structures) should be:
•

Avoided. remedied or mitigated in a manner that preserves the high natural character
values of the Coastal Natural Character Landscape;

•

[30]

Avoided. remedied or mitigated in other areas ofthe coastal environment.

Policies 1211C and 1211E give further indications as to what building might be

inappropriate, that is development which:

•

is visually dominant in the coastal environment; and

•

which is sporadic development or adds to existing sprawl.

15

[31]

Policy l2/lF reflects the fact that different areas of the coastal environment of

Banks Peninsula have been placed in two categories:
Landscapes" and the rest.

"Coastal Natural Character

The use of the term "Coastal Natural Character Landscape"

. is unfortunate because probably none of the areas, so described, are large enough to be a
'landscape' within either the usual or the section 6(b) RMA meaning .of that word. That
is expressly recognised by the PBPDP when it refers to "CNCL areas", and was
implicitly recognised by most of the witnesses and counsel in this case when they
repeatedly used the same phrase.

Further, when questioned by the court Ms PflUger

said that she thought the landscape in which the proposal is set is the Akaroa caldera as
defined by the crater rim26 •

[32]

The apparent aim of policy l2/lF is to provide different standards for adverse

effects of development on different areas within the coastal environment:

•

buildings within CNCL areas are to have their adverse effects avoided or
remedied or mitigated in a manner that both preserves the high natural
character values of the area and achieves as far as possible the previous
policies in Chapter 12; and

•

the adverse effects of buildings in the remainder of the coastal environment
are to be avoided, remedied or mitigated under the previous policies.

So, for other areas of the coastal environment the policy simply repeats section 5(2)(c)
of the Act, but within the CNCL

t~e

adverse effects of a proposed activity are to be

avoided, remedied or mitigated in a way that preserves the high natural character. We
see this as the PBPDP's method of making the 'environmental merit' policy in Chapter
31 or in the method27 as much harder to satisfy in the CNCL.

[33]

We note that there are some obvious drafting defects in the policies in Chapter

12, in particular:

26

27

Transcript p. 279. She also explained that the term originated in the Terms of Reference set by
the Christchurch City Council for the Landscape Study, and the term was then perpetuated through
the study, Variation 2, and the Environment Court decisions.
Method 4, Chapter 19 [pBPDP p. 128].
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•

the reference to "inappropriate" subdivision, use and development in policy
12/1A.

Those words add nothing in an implementing policy if they are

already contained (as'here) in the guiding objective28 ;
•

the redundant 'to' in policy 12/1C.

We will reserve leave for the Council to make an application under section 292 on either
of those points if it wishes to.

[34]

Policies 12/1A, 12/1B, 12/1D and 12/1F all relate to the natural character of the

area in question. Putting them together, the "natural character" policy for the relevant
part of the coastal environment is that development is appropriate or inappropriate in
terms of objective 12/1 depending on the extent to which the natural character of the
relevant CNCL area:

(1)

has already been compromised (policy 12/1D); and

(2)

with the proposal placed in it would:
•

remain unbuilt and/or have its remoteness maintained, and retain its
natural landform (policy 12/1B);

•

have its other distinctive values (if any) protected (policy 12/1A); and

•

through the measures taken to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse
effects of the proposal, preserve the high natural values of any coastal
natural character landscape area (policy 12/1F).

In our View these policies collectively impose a very stringent test on proposed
development within a CNCL area.

[35]

Objective 12/2 seeks to protect, and where practical, enhance significant

indigenous vegetation and wildlife habitats in the coastal environment.

The' most

relevant implementing policy - 12/2B - seeks the retention, and rehabilitation of the
indigenous ecosystem functioning, habitat values and natural character of the coast of
Banks Peninsula.

28

Given the wording of section 6(a), the use of "inappropriate" in an objective is not of much use
either.
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[36]

As for the other objectives in Chapter 12: objective 12/3 (coastal water quality)

and Objective 12/4 (public access to and along the coast) are not particularly relevant.
Objective '12/5 seeks to recognise and provide for the values ofNgai Tahu and the local
tangata whenua relating to the coastal environment. Policy 12/5A seeks that use and
development should not adversely affect waahi tapu and other sites which are significant
to tangata whenua, and policy 12/5B seeks that access t6 the coastline for the gathering
ofkai moana be maintained or enhanced where appropriate. No issues have been raised
about any of those policies.

Outstanding naturalfeatures and landscapes (Chapter 13)

[37]

The way the PBPDP is now constructed, the objectives and

policie~

in Chapter

13 only apply to the "outstanding natural landscape areas" identified on the planning
map (of which Annexure 'B' is part). None of the witnesses referred to these policies
as relevant so we consider Chapter 13 no further.

Part V : Zones
[38]

Because the land is in the rural zone (Chapter 19) another potentially important

objective is Objective 19/1. It and its related policies are set out below29 •

Objective [19/1]
To maintain the landscape values. natural character and amenity values of each of the
Landscape Categories identified within the Rural Zone.

Policy [19/lA]
The following qualities .or elements contribute to the landscape character and amenity
values ofthe rural environment and are to be maintained and enhanced:
•

A generally small scale low density of buildings and residential development in
those areas of the District where landscape character and amenity values are
vulnerable to degradation. (See also Chapters 12, 13 and 31.)

•

Absence of highly visible structures and development on prominent ridges and
skylines. (See also Chapters 12, 13 and 31.)

29

•

Prominent rocky outcrops.

•

Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and habitat.

•

The quality and clarity of water in rivers and streams.

Amendments from the Environment Court Decision Cl13/2008 are noted in double underlined
text.
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•

Indigenous streamside (riparian) and coastal vegetation.

•

The ability to sustainably provide for the evolving nature ofland based activities.

Policy [19/lB]
Sustainable management and positive conservation is to be encouraged through non. regulatory means, including a Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust or other independent
organisations.

.[39]

Other potentially relevant policies to this application are policies 19/2E, 19/2G

and 192H which seek to encourage the retention and enhancement of indigenous
vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna by the planting of indigenous tree species.

[40]

Objective 19/4 concerns the provision of potable water.

Objective 19/5 and

Policy 19/5A are to maintain the life-supporting capacity of soils, and to avoid the
contamination of soils from· facilities such as septic tanks, and objective 19/7 and
policies 19/7B and 19/7C seek to ensure that development does not exceed available
servicing and infrastructure capacities at the cost of the community.

Part VI : General provisions
Resource consent procedures (Chapter 30)

[41]

Chapter 30 sets out the provisions for making applications and the additional

information that is required 30 beyond that to be supplied under section 88 of the Act.
The statements in this chapter are called 'provisions' rather than rules but we do not
think anything turns on that.

[42]

A separate provision3 ! sets out assessment criteria for the Council to consider

when coming to its decision. The general criteria largely duplicate matters inthe RMA
or in the objectives and policies. There are also specific criteria32 for assessing land use
and subdivision applications. The latter will, if necessary, be considered when we come
to the subdivision consent.

The land use specific criteria cover amenity and traffic

generation issues. Only amenity issues are relevant here. The criteria cover the topics
of (relevantly):

30

. 31
32

Rule 30/2 [pBPDP p. 237].
Criteria 30/1 Assessment of Land Use Consents [PBPDP pp 246-247].
Criteria 30/2 Assessment of Land Use Consents [PBPDP pp 246-247].
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•

height

•

artificial light

•

earthworks

Subdivision (Chapter 31)

[43]

Objective 31/15 is:

To ensure that sites which are created by subdivision do not indirectly result in adverse effects on
Outstanding Natural and Coastal Natural Character Landscapes and the visual amenity and
natural values ofthe environment.

In summary the implementing policies 31/1A to 31/1H seek:

•

that new sites be created to accommodate permitted, controlled, or
discretionary activities, e.g. buildings in compliance with the rules of the
relevant zone;

•

to achieve the long-term protection of outstanding natural features and
landscapes;

•

to recognise existing landscape patterns, including topographical features;
and to identify appropriate building platforms at the time of subdivision;
and to take into account the topography of sites when identifying building
platforms.

[44]

Other subdivision objectives of relevance are:

•

[to] ensure that adequate provision is made for services, infrastructure and access to sites
which are created (objective 31/4);

•

[to] encourage the protection or preservation of areas of significant indigenous vegetation,
outstanding natural features or landscapes, or sites of natural, scientific or cultural
significance (objective 31/7).
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Implementing policy 3l/7A provides that 33 :

[45]

The Council is to consider the potential benefits arising out of subdivisions for a separate title for
an area of significant indigenous vegetation, outstanding natural feature, and landscapes. and
coastal natural character landscapes, or sites of scientific or cultural significance the outcome of
which is to permanently protect the site from further subdivision or development but which may
also create the right to construct and occupy a dwelling either on the site or in another location,

The explanation for the policy recognises expressly that the prospect of a profit is an
incentive to land owners willing to protect areas of significant vegetation or, now
implicitly, a CNCL area against further subdivision.

There is no equivalent land use

policy,
The planning map
[46]

The policies in the Banks Peninsula section are intended to work with a map

which shows the areas referred to in the policies. Several apparently curious features of
the landscape plan in the Banks Peninsula section as it relates to Akaroa Harbour are
immediately visible from an examination of Attachment "B". the first is the small size,
odd shapes and patchiness of the areas described as 'landscapes'. They do not look as
if any regard has been had to the idea that a landscape is an integral whole.

Even in its

crudest, picturesque meaning a 'landscape' suggests the whole view seen by an
observer.

The court has stated that section 6(b) involves a much fuller, four-

dimensional, understanding of what a 'landscape' is, see, for example, Maniototo

Environmental Society Incorporated v Central Otago District Council34 •

Our

puzzlement about this was confirmed by Ms Y PflUger, a landscape architect called by
the ACT. In answer to a question from the court she advised that because of its shape·
she sees the whole of the area within the Akaroa crater rim as a single landscape,

[47]

A further complication is that there are various indications within the district

plan's text that each of the so-called landscapes (e.g. the "ONLs" or "CNCLs") is not
regarded as a complete landscape in itself but as a landscape area. As can be seen from
examination of Attachment "B", some areas along .the shoreline - notably at the
33

34

The amendments (double underlining) and deletions in this and following objectives and policies
were made by the Environment Court in Briggs v Christchurch City Council Decision Cl1312008.
Maniototo Environmental Society Incorporated v Central Otago District Council Decision
CI0312009 at [202].
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entrance to the harbour - are shown as both "CNCL" and "ONL".

In this proceeding

the artificiality· of the' description of each of the areas as a landscape was implicitly
recognised by most witnesses and counsel. Almost all of them at one point or another
in their evidence referred toa 'CNCL area' rather than simply to a 'landscape'.

[48]

Given those inconsistencies and the princil?le that the consent authority, or on

appeal this court, may decide as a matter of fact and judgment that (f9r example) the
Akaroa caldera as a whole is an ONL notwithstanding a statement in the district plan to
the contrary - see Unison Networks Limited v Hastings District Council35

-

it appears

that the words ' ... subject to Part 2 of the Act' in section 104(1) are likely to become
important in any application for subdivision and development close to Akaroa Harbour,
or indeed within the Akaroa caldera as a whole. The issue did not in fact arise in this
case and we make no further comment either way.

The relationship between Chapters 7, 12 and 19 of the district plan
[49]

We alluded earlier to the issue as to the relationship between different parts of

the district plan, where there is a potential conflict between them.

This arises

particularly in relation to Chapters 12 and 19 of the district plan. Reading the PBPDP as
a whole, we consider that if land which is zoned Rural has an overlay of "CNCL" then
the most relevant objectives and policies are those in Chapter 12.

The immediate

consequence of that for an applicant is that objective 19/1- which seeks merely to
maintain the values of the area - gives way to objective 12/1, which is more rigorous in
that it seeks to preserve those values.

That approach is reinforced by the fact that

objective 12/1 and its implementing policies are more consistent (in respect of proposed.
buildings) with the district-wide objective 711 and its implementing policy 7/1B.

The

latter is to locate buildings so as to protect and where appropriate enhance the coastal
environment.

[50]

However, there are some objectives and policies in Chapter 19 which operate in

a way which complement rather than subtract from the objectives and policies of
Chapter 12. In that case they are to be given full consideration. We refer to objective
19.2 and related policies 19/2E, 19/2G and 19/2H.
35

While objective 12/1 and its related

Unison Network Limited v Hastings District Council HC, Wellington, 11 December 2007, CIV
2007-485-896, Potter J.
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policies effectively override objective 19/1 and its policies, the complementarity of the
provisions in objective and policies 12/2 and objective and policies 19/2 suggest we
should take both into account.

2.4

The Regional Instruments

The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement
[51]

In our view the general objectives of this policy statement have effectively been

subsumed by the (still overly-general) objectives and policies of the Canterbury Coastal
Plan in respect of the coastal enviroiunent which contains the applicant's land.

The Canterbury Regional Coastal Environmental Plan
[52]

The CRCEP was made operative on 11 December 2003.

It focuses on the

coastal marine area, that is the area seaward of the mean high water mark (springs)
["MHWM"] but also covers areas of significant natural and physical values.

[53]

The area fromRed Point (north of Akaroa township) to Red House Bay (south of

Akaroa township) is identified in the CRCEP as having high historic value, but not as
having high natural, physical or cultural value.

In the 19th century, we were told,

visiting gunships would use the cliffs on the south side of Red Point for gunnery
practice. However, the applicant's Red Point site is on the crest of the Red Point spur or
a few metres to the north of it so we do not consider the CRCEP is relevant.

2.5

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement

[54]

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 1994 applies.

The most relevant

national priorities for the purpose of assessing this application are:

.1.1.1 ... to preserve the natural character of the coastal environment by:
(a)

encouraging appropriate subdivision, use or development in areas where the natural
character has already been compromised and avoiding sprawling or sporadic
subdivision, use or development in the coastal environment;

(b)

taking into account the potential effects of subdivision, use, or development on the
values relating to the natural character of the coastal environment, both within and
outside the immediate location; and

(c)

avoiding cumulative adverse effects of subdivision, use and development in the
coastal environment;
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1.1.3 ... to protect the following features, which in themselves or in combination, are essential
or important elements of the natural character ofthe coastal environment:
(a)

landscapes, seascapes and landforms, including;
(i)

significant representative examples of each landform which provide the
variety in each region;

(ii)

visually or scientifically significant geological features; and

(iii)

the collective characteristics which give the coastal environment its natural
character including wild and scenic areas

1.1.5 ... to restore and rehabilitate the natural character of the coastal environment where
appropriate.

There is obviously a tension between the proposed Red Point dwelling (if

tha~

is

appropriate under priority 1.1.1) and the protection of the natural character of the coastal
environment.

3.0

Predicted effects

3.1

Positive effects

[55]

The most obvious positive effect of the proposal will be that Mr and Mrs Studer

- the I?rincipals of SEZL - will have an imaginatively designed 36 house in an inspiring
location. It will be sited on Red Point about 50 metres above the sea with views of both
the crater rim in every direction except in the northeast where it is blocked by the slopes
of Takamatua Hill, and extensive. views of the harbour.

[56]

Another important set of positive effects is that SEZL has volunteered a

covenant to the Banks Peninsula COlfservation Trust whereby about 36 hectares of the
land will be fenced off, have all stock removed, and maintained in perpetuity for the
regeneration and maintenance of native bush.

To meet the concerns of FBPI that the

viewshafts protected by the proposed Deed of Covenant might negate the covenant on
the slopes around the proposed house, and that possums and other pests might cause
problems for regeneration elsewhere, SEZL's counsel indicated that it would accept
conditions dealing with those matters.

The applicant has also volunteered a 'no more

subdivision' covenant. Overall the positive effects weigh quite heavily in the scales.
36

The architect, Mr W C Skews, gave evidence about his design [Environment Court document 3].
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3.2

Adverse effects

[57]

We are satisfied that the infrastmctural requirements ofthe PBPDP can be met

by the proposed conditions so there are not likely to be any adverse effects on traffic
access, or stormwater and other aspects of on-site servicing.

The principal potential

adverse effects to be considered are those on the amenities - especially views within the
Akaroa. caldera.

Views from Akaroa
[58]

The applicant proposes a number of measures to avoid the house being seen from

Akaroa. First, the kanukas and other vegetation on the southeastern scarp above the sea
are likely.to screen most of the house; secondly, the house is placed halfway along the
flat crest of the spur; thirdly, the roof of the house is to be covered in turf or, other
plantings; and fourthly, MrSkews, the architect, proposed a low (1.5 metres maximum)
mound along the southeastern side of the house.

[59]

For FBPI, Ms Cook il1 her thoughtful evidence pointed out37 that a problem with

the applicant's original proposal is that relying on vegetation to screen a building can be
unreliable. The vegetation can be destroyed accidentally or on purpose, for example by
fire or poison.

The Environment Court has found in other cases, especially where

vegetation stands in the way of an outlook, that it has a habit of not surviving, and so the
court has been reluctant to rely on screening in those situations - see· the cases
summarised in Long Bay-Okura Great Park Society Incorporated and Others v North
Shore City CounciZ38 •

[60]

At the court's suggestion the applicant's architect produced some plans 39 in

which the proposed house was moved about eight to ten metres horizontally to the
northwest so it was even closer to the northern face of the spur. That move meant that
house floors would. be generally about 1.5 metres lower than before, which
automatically lowered the roof-line and thus visibility from Akaroa.

The horizontal

displacement had the further consequence that more of the spur-top was available for
37
38

J A Cook, evidence-in-chiefpara 67 [Environment Court document 14].
Long Bay-Okura Great park Society Incorporated and Others v North Shore City Council Decision

39

A78/2008.
Exhibit 3.1.
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mounding so that there would be a physical barrier between the house and views from
Akaroa.

Weare satisfied that with those changes, the proposed house will be very

difficult ifnot impossible to see from Akaroa township.

Thus the adverse effects will

be less than minor, ifthere are any at alL
Views from the harbour surface
[61]

As stated earlier, Red Point is a spur which runs southwest froin the tip of

Takamatua Hill (209 masl) to the northeast.

The truncated end of the spur means that

boats passing close to the steep slopes and terminating cliffs of the point would not be
able to see the proposed house.

However, as a boat moves further away from Red

Point, especially to the northwest, the house would be much more visible.

[62]

At a distance of a few hundred metres from the Takamatua shore there is an area

where the house would be on the skyline. In Mr Craig's opinion "the extent of the
visual intrusion is minor,,4o although he immediately qualified that by writing that41
because the viewer is close to the site the house's " ... detail will be evident".

He

agreed with Mr Glasson's prediction that the visibility of the building will diminish as
vegetation around it matures.

[63]

In contrast, Ms PflUger wrote 42 of the views from the water:

From some viewpoints at close distances the dwelling will appear against the skyline and the
modification will be clearly discernable (eg Figure 8b and visual simulation in Figure 28 of Mr.
Glasson's evidence).

Cumulative effects with the Lushington Bay dwelling will occur when

viewed from an area on the water of approximately 1-1.5 km in length west of Takamatua
Headland.

The photos in Figures 8a and 9 are taken from viewpoints near the southern and

northern edges of this area. Currently, the southern part of the headland is undeveloped. With
the proposed two houses the development will not only spread up onto the spur next to
Lushington Bay, but all the way to the southern most part of the headland on Red Point. In my
opinion, this represents a significant change to the currently undeveloped nature of the southern
part of the landform with more than minor effects on its natural character.

40
4\

42

A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 8.7 [Environment Court document 12].
A W Craig, evidence-in"chiefpara 8.7 [Environment Court document 12].
Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chief para 64 [E~vironment Court document 18].
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[64]

The applicant suggested through cross-examination43 that the area Ms PflUger

referred to was a band 200 metres wide. That of course ignores its length but even on its
width Ms PflUger pointed out44 :

That if it skylines as much as it does there it will be a narrow band, there will be other close-by
locations where you would still see the skyline, but not quite as prominent.

We find that as the boat moves further away, the crater rim from Brasenose (785 masl)
in the south to Purple Peak (646 masl) further north rears up as the skyline.

That

background, and the increasing distance,· are likely to make the house less visible, but it
will still be a domestic element in the landscape.
Three key images to consider here were produced45 by Ms Pollard and relied on by Mr
Glasson, the landscape architect called by the applicant.

They are Ms Pollard's

photographs and simulations 3, 4 and 6 of views from the harbour.

Looking at the

closest simulation (from photopoint 6) the house is very visible in the simulation and
against the skyline. A number of windows can be seen. The view from photopoint 3
shows the simulated house now against the backdrop of the crater walls behind.
Housing is also visible in Lushington Bay and, more prominently, on the Lushington
site. A disturbing aspect of this view is the sense of approximately equi-distant houses
around this prominent headland. That cumulative effect in our view tends to reduce the
natural character of the headland quite markedly.
is less visible in the simulation again.

Finally, from photopoint 4 the house

It must be remembered also that in real life all

these three-dimensional objects would stand out considerably more than they do in the
simulations.

[65]

Having studied the photographs and simulations and after inspecting the area and

looking at the views discussed by the witnesses, we consider that Ms PflUger has more
correctly assessed the likely·impact of the proposal. We predict that the adverse effect
of the house on Red Point on views:

. 43
44
45

Transcript p. 252.
Transcript p. 253.
E C'Pollard, evidence-in-chiefExhibit 5;1 [Environment Court document 5].
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(a)

from the harbour generally northwest of the house (once the viewer
emerges from the cliffs underneath the site) is likely to be more than
minor. The area of water from which the Red Point house will be seen has
an area of2.7 to 3.0 km2 (2.7 kilometres46 indepth x 1 to 1.5 kilometres in
length47).

So it is not negligible, although it will only be fully on the

skyline when viewed from an area of about 0.2 to 0.3 km2 ;
(b)

from Wainui Main Road above Tikao Bay at a distance of three kilometres
is likely to be more than minor (but less than the effect in (a) above).

[66]

We also agree with Ms PflUger that the cumulative impact of the Lushington

house and a Red Point house is likely to be more than minor.

[67]

The court had hoped that moving the house as Mr Skews proposed might screen

the house behind the kanuka shown on the plans and in the photographs produced to us.
However, after our site inspection we consider that is unlikely - the hillside to the
northwest is so steep that most of the close kanuka is too far down the slope to be of
much potential help (and that is quite apart from the problem, identified above, of
relying too much on vegetation for screening).

Views from Wainui Main Road
[68]

Between French Fann Bay and Wainui the road (Wairiui Main Road) rises above

the harbour. From the road above Tikao Bay the Red Point house is likely to be visible.
At various points along the road the observer will be looking slightly down at the house
but always with a vegetated backdrop48.

Visibility will be further reduced by the
design of the buildings (e.g~ the grass roof and the use of some non-reflective glass 49).

Remoter views
[69]

From further away, e.g. the southern half of the beach at Wainui, from the

Summit Road, from Hilltop, the house will be visible but so distant that it will be less
obtrusive.

46
47

48

49

From Lighthouse Road, south of and uphill from Akaroa, the house will be

Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chiefpara 69 [Environment Court document 18].
Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chiefpara 67 [Environment Court document 18].
A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 8.5 [Environment Court document 12].
A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 8.5 [Environment Court document 12].
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visible but the views will be largely of the vegetated roof, and we find that the adverse
effects will be minor.

Cumulative effects
[70]

Mr Craig wrote 50 :

... it is important to appreciate that the [proposed] covenant, and land use condition 14,
effectively preclude any further subdivision or building on the application site. Thus there is no
potential for any adverse cumulative effects on the landscape.

Mr Craig is talking about potential future effects here, so he is describing how
"accumulative,,51 effects will be avoided, not about "cumulative" effects as defined in

Dye v Auckland Regional Council52 •

It is of concern that Mr Craig did not directly

consider the cumulative effect of building SEZL's proposed house on Red point on the
existing wider (Le. Akaroa harbour and caldera) landscape. What Mr Craig did write
that is relevant to this issue was that53 , because the Lushington and Red Point sites are
"some distance" apart, their collective effects will not be "easily discemable from most
angles". However, we agree with Ms Pfliiger54 that in the important views from the
water and the western side of Akaroa Harbour both houses will be visible.

4.0

The gateway tests (section 104D)

[71]

A consent authority may grant consent to a non-complying activity only if it is
satisfied55 that either:

•

the effects of the activity on the environment will be minor; or

•

the application is for an activity that will not be contrary to the objectives
and policies of either the operative district plan or any proposed plan.

50
51

52

53

54
55

A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 10.27 [Environment Court document 12].
See Maniototo Environmental Society Incorporated v Central Otago District Council Decision
CI03/2009 at para 151.
Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2001] NZRMA 513; (2001) 7 ELRNZ 209; [2002] 1 NZLR
337.
A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 10.21 [Environment Court document 12].
Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chiefpara 77 [Environment Court document 18].
Section 104D.
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Are the adverse effects more than minor?

[72]

We have already held that the adverse effects of the proposed dwelling on views

from an area of more than 2.7 km2 in the Harbour and from parts ofWainui Main Road
will be more than minor.

That consideration is reinforced by additional factors: that

the proposed Red Point house is within the coastal environment, that the preservation of
the natural character of that environment is a matter of national importance, and that a
house in that environment that is clearly visible from a distance of 300 metres will
usually be a more than minor adverse effect on that environment. Even after taking all
the proposed remedial and mitigating proposals on the Red Point site (but not the
proposed environmental compensation) into account the adverse effects are still a little
more than minor. So the first gateway is not passed.

Is the second gate passed?

[73]

When considering this second gateway test the local authority must apply the

meaning of the word 'contrary' as defined inNZ Rail v Marlborough District Council56
as meaning" ... opposed in nature different to or opposite, repugnant to or antagonistic".
A proposal which simply fails to satisfy, or meet a policy is not necessarily contrary to
it.

[74]

In all but the simplest cases the second gateway test is very difficult to apply

because most district plans have a plethora of objectives and policies. We consider that
if a proposal is to be stopped at the second gateway it must be contrary to the relevant
objectives and policies as a whole. We accept immediately that this is not a numbers
game: at the extremes it is conceivable that a proposal may achieve only one policy in
the district plan and be contrary to many others. But the proposal may be so strong in
terms of that policy that it outweighs all the others if that is the intent of the plan as a
whole.

Conversely, a proposal may be consistent with and achieve all bar one of the

relevant objectives and policies in a district plan. But if it is contrary to a policy which
is, when the plan is read as a whole, very important and central to the proposal before
the consent authority, it may be open to the consent authority to find the proposal is
contrary to the objectives and policies under section 104D. We add that it is rare for a
consent authority, or the court, to base its decision either way, on a single objective or

56

NZ Rail v Marlborough District Council [1994] NZRMA 70 at p. 80.
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policy.

The usual position is that there are sets of objectives and policies either way,

and only if there is an important set to which the application is contrary can the local
authority rightly conclude that the second gate is not passed.

[75]

None of the parties except FBPI in Ms Cook's evidence referred us to the

relevant objectives and policies of the transitional district plan. However, they are still
relevant under section 104D because while the rules of the PBPDP are deemed to be
operative under section 19 of the Act (in its pre-2009 form) its objectives and policies
are not operative.

[76]

The onus was on the applicant to produce at least some evidence on whether the

proposal was contrary to the objectives and policies of the transitional district plan.

It

failed to do so. In the absence of any specific evidence we refer to our general findings
on the effects of the proposal. Based on those we hold that building a new house in a
prominent position at the entrance to the inner harbour cannot reasonably be seen as
protecting that environment. We therefore hold that the proposal is contrary to the
central objective of protecting the inner harbour environment.

[77]

Turning to examine whether the proposal is contrary to the objectives and

policies of the proposed Banks Peninsula section of the district plan: while, as we
discuss shortly, the proposal is contrary to some of the most important policies in the
Banks Peninsula section, we are unable to conclude that it is contrary to the PBPDP as a
whole. Consequently the proposal squeezes through the second gateway.

5.0

Overall consideration

5.1

Does the proposal achieve the policies of the Banks Peninsula section?

[78]

We accept immediately that almost all of the PBPDP's policies for servicing and

infrastructure would be achieved.

Further, SEZL has made meritorious efforts to·

reduce the adverse effects of its proposed house on Red Point.

The principal issue is

the extent to which the objectives and policies of Chapter 12 are met.
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Has the natural character of the area already been compromised? (Policy 12/1D)
[79]

The first relevant policy about development in the coastal environment

whether the land or its setting has already been compromised.

IS

The Commissioners for

the local authority found in their 'Main Findings of Fact' 57 that:

(iii)

The site possesses high natural character (cliff faces, established and regenerating native
bush) and rural values.

(v)

The natural character ofthe headland is compromised by a cluster of houses at Lushington
Bay and commercial forestry (north of the application site).

Natural character on the

application site is also marred by access tracks, water tanks, fencing, gorse and pastoral
grasses.

We are concerned that the Commissioners were, in the second quoted finding, applying
in the second sentence an incorrect, purist's use of the word 'natural'.

Of the word in

section 6(a) of the Act the Planning Tribunal wrote in Harrison v Tasman District
Council58 :
The word "natural" does not necessarily equate with the word "pristine". It is a word indicating
a product of nature andean include such things as pasture, exotic tree species (pine), wildlife ...
and many other things of ilk as opposed to man-made structures,roads, machinery.

Pines and pasture were expressly recognised by the Tribunal as 'natural'. We consider
the phrase 'natural character' is used in the same way in the PBPDP as in section 6(b) so
the Commissioners were, with respect, wrong when they found that the 'natural
character' of the land is "marred by gorse and pastoral

gra~ses'\

and the natural

character of the headland by commercial forestry north of the site. We also refer to the
discussion of naturalness in Long Bay Great Park Society Inc v North Shore City
CounciZ59 •

What is important about the surveys described in that case is that

'naturalness' is not primarily a scientific concept but a cultural one (insofar as that
distinction is valid).

57

Commissioners' decision 1 December 2008, para 58.

58

Harrison v Tasman District Council (1994) NZRMA 193.
Long Bay Great Park Society Inc v North Shore City Council Decision A78/2008.
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[80]

While there is a cluster of houses outside SEZL's land at Lushington Bay, and it

does compromise part of the headland close to it, we do not consider its influence
spreads so far as to compromise the natural character at Red Point.

The Environment

Court in Briggs drew a line between areas possessing coastal natural character and those
areas where it considered it was compromised.

We find that the existing houses near

the shoreline at Lushington Bay, which is indented into the coast, do not in any major
way compromise the naturalness of the land which runs south from the ridge enclosing
Lushingtons Bay to the north.

[81]

Obviously the natural character of the whole of Takamatua Hill has been

modified by farming, although the landscape witnesses all considered it had retained
high natural character. The farming attempts do not seem to have been worth it on the
steeper flanks on the western side of the hill- which includes most of SEZL's land since that has now reverted to gorse and kanuka (in gullies into which more recent bums
have not spread). The land is still natural in that there are no buildings on it (apart from
water tanks) and it is adjacent to the sea.

So we agree with Ms PflUger 60 that most of

the land is not compromised, and that any development should preferably be located at
the Lushington Bay end.

Maintenance of the natural character of unbuilt coastal environment (Policy 12/1B)
[82]

The remaining indigenous vegetation, some areas Of kanuka and natural

landform will largely be retained by the proposed covenants so the first part of policy
12/1 is likely to be met.

[83]

There are no buildings on the land at present. The existing fences and tanks are

not "buildings" within the definition 61 in the PBPDP.
"building".

A house is of course a

We find that the addition of a dwelling on the Lushington site, and of

another on the Red Point site will not maintain the natural character of this part of the
coastal environment which is not yet built on62 • The proposal is contrary to the second
part of the policy.

60

61
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y Pfluger, evidence~in-chiefpara 94 [Environment Court document 18].
PBPDP p. 345.
Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chief para 92 [Environment Court document 18].
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Is the scale, form and location of the proposed dwelling visually dominant?
(Policy 12/1C)
[84]

We accept the evidence that the scale and form of the Red Point house is likely

not to be visually dominant in the environment. However, we find that it is likely that
the location of the building out on Red Point will make it visually dominant 63

-

even if

about 100 metres back from the cliff edge. The proposal cannot be said to be contrary
to this policy but it is not completely consistent with it either.

Does the proposal represent sprawling or sporadic development? (Policy 12/1E)
[85]

The Red Point site would

c1ear~y

be a sporadic development in the Akaroa

caldera landscape and as such breaches the PBPDP; further, the effect of a building on
that site in conjunction with a house on the Lushington site would complete the near
encirclement of the Takamatua Hill's peninsula with housing from Takamatua to Akaroa
village and thus represent sprawl which is also condemned by the policy.

[86]

One of the ways to avoid sporadic development and/or sprawl is to cluster new

development around or within existing development. Mr Craig, the landscape architect
called by the Christchurch City Council, acknowledged 64 that "as a matter of principle
... clustering generally leads to better outcomes".

He concluded that on the particular

facts of this case clustering gives no advantages.

However, his evidence on this was

rather superficial (we discuss this further below) and we prefer Ms Pfluger's evidence.

[87]

The proposal is contrary to this policy inasmuch as it constitutes sprawling and

sporadic development.

Do adverse effects of the proposal preserve the high natural character of the CNCL?
(Policy 12/1F)
[88]

On the Issue of whether the likely adverse effects of the proposal will be

avoided, remedied or mitigated in a manner that preserves the high natural character
values of the CNCL area we agree that the earthworks can be repaired over time 65 by
careful planting under a landscape plan.
63
64
65

On the other hand the adverse effects of the

Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chiefpara 93 [Environment Court document 18].
A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 3.2 [Environment Court document 12].
Y Pfluger, evidence-in-chiefpara 96 [Environment Court document 18].
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house when viewed from areas in an arc from the southwest to just east of north will not
be.

Despite the low reflectivity glass proposed to be used, and the grass roof, the blank

windows of the house and its presence as a house will be visible from the areas we have
discussed.

The high natural values of Red Point will be detracted from in a more than

minor way.

The proposal can properly be described as "opposite in nature" to this

policy.

[89]

The Council's Commissioners' decision is vitiated. on this point by their

exaggerated finding about the compromising of the natural character of the site.

5.2

Implementing other objectives

[90]

We have identified as relevant the objective 12/2 to protect and where practical

enhance significant indigenous vegetation and significant wildlife habitats in the coastal
environment.

It is implemented by, amongst others, a policy of retention, restoration

and rehabilitation of the indigenous ecosystem functioning, habitat values and natural
character of the coastal environment.

The thrust of this objective and its associated

policy is· also found in objective 19/2 which is to identify, protect and enhance
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands
and· ecosystems and to encourage the retention and enhancement of indigenous
vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna. We note that the words "natural character"
do not appear in objective 19/2 and in that respect objective 12/2 should take precedence
over it. Objective 19/2 is supported by three relevant policies:

(1)

that the Council is able to take into account whether or not the community
benefits from the steps taken by the applicant to preserve indigenous
vegetation or habitats of indigenous fauna closely related to the site in
considering applications for resource consent (policy 19/2E);

(2)

that the planting of indigenous tree species is to be encouraged (policy
19/20); and

(3)

that the retention and enhancement of remaining areas of indigenous
vegetation is to be encouraged (policy 19/2H).

[91]

The application activity achieves these policies. In terms of the second part of

objective 19.2 and the relevant policies flowing from it, we accept that the proposal fits
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well with policies of encouraging the planting of indigenous species, and encouraging
retention and enhancement of remaining areas of indigenous vegetation.

In line with

policy 2E, we take that into account iIi reaching our overall judgment.

[92]

Objective 12/2 refers to significant indigenous vegetation.

Although the site

contains, as we have indicated, attractive areas of manuka and kanuka, none of them are
large enough to meet the district plan's definition of significance, so that the objective
does not strictly apply to the proposal. However, policy 12/2B is more widely cast, and
the protective covenant over 36 hectares of the land to which we have referred earlier
would contribute to the indigenous ecosystem functioning and habitat values of the coast
of Banks Peninsula. On the other hand, we have found that the proposal for a house at
Red Point would not maintain the natural character of this unbuiltpart of the coastal
environment. So while the proposal is in line with parts of this policy, it is not entirely
consistent with the policy as a whole.

[93]

In terms of the relevant policies we have discussed, even though the proposal fits

well with a number of the rural policies which look to the retention and !estoration of
indigenous vegetation, it reaches the point of being contrary, in the sense that the High
Court has defined that word to three significant policies dealing with subdivision, use
and development in coastal natural character areas. It is contrary to part of another
policy dealing with those matters, and not entirely consistent with another two relevant
policies for the coastal environment.

5~3

Other matters

Would consent be a good or bad precedent?
[94]

We add that, as Mr Garland acknowledges, the issue of planning precedent is

raised by the case. He simply says that the proposal is of such quality that it sets a good
precedent for development in the CNCL area 66 . We do not accept that evidence. In the
light of our previous findings on the extent to which the proposal does not implement
the most relevant objectives and policies of the plan, we find that consent to the proposal
could seriously undermine confidence in consistent administration of the district plan.

66

M Garland, evidence-in-chiefp. 21 [Environment Court document 10].
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[95]

It is easy to conceive a situation where if land use consent was granted for Red

. Point, a landowner at, for example, Tikao Point, would ask the Council to treat him or
her similarly and such an application might be difficult to resist.

Should we consider a permitted baseline?
[96]

We heard quite detailed submissions on what activities could be carried out on

the Red Point site as of right, and some evidence as to their likely effects. Mr Chapman
stated that a 10m2 structure could be placed on the site as of right and we accept that.
However, we consider it is fanciful to think anyone would place such a meaningless
structure there except out of pique.

[97]

We also accept his submission that stock yards could be built on the site.

However, we consider their effects would be suitably rural and so cannot usefully be
compared with the proposed dwelling.

[98]

Mr Chapman submitted that a more important aspect of the permitted baseline

for us to consider is that 'the land' could be cleared.

We infer he meant that the large

areas of gorse and regenerating bush, and the quite extensive areas of kanuka could be
burnt, poisoned or cut down. Again we accept that is (apparently) the landowners' right
under the district plan. However, that activity is stilI recognisably (and regrettably in
this area) rural and thus not comparable with the applicant's proposed house on Red
Point.

In any event, in our view the land is then likely in the longer term to simply

revert to scrub when any landowner realises (again) that the land is unlikely to make
enough money to justify the expense of controlling the gorse and other weeds.

[99]

Under section 104(2) of the Act we have a discretion as to whether or not to

disregard adverse effects if the district plan permits them.

In our view the only

relevant permitted activity is the right to build a structure with a 10 m 2 footprint. That
would have a floor area of dimensions of 3.3 metres x 3.3 metres approximately, which
is about an order of magnitude less than the proposed house. We consider the permitted
baseline is too far removed from the application in scale to justify further consideration.
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Are there alternative sites?
[100] We have sympathy for the applicant's principals, Mr and Mrs

S~uder.

The

evidence called for them shows that there is at least one alternative, which is to build on
the upper site within the RAL.

[101] The applicant had called Mr M D Yetton" a geologist/engineer, to give evidence
as to suitable stable building sites.

Mr Yetton said the area is " ... of considerable

instability" particularly the slopes on the southeast side of Takamatua Hill and
immediately adjacent to Red Point which are subject to deep-seated and very visible
slipping. He produced a plan67 showing three sites which were sufficiently stable. The
three suitable sites are:

•

the Lushington site;

•

the Red Point site;

•

an alternative site ("the upper site") uphill of the Lushington site.

[102] Ms PflUger preferred a second house on the upper site.

Mr Craig is, in our

experience, usually careful and measured in his appraisals, and considered that the
alternative site above the Lushington site would cause worse effects than the Red Point
site, because it is higher and more visible 68 from elsewhere within the caldera. We are
concerned that, for once, Mr Craig has been a little superficial in his assessment.
However, there is a hint in the applicant's evidence that at least for some time Mr Craig
considered that the higher site was preferred.
[103] Mr Craig's evidence as circulated included the statement that69 :

Finally with regard to clustering, it is noted that on site opportunities conducive to the erection of
dwellings are limited, largely due to unstable land.

Although it would be possible to site both

dwellings in the vicinity of Lushington Bay, it would force one dwelling down the slope into an
area that has little capability to absorb effects.

The dwelling would then be located on a

prominent point, resulting in a high level ofvisibility.

67
68
69

M D Yettem, evidence-in-chiefFigure 2 [Environment Court document 6].
A W Craig, rebuttal evidence paragraphs 3 to 6 [Environment Court document 12].
A W Craig, evidence-in-chiefpara 10,42 [Environment Court document 12].
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That conveyed the impression that when preparing his evidence he considered the
Lushington site was what we have described as the upper site and that the 'real'
Lushington site was less appropriate.

At the hearing 70 before us he changed the

wording of the last three lines to read:

. .. it would force one dwelling up the slope into an area that has little capability to absorb
effects.

The dwelling would then be located on a prominent ridge, resulting in a high level of

visibility.

We consider his initial wording was more accurate.

[104] The upper site is easy to locate from both close to and at a distance. Close to, it
is above a bouldery area perched. on a slight knoll.

From the middle distance (for

example, from Wainui Main Road) and beyond the knoll is a sun-bleached patch on the
side of Takamatua Hill. Tci the east of that and slightly uphill is a large nearly flat area
onto which a farm access track emerges through a slight (0.3 metre) cutting from the
north.

On the ground this upper site is surprisingly large.

It appears to us to leave

room for substantial planting and/or mounding (in keeping with the existing dry area at
the front of the upper site).

[105] The other important aspect of the upper site is that it is not within the CNCL so
the first policy in 12/6F does not apply to it, although all the other coastal environment
policies do.
[106] Finally, we have two other observations on alternatives.

First, that - as

indicated above - we are not happy with the Lushington's site and we would prefer a
cluster of three houses on the upper site if that would give SEZL an incentive to avoid
building on the Lushington site. Secondly, while no witness made anything of this, we
note that Mr Yetton's Red Point stable area7 ! extended well back towards Takamatua
Hill.

Our site inspection showed that the flat spur top actually dropped by one or two

metres towards the hill but remained, it appeared, within Mr Yetton's "stable area".

70
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Transcript p. 121.
M D Yetton, evidence-in-chiefFigure 2 [Environment Court document 6].
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Further, the manuka/kanuka approximately 100 metres closer to the northeast was
higher on the spur sides so a building northeast of the proposed site might be much more
obscured from views than the current Red Point site.

We are reluctant to say more at .

this stage, especially since the court is so consistently concerned with the security of
relying on vegetation as a way of screening developments, but in fairness to Mr and Mrs
Studer we think we should draw the possibility of moving the platform closer to the hill
to their attention. Of course that site would not have views anything like their preferred
Red Point site.

Our preference is still for two or even three houses on the upper

Lushington site.

[107] We gIve this issue of alternative sites very little (adverse) weight in our
.judgment. We have mainly discussed it to show a way forward for the applicants Mr
and Mrs Studer.

5.4

Conclusions

[108] In terms. of the national priorities under the New Zealand Coastal Policy
Statement we find that the proposal will restore and rehabilitate 72 the natural character of
the coastal environment by increasing its naturalness towards the endemic part of the
pristine-urban continuum; however, the naturalness will be reduced by the placement of
a new house on the Red Point site. Further, the other two national priorities are not
achieved in our view. .Wehave found that the natural (as opposed to pre-human)
character of the coastal environment of Takamatua Hill is not compromised at present,
and as discussed in relation t6 the policies of the district plan, the development will be
both sprawling and sporadic73.

[109] In terms of Part 2 of the Act we consider that consent to the proposal would not
recognise and provide for the preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment. While consent would enable Mr and Mrs Studer, and future occupants of
a house on Red Point, to provide for their wellbeing, the proposal would not, in our
judgment, sustain the potential of the coastal environment to meet the reasonably
foreseeable needs of future generations for a still relatively· natural harbour. Nor does

72
73

NZCPS policy 1.1.5.
NZCPS policy 1.1.1 (a).
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the proposal remedy or mitigate adverse effects sufficiently, although it does come.
moderately close in its provision of environmental compensation.
[110] We hold that a house at Red Point, even if it is carefully designed to fit into the
landscape, will be one more building in a part of the landscape which has an increasing
natural character at present. The proposed dwelling would, to a medium extent, detract
from the very qualities of naturalness that make this particular Coastal Natural Character
Landscape Area what it is - an important area within Akaroa Harbour. Thus, after
weighing all the relevant matters for and against, we find that the proposed house on
Red Point does not represent sustainable management under the RMA.

5.5

Outcome

Land use consent
[111] This will be refused for the· reasons given above.

Subdivision consent
[112] Since the reason for the subdivision - a separate Lot 2 and house on Red Point has gone with the refusal to grant land use consent for a dwelling on Red Point, the main
,

policies 31/lA to 31/lH are not satisfied and we should refuse subdivision consent also.

6.0

Postscript: the landscapes of Banks Peninsula

[113] Finally, while these matters have nothing to do with our decision, but in case
they assist in the future, we now draw attention to some other problems with the
. PBPDP's treatment of the landscapes ofthe Peninsula. We do so reluctantly because of
the huge effort that has gone into the Banks Peninsula section so far. We have already
drawn attention to some difficulties with the headings to Parts III and IV of the district
plan (Banks Peninsula section) which may be remedied under section 292; we have
already expressed unease with the use of the word 'landscape' within the PBPDP. For
the sake of consistency with section 6(b) of the RMA the ,Council may need to look at
this further.
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[114] More importantly, we draw attention to the fact that the PBPDP's discussion in
Chapters 12 and 13 is based on the superseded premise thae4 "Before a feature qualifies
as outstanding it needs to be out of the ordinary within Banks Peninsula".

Banks

Peninsula was amalgamated with the district of Christchurch City on 6 March 2006 so
the appropriate test is nQW against the landscapes of the whole of Christchurch City
including that part (the urban area) which some inhabitants of Banks Peninsula like .to
call 'the swamp'.

As things stand any party to any RMA proceedings about

development on the peninsula can claim that, despite thePBPDP's provisions any or all
of Banks Peninsula is now an outstanding natural landscape or feature in the context of
the district as a whole, particularly since that issue has not been determined by the
Council, let alone the Environment Court.

We also observe that the definition in Part

.VII of the PBPDP of 'outstanding natural landscape' may be ultra vires in its references
to (unspecified) "specific criteria" and (now) to "... within the context of Banks
Peninsula ...".

The Council will need to review all these parts of the PBPDP at some

stage, within the context of the district as a whole.

[115] The Council should also consider whether the PBPDP needs to be updated to " ...
give effect to ..." the Regional Policy Statement and/or Coastal Plan which describes
Banks Peninsula as a whole as an outstanding naturallandscape75 •

[116] Finally, we should record that the landscape map attached to the Banks Peninsula
section is admirable as far as it goes. It is based on a report by Boffa Miskell Limited of
which Ms PflUger was one of the authors.

The Environment Court in Briggs v

Christchurch City Counclf 6 was obviously impressed with the Boffa Miskell report, and

so are we. The difficulties we have discussed above largely arise, so far as we can see,
from the fact that the terminology on the map and in the Banks Peninsula section had
been determined before the Boffa Miskell study and long before any appeals on the
proposed plan.
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PBPDP p. 71.
Canterbury RPS p. 171.
Briggs v Christchurch City Council Decision C45/2008.
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[117] The new district planning map settled in Briggs is very useful, as it was in this
case, for determining the relative importance of areas within a landscape, for example,
the Akaroa caldera. Where it may be less helpful is in deciding the section 6(a) and (b)
issues as we have suggested above.
For the Court:

JRJackson
Environment Judge

Attachments:
A

Proposed covenant plan showing building sites

B

Planning map of Akaroa Harbour

JacksojlJud_RuleID12009-CHC-4 Threshold.doc.
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Berry v Gisborne District Council
[2010] NZEnvC 71
Environment Court, (ENV-2009-WLG-3)
Judge C J Thompson, Commissioner R M Dunlop

10 February;
10 March 2010

Resource management — Non-complying activity — Residential area — Appeal
against the granting of a retrospective resource consent to a new automotive repair
business — Appellant, who was seeking to sell neighbouring section, claimed business
adversely affected property values, traffıc flows and visual amenity — Whether
precedent affected — Site not manifestly out of character with existing non-residential
operations in area on cusp of rural-residential environment — Business provided
necessary tow-truck service to community and livelihood for a family in an
economically depressed area — Plan integrity not so imperilled as to justify declining
application — Adverse effects effectively dealt with by appropriate conditions —
Resource Management Act 1991, ss 5, 7, 104, 104(1)(a), 104(1)(b), 104(1)(c), 104D,
120, 128, 129, 290A, Pt 2.
Resource management — Consents — Considerations — Values — Amenity — Appeal
against the granting of a retrospective resource consent to a new automotive repair
business — Appellant, who was seeking to sell neighbouring section, claimed business
adversely affected property values, traffıc flows and visual amenity — Whether
precedent affected — Site not manifestly out of character with existing non-residential
operations in area on cusp of rural-residential environment — Business provided
necessary tow-truck service to community and livelihood for a family in an
economically depressed area — Plan integrity not so imperilled as to justify declining
application — Adverse effects effectively dealt with by appropriate conditions —
Resource Management Act 1991, ss 5, 7, 104, 104(1)(a), 104(1)(b), 104(1)(c), 104D,
120, 128, 129, 290A, Pt 2.
Resource management — Consents — Retrospective — Effects — Potential — Appeal
against the granting of retrospective resource consent to a new automotive repair
business — Appellant, who was seeking to sell neighbouring section, claimed business
adversely affected property values, traffıc flows and visual amenity — Whether
precedent affected — Site not manifestly out of character with existing non-residential
operations in area on cusp of rural-residential environment — Business provided
necessary tow-truck service to community and livelihood in economically depressed
area for family — Plan integrity not so imperilled as to justify declining application —
Adverse effects effectively dealt with by appropriate conditions — Resource
Management Act 1991, ss 5, 7, 104, 104(1)(a), 104(1)(b), 104(1)(c), 104D, 120, 128,
129, 290A, Pt 2.
The appellant, Berry, owned an empty section in Kipling Rd, Te Karaka. She sought to
appeal against a Gisborne District Council decision to grant retrospective resource
consent to Mr and Mrs Simpson for an automotive repair and service centre, located
two doors west of her property. The area was zoned as residential, and automotive
repair was a non-complying activity. The Simpsons had originally obtained consent
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for the building being used for the business activity on the basis that it would be used
for storage.
The appellant argued that the automotive business would have adverse effects such
as noise, run-off and increased traffic. She also contended that the business affected the
visual amenity of the area, and presented a fire hazard. She considered that allowing a
commercial operation to establish itself in a residential zone detracted from the
integrity of the District Plan. Further, the appellant who had been attempting to sell
her section, claimed that the Simpson’s business would reduce her section’s
desirability and value.
Mr Simpson, a long-term Te Karaka resident, was providing the only tow-truck
operation in the locality. He believed that his was the only new business to establish
itself recently in a commercially depressed area. The respondent council supported the
application, and considered the adverse effects were insignificant. Further, it
considered that the thrust of the district plan was not contravened.
Held, (1) the actual character of the site was not typically residential. It stood on the
cusp of the rural-residential environment and was surrounded by non-residential
activities associated with farming. Although the current signage needed to be reduced
to a level more consistent with the Plan’s limit, and further screening and treatment of
the by-products of maintenance and repairs was needed, the building itself did not
“jar” in its surroundings and affect the visual amenity of the area. There was no
evidence that the operation breached plan noise limits, or caused potential traffic
problems. The appellant’s claims of effect on neighbouring valuations were not borne
out. Conditions concerning sealing of the yard and disposal of contaminants would
effectively address potential runoff effects. Overall, the appellant’s assertions appeared
exaggerated. (paras 12-18)
(2) Considering the proposal under s 104 Resource Management Act 1991
(“RMA”), it could be seen as providing a necessary service to the community and
surrounding areas, and a local livelihood for the Simpson family. While the proposal
was “out of zone”, there were no irreconcilable conflicts with the overall thrust of the
Plan’s provisions. Only in the clearest of cases, involving an irreconcilable clash with
important plan provisions and a clear prospect of materially indistinguishable further
applications to follow, would plan integrity be so imperilled that an application should
be declined. That was not the case here. (paras 19-26)
Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337, (2001) 7 ELRNZ 207,
[2001] NZRMA 513 (CA), referred to
Rodney District Council v Gould (2005) 11 ELRNZ 165, [2006] NZRMA 217 (HC),
referred to
(3) Overall, the proposal met s 5 RMA purposes. Conditions as to business hours
for heavy traffic, noise monitoring, screening of unsightly materials, signage reduction
and sealing of the yard remained to be resolved between the Simpsons and the
respondent. The consent was confirmed, and the appeal dismissed. (paras 30-38)
Cases referred to
Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337, (2001) 7 ELRNZ 207, [2001]
NZRMA 513 (CA)
Land Air Water Association v Waikato Regional Council EnvC Auckland A110/01,
23 October 2001
Rodney District Council v Gould (2005) 11 ELRNZ 165, [2006] NZRMA 217 (HC)
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Environment Court (Judge C J Thompson, Commissioner R M Dunlop)

(2010)

Appeal
This was an appeal against a Gisborne District Council decision to grant retrospective
resource consent for a non-complying activity (an automotive repair and service
centre), which was located in a residential zone.
S J Mitchell for appellant
G R Webb for respondent
J F Simpson applicant
JUDGE C J THOMPSON, COMMISSIONER R M DUNLOP
Introduction
[1] In a decision dated 2 December 2008 the Gisborne District Council granted a
retrospective resource consent to Mr James Simpson and Mrs Kelly Simpson to
operate an automotive repair and service centre at 27 Kipling Rd, Te Karaka. (In
passing we note the road is referred to as Kipling Street in some signs and sources, but
for the sake of general uniformity we shall use Road). This site is owned by Mr and
Mrs Simpson and has a total area of 1.8605 ha. The business is to be operated from an
existing 12 x 15 m Kiwispan farm-style building, having a pitch height of about 5 m.
It is set back approximately 19 m from the boundary with Kipling Rd. Mr and
Mrs Simpson have, since the Council’s decision, built a house about 90 m back from
the road frontage and landscaping has been undertaken along that frontage. Also on
the site, beside the new building, is the former Simpson family home, now used for
storage and destined for eventual demolition.
[2] Mr Simpson, who is an A-Grade mechanic, will be the only person employed
full-time in the business. The modest assessment of environmental impacts that
accompanied the application refers to “servicing 5/6 customers per day”. Standard
operating hours will be 7 am to 6 pm weekdays and 8 am to 12 pm on Saturdays.
Mr Simpson also operates a 24-hour roadside call-out service under contract with the
AA and State Insurance which may require the departure or arrival of a salvage
tow-truck or other vehicle at any time of the day or night. We note that Mr Simpson
says that his is the only tow-truck operating between Gisborne and Opotiki. This part
of the operation potentially gives rise to a particular issue under the District Plan
Rules, and we shall return to it later.
[3] Te Karaka is a small rural settlement about 30 km from Gisborne, with a
population of about 500. It is a short way off SH 2, which is the road from Gisborne
to Matawai. In terms of commercial activity, recent history has not been particularly
kind to it — there are a number of empty shops and business premises in its centre,
and the hoped-for prosperity from production forestry in the surrounding hinterland
seems not to have come to pass.
Zoning and activity status
[4] The site is included within two zones under the partly operative Combined
Regional Land and District Plan. The front portion of the property, on which the
business is to be operated, is zoned General Residential and the rear portion is zoned
Rural Residential. The evidence from the Council witnesses was that the proposed
operation required consent as a non-complying activity. That of course means that
before the activity can be considered for a resource consent under s 104 and Part 2 of
the Act it must pass one or other of the threshold tests contained in s 104D. That is,
that it can be shown to have adverse effects on the environment which are not more
than minor, or that it is not contrary to the objectives and policies of the District Plan.
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The parties’ positions
[5] Mr Simpson says that he believed he sought the correct form of consent when
the building was originally constructed. This was sought on the basis that it was to be
used for storage — there was no mention then of the business. He did however
acknowledge in evidence that it was the intention, in the future, to operate his business
from there. The building was completed in early 2008. He says that due to problems
between him and the person he formerly worked for, or with, (who is also related to
him) he had to bring those plans forward. When Council staff became aware of the
business being in operation, (which seems to have been in June/July 2008) he was
advised that a distinct resource consent was required to operate the business, which he
then applied for. It was processed on a notified basis.
[6] The land has been in his family for many years and he wishes to live and work
on it. He is a life-time resident of Te Karaka and has recently seen many local
businesses close. He believes that his is the first new business to establish for a long
time. He points out that the demarcation between the zones in a settlement of this size
and type is somewhat arbitrary, and that the other automotive servicing business there
(where he formerly worked) also operates in the General Residential zone. In short he
believes that his business causes minimal, if any, adverse effects and that he has the
support of the overwhelming majority of neighbouring residents.
[7] The Council is content to support its decision to grant the resource consent. It
believes that the adverse effects on the environment are quite insignificant and that the
overall thrust of the objectives and policies of the Plan are not contravened.
[8] Mrs Berry owns a (now) empty residential section at 19 Kipling Rd and takes
exactly the opposite view to that of Mr Simpson and the Council. She bought her
property, which is actually just two-doors west of the site, some years ago intending it
to be an investment. A fire destroyed the house, which was tenanted, and because she
had been unable to arrange full insurance cover, she has not been able to re-build. The
section has been on the market for some months without offers being received — a
situation she blames on the Simpson operation which she believes deters potential
purchasers. She complains of a drop in value (which she does not quantify) noise,
potential run-off pollution, fire hazard, traffic and visual amenity effects on the
surrounding environment, and of the harm done to the integrity of the Plan by
allowing a commercial operation to establish in a residential zone.
Section 104D — adverse effects on the environment
[9] Noise monitoring of the business was carried out by Ms Tracey Panton, who is
an Environmental Health Officer with the Council. This was conducted while the
business was operational on 15 September 2009. The monitoring demonstrated that
noise emitted by the operation at that time on that day was comfortably within the
limits prescribed by the Plan. There have, Ms Panton says, been no complaints about
noise in the time that the business has been operating from the site, so it is reasonable
to conclude that noise effects are not a significant issue. However, Mrs Berry
complains of the noise of machinery and of hammering which she heard coming from
the premises on 5 February 2010. She was not, of course, able to measure that noise
and cannot say whether it complied with the Plan limits.
[10] The empirical evidence is that the operation complies with the Plan’s noise
limits. We are conscious though that the measurements were a brief snapshot and may
not tell the entire story. Ms Nicki Davies, the Council’s Development Control Planner,
reminded us that the Council’s conditions contained quite extensive powers of review
under s 128 RMA, including the power of reviewing noise conditions if monitoring
demonstrated difficulties with compliance. We believe that some greater detail is
required in that regard, and we shall return to that issue.
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[11] Mr Darren Cox is an Engineering Officer with the Council. He confirms that
Kipling Rd at the site is a straight length of road with a 3.5 m sealed width, and is
classified as a Local Road. There is no evidence that it has a capacity problem and it
will be well able to manage the relatively modest additional traffic created by the
proposal. The entrance into the property will comply with the Council’s Engineering
and Works Code of Practice. The number of off-street carparks provided on the site
comfortably complies with Council requirements. Mrs Berry makes the bare assertion
that the road is “ … not suitable for any increase in traffic that Mr Simpson’s garage
has generated”. There is nothing to support that view and we do not accept it.
[12] In terms of effects on visual amenity, an important background issue needs to
be mentioned. That is that although this site is within the Plan’s Residential zones, its
actual character is not typical of a suburban residential zone. It is on what Ms Davies
described as the “cusp of the rural-residential environment … ” in which there are a
number of non-residential activities connected with the adjoining farming and
cropping operations.
[13] The building in which the business is operated is typical in size and type of
larger farm utility buildings, of which (although Mrs Berry does not agree) there are a
number on the surrounding properties. Ms Davies takes the view, and it is hard to
substantively disagree, that given the rural nature of the north side of Kipling Road in
particular, this building does not visually “jar” in its surroundings. Mrs Berry has a
different view, describing it as a “hideous commercial building”. Objectively, we
cannot agree with that. But where we are more inclined to agree with her is in the
need for screening of the by-product of motor vehicle maintenance and repairs: the
piles of worn tyres, scrap metal and drums of various fluids which accumulate pending
removal from the site. We shall return to that topic also.
[14] The one visual issue which raised a question for the Council is that of signage
on and around the building. There are three signs attached to the building itself which
total 2.7 m2 in area, and a further portable sign which is placed on the road frontage
during opening hours. There also appear to be signs attached to the front fence. The
signs attached to the building do not comply with the Plan rules for a residential area
which limit signs to a maximum of 1 m2 per road frontage. This was not something
separately alluded to by Mrs Berry, although we imagine she might regard the signs as
coming within her scathing assessment of the building as a whole. We would prefer to
see the signage at a level closer to the Plan’s limit, and this too is a matter to which
we shall return.
[15] Assuming, to give Mrs Berry the benefit of the doubt, that an effect on the
valuation of a property might be an “effect on the environment” — (see Land Air
Water Association v Waikato Regional Council EnvC Auckland A110/01, 23 October
2001), we have to say that there is just no evidence which persuades us that the
Simpson operation has had a measurable effect on neighbouring property valuations.
We cannot imagine that there is more than minimal demand for any bare residential
land in the settlement. Additionally, we hope we will not be thought unkind in
commenting that if Mrs Berry’s section does lack market appeal, that might have more
to do with its presently weed-infested and unkempt state than what is happening two
doors along the road.
[16] In her written statement of evidence, Mrs Berry asserted that “Run off from
oily vehicles parked at Mr Simpson’s garage yard in bad repair is immense … ” which
seemed to describe an existing state of affairs. When asked for clarification of this,
Mrs Berry retreated to describing it as a potential or possible consequence. In that
sense we have to agree that run-off is possible, but it is certainly unlikely to be
immense, and should be manageable through usual processes. Those processes should
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require sealing of the yard, with drainage of the inevitable droppings of hydrocarbons
and other contaminants to a point where they can be collected and treated to ensure
they do not harm land or water. We shall return to this issue.
[17] Similarly, Mrs Berry complained of fire risk: “If Mr Simpson’s garage was to
go up in flames the volatile nature of this business means that there would not be
adequate water to safe guard properties and their occupants in the immediate area”.
There is no evidence that this business has a “volatile nature”. Certainly there may be
supplies of lubricating oil and perhaps smaller quantities of solvents and the like on
the premises, but it is not a service station with petrol and LPG tanks, or similar
highly flammable materials. Nor is there any evidence that fire-fighting on this site
would be more difficult than in the more central part of the settlement.
Conclusion on adverse effects and s 104D
[18] In all, we have to say that we found many of Mrs Berry’s assertions about
alleged adverse effects to be exaggerated and without an evidential basis. We agree
with the Council’s conclusions that the adverse effects of the activity are not more
than minor, or can be rendered so with adequate consent conditions. That finding is
sufficient to allow the proposal to advance to the next stage of analysis under s 104
and Part 2 of the Act.
Section 104(1)(a) — effects on the environment
[19] We have already discussed our views of the asserted adverse effects of the
proposal, and we need not repeat those. The proposal will have positive effects also. It
will help provide a necessary service to the community in Te Karaka and the
surrounding areas. Both domestic and industrial/agricultural vehicles and machinery
require repairs and maintenance and if there was not sufficient capacity locally, they
would have to go some distance to obtain that service. It also provides, of course, for
the livelihood of Mr Simpson and his family. In short, it will help “people and
communities to provide for their … economic wellbeing”.
Section 104(1)(b) — planning documents
[20] No national standards or national policy statements were drawn to our
attention as being relevant. The Council is a unitary authority, so this Plan, as its name
suggests, is also a regional plan. There is no need to discuss regional planning
documents as a separate topic.
[21] The Plan’s objectives and policies relevant to this proposal are centred, as
might be expected, on those seeking to protect amenity values. Principally, those
provisions are:
17.5 Objective (Amenity Values)
2.
Maintain or enhance residential amenity values.
Principal reason (2): The Act defines “amenity values” as “those natural
and physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to
people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and
cultural and recreational attributes”. Within the district there are
townships, suburbs and neighbourhoods with differing physical
characters. This character is affected by things such as the age, condition
and style of housing, by the density of buildings, provision of services
and the topography of each area. The objective seeks to protect the
residential amenity values of the various residential communities within
the district.
17.6 Policies (Amenity Values)
2.
Manage the adverse effects of activities in residential areas by ensuring that:
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Buildings and structures are located so as to avoid, remedy or mitigate
any adverse effect on the adjoining properties;
•
the scale of the development is appropriate for the site and the location
of the site in the street, and will not cause a loss of residential amenity
values for surrounding residents;
•
the safety and amenity values of the neighbourhood are protected;
•
the character and amenity of the residential environment shall be
maintained or enhanced and conflicts with adjoining land users avoided,
remedied or mitigated.
Manage the effects of traffic generated by activities in residential areas by:
•
ensuring that adequate on-site vehicle parking and manoeuvring areas
are provided for all developments;
•
ensuring that the level of traffic potentially generated by the proposal can
be accommodated without compromising the safety of traffic and
residents on the district’s roads;
•
ensuring that the provision of on-site parking does not significantly
detract from the visual appearance of the property or lessen the quality
of outdoor living environments and in these situations, consider whether
suitable alternative provision for parking can be made;
•
giving consideration to the nature of adjacent roads, to ensure that entry,
exit and manoeuvring of vehicles onto a public road, can be conducted
safely from all sites in a residential zone.
Limit activities in residential areas to those which will not significantly alter the
existing background noise level of the surrounding residential area.
Manage the adverse effects of fumes, smell, dust, glare or light in residential
areas …
Manage the effects of non-residential activities by:
•
by restricting the location of non-residential activities to the Inner
Residential zone and only those sites fronting a principal or arterial road;
•
ensuring that all reasonable steps have been taken to avoid nuisance and
that the amenity of the residential environment is protected;
•
providing for the employment of non-resident staff in association with
home occupations, only where this will not lead to a loss of residential
amenity values particularly with regard to traffic and noise generation;
•
the provision of fencing and landscaping, which safeguards the privacy
and visual amenity of the surrounding area;
•
ensuring that any outdoor storage associated with a non-residential
activity does not adversely affect the surrounding residential
environment;
•
ensuring that the hours of operation of any activity will not adversely
affect the amenity of the surrounding residents particularly with regard to
noise and traffic generation;
•
ensuring that the expansion of any existing activity will not cause a
significant loss of residential amenity especially privacy, safety and
peacefulness.
Enable innovative design which reflects the character of the surrounding area
by ensuring that:
•
the scale and design of additions, alterations and new buildings are
compatible with the character and amenity, particularly visual amenity,
of the site and the surrounding area;
•
the location, form and scale of new buildings are compatible with that of
buildings in the immediate vicinity of the site, and streetscape amenities
can be maintained …
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Explanation (2): The community has indicated a general
acceptance of a wide range of residential and non-residential
activities in residential areas, provided that there is no adverse
effect upon the amenity of the surrounding area.
Principal reason (2): The community values highly, the amenity
of the various residential environments within the district, whilst
also wishing to ensure that the use and development of properties
is not unduly restricted, the test being whether the activity will
adversely affect the environment.
Explanation (3): Traffic on roads both moving and stationary
can have a major impact on the amenity of residential areas. The
Plan will ensure that traffic likely to be generated by an activity
will not adversely affect the amenity of the surrounding area.
Principal reason (3): The policy is intended to protect the
amenity of residential areas from the potential adverse effects of
traffic.
Explanation (4): The community has indicated in a recent
questionnaire that it wishes to preserve the general peacefulness
and absence of noise in residential areas. Activities which would
reduce these amenity values are not considered appropriate.
Principal reason (4): Noise is a particularly important
residential amenity consideration. The policy will ensure that
specific measures are implemented to minimise the potential effect
of noise created by activities in residential areas.
Explanation (5): Activities shall be permitted to establish in
residential areas, provided the existing amenity of the surrounding
area is maintained or improved by the presence of the activity …
Explanation (7): Provision is made for individuals to work from
home. Any other non residential activity would have to
demonstrate that the activity located in the residential zone will
not adversely affect the viability and vitality of the city centre. …
Explanation (8): The policy will encourage designers of future
development to take account of surrounding character and
amenity, and to incorporate the significant features into the design
and layout of new development. …

[23] It will, we think, be apparent that much of what is dealt with in those Plan
provisions has been discussed in dealing with the effects of the proposal. The scale
and location of the building do not impose adverse effects of significance on the
amenity of this locality; there are no significant traffic effects; the activity appears
capable of operating within the Plan’s noise limits; the yards and storage areas can be
fenced to maintain neighbourhood amenity values, and the hours of operation can be
managed to control noise effects. In all, while the proposal is certainly out-of-zone,
there are no irreconcilable conflicts with the overall thrust of the Plan’s provisions.
Section 104(1)(c) — other matters — “precedent” and plan integrity
[24] One of Mrs Berry’s principal points of opposition is the argument that
allowing this proposal will open the way for more business activities in the residential
zones of the township. We have said in many other decisions, and must say again, that
this argument does tend to be overused, and needs to be treated with some reserve.
The short and inescapable point is that each proposal has to be considered on its own
merits. If a proposal can pass one or other of the s 104D thresholds, then its proponent
is entitled to have it considered against the range of factors in Part 2 and s 104. If it
does not measure up, it will not be granted. If it does, then the legislation specifically
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provides for the possibility of it being granted a consent as a true exception to what
the relevant Plan generally provides for. Decision-makers need to be conscious of the
views expressed in cases such as Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002]
1 NZLR 337, (2001) 7 ELRNZ 207 (CA) that there is no true concept of precedent in
this area of the law. Cases such as Rodney District Council v Gould (2005)
11 ELRNZ 165, [2006] NZRMA 217 (HC) also make it clear that it is not necessary
for a site being considered for a non-complying activity to be truly unique before Plan
integrity ceases to be a potentially important factor. Nevertheless, as the judgment
goes on to say, a decision maker in such an application would look to see whether
there might be factors which take the particular proposal outside the generality of
cases.
[25] Only in the clearest of cases, involving an irreconcilable clash with the
important provisions, when read overall, of the Plan and a clear proposition that there
will be materially indistinguishable and equally clashing further applications to follow,
will it be that Plan integrity will be imperilled to the point of dictating that the instant
application should be declined.
[26] In this place, and on the scale and terms proposed, this is not, in our view, an
activity which will so imperil the integrity of the Plan as an instrument for controlling
effects on the environment that it should be declined for that reason.
Section 290A — the Council’s decision
[27] Section 290A requires the Court to have regard to the Council’s decision. That
does not create a presumption that it is correct but, as it happens, we have come to the
same conclusion as the Council, and for essentially the same reasons, so no further
discussion is required.
Part 2 RMA
[28] There are no issues relating to the Treaty under s 8, or matters of national
importance in terms of s 6 to be considered.
[29] In terms of s 7 issues, to which decision-makers are to have “particular
regard … ” two are relevant …
(c) The maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:
…
(f) Maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:

and these, again, centre on the issues of effects which have already been dealt with
and need not be repeated.
Overall view — section 5
[30] Taking an overall view, as s 5 requires us to do, we are satisfied that this
proposal meets the s 5 purpose of enabling people and communities to provide for (in
this case) their economic welfare while, with the imposition of suitable conditions,
avoiding or mitigating, to an acceptable degree, adverse effects on the environment.
Conditions and enforcement
[31] In earlier paragraphs of this decision we indicated an intention to return to
various topics, and this we now do. First, only towards the conclusion of the hearing
did Rule 17.16.2 of the Plan come to our attention. It provides:
a) A heavy vehicle, being a motor vehicle which has a gross laden weight
exceeding 3,500 kg may only arrive at or depart from a street adjacent to, or a
site within any residential zone, between the hours of 0600-2200. No other
activity associated with such vehicles shall be conducted outside 0600-2200
hours unless the activity satisfies the rules in this Plan.
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Assuming, though we had no evidence on the point, that Mr Simpson’s tow truck was
a heavy vehicle, we invited the parties to lodge submissions on how we should treat
this Rule, and they have done so.
[32] The first thing to note is that the operation of the tow truck outside the hours
prescribed in the Rule did not form part of the application, so we cannot deal with it
now. Mr Simpson points out that the roadside call-out service will not always require
the use of a heavy vehicle. Lock-outs, flat batteries and the like can be dealt with by a
light vehicle and if that is the case, no issue arises. If however it is necessary to use a
heavy vehicle outside the hours prescribed in the Rule then, on the face of it, it would
seem that Mr Simpson will need to seek an extension of the resource consent, or run
the risk of enforcement action. That will be for him and the Council to resolve.
[33] At para [10] we noted that we were not entirely satisfied with the noise
monitoring and consent review provisions. Given that this operation is within a
residential zone, we think that residents are entitled to assurance that Plan limits are
being adhered to. We wish to see a consent condition that will require the Council, on
not less than three occasions during the first six months of the consent’s currency and
at times not previously advised to the consent holder, to undertake noise monitoring of
the site during opening hours. If such monitoring discloses, on any occasion, a breach
of the Plan’s noise limits the Council must forthwith initiate a review of the consent
conditions under ss 128 and 129 of the Act.
[34] At para [13] we noted a concern about the unsightly nature of stockpiles of
worn tyres, scrap and other material apparently awaiting removal from the site. There
should be a condition requiring such materials to be stockpiled on specified parts of
the site which are to be, to the greatest degree possible, out of sight of the road and
neighbouring properties and are also to be fenced with materials, and to a height,
approved by the Council’s Development Control Planner.
[35] At para [14] we referred to the issue of signs. Those attached to the building
itself do not, we understand, comply with the Plan’s requirements, but are not jarring
or offensive. We do though have issues with the accumulated effect of those signs and
any attached to the front fence of the property. The latter go beyond what a residential
neighbourhood should be expected to tolerate and there should be a condition
requiring the frontage of the property to be kept clear of signage.
[36] At para [16] we noted the need to manage run-off so as to avoid contamination
of surrounding land and water. The Council’s conditions required sealing of the yard
within six months of the consent being issued. It is acknowledged that that has not
been done, primarily for reasons of cost. Now that the appeal has been resolved, the
accessway, parking and manoeuvring spaces must be formed and sealed as required in
the Council’s decision, not later than 31 May 2010. That must incorporate, to the
satisfaction of the appropriate Council officer, adequate means of gathering and
treating stormwater and other run-off to prevent contamination of land, groundwater
and waterbodies.
[37] We ask that the Council and the applicant confer over the wording of the
conditions to give effect to the matters we have set out, and any necessary
consequential amendments to the conditions contained in the Council’s decision, and
present the Court with a revised set of conditions for approval by 9 April 2010.
Result
[38] Subject to the resolution of conditions as discussed, the appeal is declined and
the Council’s decision to grant the resource consent is confirmed.
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Costs
[39] As a matter of formality we reserve the issue of costs. If there is to be any
application it should be lodged by 16 April 2010 and any response is to be lodged by
30 April 2010.
Appeal declined; respondent’s decision to grant resource consent confirmed; costs
reserved.
Reported by Jennie Christianson
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Tribunal's ruling that the Building Act does not prevent rules in a plan and/or
conditions on a resource consent requiring provision to be made for noise
attenuation in a building.
Christchurch International Airport Ltd appealed to the High Court against
the Tribunal's ruling that the NZ Bill of Rights prohibits a condition in a
resource consent to the effect that the consent will enure only so long as the
consent holder is not annoyed by, and does not take steps to restrict the
operations of another landowner.
Both appeals were restricted to those narrow questions of law. The questions:
whether the conditions were reasonable in the circumstances which had given
rise to the application to the Tribunal, and whether the conditions would
otherwise be lawful, were not in issue. The appeals were heard together by a
Full Court of two High Court judges.
Building Act:
Chisholm J concluded that noise attenuation conditions/rules cannot be
justified on the basis of the opening words in s7(2) BA. (He disagreed with
the Tribunal's conclusion to the effect that district rules qualify as 'regulations'
in terms of s4 Acts Interpretation Act.) However, he concluded that s7(2)
applies only to building work, ie the physical process of constructing, altering,
demolishing or removing buildings. It does not apply to the use of buildings.
He noted that no performance criteria are specified in the Building Code in
respect of the transmission of sound outside the context of abutting buildings.
He said:
"Where the objective ofthe condition/rule is to control activities under
the Resource Management Act, the condition/rule is not a performance
criterion within the meaning of s7(2)." (3 ELRNZ 107 at 24)
"The noise attenuation condition under consideration or a district rule
to similar effect is not caught because the purpose ofthe condition/rule
is to control the effects of noise; the purpose is not to control the
performance ofthe building in the isolated context ofit being a structure."
(3 ELRNZ 108 at 3)
Tipping J agreed with the conclusions of Chisholm J, and said:
"Stated in the most simple terms, the code can be exceeded when, but only
when, "the use ofland, air or water" requires it: see the long title to the
Resource Management Act." (3 ELRNZ 117 at 3)
NZ Bill of Rights:
Tipping J expressed the view that if a person consents to the imposition of a
restriction on his freedom of expression, it cannot be said that the restriction
falls foul of this statute.
"The simple reason is that the person concerned has voluntarily given up
pro tanto the relevant rights affirmed under the Bill of Rights Act, and
such rights are not, in my view, rights which should be regarded as
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incapable of surrender for reasons ofpublic policy. "(3 ELRNZ 122 at
40).
As to the situation where such a limitation is imposed without consent, he
said:
"Given the premise that the condition is both reasonable and otherwise
lawful, I consider the person whose freedom of expression is pro tanto
diminished must accept such pro tanto diminution on account of the
reasonable necessity ofthe condition ofresource managementpurposes.
The pro tanto individual limitation must in these circumstances yield to
the greater public or private good inherent in the imposition of the
condition. There is nothing undemocratic in that. The person whose
rights are pro tanto affected is entitled to be heard. A body authorised
by Parliament decides, after balancing individual concerns with the
greater private or public good, that the former must yield to the latter."
(3 ELRNZ 123 at 26)
Chisholm J agreed with the judgment of Tipping J.
Formal Orders:
In this regard, refer to the 'Formal Declarations' made by the Tribunal (as
they appear in 4 NZPTD at pp87-89).
1. Declaration 1 was upheld without amendment.
2. Declaration 2 was upheld as a specific example of what is permitted by
declaration 1.
3. Declaration 3 was quashed. In its place, the following was substituted:
"Any condition which a consent authority may otherwise lawfully.fairly
and reasonably impose on a resource consent pursuant to sl08 of The
Resource Management Act 1991 does not breach s14 of the NZ Bill of
Rights Act 1990". (3 ELRNZ 125 at 5)
4. Declaration 4 was upheld without amendment.
5. Declaration 5 was upheld, subject to the addition of the following:
"... provided always that any such rule is includedfor a purpose specified
in the Resource Management Act 1991." (3 ELRNZ 125 at 11)
The City Council was awarded $7500 costs against the Building Industry
Authority. The Airport Company was awarded $5000 costs against the City
Council.
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JUDGMENT OF CHISHOLM J.
[Introductory parts omitted].
Statutory Provisions
40
These appeals focus attention on the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990,
the Resource Management Act 1991, and the Building Act 1991, all of which
were passed in relatively close succession. An overview of these statutes, in
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the order in which they were passed and to the extent that they are germane
to the appeals, is helpful.
Bill of Rights Act
This Act received assent on 28 August 1990. It is an Act to, inter alia, "affirm,
protect, and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms in New
5
Zealand". For present purposes s14 is the pivotal section. It provides:
"Everyone has the right tofreedom ofexpression, including the freedom
to seek, receive, and impart information and opinions ofany kind in any
form."
The Act applies to acts done by bodies performing public functions or powers 10
conferred by, or pursuant to, law: s3(b). It follows that powers exercised by
territorial authorities pursuant to the Resource Management Act will be
covered by the Bill of Rights.

•
•

Resource Management Act
The Resource Management Act received assent on 22 July 1991. Its purpose
is stated in the well-known words of s5(1):
"... to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources. "
There is a direct linkage between this sustainable management purpose and
buildings. By definition in s2 natural and physical resources include, inter
alia, land, water, air, and all structures; and a structure means, inter alia, any
building. Underlying the sustainable management concept is the well- being
and health of people and a statutory principle of avoiding, remedying or
mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the environment: subs (2) of
sS.
Within the wide spectrum of activities and effects governed by the Act noise
effects receive special attention. The following references are illustrative,
but by no means exhaustive, of the instances where noise considerations
feature within the Act.
Section 16 imposes a general duty on every occupier of land to adopt the best
practicable option to ensure that the emission of noise from that land does
not exceed a reasonable level. Statutory functions allocated to territorial
authorities under s31 (d) include "the control of the emission of noise and the
mitigation of the effects of noise". Similar functions are allocated to regional
councils (in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation) in respect of the
coastal marine area. District plans are required to make provision for such of
the matters set out in Part II of the second schedule to the Act as are appropriate
to the circumstances of the district: s75. Part II of the second schedule includes:
"(c) Any emission of noise from land and structures in the district, and the
mitigation of the effects of noise. "
Plainly there is a firm statutory intention that those exercising powers under
the Resource Management Act should promote the mitigation of noise effects.
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Building Act
This Act became law some months after the Resource Management Act, on
20 December 1991. It reflected a radically new approach to building control.
Section 6(1 ) provides for dual statutory purposes:
"The purposes of this Act are to provide for
(a) Necessary controls relating to building work and the use ofbuildings,
andforensuring that buildings are safe and sanitary and have means
of escape from fire; and
(b) The co-ordination of those controls with other controls relating to
building use and the management ofnatural andphysical resources. "
Subsection (3) of s6 provides:
"In determining the extent to which the matters providedfor in subsection
(1) ofthe section shall be the subject ofcontrol, due regard shall be had
to the national costs and benefits ofany control, including (but not by way
of limitation) safety, health, and environmental costs and benefits."
It is apparent that a full range of controls in respect of building work and the
use of buildings will not necessarily be implemented. The imposition of
particular controls would follow an assessment of the national costs and
benefits of imposing control.
The Building Code represents the cornerstone of the Act. It is a uniform
national building code. Section 7(1) requires all building work to comply
with the Building Code to the extent required by the Act. This requirement is
supported by subs (2) which, as earlier mentioned, is a key section in the
context of these appeals. Subsection (2) effectively provides that the Building
Code will prevail over other controls in the absence of specific provision to
the contrary in any other Act.
Territorial authorities have been largely stripped of discretionary powers in
relation to building consents. They are obliged to grant a building consent if
satisfied on reasonable grounds that the provisions of the building Code would
be met if the building work was properly completed in accordance with the
plans and specifications submitted with the application: s34(3). if a territorial
authority fails to decide within the prescribed period whether to grant or refuse
a building consent the application is deemed to be approved within stated
statutory limitations: s40(1).
The Building Code is contained in the first schedule to the Building
Regulations 1992. It was made pursuant to s48 of the Act:
"... for prescribing the functional requirements for buildings and the
performance criteria with which buildings must comply in their intended
use. "
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Thirty five separate objective/functional requirement/performance criteria 40
groupings are currently included in the Code. The format of these groupings
is illustrated by clause G6 which deals with "airborne and impact sound":
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"OBJECTIVE
G6. I The objective ofthis provision is to safeguard people from illness
or loss ofamenity as a result of undue noise being transmitted between
abutting occupancies.
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
G6.2 Building elements which are common between occupancies, shall
be constructedto prevent undue noise transmissionfrom otheroccupancies
or common spaces, to the habitable spaces ofhousehold units.
PERFORMANCE
G6.3.1 The Sound Transmission Class ofwalls, floors and ceilings, shall
be no less than 55.
G6.3.2 The Impact Insulation Class offloors shall be no less than 55."
No other Code provisions deal directly with sound or noise.
A clear distinction within the Code between "functional requirements" and
"performance criteria" is apparent. The expression "functional requirements"
is defined in s2 of the Act and means:
"those functions which a building is to performfor the purposes of this
Act".
And "Performance criteria" means:
"those qualitative or quantitative criteria which the building is to satisfy
in performing its functional requirements".
It follows from these definitions, and from the format of the Building Code,
that performance criteria are measurable and definitive standards concerning
buildings as structures.
By the time the Building Act was passed the Resource Management Act was,
of course, already in place. Some overlapping of the roles to be fulfilled by
those two Acts in respect of buildings was inevitable, and was obviously
anticipated by the statutory regime created by the Building Act. Reference in
s6(l )(b) to "other controls relating to the management of natural and physical
resources" is plainly a reference to the Resource Management Act. Specific
references back to the Resource Management Act can be found in the Building
Act: see, for example, s46(4) and the fourth schedule of the Building Act.
The overall statutory structure indicates that these two Acts were intended to
work in harmony, with s7(2) providing a mechanism for breaking any
deadlock.
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Subsequent Amendments
Two amendments are of significance in the context of these appeals. Both
amendments were in 1993. One related to the Resource Management Act,
and the other to the Building Act.
40
The Resource Management Act was extensively amended in 1993. Those
amendments included the addition of two new but identical subss (2A) to
s68, which deals with regional plans, and s76, which deals with district plans,
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respectively. Those new subsections featured extensively during argument,
and will be referred to in detail at a later point in this judgment. It is sufficient
to indicate at this juncture that they authorise regional and district rules for
the protection of "other property" from surface water notwithstanding that
such rules require persons in undertaking any building work to achieve
performance criteria additional to, or more restrictive than, those specified in
the Building Code.
The other amendment added the following subsection to s35 of the Building
Act:
"(lA) The territorial authority may attach toa building consent ... a certificate
... to the effect that an authorisation under the Resource ManagementAct
1991 which, in the opinion of the territorial authority will materially
affect the building work to which the building consent relates has not yet
been obtained, and until that authorisation has been so obtained
(a) No building work may proceed; or
(b) Building work may only proceed to the extent specified in the
certificate. '
A statutory acknowledgement that the exercise of powers under the Resource
Management Act can materially affect building work can be detected. And a
statutory intention that the two Acts should work in harmony in respect of
building control is also evident.

Planning Tribunal Decision
The two issues identified and addressed by the Planning Tribunal were, in its
words:
(1) "Does section 7(2) of the Building Act 1991 prohibit rules in a Plan and!
or conditions in a resource consent requiring provision to be made for
noise attenuation in a building?"
(2) "Can a consent authority under the Resource Management Act 1991,
lawfully impose a condition on a resource consent, and in particular a
land use consent, providing that the consent shall enure only for so long
as the consent holder is not annoyed, and also requiring the consent
holder to refrain from doing any act, matter or thing that could restrict the
operations of another landowner or occupier? "
In a 34 page decision the Tribunal Judges traversed the arguments advanced
to the Tribunal and then dealt with those issues.
As to the first issue, the Tribunal focused on s7(2) of the Building Act:
"Can it really be said that by this sub-section Parliament intended to
Prohibit a consent authorityfrom requiring a building that is the subject
ofa resource consent, usually as part ofa wider consent to use land, to
perform in certain ways that would otherwise clearly be relevant to the
exercise ofthat consent? We think not.
We accept Mr Milligan's submission that in construing this subsection
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we should give it such meaning and effect as will enable both the statutory 1
purposes in s6 of the Act to be fulfilled. The illustrations he gave are
sufficient to show that ifwe were to construe the sub-section in the way
contendedfor by the airport company and those supporting it, the second
of those two purposes, namely the co-ordinated purpose, could be
frustrated and would certainly be severely constrained. A consent authority 5
would not be able to impose conditions in a resource consent, as distinct
from a building consent, for the purpose ofpromoting the sustainable
management (of) natural and physical resources which, amongst other
things, includes preventing or mitigating adverse effects on the
environment.
10

•
•

A consent authority granting a resource consent isperforming a different
function from a territorial authority granting a building consent. Both
serve different purposes even though some ofthe terminology in the two
Acts is similar.
Meaning and effect also has to be given to the very precise language used
in s7(2). The Building Act, as Mr Milligan pointed out, refers to building
work in a verbal or doing sense. A condition in a resource consent
requiring a building to achieve certain standards regarding noise
attenuation, (and here we remind ourselves that this is in respect ofnoise
from an outside source), is for a purpose associated with residential
activity, not for making the building conform to the building code. "
An alternative argument based on the opening words of s7(2) "Except as
specifically provided to the contrary in any Act ..." was also considered by
the Tribunal. It concluded that rules authorising the imposition of conditions
for noise attenuation fell within the exception conferred by the opening words
of s7(2). But another argument that the general power to impose conditions
conferred by sl 08(2) also fell within the protection of those words was rejected
by the Tribunal.
With regard to the second issue, the Tribunal said:
"... the imposition ofconditions in a resource consent, provided that the
consent is to enure only so long as the consent holder is not annoyed,
disturbed or otherwise adversely affected by noise, or for as long as the
consent holder does not do any act, matter or thing to restrict another
land owner seems to us to be repugnant to administrative justice.
Be this as it may, when viewed in the light of the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act 1989 the repugnance becomes even more apparent.
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...there is much force in Mr Milligan 's submission that conditions such 40
as we are now considering go beyond the reasonable limits referred to
in sS of the Bill ofRights Act. In our view they cannot be demonstrably
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justified in afree and democratic society. In effect they would not only
prevent a consent holder from complaining to his or her elected
representatives, they would also make it an offence to do so. A breach of
a condition in a resource consent can attract severe penalties under the
Resource Management Act. The maximum penalty is two years
imprisonment and the maximum fine is $200,000. To place a consent 5
holder in such a position when the Bill ofRights Act affirms his or her
rights to freedom of expression and opinion and the freedom to seek,
receive and impart information ofany kind in any form, has to be inimical
to the whole concept ofa free and democratic society, and for ourselves
we condemn it wholly and unreservedly. "
10
Power to Require Noise Attentuation in Buildings
As mentioned earlier, questions of reasonableness are not in issue. The key
issue is whether s7(2) of the Building Act prohibits noise attenuation
conditions/rules pursuant to the Resource Management Act. Section 7(2)
15
provides:
"Except as specifically provided to the contrary in any Act, no person, in
undertaking any building work, shall be required to achieve performance
criteria additional to or more restrictive in relation to that building work
than the performance criteria specified in the building code. "
20
Three factors limit the scope of this subsection: First, the subsection operates
"Except as specifically provided to the contrary in any Act"; secondly, it only
applies to persons "in undertaking any building work"; thirdly, its control is
built around "the performance criteria specified in the building code". One
25
way or other each of these factors were addressed during argument and should
be considered when determining the impact of s7(2) on powers exercised
under the Resource Management Act.
First Limitation
Subsection 7(2) can be overridden by specific provision to the contrary in 30
any Act. For the Council Mr Milligan argued that s108(2) of the Resource
Management Act was such a specific provision to the contrary. He also claimed
that district rules were, by virtue of s4 of the Acts Interpretation Act, an "Act"
and thereby constituted specific provisions to the contrary. The Tribunal
rejected his first argument, but accepted the second.
35
In my opinion, the Tribunal was right to reject the argument that the power to
impose conditions under sI 08(2) was a specific provision capable of excluding
the operation of s7(2). Section 108(2) provides a general power for consent
authorities to impose conditions when granting resource consents. This power
covers the whole spectrum of resource consents ranging from land, water, 40
and air to structures. Within that wide spectrum, resource consents relating to
buildings would form a relatively modest proportion. It follows that within
the context of buildings sI 08(2) could not qualify as a specific provision
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especially having regard to the stringent test signalled by the Privy Council
in New Zealand Apple & Pear Marketing Board v Apple Fields Ltd [1991] 1
NZLR 257 at p265.
Mr Milligan's alternative argument was based on s4 of the Acts Interpretation
Act. That section provides a range of statutory definitions which apply in
every statute unless inconsistent with the context, or excluded or restricted
by any such statute. The words and expressions defined include:
" "Act" means an Act of the General Assembly or of the Parliament of
New Zealand, and includes all rules and regulations made thereunder".
Mr Milligan linked that definition to s76(2) of the Resource Management
Act which provides:
"(2) Every ... rule shall have theforceandeffect ofa regulation inforce under
this Act but, to the extent that any such rule is inconsistent with any such
regulation, the regulation shall prevail. "
He claimed that district rules qualify as either "rules" or "regulations" in
terms of the s4 definition of "Act". Thus if specific provision was made in
the rules for noise attenuation, such rules would fall within the umbrella of
the opening words of s7(2). The Planning Tribunal appears to have accepted
that district rules qualified because they were "regulations" in terms of s4.
While Mr Milligan's argument that district rules are "rules" within the
definition of "Act" in s4 of the Acts Interpretation Act is attractive for its
simplicity, I am not convinced that it is soundly based. The word "rules" used
in s-tis not defined. But in my opinion "rules" are confined to those made as
part of the legislative process by the Governor-General in Council or by any
Minister of the Crown under the authority of any Act. Such an interpretation
would be consistent with rules and regulations being grouped with statutes
under the definition of "Act". Instruments made by local authorities are not,
in my opinion, "rules" for the purposes of s4 just because they have the
statutory tag of "rules". In Stock Exchange v Commerce Commission [1980]
1 NZLR 663, legislative control of the process by which rules were made
was an important prerequisite to Stock Exchange rules qualifying as "rules"
in terms of s4. On that basis district rules would not qualify as "rules" in
terms ofs4.
The conclusion just expressed is reinforced by what seems to be a deliberate
legislative intent under the Resource Management Act that rules made by
territorial authorities should rank in status below regulations. It is apparent
from the wording of s76(2) that rules are not synonymous with regulations
because regulations under the Act are to prevail over district rules in the
event of any conflict between regulations in force under the Act and any
rules. This is also consistent with another statutory hierarchy created by the
Resource Management Act whereby district plans rank below national
environmental standards (which are created by regulation pursuant to s43).
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Section 55 requires district plans (which would include the rules within a
plan) to be brought into line with national environmental standards. It follows
that in the context of the Resource Management Act district rules are not
equivalent to regulations, and are of an inferior status.
Mr Milligan's other argument that district rules are "regulations" for the
purposes of s4 of the Acts Interpretation Act is destroyed if district rules are
inferior to regulations. For the reasons just expressed, I am of the view that
the provision in s76(2) that "district rules shall have the force and effect of a
regulation in force under the Act" is not equivalent to saying that a district
rule is "deemed to be" a regulation under the Act. District rules do not enjoy
the status of regulations and are not regulations in terms of s4 of the Acts
Interpretation Act.
My conclusion is that noise attenuation conditions/rules cannot be justified
on the basis ofthe opening words in s7(2). With respect, I am unable to agree
with the conclusion of the Planning Tribunal to the effect that district rules
qualify as "regulations" in terms of s4 of the Acts Interpretation Act.
Second Limitation
Section 7(2) only applies to persons in undertaking building work. The
expression "building work" is defined and means:
"workfor or in connection with the construction, alteration, demolition
or removal of a building; and includes sitework. "
It is significant that whereas potential controls under s6(1)(a) of the Act include
controls relating to building work and the use of buildings, s7(2) only applies
to building work - in other words, the physical process of constructing, altering,
demolishing or removing buildings. The exclusion of the use of buildings
from the scope of s7(2) is consistent with the second purpose set out in s6(1)(b)
of the Building Act, namely, the co-ordination of Building Act controls with
other controls relating to building use and the management of natural and
physical resources. It follows that it must have been the statutory intention
that the Building Code should only prevail over other controls relating to
buildings in the narrow context of "building work" as defined in the Building
Act. It was not part of the statutory intention that building controls concerning
the use of buildings or controls arising from the management of natural and
physical resources under the Resource Management Act should be
circumscribed by the Building Code.
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Third Limitation
There is a degree of overlapping between this limitation and the second
limitation. It is helpful to consider the third limitation, which is reflected by
the following underlined words, in the broader context of s7(2):
40
"(2) ... no person ... shall be required to achieve peiformance criteria
additional to or more restrictive in relation to '" building work than the
peiformance criteria specified in the building code. " (Emphasis added).
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Only performance criteria specified in the Building Code are relevant to s7(2).
No performance criteria are specified in the Building Code in respect of the
transmission of sound outside the context of abutting buildings. It seems that
controls imposed by the Code in relation to the transmission of sound have
been deliberately confined to situations involving abutting buildings. But it
needs to be added that it was common ground that if the requirements of the
noise attenuation condition could be properly classified as performance criteria
they would be "additional to" performance criteria specified in the Building
Code.
Mr Oliver argued that if there were gaps in the Building Code it was not for
territorial authorities acting under powers conferred by the Resource.
Management Act to fill them. Instead the Building Code would need to be
amended to fill the gap. He said that the building authority recognised that
serious problems arise in respect of airport noise, but he argued that the solution
was not for each consent authority to devise its own rules for the performance
of buildings in respect of noise. He warned that if consent authorities were
permitted to impose their own rules the Building Code would be undermined,
and that s7(2) was designed to prevent this happening.
Mr Milligan argued that it was not a question of the Council "filling a gap" in
the performance criteria, but in fact a matter of the Council lawfully exercising
a power pursuant to the Resource Management Act for an entirely different
purpose. The subject matter of the control was an activity under the Resource
Management Act, not the performance of a building as a structure under the
Building Act. Where the objective of the condition/rule is to control activities
under the Resource Management Act the condition/rule is not a performance
criterion within the meaning of s7(2). Accordingly that subsection could not
preclude the exercise of the power.
In my view s7(2) is ineffective to prevent consent authorities imposing controls
over buildings as part of the lawful exercise of their powers under the Resource
Management Act. This conclusion fits comfortably with the statutory
framework of the Building Act and the Resource Management Act. Both Acts
fulfil different functions in respect of the control of buildings. As already
mentioned, s35(1 A) of the Building Act provides a clear statutory
acknowledgment that powers exercised under the Resource Management Act
can materially affect building work.
The existence of overlapping functions between regional authorities and
territorial authorities was recognised by the Court of Appeal in Canterbury
Regional Council v Banks Peninsula District Council [1995] NZRMA 452 at
p458. There is no sound basis for excluding the possibility of overlapping
functions on the part of building consent authorities and planning consent
authorities. The key is the purpose of the function performed. If the exercise
of the power relates only to the physical building structure it will be caught
by s7(2). On the other hand, if the exercise ofthe power relates to the control
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of activities or the effects of activities in terms of the Resource Management
Act it will not be caught by s7(2).
The noise attenuation condition under consideration or a district rule to similar
effect is not caught because the purpose of the condition/rule is to control the
effects of noise; the purpose is not to control the performance of the building
in the isolated context of it being a structure. The fact that building work is
materially affected by the condition/rule is beside the point.
It is necessary, however, to test these conclusions against arguments based
on the two new subsections ("subss (2A)") brought into the Resource
Management Act by the 1993 amendment. It was argued by Mr Oliver that
the fact that these subsections had to be introduced meant that the powers
now authorised under the subsections would have been otherwise precluded
by s7(2). He said that s 7(2) was of wide application and should not be read
down.
The new subss (2A) provide:
"(2A) Notwithstanding s7(2) of the Building Act 1991, rules may be made
under this section, for the protection of other property (as defined in s2
of that Act) from the effects of surface water, which require persons
undertaking building work to achieve performance criteria additional to,
or more restrictive than, those specified in the building code in force
under that Act."
The words "other property" are defined in s2 of the Building Act to mean:
"Any land or buildings or part thereof which are
(a) Not held under the same allotment; or
(b) Not held under the same ownership... "
Both subsections (2A) deal with the adverse effects of surface water on other
property. They permit regional or district rules to impose performance criteria
in addition to or more stringent than those specified in the Building Code.
During the course of argument reference was made to Hansard and to the
history of the two new subsections prior to their enactment. In my view,
reference to Hansard is unnecessary. The new subss (2A) do not appear to be
ambiguous or obscure. Accordingly I do not find it necessary to analyse the
history of the new subsections or to make reference to Parliamentary debates
concerning them.
As mentioned earlier, the new subsections deal with performance standards
relating to the adverse effects of surface water on other property. This precise
topic is dealt with by clause El of the Building Code.
"OBJECTIVE
E1.1 The objective of this provision is to: (a) Safeguard people from
injury or illness, and other property from damage, caused by surface
water, and (b)
FUNCTIONALREQUffiEMENT
E1.2 Buildings and site work shall be constructed in a way that protects
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people and other property from the adverse effects of surface water.
PERFORMANCE
E1.3.1. Surface water, resulting from a storm having a 10% probability
ofoccurring annually and which is collected or concentrated by buildings
or sitework shall be disposed of in a way that avoids the likelihood of
damage or nuisance to other property ... "
The new subsections were necessary to enable regional and territorial
authorities respectively to impose their own controls over the physical structure
of a building notwithstanding that the building code contains performance
criteria covering precisely the same subject matter. It was no doubt anticipated
that regional and territorial authorities might need to exercise particular
controls over buildings within their regions or districts if there was to be
effective protection of "other property" from the effects of surface water.
In the normal course of events the performance criteria specified in the
Building Code would have prevailed by virtue of s7(2) because the controls
desired by regional or district authorities would be confined to buildings as
structures and could not necessarily be justified by reference to the use of
buildings or otherwise by reference to the effects of activities in terms of the
Resource Management Act. But the effects of surface water on "other
structures" was seen as an exceptional situation where regional and territorial
authorities required special powers and should be seen to possess them.
Accordingly they have been provided with the additional powers conferred
by ss.68(2A) and 76(2A) so that they can impose additional or more stringent
controls within their own districts to control buildings as structures or, put
differently, building work.
Since the new subss (2A) were enacted there has been an amendment to the
Building Code whereby performance criterion E 1.3.1. has been amended by
the addition of the words "Except as otherwise required under the Resource
Management Act 1991 for the protection of other property" at the beginning
of the clause. This amendment removes any doubt about the direct linkage of
the new subss (2A) to performance criterion E1.3.1. In other words, the
amendment confirms the narrow scope of the new subss (2A). It also reinforces
the conclusion that enactment of the new subsections cannot support the wide
interpretation of s7(2) advocated by Mr Oliver.
The same concepts lie behind s49(1B) of the Meat Act 1981 which provides:
"Notwithstanding s7(2) of the Building Act 1991, regulations made
under subsection ( 1)( r) ofthis section may require persons undertaking
building work to achieve performance criteria additional to or more
restrictive than those specified in the building code in force under that
Act."
Again this provision can be explained on the basis that powers exercised
under the Meat Act may relate to the narrow aspect of building work already
covered by the performance criteria specified in the Building Code.
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Conclusions
Section 7(2) will only prevent the exercise of powers under the Resource
Management Act if the consent authority under that Act is attempting to impose
building controls in respect of the physical structure of the building which
are not attributable to the legitimate exercise of powers under the Resource
Management Act. In that situation the consent authority would be usurping
the statutory role of the Building Code as the supreme document. Before a
resource management consent authority could exercise such powers it would
need to be specifically authorised by an Act. Sections 68(2A) and s76(2A) of
the Resource Management Act provide such statutory exceptions in relation
to the effects of surface water on "other property".
Consent authorities exercising powers under the Resource Management Act
are entitled to impose conditions or promulgate rules which otherwise
constitute the lawful exercise of powers conferred by the Resource
Management Act notwithstanding that such conditions or rules affect the
construction of buildings. In those situations the consent authority will be
exercising controls relating to activities, including the use of buildings,
legitimately within the scope of the Resource Management Act. If the controls
imposed by way of condition/rule under the Resource Management Act are
more stringent than those imposed under the Building Act, the more stringent
condition/rule will prevail.
As I read the Planning Tribunal decision, my conclusions match the
conclusions reached by the Tribunal, although the process of reasoning is
slightly different.
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[Brief comments on Bill ofRights Act and costs omitted]

JUDGMENT OF TIPPING. J.
Introduction
These appeals from the Planning Tribunal raise as one of their principal issues 30
the relationship between the Building Act 1991 and the Resource Management
Act 1991. More specifically the first point concerns the effect of s7(2) ofthe
Building Act upon the powers of territorial authorities when administering
their responsibilities under the Resource Management Act. The second
principal issue concerns a condition, sought to be imposed on a resource 35
management consent, which is said to breach the New Zealand Bill of Rights
Act 1990 and in particular s14 of that Act which concerns freedom of
expression.
The circumstances in which the appeals arise are set out in the judgment of
Chisholm, J. which I have had the opportunity of reading in draft. I agree 40
with his conclusions and generally with his reasoning. I will therefore not
cover the same ground, save as is necessary to explain my own approach.
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The Building Act 1991 Generally
Section 7(1) of the Building Act provides that all building work must comply
with the building code established under that Act to the extent required by
the Act whether or not a building consent is required in respect of that building
work. Section 7(2), which is the crucial provision for present purposes, says:
"Except as specifically provided to the contrary in any Act, no person, in
undertaking any building work, shall be required to achieve performance
criteria additional to or more restrictive in relation to that building work
than the performance criteria specified in the building code. "
The noise and insulation requirements which the Christchurch City Council
has imposed are performance criteria and it was common ground that they
are additional to the performance criteria specified in the building code. This
is because the code does not deal with the subject matter of noise control in
the present context, i.e. noise emanating from airports.
The key question, in my view, is whether the Council required those affected
to achieve these additional performance criteria "in undertaking any building
work", as it is put in s7(2). There is, in my judgment, a material difference
between imposing a condition or other requirement for Building Act purposes
and imposing such condition or other requirement for the purposes of the
Resource Management Act. The limitation inherent in s7(2) relates only to
those empowered to direct the achievement of performance criteria by persons
in undertaking any building work. When exercising its jurisdiction under the
Building Act, a council or other certifying authority is concerned with the
purposes of that Act. Those purposes are set out in s6( 1).
The first purpose of the Building Act is to provide for "necessary controls
relating to building work and the use of buildings, and for ensuring that
buildings are safe and sanitary and have means of escape from fire". The
second of the two statutory purposes of the Building Act is to provide for
"the coordination of those controls with other controls relating to building
use and the management of natural and physical resources". The concept of
co-ordination implies that building controls and other relevant controls are
intended to work together and to enjoy a harmonious co-existence.
It is quite consistent with that approach to say that when administering the
Building Act a council may not, in terms of s7(2), require the builder to achieve
performance criteria additional to or more restrictive than those specified in
the building code. It does not follow that this is a total embargo intended to
apply when the council is administering the Resource Management Act. The
only sensible and effective way to harmonise the potentially conflicting
provisions of s7(2) of the Building Act and, for example, s108(2) of the
Resource Management Act, is to focus on the different purposes of each statute.
Reduced to the simplest level relevant to the present case, the Building Act
allows a council to control building work in the interests of ensuring the
safety and integrity of the structure, whereas the Resource Management Act
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allows the council to impose controls from the point of view of the activity to
be carried out within the structure and the effect of that activity on the
environment and of the environment on that activity.
The council, under the guise of resource management control, may not impose
a requirement affecting the structure unless such requirement is appropriate
and necessary for resource management purposes. If it is, the fact that the
requirement could not be imposed under the Building Act regime does not
vitiate it. The Planning Tribunal expressed the present issue in this way:
"Does s7(2) of the Building Act 1991 prohibit rules in a plan and/or
conditions in a resource consent requiring provision to be madefor noise
attenuation in a building?"
At a superficial level s7(2) might be viewed as prohibiting such rules and
conditions. This is because, as the building code stands, such rules and
conditions are apt to be, and in this case are, additional to the performance
criteria specified in the Code. If that construction were adopted, as Mr Oliver
urged, councils could not impose, for bona fide resource management
purposes, any requirement of the present kind, however desirable or necessary
for those purposes, unless and until the building code were amended to include
the performance criteria in question.
The gap in the code is obviously relevant for Building Act purposes but I am
unable to accept that, where it is appropriate and necessary for resource
management purposes, a council cannot impose such a requirement when
exercising its resource management jurisdiction. In short, and as the point
was put i~ argument, a requirement which goes beyond the building code is
not permissible at the behest of the building inspector but is permissible at
the behest of the planner, provided always that it is appropriate and necessary
for resource management purposes. We are not called on to express any view
in this case on that last aspect. It was assumed, for the purposes of the argument
before us, that the noise attenuation requirements which the Council wishes
to impose were appropriate and necessary for resource management purposes.
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Building Industry Authority's Case
Mr Oliver, in presenting the Building Industry Authority's argument,
recognised that in certain cases "possibly including the circumstances that
led to the applications that came before the Tribunal" the performance criteria
35
allowed to be imposed under the Building Act might be insufficient to meet
the objectives of the Resource Management Act. He submitted, however,
that such cases would be comparatively rare and could properly be the subject
of specific statutory exceptions as envisaged by s7(2) of the Building Act. He
pointed, as examples of such specific statutory exceptions, to ss68(2A) and
40
76(2A) of the Resource Management Act.
Those provisions are clearly specific provisions to the contrary as envisaged
by s7(2). They apply to regional and territorial authorities respectively. They
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are in identical words as follows:
"Notwithstanding section 7(2) of the Building Act 1991, rules may be
made under this section, for the protection ofother property (as defined
in section 2 ofthat Act) from the effects ofsurface water, which require
persons undertaking building work to achieve performance criteria
additional to, or more restrictive than, those specified in the building
code inforce under that Act."
Mr Oliver's argument was that as Parliament had obviously thought it
necessary to introduce these subsections in the major 1993 amendment to the
Resource Management Act, it followed that, without the amendments,
territorial authorities could not have required building work to exceed the
code for the purpose of dealing with surface water. Thus he argued that without
such clear authority as ss68(2A) and 76(2A) territorial authorities could not
require the building code to be exceeded or added to for any purpose, whether
it be a Building Act purpose or a Resource Management Act purpose.
By this means the Building Industry Authority seeks to defeat the argument
that what is not permissible for Building Act purposes may be permissible
for Resource Management Act purposes. I acknowledge the force of the point
but it does not persuade me that Parliament intended s7(2) to be supreme not
only for Building Act purposes but also for Resource Management Act
purposes. The two subsections (2A) have their own difficulties, particularly
in their reference to "other property" as defined in the Building Act. At this
point, I should record that I do not regard the legislative history of the two
ss(2A) or the contents of Hansard, to which we were referred, as giving any
help.
Mr Milligan acknowledged that his argument had to face the inference capable
of being drawn from the fact that Parliament introduced the two ss(2A) in the
1993 amendment. He pointed out that the 1993 amendment was an extremely
comprehensive one which was clearly attempting to deal with a number of
matters which either had become problems under the 1991 Act or looked as
if they might become problems. He therefore submitted that it was reasonable
to regard the introduction of the two ss(2A) as being for the removal of any
doubt rather than as being necessarily required because of the terms of s7(2)
of the Building Act.
Mr Oliver 's point prima facie supports the Building Industry Authority's case
but I am not ultimately persuaded, as I mentioned earlier, that by introducing
the two ss(2A) Parliament was explicitly acknowledging that s7(2) of the
Building Act was supreme and prevented the imposition of a condition bona
fide and necessarily required for resource management purposes. Although
the two subsections do not expressly state that they were passed into law for
the avoidance of doubt, there is no material before us to suggest that the
dichotomy between requirements for Building Act purposes and requirements
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for Resource Management Act purposes was expressly addressed when the
amending legislation was enacted.
Although there is certainly a prima facie inference supporting Mr Oliver's
argument, the potential inconvenience and detriment to resource management
functions of adopting that argument and allowing the Building Act to control
the resource management functions of territorial authorities leads me to the
view that the presence of the two ss(2A) should not be regarded as decisive
support for the argument which the Building Industry Authority has advanced.
In addition I consider that the two ss(2A) are designed to address the effect of
a structure, as a structure, on surface water (the Building Act dimension)
rather than any effect that the use of the structure or the activity within it may
have on surface water (the Resource Management Act dimension). This
dichotomy mirrors the essential distinction to which I have drawn attention
elsewhere in this judgment. It shows why, in spite of their being incorporated
into the Resource Management Act, the two ss(2A) are in reality dealing
with building functions rather than resource management functions. So too
does Chisholm, J.'s examination of performance criterion E 1.3.1.
While I accept their ultimate conclusion the Planning Tribunal's approach to
the two subsections (2A) was not in my view a convincing one. First they
said that the two subsections: "do not necessarily infer [sic] that their subject
matter is the only clause exempted from the prohibition in Section 7(2)".
They added: "There is force in [the] submission that these two subsections
do no more than provide for a rule making power". Both those observations
miss the essential point. It is the presence in the Resource Management Act
of these two exceptions to s7(2) not their exact terms which gives the Building
Industry Authority its argument. Nor do I find persuasive the Tribunal's
approach to s49( 1B) of the Meat Act 1981 said to be the only other statutory
exception to s7(2) of the Building Act. If anything the views expressed on
that subject were apt to carry the Tribunal towards the Authority's conclusion
rather than away from it.
It is unnecessary to set out the exact terms of s49(IB). The context (export of
meat) and the words used clearly relate to the structure of buildings rather
than to resource management considerations. I do not see this provision as
giving any support for the inference which Mr Oliver's argument seeks to
draw. It is the presence of the two ss(2A), inserted as they were into the
Resource Management Act, which really represents the high water mark of
the Building Industry Authority's argument. For the reasons given I do not,
however, regard that water mark as being high enough to carry the day. For
completeness I should say that I agree with the argument that s108 of the
Resource Management Act cannot in itself be regarded as a specific provision
to the contrary for the purposes of s7(2) of the Building Act. That, however,
is not for present purposes the essential point.
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The practical weakness of the Building industry Authority's case can be seen
by Mr Oliver's acceptance of the proposition that what a consent authority
cannot do directly it can do indirectly. The example of a fitch farm was given.
Mr Oliver suggested that whereas a building consent could not be given on
the basis of a "double door" system to prevent the escape of fitches because
such would exceed the code, the consent authority could require the building
to incorporate adequate facilities to prevent the escape of animals. Inherent
in that approach is the proposition that while you cannot directly require
performance criteria additional to the code you may do so indirectly.
Mr Oliver suggested that the Council's argument, as presented by Mr MilIigan,
failed to recognise that the consent authority should be concerned to ensure
that fitches did not escape (without prejudice to the method of doing so)
rather than to ensure that the building had double doors. He argued that s7(2)
did not prevent the consent authority from accepting a solution proffered by
the builder which exceeded the Code; it only prevented the consent authority
from insisting on that solution to the exclusion of all others. The difficulty I
can see with that approach is that in practical terms there may be only one
way of achieving the objective generally stated, namely by exceeding the
building code performance criteria. I would be less than enthusiastic about a
construction which left the point turning on the language by means of which
the requirement was imposed.
Building Act: Conclusions
I return to what I see as the crucial point for the purposes of this part of the
case. Under s76(1) of the Resource Management Act territorial authorities
are concerned with activities. Their rule making powers are limited to rules
which "prohibit, regulate, or allow activities". Under s76(3) territorial
authorities must in making rules have regard to the effect of activities on the
environment. Thus a council in its resource management capacity is concerned
with activities and their actual or potential effect.
The relevant activity for present purposes is the residential occupation and
use of land and buildings. In regulating that activity in the area in question,
the Christchurch City Council considered that the activity should be allowed
only if the dwelling was satisfactorily insulated against the noise of the airport.
That was a requirement imposed because of the location of the proposed
building and as a condition of allowing the building to be used for its intended
purpose in that location. It was a requirement imposed for the regulation of
the activity within the proposed building. It was not imposed, other than
incidentally and indirectly upon the intended occupier "in undertaking any
building work" within the meaning of s7(2) of the Building Act. While the
activity of building is no doubt an activity for resource management purposes,
it is not that activity which, by imposing the noise insulation requirement,
the Council was seeking to regulate.
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The Council was not prepared to allow the building, once built, to be occupied
and used for residential purposes unless it had sufficient noise control
insulation. Thus the Council was not imposing the requirement on the relevant
person in undertaking the building work but rather the requirement was
imposed as a pre-condition to the use of the building for its permitted activity,
i.e. residential occupation. A building consent could have been obtained
without the extra insulation but without that insulation the building could not
have been occupied and used, i.e. the intended activity could not have taken
place.
In terms of s34(3) of the Building Act, but subject to s35(lA), a territorial
authority must grant a building consent if it is satisfied that the provisions of
the building code would be met if the building work was properly completed
in accordance with the plans and specifications submitted with the application.
Thus the building consent dimension is limited by the building code. It is
here that s7(2) prevails. The territorial authority cannot, unless specifically
authorised by any Act, require the builder to go beyond the Code.
It should be noted that s35(lA) allows the territorial authority to attach to a
building consent a certificate to the effect that an authorisation under the
Resource Management Act which, in the opinion of the territorial authority,
will materially affect the building work to which the building consent relates
has not yet been obtained and until that authorisation has been so obtained no
building work may proceed or building work may only proceed to the extent
specified in the certificate.
Subsection Cl A) of s35 was introduced into the Building Act by an amendment
in 1993. Its effect is to allow the territorial authority to tag the building consent
with the need to get authorisation under the Resource Management Act. The
two dimensions are, however, still discrete. You get your building consent
either with or without reservation. If it given is with reservation it is a limited
consent. The amendment introduced by ss(lA) of s35 actually demonstrates,
indeed reinforces, the two discrete aspects - building consent and Resource
Management Act authorisation. For the purposes of the former s7(2) applies.
For the purposes of the latter the territorial authority is not governed by s7(2).
This construction will not, in my view, do such violence to the integrity of
the national building code as was suggested. For the purposes of granting
building consents s7(2) prevails and different territorial authorities cannot
impose their own requirements on top of or in substitution for the Code. If,
however, the territorial authority is facing a particular planning or resource
management issue, whose appropriate solution lies in the imposition of a
requirement going beyond the Code, s7(2) does not prevent that course. This
will not give territorial authorities carte blanche to supplement or depart from
the Building code, which is clearly intended, within its proper compass, to
have national application. The construction which I prefer simply allows the
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building code to be exceeded when resource management considerations
justify such a departure.
Stated in the most simple of terms, the code can be exceeded when, but only
when, "the use of land, air, or water" requires it: see the long title to the
Resource Management Act. Councils may require people in undertaking
building work to do X; they may stipulate that before the building qualifies
for its permitted activity, Y must be done. In such a situation X is circumscribed
by s7(2); Y is not. In the present case the use of the relevant land for residential
purposes, because of its location, was seen as permissible only subject to the
provision of necessary noise insulation. That requirement was imposed not
for Building Act purposes but for Resource Management Act purposes. If
valid for those purposes the requirement did not breach s7(2).
In coming to this view I am conscious that I have not travelled the same road
as that taken by the Judges of the Planning Tribunal. My essential conclusion
is nevertheless the same. I see no advantage in lengthening this judgment by
discussing the various other issues raised, both by counsel and in the judgment
of the tribunal. Most of them are dealt with by Chisholm, J. I would prefer to
keep my approach to the problem as short and as simple as the subject matter
allows.

•

Bill of Rights
The second aspect of the case involves the Airport Company and the
Christchurch City Council. The Building Industry Authority elected to take
no part in the Bill of Rights argument and its counsel were given leave to
withdraw.
The Airport Company's primary concern is to be able to continue its present
24 hour operations without restriction or curfew. It is concerned that once
people have received permission to build in noise sensitive areas adjacent to
the airport, some of them may seek to have restrictions placed on the airport's
operations.
In recent years there has been increasing demand for the use of rural land
near the airport for agricultural and horticultural purposes. A number of
applications have been made to the Christchurch City Council for resource
consent to erect dwellinghouses on such properties. They have the potential
to be adversely affected by airport noise. The Airport Company has opposed
such applications or, alternatively, has argued that any resource consent granted
should include conditions requiring special design and construction to keep
noise within specified levels. In 1994 the Airport Company became aware of
the legal debate about whether such conditions were in breach of s7(2) of the
Building Act. This, of course, is the earlier issue. In the light of these difficulties
the Airport Company looked for other methods to protect itself against the
possibility that owners of properties affected by noise might seek to curtail
its operations.
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Section 108 of the Resource Management Act was amended in 1993 so as to
make it possible for a Council to impose, as a condition of a resource consent
for the erection of a dwellinghouse, a condition restricting the use of land.
The amendment also provided that such a condition could become the subject
of a covenant by the land owner in favour of the Council. In terms of sl09
such covenant can be registered on the title and when so registered it becomes
a covenant running with the land binding subsequent owners.
When an application was made to build a dwelling on a property situated
about 3 kilometres from the end of the main runway, the Airport Company
filed a submission requesting that consent be declined. In the alternative, if
consent was granted, the Airport Company sought two conditions under si 08.
The first related to noise attenuation. The second was a condition that the
consent would enure only for so long as no complaint was made about airport
noise. There was a further request that the second condition be reinforced by
a registered covenant to that effect between the applicant and the Council.
Prior to the hearing of the application, the applicants agreed to accept both
conditions proposed by the Airport Company. They further agreed to enter
into the suggested covenant. The Council granted consent and imposed the
requested condition with regard to noise attenuation. Their doing so was
effectively upheld by the Planning Tribunal and has now been upheld by this
Court.
In respect of the second condition the Council advised the Airport Company
that an opinion from its office solicitor had expressed the view that the
suggested condition might be in breach of the Bill of Rights Act, despite the
fact that the Applicants had already agreed to accept it. Two further cases
arose with similar consequences. In each case the applicants agreed to accept
the conditions, whereas the Council was prepared to impose the first but not
the second. It was at this point that the Council and the Airport Company
decided that they should seek judicial clarification of their legal position in
respect of both conditions.
Declarations were sought from the Planning Tribunal on both aspects. The
declaration sought on the aspect which I am now discussing asked for a ruling
whether or not a consent authority could lawfully impose a condition having
the effect of preventing future complaints about airport noise. Although not
specifically stated, there were in fact two intended limbs to that question.
The first arose where there was consent to the imposition of the condition
and the second where there was not. In considering the matter the Planning
Tribunal expressed the present issue in the following way:
"Can a consent authority under the Resource Management Act 1991
lawfully impose a condition on a resource consent, and in particular a
land use consent, providing that the consent shall enure only for so long
as the consentholder is not annoyed, and also requiring the consentholder
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to refrain from doing any act, matter or thing that could restrict the
operations ofanother landowner oroccupier li; e. theAirport Company]?"
Before the Tribunal, Mr Milligan for the Council did not argue that the
proposed condition was invalid for unreasonableness. The only issue was
whether it was invalid because it was unlawful on account of being in breach
of the Bill of Rights. At the start of their discussion of this issue the learned
Judges of the Planning Tribunal recorded the absence of any submission that
the proposed conditions, the subject of this issue, were invalid for
unreasonableness. In the same sentence they went on to say that in spite of
this:
"... it seems highly unlikely that Parliament would have intended a public
authority to have the power under s108(2) ofthe Resource Management
Act to impose such conditions. Section 108(2) provides that except as
expressly provided in subsection (1) the particular matters set out in
paragraphs (a) to (g) ofthat subsection do not limit the conditions upon
which a resource consent may be granted. The subsection goes on to
provide that subject to any relevant regulations a resource consent may
be granted on any other condition that the consent authority considers
appropriate. "
There is force in Ms Appleyard's submission that the learned Judges gave no
reasons for this conclusion, especially in view of the fact that the conclusion
was expressed before the Tribunal came to any consideration of the effect of
the Bill of Rights on the subject matter. Immediately after the passage set out
above the Tribunal made reference to s109 of the Resource Management Act
which allows covenants to be registered against titles. This aspect does not
seem logically to relate to the subject matter of the previous sentence and can
only be viewed as an independent rather than a supporting observation. After
making reference to the ability of a covenant to be registered, the Tribunal
went on to say:
"Nevertheless as we say, the imposition of conditions in a resource
consent, providing that the consent is to enure only so long as the
consentholder is not annoyed, disturbed or otherwise adversely affected
by noise, or for so long as the consentholder does not do any act, matter
or thing to restrict another land owner seems to us to be repugnant to
administrative justice. "
It is, with respect, not immediately apparent what the learned Judges were
referring to when they spoke of "administrative justice". The context was an
admitted absence of any submission of unreasonableness and before any
consideration had been given to the effect of the Bill of Rights on the subject
matter. It should also be noted that Mr Milligan acknowledged that the concepts
of annoyance, disturbance and other adverse effect, as a result of noise, were
not impugned as breaching the Bill of Rights. It is only the embargo on the
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consentholder doing any act, matter or thing to restrict the Airport Company
that is said to constitute a breach of the Bill of Rights. It appears that this
point cannot have been made clear to the Tribunal because it seemed to be of
the view that the whole convenant rather than just the second part was bad.
The Tribunal then came to the issue presented to it. The topic was introduced
in this way:
5
"Be this as it may, when viewed in the light of the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act J989 [sic: J9901the repugnance becomes even more apparent. "
The reference to repugnance was, of course, a reference back to the earlier
observation that the condition seemed to the Tribunal to be repugnant to
"administrative justice".
10
The Tribunal did not state directly in what way the proposed condition was
repugnant to the Bill of Rights. It recorded that it saw much force in Mr
Milligan's submission that the relevant conditions went beyond the reasonable
limits referred to in s5 of the Bill of Rights Act which provides as follows:
"Subject to section 4 of this Bill of Rights, the rights and freedoms 15
contained in this Bill of Rights may be subject only to such reasonable
limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and

;~~:~:~t~~i~0~~:7i~

The
its view the conditions in question could not be
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. Their Honours
continued:
"In effect they would not only prevent a consentholderfrom complaining
to his or her elected representatives, they would also make it an offence
to do so. A breach ofa condition in a resource consent can attract severe
penalties under the Resource Management Act. The maximum penalty is
2 years imprisonment and the maximum fine is $200,000.00. To place a
consentholder in such a position when the Bill ofRights Act affirms his
or her rights to freedom of expression and opinion and the freedom to
seek, receive and impart information of any kind in any form, has to be
inimical to the whole concept of a free and democratic society, and for
ourselves we condemn it wholly and unreservedly. "
In expressing themselves in this way the Tribunal must obviously have been
referring to s14 of the Bill of Rights Act which provides:
"Everyone has the right to freedom ofexpression, including thefreedom
to seek, receive and impart information and opinions ofany kind in any
form."
Ms Appleyard submitted that in coming to its conclusion the Tribunal had
overlooked a crucial factor, namely the prior consent of the applicants to the
condition. Counsel submitted that if the applicants were prepared to consent
to the condition there could be no suggestion of a breach of the Bill of Rights
rendering the condition unlawful. It was acknowledged that in the absence of
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consent the position became more difficult. The decision of the Tribunal does
not discuss the question of consent at all. Counsel representing the Airport
Company before the Planning Tribunal did raise what the Tribunal, in the
narrative part of its judgment, described as "the consent argument" while
noting that counsel had not been very enthusiastic about it. But Mr Milligan,
on behalf of the Council, had made it plain that from the Council's point of
view it wished to know what its position was both if there was consent or
acquiescence on the part of an applicant, and if there was not.
In this situation we do not have the benefit of the views of the Tribunal on the
issue of consent. I can only assume that the Tribunal's total and unreserved
condemnation of the condition was intended to apply whether there was
consent or not. The point, as Ms Appleyard put it, is that many applicants
may well be perfectly happy pro tanto to give up their rights under s14 as the
price of being able to obtain the resource consent which they are seeking. An
applicant may wish to avoid the risk that if consent is not forthcoming the
resource consent will be declined altogether. A prospective purchaser need
not buy if unwilling to live with the covenant.
Mr Milligan argued that if there was to be consent this should be done by
means of contractual documents between the Airport Company and the
applicant whereby in return for consent the Airport Company withdrew its
opposition to the resource consent. The problem from the Airport Company's
point of view with that arrangement is that a registered covenant running
with the land appears to be available only as a condition of a resource consent.
The Airport Company submitted that provisions in the Bill of Rights Act for
the benefit of an individual may be waived by that individual provided there
is no wider aspect of public policy which precludes such waiver. A suggested
example of an individual right in the latter category, as the law presently
stands, was the inability of an individual to waive his/her right to life.
I consider that the Airport Company's submission is sound in principle. The
Bill of Rights gives individual citizens particular rights and freedoms. It would
seem somewhat contradictory to say that such rights and freedoms may not
be given up for what the person concerned regards as valid reasons. The
concept of freedom pre-supposes not only that you are free to enforce your
right but that you are free not to enforce it and to waive it, if you choose to do
so. For example the right to legal advice under s23(1)(b) may be waived.
There seems to me to be something inherently unsound in saying that a person's
rights have been breached when that person has voluntarily indicated that
she does not wish pro tanto to assert them. Why should those concerned
deprived of their freedom to express themselves in that way?
It could be argued in the present context that any consents given
element of compulsion behind them because applicants will
they do not give consent they may not obtain their resource consent,
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also the suggested difficulty that if it becomes known that Councils have no
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resource consent without the condition. If the Council then decided that it
would not grant the resource consent without the applicant's consent to the
condition, it could be argued that the applicant was in effect being compelled 5
to consent. That would not really be so because the applicant's choice would
then lie between giving the consent and not getting permission to build. I
emphasise that I am discussing these matters purely from the point of view of
the Bill of Rights and without any consideration of questions of reasonableness
or vires.
10
Mr Milligan raised as a further problem about which the City Council was
concerned the proposition that it would never know whether the consent was
a free and fully informed consent. That point does not impress me. In many
resource management areas it is commonplace for consents to be given from
neighbours and the like and it has never in my experience been suggested 15
previously that the Council has some obligation to second guess the consent
or inquire into its nature and quality.
The relevant part of the condition which the Planning Tribunal has held to be
unlawful, supported as is intended by the covenant in question, reads in this
~:

"That the consent to use any building on the property ... for residential
purposes shall enure only ... for so long as any such person [any person
owning or occupying or otherwise being present on the property] does
not do or permit to be done any act, matter or thing in relation to airport
noise which is intended to restrict or has the effect of restricting in any
way whatsoever the operations ofChristchurch international Airport or
any aircraft using the same. "
I agree with Mr Milligan that a condition and covenant to that effect takes
away pro tanto the consentholder's freedom of action and his/her freedom of
expression. As the Tribunal itself pointed out, and as I have been at pains to
emphasise, we are not for the present concerned with reasonableness or the
power to impose such a condition and covenant for resource management
purposes. We are concerned solely with whether the condition breaches s14
of the Bill of Rights Act and is thereby invalid even if completely lawful on
all other counts.
I must respectfully differ from the conclusion reached in the Planning Tribunal.
I am of the view that if the person the subject of the condition/covenant is
prepared to consent thereto, it cannot be said that the condition/covenant
falls foul of the Bill of Rights Act. The simple reason is that the person
concerned has voluntarily given up pro tanto the relevant rights affirmed
under the Bill of Rights Act and such rights are not, in my view, rights which
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should be regarded as incapable of surrender for reasons of public policy. I
can see no reason of public policy why someone should not surrender pro
tanto his/her rights under s14 in return for what is considered to be a sufficient
advantage to make it appropriate to do so.
There is nothing inherently inimical in surrendering pro tanto one's freedom
of expression. Commercial documents and settlements oflitigation frequently
contain clauses whereby each party pro tanto surrenders his/her freedom of
expression. They do so because the parties regard it as commercially
advantageous or appropriate for other reasons to do so. It would be a bizarre
conclusion to hold that a confidentiality agreement of this kind was
unenforceable because it fell foul of s14 of the Bill of Rights. I can see no
difference in principle between a pro tanto surrender of one's rights in the
context of a confidentiality agreement and a pro tanto surrender of one's
rights for the purpose of securing a resource management consent. It would
be unduly paternalistic and precious to say that this is a kind of right which
people should not be allowed to surrender for what they see as their own
advantage.
So far I have been considering this topic on the basis that there is consent to
the condition in question. I now address the position on the basis that there is
no consent. If the condition is reasonable in its ambit and expression, and
otherwise within the powers of the territorial authority, the question becomes
whether it is nevertheless precluded by the Bill of Rights. The City Council's
contention is that even if the condition is reasonably necessary for resource
management purposes and is otherwise lawful, it is nevertheless bad because
of a supposed breach of the Bill of Rights.
Given the premise that the condition is both reasonable and otherwise lawful,
I consider the person whose freedom of expression is pro tanto diminished
must accept such pro tanto diminution on account of the reasonable necessity
of the condition for resource management purposes. The pro tanto individual
limitation must in these circumstances yield to the greater public or private
good inherent in the imposition of the condition. There is nothing undemocratic
in that. The person whose rights are pro tanto affected is entitled to be heard.
A body authorised by Parliament decides, after balancing individual concerns
with the greater private or public good, that the former must yield to the
latter.
Thus if the condition is reasonable on resource management grounds and
otherwise lawful it prevails over individual rights under s14. Those rights are
in any event not absolute. They may be pro tanto reduced or abrogated if to
do so can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society and the
limitation is prescribed by law. There is the capacity and sometimes the need
to limit the rights and freedoms affirmed by the Bill of Rights. This arises
from the fact that we are all members of a society whose other members have
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corresponding rights and freedoms. "No man is an Island entire of it self;
every man is a piece of the continent" wrote John Donne many years ago:
Meditation XVII (1624). Thus, as in so many areas of life and the law, there
must be give and take. Where rights and freedoms conflict, a democratic
society under the rule of law has impartial institutions and mechanisms for
resolving those inevitable conflicts.
In the present case the first instance arbiter is the consent authority. It must
fairly address all matters raised and balance individual issues and concerns
so as to reach its assessment of the correct resource management solution. It
must do this fairly, reasonably, and in accordance with the law. At the next
level comes the Planning Tribunal, now the Environment Court.
Inherent in this process is the fact that often one person's rights or freedoms
must pro tanto be dimished [sic] or limited on account of what the arbiter
finds to be a higher right or freedom vested elsewhere. Sometimes individual
rights or freedoms must pro tanto yield to what the arbiter regards as the
wider public good. Provided the adjudication process is fairly, reasonably,
and lawfully undertaken no-one is entitled to challenge the outcome on the
basis that a right or freedom claimed as absolute has been breached. For this
conclusion I respectfully draw support from the judgment of Richardson, J.
in R v .e. [1995] 2 NZLR 172, 182. Of course the existence of a right or
freedom and its limitation in whole or in part may be relevant to whether the
adjudication process has been fairly conducted and has produced a reasonable
and a lawful outcome.
In this case the law (s108(2) of the Resource Management Act) allows consent
authorities to issue resource consents on such conditions as they consider
appropriate. Subject to appropriate judicial control (for lawfulness, fairness
and reasonableness) the consent authority is the arbiter of what is an
appropriate condition. If the condition otherwise qualifies, the limitation on
freedom of expression which may be inherent is, in my judgment, a limitation
prescribed by law which can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society. After all the Applicant is not compelled to proceed if the condition is
viewed as more onerous than the resource consent is worth. The process by
which the condition comes to be imposed is a democratic one reinforced by
appeal rights.
I must not be taken as necessarily saying that the condition in issue in this
case is intra vires s l 08(2) or reasonable in its ambit. Those are matters which
must be considered from the resource management point of view. All I am
saying is that if the condition does otherwise pass muster it cannot be regarded
as unlawful on account of a breach of s14 of the Bill of Rights.
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The Court being agreed the Building Industry Authority's appeal is dismissed.
The Airport Company's appeal is allowed. The consequences with regard to
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the formal declarations made by the Tribunal are as follows:
1. Declaration 1 made by the Tribunal is upheld without amendment.
2. Declaration 2 is upheld as a specific example of what is permitted by
declaration 1.
3. Declaration 3 is quashed. In its place we substitute a declaration in the
following terms: HAny condition which a consentauthority may otherwise 5
lawfully,fairly and reasonably impose on a resource consentpursuant to
s108 ofthe Resource Management Act 1991 does not breach s14 ofthe
New Zealand Bill ofRights Act 1990".
4. Declaration 4 is upheld without amendment.
5. Declaration 5 is upheld subject to the addition of the following words at 10
the end thereof:
provided always that any such rule is includedfor
a purpose specified in the Resource Management Act 1991 ".
H •••••• ,

t

Costs
The Building Industry Authority has failed in its appeal and the Airport 15
Company has succeeded. We award the City Council costs in the sum of
$7,500.00 against the Building Industry Authority. We award the Airport
Company costs in the sum of $5,000.00 against the City Council. In each
case disbursements reasonably incurred are to be paid in addition; in the case
of any disagreement they are to be settled by the Registrar.
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2
REASONS

Introduction and summary of decision
[1] This is the unanimous decision of the Environment Court on an appeal under s 120 of the
Resource Management Act 1991 ("the Act") against a decision of the Council refusing
consent to vary condition 5 of the resource consent for the "Guilty" Bar at 45 Ballarat Street,
Queenstown. The effect of the variation if granted on appeal would be to allow the use ofthe
outdoor deck area of the Bar, which is able to accommodate some 60-70 people, for the
purposes of licensed premises from 10 pm to 1 am three nights a week (and on public
holidays), to exceed the maximum noise levels in the district plan by 10 dbA for that period;
and to measure that revised noise level at a different place to that required by the district plan
and the resource consent.

[2] This appeal must fail for five reasons. Further details follow, but by way of summary:
1.

The acoustic evidence is equivocal and does not satisfy us that the effects ofthis
change would be minor.

2.

The planning evidence that was called, both by the Council and the appellant,
failed to address crucial issues arising under s 104 of the Act, under which this
application must be assessed.

3.

We agree with the Council's Commissioners' paragraph 33 and with the s 274
parties that there could be significant precedent effects in the immediate area,
and possibly more widely, if this appeal were to be allowed, and these effects
were not addressed by either of the planning witnesses, despite the issue being
raised both by the Commissioners and the s 274 parties.
Linked to that precedent concern, to grant this application would be an ad hoc

4.

and isolated answer to a wider problem being experienced by the people of
Queenstown and currently under consideration by the Council. This involves a
review ofthe adequacies ofthe district plan's provisions concerning noise and it
involves, from the s 274 parties' point of view, an apparent lack of monitoring
of noise from outdoor aspects of licensed premises late at night, and an alleged
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5.

There is a fatal flaw in the analysis by the professional witnesses in that they did
not address the effects of the proposal on any property or site except the
"Cooper building" opposite the site. The district plan requires that those effects
be assessed on other sites, as we will shortly explain. .This flaw appears to
derive from reliance on an affected party consent given by Ngai Tahu Property
Limited under s 104(3) of the Act.

The site and the locality

[3]

The applicant's existing resource consent is for the operation of licensed premises at

45 Ballarat Street, which is the site of the former Queenstown Courthouse, an historic stone
building dating back to the 1880s and vacated only a few years ago when the present
Courthouse was opened. The land it occupies is currently part of a larger title, but when the
resource consent, now sought to be varied, was granted to the applicant in December 2007 it
was for a smaller lot and title. It appears to comprise only the land occupied by the historic
Courthouse, possibly a small area
at the back, undoubtedly an
.
. area between the old
Courthouse building and the ~treet boundary at Ballarat Street where there is now situated the
wooden deck referred to, and fl:n area north of the deck near the protected Wellingtonia tree,
referred to by one witness as "the tree ofjustice".

All of that area is now referred to in this decision as either "the site" or "the Guilty

[4]

site", and it is legally referred to as what was then Lot 3 DP20964, being the land contained
in Certificate of Title OT 13B/227. That is the site to which the resource consent relates.

[5]

To the north of the site is the Citizens Advice Bureau, also housed in an historic

building or an historic part of the Court Building. To the south ofthe site is another licensed
premise called Pig n Whistle, which also has an outdoor eating and dining area fronting
Ballarat Street. To the east of the site, i.e. behind the Guilty premises looked at from Ballarat
. Street is a new building, ,and slightly further behind that is the present Courthouse. To the
south of Pig n Whistle, across Horn Creek, is the new Ngai Tahu complex which includes, at
the Ballarat Street end, the Post Office Cafe and Restaurant on the ground floor with two or
three floors of offices above.
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in evidence "the Cooper Building", because it is owned by the family trust related to Mr
Warren Cooper who represented that trust as as 274 party in this proceeding. Next to that
building are the former Council Chambers; this is also an historic stone building and appears
to derive from the same era as the Courthouse. It is now Speights Ale House.

'[7]

Within the Cooper Building on the ground floor is the Brazz Bar, and there are three

levels or floors above the ground level, the first comprising offices and the other two being
linked by an internal accessway at the Ballarat Street end. Those two floors were designed
for residential use, along with a third potential apartment, but these two are currently
occupied by the Body Sanctum Spa. We note that both Brazz Bar and Speights Ale House
have some outdoor areas for eating and drinking, which is relevant later in terms ofprecedent
effects.
Amendments made to the application

An amendment was made to the application with the consent ofthe Court and without

[8]

opposition from any other party, on the second day ofthe hearing, namely Tuesday, 11 May
2010, before evidence was called. This amendment resulted from a settlement reached
between the appellant and the Council, but not with the section 274 parties, which would
result in the extended hours for outdoor use of the 4eck area for drinkers and diners being
limited to "Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights and public holidays", i.e. three regular days
only, rather than the seven days a week for which the application was made.
[9]

In relation to public holidays we have a concern which we did not raise with any

witness, but which is not crucial to our decision, namely that public holidays mayor may not
be busy nights with high ambient noise levels depending on when they fall. For example, if
Anzac Day falls on a Sunday, then Monday is not a public holiday, and even though Sunday
would be deemed by normal terms a quiet day, the Guilty Bar would be able to have patrons
outside until 1 am on Monday, a day on which people with work to go to would be off to
work.

[10]

We raise that simply as something for others to consider at a later point in terms ofthe

',~"~;;~Y,·i,:,~~.
~fu~.\ \eing conducted by the Council and mentioned below.
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[11]

The other change to be noted in the amendment as we understand it, is that rather than

the proposed variation applying to the whole of the outdoor area, it is limited to the deck area
only as referred to in the evidence.
Status of the proposed activity
[12]

The site is in the Queenstown Town Centre zone. As to the status of this proposed.

activity, it was agreed on all sides that it should be treated as a non-complying activity. That
is the way it was treated by the Commissioners giving the decision under the delegated
powers on behalf of the Council in December 2008. The non-complying status derives from
rule 10.6.3.4(vii) of the district plan, which states that "any activity which is not listed as a
Prohibited Activity and which does not comply with one or more of the relevant Zone
standards" is a non-complying activity. Because this proposal would involve exceeding zone
standards for noise, it becomes a non-complying activity under the plan.

In our view, it remains of that status even though s 127(3) says that a change of

[13]

conditions of consent is to be treated as an application for a discretionary activity. In our
view, that has to be read subject to the particular provisions of the district plan, and even ifit
was approached as a discretionary activity, a Court in its discretion would have regard to the
provisions ofthe district plan in approaching such an application. Accordingly, we will come
back to the non-complying activity provisions ofthe Act shortly.
Existing noise level controls
[14]

The next background matter is the different noise level controls in the district plan and

the existing consent. The district plan provisions are to be found at clause 10.6.5.2 (Zone
Standards) subcl ii(a):
ActiVities shall be so conducted that the following noise limits are not exceeded at any
point within the boundary ofany other site within this zone:
"
"

[15]

daytime (0800 - 2~00 hrs) 60 dBA Lw
night time (2200 - 0800 hours) 50 dBA L lO and 70 dBA Lmax-

We note in passing that there is no proposal to change the Lmax level; this application

relates only to the LlO aspect of the noise limit. We note also in passing that we agree with

/~~~~~ ..)I<$"_ ission~rs that the term "site" probably does not refer to a public road, particularly
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the north, south, east and west ofthe Guilty site, although in the case ofthe western direction,
that site is across the road.
[16]

Turning to the noise level limits in the consent itself, dated 7 December 2007, this is

to be found in general condition 5, which provides:
The consent holder shall ensure that activities on the premises shall not exceed the
following noise limits (adjusted for special audible characteristics in accordance with
NZS 6802:1991) when measured at any point beyond the boundaries ofthe site within the
Queenstown Town Centre zone:
" Daytime (0800 - 2200 hrs) - 60 dBA L lO.
, Night time (2200 - 0800 hrs) - 50 dBA L lO and 70 dBA L max.

To implement condition 5, condition 10 of the consent requires patrons to be vacated from
any outdoor areas b~tween 10 pm and 8 am.

[17]

Just pausing there, it will be noted first that the consent conditions were obviously

designed to align with the noise level limits in the district plan by. adopting the same hours
and the same noise limits. Secondly, while the wording is slightly different the expression (in
the district plan) ('at any point within the boundary ofany other site within this zone" has the
same meaning as that in the resource consent: "at any point beyond the boundaries ofthe site
within the Queenstown Town Centre zone"

[18]

As already noted, the site is described in the resource consent as Lot 3 DP 20964, and

that is a different site to the site currently subject to the provisions of the district plan noise
limits. Those limits refer to sites and define a site in a way that refers to what is, in this case,
a slightly larger area, which pushes the southern boundary of the site further down Ballarat
Street so as to include Pig n Whistle; otherwise the northern boundary appears to remain the
same and the eastern boundary and western boundaries are not affected.

[19]

The sites are, therefore, similar and in both cases there are points on Ballarat Street

which are only a short distance from the deck which immediately adjoin land in the same
zone, both to the north and south.

7

LlD -and the evidence is that a 10 decibel increase produces twice as much perceived sound.
Secondly, it involves moving the relevant point of measurement further away from the source
of the sound. Under the resource consent the measurements are taken at "any point beyond
the boundaries of the site", which would include immediately within the Pig n Whistle site to
the south, and immediately within the Citizens Advice Bureau site to the north. It is now
proposed to move the point of measurement not only across the road, but further back to the
eastern face ofthe Cooper Building. Because ofthe distance involved in that change there is,
on the evidence of Dr Trevathan, a further decibel alteration of 10 dbA. In other words,
because of the effect of distance on noise, noise experienced at the top level. of the Cooper
Building over the road (and set back a bit), can be expected to be 10 decibels lower than it
would be experienced immediately outside the Guilty site boundary.

[2f]

Adding those two changes together, there is in fact a 20 decibel difference involved in

this proposal, and Dr Trevathan agreed that this would result in a four-fold

increas~

in the

level of perceived noise.
The decision appealed from

[22]

We are required to have regard to the decision appealed from. This is the decision of

Commissioners Taylor and Kelly given on 23 December 2008. They were appointed as
independent Commissioners with delegated powers under section 34A of the Act, and under
~ection 290A we must have regard to their decision.

[23]

The Commissioners were in agreement with and indeed granted a variation to two

other conditions of the consent, namely conditions 7 and 10, and there has been no appeal in
relation to those aspects of their decision, so that conditions 7 and 10 are not part of the
proceedings currently before the Court. We are limited to the proposed change to condition 5
already mentioned.
[24]

The Commissioners found that a change to the noise level did not pass either of the

gateway tests in section 104D of the Act and so the application could not be granted. We
find, for reasons I will give in a moment, that it does pass one ofthe gateway tests, in that it is

-,,<~~ary (in the strong sense of "contrary" required by the Act) to the objectives and
/

'i'l;;~ r"P,~~ o'l\;he district plan, but under section 104(1) we conclude that the application should
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not be granted as a matter of our discretion. We, therefore, reach a different view on the
gateway test, but come to the same overall result, that the application should be declined.

[25]

One important aspect dealt with in the evidence relates to the erroneous view adopted

by the Commissioners that traffic noise should be

~xcluded

when calculating ambient or

background noise levels, because it is "uncontrolled" noise. That must be wrong, and indeed
there is ample authority for the fact that,· in calculating background noise all lawful noise
should be considered, because it is part of the existing environment. This may well be noise
from a train track, roads, passing pedestrians or whatever. The fact that it is uncontrolled
noise does not alter the fact that it is part of the ambient noise level - but having said that, we
consider that the conclusion reached by the Commissioners was still the right one, although
by a different route to us.

The affected party approval: s 104(3) of the Act
[26]

Returning now to the five reasons for dismissing this appeal as summarised at the

outset of this decision, we start with the last, dealing with a fatal flaw in the appellant's case
concerning affected party approval. Even without the other reasons this would have led to
the appeal being declined.

Section 104(3) provides that a consent authority (which of course includes on an

[27]

appeal, this Court) must not when considering an application have regard to "any effect on a
person who has given written approval to the application". The document relied on in this
regard is attachment F to the original application for resource consent. The parties signing it
are stated to be "Ngai Tahu Property Limited, being the owners of the land contained in
[various lots there set out] ... and Ngai Tahu Justice Holdings Limited, being the owners of
the land contained in Lot 2 DP357929". The document is in a standard form which states that
"by signing this form the party understands that the Queenstown-Lakes District Council shall
not take into account any effects that the proposed activity ... may have on me/us when
considering the application".
[28]

It will be noted that both s 104(3) and the notice refer to the effect of the application
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considered. It does not purport to deal with the rights of or effect upon other persons who
may be affected by the proposal.
[29]

It is not disputed that there will be leases of much, if not all, of the land referred to in

this document, and that the lessees will have their own separate business interests which can
be effected in a very dire manner by this type of application. There is no consent given by or
on behalf of such affected persons in this case - only by the owner of the freehold. An
example which the Court gave in discussion with the bar during this heating was the example
of farmland, where the Crown owns the freehold under a Crown lease, and the lessee is the
farmer who owns the farming business. It may be that an activity adjoining that farm will
affect the Crown as owner ofthe freeholder, but it would certainly be able to affect the lessee,
namely the farmer.

[30]

It is not possible to simply limit s 104(3) to ownership interests when in fact there are

other interests that may well be affected, and there is no evidence of those persons having
given their approval.

[31]

As a result, all three expert witnesses, Le. one planner called each by the appellant and

the respondent .and the acoustic engineer called by the appellant, ignored the actual and
potential effects on nearby sites that are not across the road, which they were required to
consider in their evidence (and the Court is required to consider in its decision).
Expert evidence on noise
[32]

We turn now to the conclusion already stated, that the noise evidence is equivocal and

does not satisfy us that the effects will be minor. The only noise expert to give evidence in
Court was Dr Jeremy Trevathan, an acoustic engineer appointed by the appellant. However
as a result of a Court-facilitated mediation between the appellant and the Council, it was
agreed that their respective acoustic engineers should agree on a methodology and should
jointly conduct ambient sound monitoring. The engineer for the Council was Dr Stephen
Chiles.
,/>:_\~";,[1?~,..,Dr Trevathan and Dr Chiles prepared a joint statement recording the results of their

//:~:<~~~)-~~~!~. (This became part of the evidence-in-chief of Dr Trevathan.) In paragraph 1.2

/ ( @t:l..S~t1~~ \'~a;,ment they detail areas of agreement in the analysis of the data, and remaining
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areas of disagreement. They record that their measurements were taken on three nights only,
,

namely Friday 7 August, Saturday 8 August and Sunday 9 August 2009. All measurements
were taken on the other side of Ballarat Street, the most important point being at one of the
residential floors ofthe Cooper Building.

The report' incorrectly describes that place as being on the second level of that

[34]

building. It transpired in questioning. of Dr Trevathan that it was at the top (or fourth) level
of the building. .We were surprised that an engineer would make such a mistake in his
evidence.

[35]

As a result of those measurements taken over those three nights they record that on

Friday and Saturday nights (which they treat as the busy nights of those three), sound levels
at the Cooper Building fayade varied between 61 and 64 dBA LlD (15 minute) from 2200 to
0100 hours, and based on their observations they estimated the following approximate
contributors to that sound level. These are important.
58~60

1.

Traffic on Ballarat Street,

dBA.

2.

People in the Pig n Whistle outdoor area and music from inside Pig n Whistle,
55-60 dBA.

3.

[36]

People in public areas,

55~60

dBA.

They note in paragraph 2.4 that while the traffic was often intermittent, it resulted in a

relatively constant measured LlD 15 minute statistical sound level, which was augmented to a
varying degree by the other sound sources identified in paragraph 2.3.

In paragraph 3.1 they refer to the sound emanating from the Pig n Whistle, which as

[37]

already noted is immediately south of the Guilty site, and we find this curious statement:

~

Dr Chiles has been advised by Mr Tony Ray (lawyer for the QLDC) that noise from the
Pig n Whistle greater than the district plan noise limit of 50 dBA L 10 should not be
considered as part ofthe "existing environment". Dr Trevathan has not yet been advised
how the "existing environment" should be considered This is a legal issue rather than
an acoustic issue, but it influences our acoustic assessment. If the Pig n Whistle were
excluded we anticipate a decrease in the measured sound levels of 1-3 dB, and some
.,.,-_....
~"~":- ..... change to the character ofthe existing sound levels.
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activity must be excluded when assessing an existing environment.. We agree with the
position taken by Mr Ray and confirm that as a matter of law the existing environment should
not be assessed in a way that includes unlawful activities. This is for the very simple reason
that a Council has a duty to enforce its district plan and at any time the unlawful activity
might be closed down.
[39]

The joint statement then continues in paragraph 3.2 as follows:
We are in agreement that ifpatrons in the outdoor area ofGuilty were to generate noise
levels of 55 to 60 dBA on the opposite side ofBallarat Street, generally on a Friday or
Saturday evening like those we observed, the efftct ofthis noise would be expected to be
only minor. We note that this does not mean that the noise from Guilty will not be
audible at times or that the activity will not lead to any increase in noise levels.

[40]

Pausing there, the first thing to observe is that this comment relates to noise observed,

which includes in this case the ,Pig n Whistle noise. With that included, both experts are
saying that the difference created by adding noise from the deck outside Guilty would
Qonstitute only minor adverse effects.

[42]

Most importantly, paragraph 3.3 ofthe statement then goes on to observe:
Dr Trevathan considers that during these times traffic and other «uncontrollable" sources
(including noise from people in public areas) were observed to be ofsufficient magnitude
and consistency that he would maintain this conclusion [i.e. not more than minor effect}
whether or not a contribution from the Pig n Whistle at over 50 dBA is considered to form
part of the "existing environment". Dr Chiles considers that if the Pig n Whistle is
excluded then this conclusion is no longer valid [i. e. it is no longer only a minor efftctJ as
there are still significant gaps in the sound from the other moving sound sources,
compared to more constant soundfrom people sitting outside the Pig n Whistle and music
inside.

[43]
,f'

In our view, that is a most important statement by Dr Chiles - that if you take out Pig

",:~"it~st1e

c:",} . 'H·

l'~

there are significant gaps in the sound from traffic and public noise.

The

/"«~~:.,~>. ImPl$i~n is that a constant noise like 60 or 70 people eating and drinking on this outdoor
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deck would fill the gaps and change the perception ofthe noise, and that is why he refers to a
"more constarit sound" coming from the Pig n Whistle and the music inside there.

[44]

Even though Dr Chiles is not here to be questioned about his statement, 'it is part of

the evidence before the Court and even if it were to be regarded as hears,ay evidence because
he is not here to be questioned about it, this Court has the ability to receive and consider
evidence that is not admissible in a court of law under normal rules of evidence. In our
discretion, we do receive and consider it, and his concerns there raise significant doubts in
our mind about the correctness of Dr Trevathan's conclusion that there would be only a
minor effect of the proposal if Pig n Whistle noise is excluded.

[45]

There are two or three other points in the statement that we think should be noted in

passing, because it is not only that disagreement that is relevant. At paragraph 3.6 the final
bullet point notes that the two experts considered that:
Monday and Tuesday nights are expected to be similar to the Sunday night observed,
and Thursday night is expected to be similar to the Friday/Saturday night observed.
Wednesday night could be either qUiet or busy.

[46]

We are concerned that no measurement was taken on one of the nights when it is

proposed that these hours be extended, namely Thursday night, and we are not confident that
Ohe can extrapolate from the measurements on Friday and Saturday back to Thursday. There
will be some similarities, but the wider proposition is, in our view, mere conjecture.

[47]

We also note that there was no measurement of noise from the deck of the Guilty site

befor~

10

0' clock

on a busy night. That would have been an easy measurement to arrange,

say over a 15 minute period between 9.45 pm and 10.00 pm. It would presumably give a
pretty good guide to what would happen between 10.00 pm and 10.15 pm if people were
allowed to stay, and so there is no actual measurement of what noise would be produced by
60 or 70 people from the site at a busy time.

[48]

Related to that concern is that these measurements were taken in the colder months

and not in the warmer summer months when the evidence is more people would tend to be

,.<·-;,,;,s;;~Q.f drinking outside. Whilst Dr Trevathan is correct in saying that the ambient noise
!/'(.~~:,~~~~ected to be quieter in the colder months because fewer people are out and about
\, ~ \ ~~ 11~:\>t~~~:~@r rp~s, nevertheless the Court does not have the benefit of knowmg how much nOIse
\, {~. \ \4{::::~:1:;..f., ~~~~:f'~
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would be generated by the proposed use of the deck between 10.00 pm and 1.00 am in the
busy or summer months of the year. At different points in their statement the experts talk
hypothetically about a result "if the noise generated is of the level 55-60 dBA"; that can only
be hypothetical in our view, and we would have expected better evidence to be provided of
what could actually be expected.
[49]

The last point to note here is a further difference of opinion between the two experts

on a very important aspect. At paragraph 4.2 they comment that there could be a difference
of 5-10 decibels between the noise produced by two different types of patron. The first type
is people drinking and talking at normal voice levels; the second is people drinking with
animated conversation and occasional shouting. They then turn to consider how one might
work out which of these two types of noise is more likely. At paragraph 4.3 it is stated,
,

,

"Guilty purports to attract a 'more refined' clientele than the Pig n Whistle, and has. a Site
Management Plan".
[50]

The joint statement then explains that Dr Trevathan considers that those factors will

provide "reasonable surety" that noise emissions are "generally" limited to 55-60 dBA We
note he is not saying this will always be so - and, in any event, we have great trouble with his
conclusion. The so called "more refined" clientele of Guilty compared to Pig n Whistle may
,

.

'

or may not be a fact at the moment. We do not know. But even if it were a fact it may not
last. The consent holder does not necessarily control the type of people who choose to drink
at a licensed premise, which must be open as a matter of licensing law to all members of the
public ofthe right age who are not heavily intoxicated.

[51]

Secondly, a change in the management ofthe premises could result in a different type

of clientele, and even under present management a different policy might be adopted to try
and attract more drinkers. Therefore, reliance on the "more refined" people using Guilty is,
in our view, inherently unreliable.
[52]

Further, while Dr Trevathan considers that thy use of a noise management plan helps

provide reasonable surety, Mr Ellis, who is the principal shareholder of Guilty, and we gather
/~si:1iqriirs;:~e liquor licence for it, is also the licensee for the Pig n Whistle next door and for

/

~':"/A. . ··<\·""'.. . . :r-...- ......~.~, ,~~"",~

il~'~" ~?~j)~,~ :B~r and Restaurant in another part of Queenstown, and his evidence was that all of
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have noise management plans, therefore, any distinction between the two based
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on there being a noise management plan and a more refined clientele, in our view, is quite
unreliable and we would put no weight on that distinction whatsoever.

[53]

That view is reached independently of what is then stated about Dr Chiles' view, but

is supported by it. Paragraph 4.3 goes on to state:
Dr Chiles considers that if the existing environment includes people having animated
conversations in the outdoor area ofPig n Whistle immediately adjacent to Guilty outdoor
area then it may not be practical ["practicable" ?] to maintain a completely different
character at Guilty. Also, Dr Chiles has observed over several years a Site Mqnagement
Plan for Monty's Bar in Queenstown (which has a part common operator with Guilty)
repeatedly failing to provide a robust mechanism to control sound levels from that
establishment

[54]

Mr Ellis was asked in cross-examination aboutproblems at Monty's Bar, for which he

has the liquor licence. He admitted that there had been a series of problems in 2007, but said
that those had now been resolved. The point that we would make is that site management
plans did not prevent problems at Monty's Bar in the past, have not prevented Pig n Whistle
exceeding the noise limits (on the evidence that we have) at present, and cannot be relied
upon in any way.
[55]

The last thing to note about this agreed statement is that the witnesses did not measure

noise at the points required to be measured in terms of district plan controls or the existing
resource consent. It is, therefore, not at all helpful to us in dealing with this matter. We
cannot assume that the only residential premises. in the near vicinity of the Guilty site will be
the upper two floors of the eastern fayade of the Cooper Building. The plan does not entitle
us to assume that everything will remain as it is at the moment, and to the contrary, Ms Shaw,
giving evidence on behalf of the owners of Eichardt Hotel, made what we think could be a
valid point, namely that commercial vacancies, as she says, are now appearing in
Queenstown, may well be filled by owners with residential occupants, as she said has
occurred in Auckland.
Ms Shaw may well be correct, we do not know, but this is simply one example of the

[56]

way in which the existing pattern of commercial versus residential occupancy can change,
and this Court cannot assume that only two residential apartments would possibly be affected.
".<:\;-~T~~

why it is important to have readings from the places at which the plan and the
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Failure to address crucial planning issues
[57]

We turn now to the reasons why we consider that the planning evidence that was

called failed to address crucial issues concerning section 104 of the Act, under which the
application must be assessed.
[58]

First of all, one cannot even consider s 104 without getting through one of the two

gateways in section 104D. These provide that a consent authority may only grant consent if
it is satisfied either that the adverse effects of the activity on the environment will be minor,
or that the application is for an activity that is not contrary to the objectives and policies of
the district plan. The district plan in question is the Queenstown Lakes District Plan, which
became fully operative in December 2009.
[59]

Under s 104(1) of the Act we are required to have regard, subject to part 2 matters, to

the following; (a) any actual or potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity
(our emphasis) ; (b) any relevant provisions of the district plan; and (c) any other matter the
consent authority .considers relevant and reasonably necessary to determine the application.

[60]

The planning witnesses in this case seem to assume that the only issue is whether the

effects were minor and the activity was not contrary to the objectivesand policies of the plan.
However, all that does is decide whether the applicant gets through one of the two gateways.
It does not decide what happens after they get through there, and it does not follow that
because you pass a gateway test that consent will be granted. The Court must separately
consider the provisions of s 104(1) as already summarised.
[61]

Particularly in terms of section 104(1)(b) we indicate that an opinionthatthe proposal

is not contrary to the relevant provisions of the plan, which is as far as Mr Gidden's evidence
went, is not very helpful in assessing how the Court's discretion should be exercised under
s 104(1). In terms of objectives and policies, the Court needs to form a judgment on where a
proposal sits on the continuum that runs between (a) an activity implementing the provisions
of a plan and (b) being inconsistent with it, but not so inconsistent as to be contrary to (or
/~~:f;r>~~~elY at

odds with, or repugnant to) the objectives and policies. We were not helped in

//,·(:;,.-'~~~maIcmt~t judgment by either of the planning witnesses.
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[62]

Further, when considering the "provisions" of the district plan, the rules in a plan are

there to implement the plan's policies and, as we indicate in what follows, can be highly
significant in helping understand the intent of the plan as a whole. We also indicate that
under s 104 it is important to consider whether the environmental outcomes anticipated by the
plan will be achieved.
[63]

This plan identifies, as a significant issue, providing for urban growth, and the effects

of urban growth on the cohesion and economic and social wellbeing of existing
communities. l In terms of business growth, the objective is a pattern of land use which
promotes a close relationship and good access between living, working and leisure
environments? That objective i~ implemented by, amongst others, a policy of promoting
town centres as the principal foci for commercial, visitor and cultural activities?
[64]

The broad approach to town centres indicated in the district-wide objective and

policies is given detailed expression
in
section 10 of the plan,. which contains general
.
.
provisions for town centres, and also a series of separate provisions for the Queenstown,
Wanaka and Arrowtown town centres.

There is an obj ective of maintenance and

consolidation of the existing town centres and a~tivities in them. 4

That objective is

implemented by the following policies relevant to this application: 5
1.1

To maintain and enhance patterns of land use, development and character
which promote and reinforce close proximity and good accessibility within the
business areas and between the business areas and living areas.

1.2

To enable town centres to become the principal foci for commercial,
administration, employment, cultural and visitor activities.

1.3

To provide for and encourage the integration of a range of activities within
.town centres, including residential activity.

1.5

To provide for town centres to be densely developed centres of activity with
maximum consolidation of space, commensurate with the essential amenity,
environmental and image outcomes soughtfor each centre.
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[65]

The witnesses have referred to two only of those policies, including policy 1.3: "To

provide for and encourage the integration of a range of activities within town centres,
including residential activity".
[66]

Amongst the environmental results anticipated are three in particular that are relevant,

namely (vi) interesting, pleasant and safe environments for people: (vii) pleasant and quality
public space environments within town centres which are well used, accessible and
maintained to high standards: and (xiii) opportunity for and encouragement of residential
activity as part of the town centre environment. 6
[67]

The particular provisions for the Queenstown Town Centre zone understandably tend

to reiterate the general provisions for town centres as a whole, while stating in more detailed
terms the approach to be taken in Queenstown. We will not repeat them all, but note an
objective that Queenstown town centre continues to be the principal focus for the district's
commercial, administrative, cultural and visitor activities - and at that point we note our view
that visitor activities include visitor accommodation. There is also a policy of enabling a
broad range of activities to establish. 7
[68]

We note also that repeated amongst the anticipated environmental outcomes are

"pleasant and safe public spaces and pedestrian areas of high quality", and "the opportunity
for residential living within the centre that does not place undue constraints upon the general
nature of activity and development with [sic: within?] the zone".8 There we pa:use to stress
the term "undue constraints"; in our view that implies that some constraints are appropriate.

[69]

There are no specific objectives and policies in the zone relating to noise. However,

noise created by activities and traffic is identified as an issue for the zone. The plan puts it
like this: 9

.

The amenities ofbusiness areas which accommodate pedestrian oriented activities may be
adversely afficted by proximity to major highways, in addition to safety and trajfic
efficiency concerns. Noise also needs to be controlled at the residential interface although
a higher level ofnoise is normally acceptable within the business area.

We return shortly to deal with the question ofthat difference in noise level.
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[70]

Also, one of the anticipated environmental outcomes for the Queenstown town centre

1S:

at

moderate ambient levels of noise and glare, recognising the large number
activities,
1
vehicles, buildings andpeople in the relatively small areas ofthe town centre.

Mr Giddens notes the statement in the "issues" sectionll that "town centres are characterised
by a concentration of people and activities and are likely to have different standards of
, amenity than may be found in a residential environment". We accept that, but in our view
that different standard of amenity, compared to a residential environment, is in general terms
provided for by the rules of the district plan, and we note two significant differences between
night time zone standards in residential compared to town centre zones.

[71]

The first is that in residential zones the night time noise limits start at 8 pm rather than

10 pm, and the second is that in residential zones the noise limit on an LlD basis is 40 dBA
compared to 50 dBA for the town centre zone. 12 Putting those two ~ogether, we consider that
they express the intent ofthe plan to deal with the different constraints that are required in the
purely residential area compared to the mixed activity area ofthe town centre.

[72]

The objectives, policies and other provisions of the plan aim both to maintain the

centre of Queenstown as a focus for cultural and visitor activities within the district, and to
provide for residential activity in that area.

In our view, this residential activity to be

provided for includes visitor accommodation, and we note Mr Cooper's unchallenged
evidence that there are beds available in the Queenstown town centre for approximately 2,500
people in establishments such as hotels, guest houses and the like. That is a lot of people
requiring sleep.

[73]

In expressing this combined focus, as the plan does, on residential activity and other

activities, the district plan, in our view, recognises that the juxtaposition of these activities
involve some compromise in the level of residential amenity. We consider that the two
differences we have pointed to in the rules reflect this compromise, inasmuch as they impose
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night time standards that are. different in these respects. This is where, at least in general
terms, the plan strikes a balance between the competing considerations.

[74].

In broad terms we consid~r that where a plan strikes a balance of this sort, it will be

unusual for a proposal to be regarded as contrary to the objectives and policies taken as a
whole simply because it is inconsistent with some of those policies, although implementing

and consistent with others. However, where the balance is changed by a four-fold increase in
the permitted sound levels there may be sufficient departure from the position taken by the
plan as to be seen as highly inconsistent with those provisions.

[75]

At this point we also wish to record the evidence given by Ms Shaw on behalf of the

owners of Eichardt's Hotel, that at times they have had to relocate people away from
Eichardt's Hotel because of the noise experienced from outside the hotel, and secondly, that
they have turned down offers to expand their business by developing accommodation
elsewhere in the town centre, because of their concerns about "':lncontrolled noise.

This

evidence illustrates the importance of getting the balance right and of our paying close
. attention to the balance that the plan seeks to strike.
Of the two planning witnesses in this case, Mr Giddens simply told us that the

[76]

'proposal was "not contrary to" the objectives and policies Qf the plan. 13' We are inclined to
accept that as we interpret contrary to the objectives and policies of the plan as referring to
those policies as a whole and imposing a strong test. Mr Williams, who referred only to
some of the policies we have identified as relevant, stated somewhat baldly that he
considered the proposal "consistent with" the objectives and policies of the plan. I4 We
disagree. The adverse effects of the proposal which we have identified make this proposal
inconsistent with those policies which encourage residential activity.I5

[77]

We also note that the environmental results anticipated include provision for pleasant

and high quality public spaces, pedestrian spaces of high quality, and so forth. The appellant
has provided us with no evidence at all on the question of whether these environmental'
/".::',~ '43:Mt; Giddens evidence-in-chiefpara 8.16
.... " ~: .:", 14·iJ6ri1'w;1·
.
.
.
'x,::." .. ""'r;!!'kliams eVIdence-m-chiefparas 9.2 and 9.3
. '
,
, { . . . ~5 F9~{X~ple, 10.~;~P?licy 1.3 (whic~ Mr Williams quotes without any comm~n~ ~tpar 9.2 o~~s evidence/I/,; , . 1tl~e~ se~ks to mmnmse adverse envrronmental effects of a broad range of activities "both WIthin the town
~! ~>.
centre ~4J>h the activities in the surrounding living areas" (emphasis added).
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outcomes would be achieved if the proposal was allowed. The only evidence we have, which
is a noise propagation diagram contained in the Assessment of Environmental Noise Effects
dated 21 February 2008/ 6 shows a noise level on the street boundary of Guilty of 70 dBA,
.which is 10 dBA higher than the ambient noise level produced from the uncontrolled noise in
Ballarat Street, and is right at the Lmax level permitted by the plan.
[78]

We consider that consent to the proposal would not achieve the environmental

outcomes anticipated for public places in the town centre zone. In particular, we say that
pedestrians on Ballarat Street are in a public space, even though they are not in a zoned
space, and not all of them will be excited by high levels of noise from outdoors drinkers if
they are out for a walk through town at night.
Precedent concerns

[79]

We turn now to the question of precedent. Given the level of inconsistency between

the proposal and a number of the provisions of the district plan, and given also the noncomplying status of the activity, the question whether the consent would provide a planning
precedent is, in this case, a relevant matter for the Court.
[80]

It surprises us that we had no evidence on the subject of precedent, when precedent

was a matter of concern to the Commissioners and a matter raised by all ofthe s 274 parties.

[81]

Mr Chapman, for the appellant, submitted that each application must be treated on its

merits, which of course is true. He added that there may be unique features relating to noise
propagation which set this site apart from other bars in the locality - but there was no
evidence to that effect, and indeed the evidence provided to us suggests a very similar noise
environment. Neither Mr Giddens or Mr Williams, when asked, was able to provide, in
answer to questions from one ofthe Commissioners, a principled basis on which a decision in
this case would not be able to be followed in the case ofBrazz, Speights Ale House and the
Pig n Whistle, all of which have outside areas available for dining and alcoholic
refreshments.
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[82]

The evidence before us suggests that all of those bars are in the same nOise

environment, in terms of ambient noise, as the Guilty site.

Given reasons of business

competition, all may feel the need to make a similar application if this one were to succeed,
and in our view the Council would be hard pressed to deny them if it tried to treat like cases
alike. For similar premises further afield we do not have sufficient evidence to establish a
precedent concern, but nor is that ruled out.

[83]

Mr Chapman submitted that there was no. precedent concern in this case, based partly

on his citing very selectively from Brooker's text on resource management, referring to two
cases out of several Gited in that text, and in our view if you read the authorities asa whole,
they do not support the proposition that he was advancing. It is clear that especially for noncomplying activities, but also for discretionary activities, the Council and the Court can have
regard to unfortunate precedents that would be created and their effect on plan integrity. We
do not consider that the noise provisions of the district plan would still have integrity if this
application were to be granted.
An ad hoc answer to a wider issue
[84]

On this subject we wish to add to what we said at the outset, just this further comment

about the desirability ofa wider consideration and review of noise issues in the town centre.
We note that this is underway because, produced by consent, was a report dated 29 April
2009 provided to the District Council (not to Lakes Environmental) by Dr Chiles, reviewing

the provisions of the district plan in respect to noise issues in the town centre and noting
some ofthe difficulties of application ofthe existing noise rules.

[85]

The fact that the Council has decided to review the noise provisions of the district

plan would not of itself be a reason to decline this application, but where precedent concerns
are a factor, as they are with us, the Court would not want to "lower the bar" for one of many .
licensed premises only to create possible injustice for others, and an even more difficult
status quo for the Council to have to deal with. That is especially so when the change that is

sought involves not just a small increase but a four-fold increase to the plan's existing limits
for noise, and that this would be available only to one business of many operating in the
.. --.t::.,~."" •
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Our last word deals with the question of costs. Ms Shaw produced a letter, sent to Mr

[86]

Fleming and herself by the solicitors for the appellant, seeking to persuade them to drop their
opposition to the proposal.

It is a letter dated 22 December 2009 from the law firm

Cruickshank Pryde, advising that the appellant and the Council had reached an agreement so
that the Council would no longer be opposing the application on a limited basis - as became
the case once the amendment was made to this application retrospectively on Tuesday.

[88]

The letter continues:
We jUlly appreciate that as Section -274 parties you are entitled to defend this appeal if
you wish however ifyou do so without putting objective expert evidence before the Court
you run cm increased risk that costs would be awarded against you for a greater amount
than might otherwise be the case. We would also like to point out to you that ... from this
point on our client will be incurring Significant costs in preparing evidence, preparingfor
the hearing and appearing at a hearing estimated to take one-and-a-half days
[presumably' more for two and a half days, as this case has taken]. Those costs are
estimated as ... $45,000 plus GST ... Iffor any reason you choose to withdraw from the
appeal after that date [11 January 2010j or ifour client's appeal is ultimately successful,
then our client will be seeking to recover jUll costs including all consultant's costs from
you.

We regard that as a very inappropriate and threatening letter. It is inappropriate for

[89]

several reasons. We have already noted that it failed to mention the contrary view of Dr
Chiles. It is also inappropriate because it is rare that full indemnity costs are awarded by the
Court. It is also surprising becal,lse the acoustic and planning evidence that was provided,
even if an award of costs had been made in the appellant's favour, would be unlikely to have
allowed anything for those witnesses given the inadequacy of their evidence.
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[90]

The Court notes that Ms Shaw and Mr Fleming elected to remain in the proceedings

despite the tone of that letter. Not only was the letter unfortunate, but it is ironic that it came
from a party which, through a related company, appeared already to be breaching the district
plan night times noise limits next door without any evidence of existing l1Se rights and where
the Council accepts there are none, and has admitted in evidence to us past problems at other
licensed premises, namely Monty's Bar and Restaurant.

[91]

These three s 274 parties were fully entitled to pursue their objections as submitters to

the Council and by way of participation as s 274 parties in this Court.

Without their

involvement an important case for this district would have had a very different outcome.

[92]

The appeal is dismissed.

Signed at Auckland this 8th day of June 2010

For the Court:

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT
Decision [2010] NZEnvC

064

IN THE MATTER of an appeal under Section 120 of the
Resource Management Act 1991
\.

NJ & GL LOVEGROVE

BETWEEN

(ENV-2007-AKL-000394)
Appellants

WAIKATO DISTRICT COUNCIL

AND

Respondent

NJ LOVEGROVE, GL LOVEGROVE, J
LOVEGROVE & S EDLINGTON

AND

Applicants .

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT
Environment Judge R G Whiting sitting alone under Section 279 of the Act
IN CHAMBERS at Aucldand.

DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR ORDERS DETERMINING ACTIVITY
STATUS

A.

The application for subdivision has non-complying activity status under Rule
9S.2.5(e) ofthe Operative Waikato District Plan.

B.

The application should not be treated as an application for a prohibited activity under
the Operative District Plan or the Proposed Waikato District Plan.

REASONS

Background

[1]

This matter involves an application for non-complying subdivision consent to create

one additional lot and a minor boundary adjustment at 234 Pencarrow Road, Tamahere.
[2]

The proposal was declined by the Council and the Appellants have appealed the

Council's decision.
[3]

The parties agree that the site contains 5% high quality soils.! The Council submitted

that due to the presence· of high quality soils on the site the application should not have been
treated as a non-complying activity.

Instead, it submitted that the application is for an

activity that is prohibited under both the Waikato District Operative and Proposed Plans.
[4]

On 5 May 2009 the Council made an application for an order determining the activity

status of the proposed subdivision.

Interim Decision
[5]

The Court made an interim decision2 setting out a tentative view that the application

for subdivision has non-complying activity status under Rule 9S.2.5(e) of the Operative
Waikato District Plan and should not be treated as an application for a prohibited activity
under the Operative Waikato District Plan or the proposed Waikato District Plan.
[6]

This tentative view was reached on the grounds that it was unclear whether the rules

include properties with a small percentage of soil present or whether the entire site must
consist of high quality soils.
[7]

In light of this ambiguity, the Court was reluctant to apply rules 9S.2.3 and 25.5 to the

property in this case. Accordingly, the parties were given 15 working days from the date of
the interim decision to file further submissions on the issue of clarity and certainty in respect
of these plan provisions. Submissions have been received by both parties, and are considered
below.

2

Appellants'Submissions
[8]

The appellants submitted that they do not disagree with the tentative view set out in

the interim decision. They submitted that the land which is the subject of this appeal is not a
large holding of high quality soils, but a small holding with 95% low quality soils and the
proposal should not be considered a prohibited activity.
Council's Submissions
[9]

In response to the Court's tentative view the Council reiterated that the activity status

of the proposed subdivision should be prohibited and that the proceedings should be
discontinued. In addition it submitted that:
(a)

It is the intention of Council that where a proposed subdivision meets the

criteria set out in rules 98.2.3 and 25.5 it will be treated as a prohibited activity
regardless of the extent of high quality soil on the subject land;
(b)

The prohibited subdivision activity rules are part of the matrix of provisions
designed to prevent the further fragmentation of rural land. The rules do not
qualify what proportion of high quality soil must be within a particular site in
order for that property to trigger the prohibited activity rule. The rule is based
on the existence of any high quality soil, regardless of what percentage of a
site this high quality soil represents. If the Council had intended there to be
percentage criteria, this would have been explicitly stated in the rules;

(c)

The further subdivision sought by the appellants is exactly what the prohibited
activity rules were designed to prevent. That is, any subdivision of land with a
certificate of title dated after 6 December 1997 containing any high quality
soil is prohibited, regardless of percentage and regardless of what purpose the
balance lot is used for (emphasis added by counsel); and

(d)

An alternative interpretation of the prohibited subdivision activity rules would

undermine the rural subdivision regime of the Waikato District and set an
unintended and undesirable precedent.

3

[10]

It is established that rules in a plan, and the provisions of the plan in general, must be

clear and precise. If a rule is found to be vague or unclear, it may be void for lack of
certainty. In Sandstad v Cheyne Developments Limitecf the Court commented:
"It is desirable that those who administer or are affected by or have to advise on the
restrictions prescribed by a town planning ordinance should be able to identify
without difficulty the properties to which it relates."

[11]

It is also an established principle that rules should not be interpreted in isolation

where the rule is ambiguous, and rules should not be interpreted by a rigid adherence to the
words of the rule where this would be inconsistent with the requirement of the Interpretation
Act 1999.
"

[12]

In J Rattray & SO~~ited v Christchurch City Council the Court said:
"We would accept that fang.!:!age used to describe predominant uses within a
particular zone will have an immediate significance and must be given its intended
effect when that is unmistakeable 'and can be clearly ascertained within the same
close environment. But words take col;W--ancUlav_our from their general context and
can carry so many shades of meaning that it is frequently-impossible to be dogmatic
about any single normal or everyday meaning. So that where there is any
uncertainty or doubts arise it would put at risk or even stultify the process of
construction if an answer were to be given that itself was uncertain or if doubt had to
be left unresolved simply because it was thought to cut away the language of the
ordinance from other parts of the same instrument. ... ,,4

[13]

The proper approach to interpretation of a district plan was stated by the Court of

Appeal in Powell v Dunedin City Council5 as follows:
"While we accept it is appropriate to seek the plain meaning of a rule from the words
themselves, it is not appropriate to undertake that exercise in a vacuum. As this
Court made clear in Rattray, regard must be had to the immediate context (which in
this case would include the objectives and policies and methods set out in section
20) and, where any obscurity or ambiguity arises, it maybe necessary to refer to the
other sections of the plan and the objectives and policies of the plan itself.
Interpreting a rule by a rigid adherence to the wording of the particular rule itself
would not, in our view, be consistent with a judgment of this Court in Rattray or with
the requirements of the Interpretation Act."

Evaluation

[15]

Rule 9S.2.3 of the Operative Waikato District Plan reads as follows:
95.2.3 Prohibited Activities
The following activities shall be prohibited activities in the Rural Zone:
(a)

Except as expressly provided for in Rules 9S.2.2, 9S.2.4 and 9S.2.5,
subdivision of any additional lots containing high quality soils from any lot
with a:
1.

certificate of title issued on or after 6 December 1997, or

2.

certificate pursuant to s224 of the RMA issued on or after 6
December 1997, is expressly prohibited and is an activity for which
no resource consent shall be granted.

(b)

Subdivision of more than two additional lots containing high quality soils from
any lot with a: 1 certificate of title issued prior to 6 December 1997, or2
certificate pursuant to s224 of the RMA issued prior to 6 December 1997,is
expressly prohibited and is an activity for which no resource consent shall be
granted.

(c)

The following shall be a prohibited activity for which no resource consent
shall be granted:
A subdivision to create a lot wholly within an area required by a
structure plan of a Scheduled Deferred Residential Area as a
separation distance from a site boundary or a corridor which is
required for the purposes of retaining options for the installation of
future infrastructure.
Explanatory Note: This rule is consistent with Rule 9.5.5A. Subdivision of a
lot to enable an activity to establish within an area required for an
infrastructure corridor is prohibited because such a lot would compromise the
integrity of a structure plan.

[16]

The definition of High Quality Soils in the Operative Waikato District Plan reads as

follows:
High quality soils Land classified as Land Use Capability Class I, 1I or IlIe, on the
New Zealand Land Inventory Worksheets (as amended in the 1986 Second Edition)
legend, provided land classified as Class IIle is further described as containing well
and moderately well drained soil, in accordance with Milne, J.D.G.; Clayden, S.;
Singleton, P.L.; Wilson, A.D. 1995: Soil description handbook (revised edition).
Manaaki Whenua Press, Lincoln, New Zealand.

[17]

Rule 25.5(d) and (e) of the Proposed Waikato District Plan reads as follows:
Rule 25.5(d)& (e) Prohibited Activities
25.5

The following activities are prohibited activities for which no resource consent
shall be granted:

subdivision of land resulting in more than 2 additional allotments
(excluding a utility allotment, access allotment or conservation house
allotment) containing high quality soils from any allotment with a
Certificate of Title issued prior to 6 December 1997, unless the land
forms part of the Hampton Downs Motorsport Park as shown on the
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Planning Maps and is developed in accordance with Schedule 250.
[0006]
(e)

[18]

subdivision of land resulting in any additional allotments (excluding a
utility allotment, access allotment or conservation house allotment)
containing high quality soils from a certificate of title issued after 6
December 1997, except where the allotment being subdivided;
(i)

was created by a process other than subdivision under the
Resource Management Act 1991, or

(ii)

was created by a boundary adjustment between land parcels
contained in certificates of title issued prior to 6 December 1997,
or

(iii)

was created by subdivision consent granted between 28 April
2001 and 25 September 2004, solely for a boundary relocation
under the former district plan, or

(iv)

is land that forms part of the Hampton Downs Motorsport Park
as shown on the Planning Maps and is developed in accordance
with Schedule 250.

The definition of High Quality Soils in the Proposed Waikato District Plan reads as

follows:
High quality soil Means land classified as Land Use Capability Class I, H or IIle, on
the New Zealand Land Inventory Worksheets (as amended in the 1986 Second
Edition) legend, provided land classified as Class IIle is further described as
containing well and moderately drained soil, in accordance with Milne, J. D. G.;
Clayden, S.; Singleton, P. L.; Wilson, A. D. 1995 Soil description handbook (revised
edition press). Manaaki Whenua Press, Lincoln, New Zealand.

[19]

Having considered the wording of the rules and definitions above, I consider that the

issue of ambiguity and uncertainty remains. The plain language of the rules is ambiguous in
that the definition of the word "containing" in the rules may mean "to hold or be capable of
holding within itself' or "to consist of or be equal to".6 From the reading of these two rules
and definitions, it is unclear to me whether the rules include properties with a small
percentage of high quality soils present or whether the entire site must consist of high quality
soils.
[20]

There being ambiguity, it is necessary tQ consider the objectives and policies of the

plans. The relevant policies and objectives of the Operative District Plan are set out below.
Objective 9.1.2 Issues 9.0.2 and 9.0.3: To retain land, particularly land containing
high quality soils, in large holdings that maintain versatility and efficient use of the
land in terms of providing for the needs of future generations and safeguarding the
life-supporting capacity of the soil.
x.fl..L OF

Policy 9.2.1 Objectives 9.1.1 and 9.1.2: To provide for subdivision of rural land into
shapes and sizes that enable efficient use of land while retaining opportunities to use

~'" e soil resource now and in the future.
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Policy 9.2.4 Objective 9.1.2: To retain land containing high quality soils in
appropriately shaped and sized lots that enable efficient use and development of the
soil resource, now and in the future.
Policy 9.2.4A Objective 9.1.2: To retain large holdings on high quality soils by
limiting the opportunity to subdivide land containing high quality soils.
Policy 9.2.5 Objective 9.1.2: To promote amalgamation of land presently in small
lots and retain large holdings, especially on high quality soils.

[21]

The relevant 0 bj ectives and policies of the Proposed District Plan are in Part 1:

Issues, Objectives and Policies:
Chapter 1: 1.5 Rural Land

Farming Activities, including dairy, dry stock, pig and poultry, and forestry are all
significant industries in economic terms. This plan promotes the sustainable
management of soil resources, which includes securing the long-term availability of
high quality soil.
Activities affecting landscape, historic and amenity values, high quality soils and
ecological values need to be managed to avoid adverse effects on the environment.
There is potential for conflict between rural activities and other land uses including
residential activities in lifestyle blocks. It is necessary to ensure that the continued,
effective operation of farming activities around villages will be favoured to minimise
cross boundary conflicts, including those caused by reverse sensitivity.

[22]

The objectives and policies of the operative and proposed plans refer to large holdings

of land and retaining land in appropriately shaped and sized lots that enable efficient use and
development of the soil resource. None of the objectives and policies refer to a percentage of
high quality soils being present.
[23]

The need to protect high quality soils is understandable. However, from a practical

perspective and reading of the objectives and policies, the need to retain a site containing a
low level of high quality soils in an appropriately shaped and sized lot for efficient and future
use is surely less when compared with a site containing all or a large percentage of high
. quality soils.
[24]

Based on the practical implications of the objectives and policies, I am of the view

that it would be extremely onerous to treat subdivision of a site with only 5% high quality
soils as a prohibited activity, especially without a clear indication from the Rules as to the
percentage of high quality soils required to bring a site within the definition of High Quality
Soils.
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[25]

Accordingly, the application for subdivision has non-complying activity status under

Rule 9S.2.5(e) of the Operative Waikato District Plan and should not be treated as an
application for a prohibited activity under the Operative District Plan or the Proposed
Waikato District Plan.

DATED at Auckland this

day of

2010

R Gordon Whiting
Environment Judge
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This is an appeal by New Zealand Rail and a cross-appeal by Port
Marlborough against the decision of the Planning Tribunal dated 11 June 1993. It
concerns the proposals and plans of Port Marlborough to develop and expand the
port of Picton into the neighbouring Shakespeare Bay and to construct and
establish there a port facility to service the export of bulk products, including timber
and coal. New Zealand Rail has opposed the proposal in its entirety throughout. It
appealed to the Tribunal against the original decisions of the_local authorities
concerned giving approval to the development, as far as it related to the expansion
of the port for the purpose of the export of timber. That appeal was disallowed by
the Tribunal. The Tribunal went further than the original approvals and
recommendations and allowed the appeal by Port Marlborough against the refusal
at the local authority's level to approve the extension and expansion of the port as
a coal export service and approved that subject to some terms. New Zealand Rail
appeals against the whole of the decision of the Planning Tribunal. Port
Marlborough cross-appeals against that part of the decision which determines
some conditions of review which are to be contained in the latter.
The decisions given by the Tribunal were not final but comprised
interim decisions subject to amendments, modifications and the settlement of the
terms of conditions which were necessary to comply with the rulings and
observations of the Planning Tribunal in the course of its decision. Furthermore, a
part of the decision is a report pursuant to s 118 (6) of the Resource Management
Act 1991 directed to the Minister of Conservation as to the recommendations made
by a joint hearing committee. Nothing turns on the formal nature of the decision or
the inquiry made by the Planning Tribunal or undertaken by the Planning Tribunal.
It was common ground that this Court was properly seized of the issues of law
raised on the appeal.
Port Marlborough is a limited liability company established under
the Port Companies Act 1988. It has two shareholders, the Marlborough District
Council as to 92% of the shares and the Kaikoura District Council as to 8% of the
shares. Port Marlborough operates the Picton Harbour which caters for a wide
range of recreational and tourism activities, and commercial fishing fleets. It also
caters for bulk shipping cargoes including, particularly, outgoing cargoes of logs,
sawn timber, salt, tallow, meat and coal, and incoming cargoes of cement. Most
importantly, however, it is the railhead for the top of the South Island with a ferry
terminal for the New Zealand Rail Service between Wellington and Picton for
passengers, roll-on/roll-off cargo, stock and other general cargo. Approximately
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99% of the tonnage of cargo going through the port is carried through the rail

ferries.
Shakespeare Bay is adjacent to Picton Harbour, separated by a
peninsula. The bay, which is said to comprise between 60 and 70 hectares, is
described in the decision as something of a backwater. Upon the isthmus of the
peninsula in a saddle there is a derelict freezing works. There are a few dwellings
but the greater part of the area seems to be taken up by reserves and rural uses.
The bay has natural deep water. The Port Marlborough proposal is to excavate the
saddle on the isthmus to provide road access from the Picton Harbour to
Shakespeare Bay, to reclaim an area of some 8 hectares at or near the base of the
peninsula. That will, in the end, provide a total area of flat land of approximately
11.4 hectares. It is then intended to provide storage, marshalling back-up areas
and other facilities for two deep water berths, one to be dedicated to the export of
timber and the other for bulk products generally but in particular for coal.
To obtain the necessary approvals under the Act, Port Marlborough
made application to what was then the Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council and
to the Marlborough District Council for a number of resource consents. They
included applications for coastal permits for the reclamation and development and
for the disposal of storm-water into Shakespeare Bay. An application was made for
a discharge permit to discharge contaminants to the air and land use consents for
the various earthworks and land clearance and for non-complying activity. These
applications were duly notified.
In the course of the procedure, beginning with these various
applications, the Director-General of Conservation, acting pursuant to s 372 of the
Act, issued a direction which required the activities for the two coastal permits to be
treated as applications for restricted coastal activities. This transferred the
decision to grant these consents to the Minister of Conservation after considering
the recommendations of a committee of the Regional Council made pursuant to
s 118. As a result it was decided that a joint hearing committee should deal with all
the applications and in due course a public hearing was held by that joint hearing
committee on 2 and 4 March 1992. Evidence and submissions from a large
number of bodies and persons, who had given notice of their desire to take part in
the procedure, were heard. The joint hearing committee made its recommendation
to the Minister of Conservation that the two coastal permits should be granted
except insofar as the consent was sought for the construction of a coal berth and
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an associated mooring dolphin. Other consents, as applied for, were granted
subject to detailed conditions which were then promulgated. The matter came
before the Planning Tribunal by way of appeal against the grant of consents and
inquiries against the recommendation of the restricted coastal activity which is
treated in all respects as if it was an appeal pursuant to s 118 (6) of the Act.
The distinctive nature of the various appeals and inquiries posed
some potential problem to the Planning Tribunal, but if I may say so, with respect,
they decided sensibly and properly that all matters should be considered together
and be reported upon in one document. As was made clear in their decision, the
principal issue in the case was whether land use consent should be granted to
allow the port facilities to be established.
After a number of pre-hearing conferences which assisted in
clarifying the issues and the parties who remained interested in the matter, the
substantive hearing before the Tribunal took place between 1 and 18 February
1993. The principal parties were all represented by counsel. The Tribunal heard
detailed evidence from 39 witnesses who were subjected to cross-examination by
counsel. As the Tribunal in its decision was able to say, with confidence, "... this
proposal has now been the subject of close scrutiny in the course of two detailed
hearings, ..." The decision of the Tribunal is set out in 203 pages and deals fully
and in close detail with every issue, whether of fact or law, which had been raised
before it.
The appeal and the cross-appeal are brought pursuant to s 299 of
the Act. They are limited to a point or points of law and that must never be lost
sight of. It is often appropriate and necessary for an understanding of the issues at
law that the facts should be canvassed but the decisions on the facts are for the
Tribunal and not for this Court. It is seldom the case that a decision on the facts
can qualify as a question of law or a point of law. In particular, the weight to be
given to the evidence is especially a matter for the Tribunal alone.
New Zealand Rail raised a number of points of appeal which, as is
not unusual, became refined in the course of submission and one of the points
originally raised was not pursued at all. I will deal with each of the points in order
but not necessarily the order in which they were presented by Mr Cavanagh Both
the District Council and Port Marlborough opposed the appeal, supported the
Tribunars decision and made independent submissions. Coal Corporation joined
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the appeal late and without opposition. It adopted the agreement and submissions
of the other respondents.
The first point, as presented in Mr Cavanagh's submissions, was
"whether the Planning Tribunal misdirected itself or erred in law when holding that
a relevant resource management instrument for the purposes of its decision, and
report to the Minister of Conservation, was the proposed Regional Coastal Plan as
it existed prior to Variation 3."
It was common ground on this appeal that the Tribunal correctly
dealt with all the five resource consents as integral parts of the one development,
all as non-complying activities, and that the tests to be applied in respect of each
are substantially the same except for two small particulars. In that event, therefore,
s 105 (2) (b) of the Act applied as a threshold or a prerequisite to the Tribunal's
consideration of the other matters to be considered pursuant to s 104. Sections
104 and 105 have been amended by the Resource Management Amendment Act
1993 (see ss 54 and 55 (2)) but the original versions of these sections still apply to
this appeal. Section 105 (2) (b) is as follows:
105. (2) A consent authority shall not grant a
resource consent— ...
(b) For a non-complying activity unless, having
considered the matters set out in section 104,
it is satisfied that(i) Any effect on the environment (other
than any effect to which subsection (2) of
that section applies) will be minor; or
(ii) Granting the consent will not be contrary
to the objectives and policies of the plan
or proposed plan; .... "
The Port conceded, as clearly was the case, that the effect on the environment by
the proposed development would not be minor so that the objectives and policies of
the plan or proposed plan became important.
There were five planning instruments against which the
applications were to be considered under this subsection. The first of these was
the Marlborough Regional Planning Scheme. On the coming into force of the Act
on 1 October 1991 the scheme ceased to have effect pursuant to s 366A except
that pursuant to s 367 (1) in carrying out its functions under ss 30 and 31 of the
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Act, a territorial authority shall have regard to its provisions. The second was the
Marlborough County District Scheme and the third was the Picton Borough District
Scheme Review No. 1. Those were deemed to be transitional district plans by
virtue of s 373 (1) of the Act, for the Marlborough District Council and divided into
the two sections. The last and most relevant to this particular point of appeal, was
what was the former proposed Marlborough Sounds Maritime Planning Scheme
which was being undertaken pursuant to Part V of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1977. Under s 370 of the Resource Management Act that became a Proposed
Regional Coastal Plan.
That scheme was publicly notified in July 1988 by the Marlborough
Sounds Maritime Planning Authority. The Planning Authority was, at the time, the
Marlborough Harbour Board which was the predecessor of Port Marlborough.
From November 1989 until 30 June 1992 the scheme was administered by the
Nelson/Marlborough Regional Council and thereafter has been administered by the
Marlborough District Council. There were a number of objections made to the
scheme as originally notified. Some of these objections and submissions were
heard by the Planning Authority and appeals were lodged with the Planning
Tribunal in some instances. In September 1991 a document described as Variation
No. 3 to the proposed maritime scheme was publicly notified. The purpose of this
variation was to withdraw all those parts of the scheme that were still the subject of
objections that had not been heard. Among other things, parts of the scheme that
were withdrawn were those parts which included proposals and policies for port
development generally and particularly in relation to Shakespeare Bay. In October
1992 the Marlborough District Council, as Planning Authority, resolved, pursuant to
s 104 (6) of the Town and Country Planning Act, to withdraw all proposed
variations including Variation 3. By that means it purported to reintroduce into the
proposed Regional Coastal Plan the proposals originally included for port
development in Shakespeare Bay.
In essence, it is the appellant's contention that the Planning
Authority had no jurisdiction to withdraw Variation 3 for two reasons. The first is
that, in accordance with s 104 (6) of the Town and Country Planning Act, the
Planning Authority's jurisdiction was limited to withdrawal of the whole of the
proposed scheme and not just a part of it. The second reason is that, pursuant to
Reg 48 (3) of the Town and Country Planning Regulations 1978, the variation had
merged with the proposed Regional Coastal Plan. In other words Variation 3 had
ceased to be an independent document and could only be withdrawn by withdrawal
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of the whole of the proposed scheme or by another variation which was not the
step taken.
Under Part V of the Act, after the constitution of a maritime
planning area and its planning authority, a preliminary statement of intention to
prepare a maritime planning scheme was to be published within six months or
within such further time as the Minister might allow. Unlike District Schemes, there
was no express obligation to provide and maintain a scheme. Under that part of
the Act there was no power for the District Authority to withdraw a proposed
scheme in its entirety. The next step was the preparation and public notification of
the Draft Scheme pursuant to s 104. The scheme had to make provision for the
matters referred to in the Second and Third Schedules of the Act and to be
prepared in accordance with regulations. Under s 105 of the Act the provision of
ss 45 to 49 of the Act were applied so far as they were applicable and with the
necessary modifications. Those sections provided for submissions and objections,
alterations and variations of the schemes and the way in which consideration and
hearing of submissions and objections should be made and, finally, a right of
appeal to the tribunal.
Section 47 (4) of the Act, dealing with variations, provided that:
" The Council may at any time before a proposed
variation is approved, or (if an appeal has been
lodged in respect of it) before the Tribunal has made
a decision on the appeal, withdraw the proposed
variation. "
Following the hearing of the submissions and objections, in accordance with the
regime applicable to District Schemes and subject to any amendments required,
the Planning Authority then approved the scheme and it became operative.
Section 109 provides authority or jurisdiction to alter by way of
change, variation and review of any planning scheme Subsection (4) of s 109
provides:
" All the provisions of this Part of this Act relating to the
preparation and approval of maritime planning
schemes shall, so far as they are applicable and with
the necessary modifications, apply to every review
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And subs (1) provides likewise in respect of any variation or change.
On a proper reading of the Act the Planning Authority had
jurisdiction to change and vary and to withdraw a variation at any time. By
reference, the power to withdraw a variation contained in s 47(4) was incorporated
into the scheme of maritime planning and applied, expressly, pursuant to s 109 (1)
and 105. The provision of s 104 (6) as to withdrawal of the whole of the scheme
was an additional right or authority, a right which was not available to District
Councils or other Authorities under the earlier part of the Act, whose obligation was
to provide and maintain a scheme. It is not the intention of subs (6) of s 104 to limit
but is to extend the jurisdiction and rights of the Maritime Planning Authority so that
it could withdraw the whole of a scheme and start anew.
Regulation 48 of the Town and Country Planning Regulations 1978
provides as follows:
48. (1) Where the Maritime Planning Authority
wishes to vary the draft maritime planning scheme or
to change an operative scheme it shall, so far as it is
applicable and with the necessary modifications,
follow the procedure set out in regulations 46 and 47
of these regulations:
Provided that the time for receiving submissions
and objections shall be not less than 6 weeks after the
date of public notification.
(2) Every variation and every change shall include a
report setting out the reasons for the variation or
change and the likely economic, social and
environmental effects. Copies of the report shall be
included with the public notice and a copy of the
variation or change sent to the bodies and persons
referred to in regulation 46 (5) of these regulations.
(3) Every variation of a draft scheme shall be merged
in and become part of the scheme as soon as the
variation and the scheme are both at the same stage
of preparation:
Provided that, where the variation includes a
provision to be substituted for a provision in the
scheme against which an objection or appeal has
been lodged, that objection or appeal shall be
deemed to be an objection or appeal against the
variation. "
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Paragraph (3) is to be compared with the corresponding regulation
about the variation of district schemes, that is to say reg 28 (3). That opens with
the words, "Except as expressly provided in the Act," and instead of referring to the
stage of preparation speaks of the same procedural stage. The authority and effect
of reg 48 is procedural but it cannot alter or amend the effect of the statute to which
it is subordinate. There is nothing in the regulation which expressly provides
against a withdrawal of a variation. It is implicit, so it is said, that by requiring
merger then the withdrawal is no longer possible but that does not follow
dramatically or logically. Although a variation has merged it can still be extracted
and excised from what has gone before.
In any event the powers of regulation-making under s 175 of the
Town and Country Planning Act were limited to those regulating the procedure to
be adopted with respect to the preparation, recommendation, approval, variation
and change of maritime planning schemes. That would not permit a regulation
which provided substantively for the or against the withdrawal of a variation once
made.
There was an argument as to whether, in the circumstances of this
case, the scheme, as far as it had gone, and the Variation 3 were at the same
stage of preparation. However I have already noted the distinction in the
regulations and the reference on the one hand to the stage of preparation and the
procedural stage. In Part V there is particular reference to preparation and
approval in various sections, as I have already cited, and that seems to point to a
particular distinction. It is not necessary to make a decision on this point but I
would incline to the view that the variations and the scheme itself were at the same
stage of preparation although not at the same factual procedural stage.
In the result the Authority had jurisdiction to withdraw Variation 3
and there being no further challenge to what it did that variation was properly
withdrawn and the Tribunal made no error of law in considering that planning
instrument in its condition with Variation 3 withdrawn, that is to say in its original
terms.
The next point of appeal was whether the Planning Tribunal
misdirected itself as to the interpretation of the relevant objectives and policies of
the relevant plans when holding that the development was not contrary to those
objectives and policies. In its decision the Tribunal, having identified the relevant
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resource management instruments and dealt with the question of Variation 3, then
undertook a lengthy discussion of the particular parts of those instruments and the
evaluations proffered in evidence by the planning witnesses. There is a detailed
comparative discussion of the evidence, in particular of Mr R D Witte, Senior
Planner with the Marlborough District Council and later Senior Strategic Planner
with the unitary authority on the one hand, and on the other of Mr D W Collins,
Planning Consultant called by New Zealand Rail.
The Tribunal gave its summary and conclusions at p 164 to 166,
referring to each of the planning instruments and coming to a conclusion as to their
overall effect, concluding at p 167:
It is our judgment that, taken overall, the relevant
objectives and policies earlier discussed support such
a development in this locality. Indeed, in the
proposed regional coastal plan which is relevant to
the land use consent because it refers specifically to
port development as well as an associated
reclamation, it is indicated that Shakespeare Bay
might be developed to a much greater extent than
Port Marlborough's present proposal. "
And concluded that the ... the consent to port development ... would not be
contrary to those objectives and policies. "
Mr Cavanagh, in the course of his submissions, dealt in some
considerable detail with the provisions of the various resource management
documents, drawing attention to various parts of them and contending for their
meaning and effect. By way of submission he interpreted and demonstrated the
various policies and objectives, either expressed or implied in those various
documents, analysing each of them and making submissions overall about them
individually and collectively. He conceded that the appellant cannot challenge the
Tribunal's factual findings in themselves or any value judgment, as he put it, that
the Tribunal made as a result. The way he put it, however, was that this was not a
challenge on the facts or the findings on the facts, but asserted that the Tribunal
had misdirected itself in its interpretation of the relevant objectives. It was the
appellants submission that a proper consideration of the totality of the objectives
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and policies in the relevant resource management documents did not support the
establishment of such a major project as that proposed by Port Marlborough.
It was not suggested that the Planning Tribunal had failed to have
regard to any of the documents or the content or any part of the content of them. It
was not contended that the Tribunal had made any error in law in construing
s 105 (2) (b) (ii), or that it had incorrectly construed the words "objectives and
policies" and the word "contrary', or at least there was no challenge to that. It was
not suggested that this was a case of unreasonableness in the Wednesbury sense
(Associated Provincial Picture Houses v Wednesbury Corporation [19481 1 KB 223)
although Mr Cavanagh did express himself in his submissions that the finding by
the Tribunal was not one open to a reasonable tribunal properly directed as to the
correct interpretation of the objectives and policies in the various relevant
documents.
In the end what the appellant submitted was that the proposed
development is contrary to the policies and objectives of the relevant resource
management documents and that the Tribunal was in error in reaching the opposite
conclusion. That was no more and no less than a challenge on the factual findings.
It was a challenge as to the inferences and the conclusions drawn by the Planning
Tribunal from the facts before it. It was for them to give the weight that they
thought fit, both to the evidence that was given and to the very words and
meanings of the documents before them. That they attended to the evidence and
the documents is plain. That they came to conclusions upon them without error in
law is equally plain.
I have myself considered the various words and documents and the
tenor of the conclusions reached by the Tribunal. Among the matters that have to
be borne in mind, and which I think was clearly in the minds of the Planning
Tribunal, as the essential question was whether the consent to the proposed use
and development was "contrary' or not to the relevant objectives and policies. The
Tribunal correctly I think, with respect, accepted that that should not be restrictively
defined and that it contemplated being opposed to in nature different to or opposite.
The Oxford English Dictionary in its definition of "contrary" refers also to repugnant
and antagonistic. The consideration of this question starts from the point that the
proposal is already a noncomplying activity but cannot, for that reason alone, be
said to be contrary. "Contrary" therefore means something more than just I
non-complying.
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It is relevant here to observe what was said by the Court in
Batchelor v Tauranga District Council (No. 2) (1992) 2 NZRMA 137 at p 140:

" There are likely to be difficulties in reconciling the
regime of the new Act to an operative district scheme
created under and treated as a transitional plan, for
plans under the new Act are intended to be different
in concept and form from the old district schemes.
Yet during the transitional period, the old must be
treated as if it were the new. That is a necessary
consequences of the statutory situation and must be
dealt with in a pragmatic way. "
In my view this point is not a point of law at all but is a question of
fact. Insofar as it might be described as a point of law, I am satisfied that there was
ample material before the Tribunal which justified the factual finding and the
conclusion that it came to, namely, that the proposal and the development was not
contrary to the policies and objectives of the plans and the documents.
The next point of appeal was whether the Planning Tribunal
misdirected itself in holding that the Act "does not require the proposed
development to be dealt with by way of plan change procedure". This issue was a
fundamental plank of New Zealand Rail's position in its opposition to the proposed
development. It had submitted, as it did before the Court, that it was inappropriate
that a proposal of this magnitude and nature should be advanced and concluded by
way of a resource consent application as a non-complying activity. As a major
development with substantial impact on Picton, Marlborough and the whole of the
South Island it was said that it needed to be assessed in the context of a plan
change procedure under which, in particular, the provisions of ss 74 and 32 would
have been important matters for consideration and disposal.
This was dealt with at some length by the Planning Tribunal. In
particular the Planning Tribunal compared the provisions which apply to the plan
change procedure under the new Act with the former provisions under the Town
and Country Planning Act and concluded at the top of p 458 as follows:
"

T

Whereas under earlier legislation a disappointed
developer had no recourse if consent to a specified
departure was refused, unless the territorial authority
was prepared to take the initiative by promoting a
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scheme change. Now, if a resource consent is
refused, a disappointed developer can itself take

steps to have the Plan changed. This is entirely
consistent with a finding that to grant a resource
consent would be contrary to the relevant objectives
and policies of the Plan. "
The Tribunal concluded that the Act does not exhibit a preference for plan change
procedures over resource consent procedures.
I think that little assistance is to be gained in this regard from a
consideration or a comparison with the previous legislation. This is new legislation
which, as the full Court in Batchelor said, imposes a significantly different regime
for the regulation of land use by territorial local authorities. The Court went on to
refer to the concept of direction and control under Town and Country Planning Act
and distinguished the movement towards a more permissive system of
management focussed on control of the adverse effects of land use activities. The
Act expresses importantly the objectives and the purposes of the Act in Part II
which sets the scene overall for the construction and application of the Act.
What the appellant submitted was that, where a planning consent
application will have implications of significance beyond the proposed site, the
matter should be dealt with by way of plan change or review. As noted by the
Tribunal and in the submissions before the Court, the Resource Management Act
now authorises any person to request a change of a district plan: see s 73 (2). At
the same time application for resource consent may be made in accordance with
the particular procedure set out in Part VI of the Act. There is nothing in that part of
the Act or elsewhere which provides any limitation but, as is crucial in this case, a
resource consent application which fails to meet s 105 (2) will not be granted.
Thereafter the applicant, if the matter is to be pursued, would have to proceed by
way of a request for a change of the plan. That is not to say, however, that that
shows any tendency to require an application for plan change in cases in which
that threshold might not be passed or where, although it was passed, there could
be said to be some significant impact otherwise in the scheme. The legislation
authorises the distinct procedures. I agree, with respect, with the conclusions of I
the Tribunal.
In any event it must be recognised that in this case the proposals
and the opposition to them was given a very close and detailed consideration by
two tribunals over an extensive period of time. Many, if not all, of the various
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considerations which would be relevant to a change of plan procedure were
canvassed before the Tribunal and were considered by it. The Tribunal identified
ten particular topics for discussion and consideration in the course of the decision
and these were each given careful consideration. The ten topics were:
Forestry
The Coal Trade
Log Marshalling and Stevedoring
Coal Transportation
Construction of a Bund Wall and Reclamation
Wharf Construction
Visual Air Quality and Water Quality Effects
Shipping and Navigation
Tourism
Economics
The Tribunal correctly concluded that, although the application had not been the
subject of s 32 procedures, it had not suffered as a result. Alternatives were
considered, as were economic consequences. It is, I think, difficult to see what
other matters or considerations could be effectively pursued simply by adopting the
change of plan procedure.
The next point of appeal that I deal with, though not in the order
that was presented, is whether the Planning Tribunal in holding that the provisions
of Part II of the Resource Management Act are not to be given primacy when
considering resource consent applications pursuant to s 104 of the Act. Section
104 sets out the matters to be considered in an application for a resource consent.
Part II is particularly referred to and is one of the matters which the consenting
authority should have regard to. It is referred to in subs (4) (g) which is the second
last of that list, the last being any relevant regulations. That section is now made
expressly subject to Part II by virtue of s 54 of the Resource Management
Amendment Act 1993, but the Act must be construed for this case in its original
form. It was suggested that the 1993 amendment made explicit what was
previously implicit in the Act generally and in s 104 specifically. Equally, however,
it may be contended that such an amendment is intended to remedy a defect in the
Act and is intended to alter what was there before.
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Part II of the Act sets out the purpose and the principles which

include, among other things, matters of national importance and the Treaty of
Waitangi. This matter was the subject of submission and it is an issue in
Batchelor's case. At p 141 the Court said:
" In carrying out that exercise, [namely, the regard to
the rules of a plan and its relevant policies or
objectives], regard must also be had to the other
relevant provisions of s 104, including the general
purpose provision as set out in s 5. Although
s 104 (4) directs the consent authority to have regard
to Part II, which includes s 5, it is but one in a list of
such matters and is given no special prominence. "
Citing that view the Planning Tribunal in this case noted also the
distinguishable decision in Environmental Defence Society Inc v Mangonui County
Council [1989] 3 NZLR 257 which depended upon the provisions in the Town and
Country Planning Act which made the matters, to which regard was had, subject to
the provisions in ss 3 and 4 of the 1977 Act which related to the matters of national
importance and the general purposes of planning. Here, in the present Act as it
was, in the absence of any such provision and with the provisions of Part II merely
being one of a number of matters to which regard was to be had, it could not be
said that any primacy was given to Part II over all the other Parts. That, I think,
must follow from an ordinary reading of the Act.
Mr Cavanagh went on to submit that s 5 and the other sections in
Part II set out the central theme of the Act, declaring a specific purpose and
principles. This was, he argued, an unusual provision setting a statutory guide-line
creating a primary goal and a basic philosophy which controlled and governed any
and all exercise of functions and powers under the Act. It was said that the
opening words of ss 6, 7 and 8 emphasised that imperative with the words, "In
achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers
under it, ... shall" recognise and provide for the matters of national importance
(s 6), have particular regard to the matters in s 7 and take into account the Treaty
of Waitangi (s 8).
Reliance was placed on the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Ashburton Acclimatisation Society v Federated Farmers of NZ Inc [1988] 1 NZLR
78. That was a case under the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 to which
was added, in an amendment in 1988, a section setting out the object of the Act.
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The Court, in a judgment delivered by Cooke P, at p 87, having noted the unusual
step of declaring a special object, said, at p 88:
It

A statutory guide-line is thus provided; and I think
that the code enacted by the Amendment Act is to be
administered in its light. With all respect to the
contrary arguments, to treat s 2 as surplusage or
irrelevant or mere window-dressing would be, in my
opinion, as cynical and unacceptable a mode of
statutory interpretation as that which was rejected in
New Zealand Maori Council v Attorney-General [1978]
1 NZLR 641. The duty of the Court must be to attach
significance to and obtain help from this prominent
and unusual feature of the Parliamentary enactment. "

I am told that that case was not cited to the full Court in Batchelor.
That case is, however, distinguishable because there there was no
reference back to the object of the Act in the matters for which consideration had to
be given. In this case, however, Part II is specifically referred to as one of a
number of items. Whatever its importance and its guidance in the Act generally,
s 104 must be taken to have deliberately brought it in as one of the matters without
any indication whatsoever that it was to be given any particular primacy and,
indeed, it does not even head the list let alone a section which begins with the
necessity to have regard to actual and potential effects of allowing the activity. I
am in respectful agreement with the view of the full Court and with that of the
Tribunal in this case.
The next point was whether the Planning Tribunal misdirected itself
as to the interpretation of s 6 (a) of the Act by holding that natural character of the
coastal environment could justifiably be set aside in the case of a nationally
suitable or fitting use or development.
The Tribunals decision on this topic noted the wording of the
present section and its difference from that of the previous corresponding section.
The section now requires that persons exercising the functions and powers under
the Act in relation to development shall recognise and provide for " 6. (a) The preservation of the natural character of
the coastal environment (including the coastal
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marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers
and their margins, and the protection of them
from inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development: "
Section 3 of the 1977 Act set out the matters which were declared to be of national
importance which shall "in particular be recognised and provided foe' including, in
s 3 (1) (c), 'The preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment
and the margins of lakes and rivers and the protection of them from unnecessary
subdivision and development:". Having referred to the construction of that previous
provision in Environment Defence Society v Mangonui County Council and after
discussing the meaning of the word "appropriate" the Tribunal said, at p 465:
If

Having regard to the foregoing, it is our judgment that
s 6 (a) of the Act should be applied in such a way that
the preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment is only to give way to suitable or fitting
subdivision, use, and development. Here, of course
we only have to consider development. But this does
not mean to say that any suitable or fitting
development will qualify. Although the threshold, as
Mr Camp put it, may be passed earlier when
considering appropriateness as distinct from need, it
has to be remembered that it is appropriateness in a
national context that is being considered. It is not, for
example, appropriateness in either a regional or a
local context. This is made clear by Somers J in the
passage from his judgment in Environmental Defence
Society v Mangonui County Council that we referred
to earlier.
Consequently, the development being considered for
the purposes of s 6 (a) of the Act would have to be
nationally suitable or fitting before preservation of the
natural character of the coastal environment could
justifiably be set aside. "

Later the Tribunal concluded that the provision of log and coal export trade
facilities in Shakespeare Bay was suitable or fitting on a national level and the
setting aside of the preservation of the natural character of the bay was thus
justified to the extent required by the development.
The appellant contended that s 6 and in particular para (a) must
be read with reference back to s 5, the purpose and the promotion
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of sustainable management of natural and physical resources. It
was suggested that Parliament intended that the primary object is
that the effect of any modification to natural character must be
adequately mitigated wherever possible and development is to
occur only where it is appropriate. tt was the environment which
was placed in a pre-eminent position in light of the purpose of
sustainable management. Preservation of natural character must
be achieved even in the case of appropriate development. As Mr
Cavanagh put it, an appropriate development must require the
coastal location chosen for that activity to be such that it cannot be
accommodated elsewhere; its effect can be so mitigated as to
minimise its impact on the natural character of that environment
and that the permanent modification of a coastal environment can
only be justified if the development in question has significance of
national importance and the economy of the nation as a whole.
I have somewhat extensively, but I hope accurately, expressed the
submissions made in this matter. I have done so because I found some difficulty in
understanding precisely what the appellant's contention is, particularly as the last
part of the submission that I have described appears to coincide with the tenor of
the Tribunal's view that national suitability would justify the setting side of the
preservation of the natural character of a coastal environment. The recognition
and provision for the preservation of the natural character of the coastal
environment in the words of s 6 (a) is to achieve the purpose of the Act, that is to
say to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources.
That means that the preservation of natural character is subordinate to the primary
purpose of the promotion of sustainable management. It is not an end or an
objective on its own but is accessory to the principal purpose.
"The protection of them", which in its terms means and refers to the
coastal environment, wetlands, lakes, rivers and their margins, the items listed, but
the protection is as part of the preservation of the natural character. It is not
protection of the things in themselves but insofar as they have a natural character.
The national importance of preserving or proteceting these things is to achieve and
to promote sustainable management.

"Inappropriate" subdivision, use and development has, I think, a
wider connotation than the former adjective "unnecessary". In the Environmental
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Defence Society v Mangonui County Council case that expression was construed

by considering "necessary" and the test therefore was whether the proposal was
reasonably necessary, although that was no light one: see Cooke P at p 260 and
Somers J at p 280 when he said that preservation, declared to be of national
importance, is only to give way to necessary subdivision and development and to
achieve that standard it must attain that level when viewed in the context of
national needs.
"Inappropriate" has a wider connotation in the sense that in the
overall scale there is likely to be a broader range of things, including developments
which can be said to be inappropriate, compared to those which are said to be
reasonably necessary. It is, however, a question of inappropriateness to be
decided on a case by case basis in the circumstances of the particular case. It is
"inappropriate" from the point of view of the preservation of natural character in
order to achieve the promotion of sustainable management as a matter of national
importance. It is, however, only one of the matters of national importance, and
indeed other matters have to be taken into account. It is certainly not the case that
preservation of the natural character is to be achieved at all costs. The
achievement which is to be promoted is sustainable management and questions of
national importance, national value and benefit, and national needs, must all play
their part in the overall consideration and decision.
This part of the Act expresses in ordinary words of wide meaning
the overall purpose and principles of the Act. It is not, I think, a part of the Act
which should be subjected to strict rules and principles of statutory construction
which aim to extract a precise and unique meaning from the words used. There is
a deliberate openness about the language, its meanings and its connotations which
I think is intended to allow the application of policy in a general and broad way.
Indeed, it is for that purpose that the Planning Tribunal, with special expertise and
skills, is established and appointed to oversee and to promote the objectives and
the policies and the principles under the Act.
In the end I believe that the tenor of the appellant's submissions
was to restrict the application of this principle of national importance, to put the
absolute preservation of the natural character of a particular environment at the
forefront and, if necessary, at the expense of everything except where it was
necessary or essential to depart from it. That is not the wording of the Act or its
intention. I do not think that the Tribunal erred as a matter of law. In the end it
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correctly applied the principles of the Act and had regard to the various matters to
which it is directed. It is the Tribunal which is entrusted to construe and to apply
those principles, giving the weight that it thinks appropriate. It did so in this case
and its decision is not subject to appeal as a point of law.
The next point of appeal was whether the Planning Tribunal
misdirected itself or erred in law in holding that financial viability of the proposed
development was not relevant to consideration of the application for resource
consents or, alternatively, in failing to take into consideration the financial viability
of the proposed development when considering the application for resource
consents.
One of the planks of New Zealand Rail's challenge of the proposed
development was a claim which it supported by evidence and cross-examination
that the cost of the whole development was likely to be significantly greater than
had been estimated. The result of this would mean that, in order to service the
costs, port fees would have to be increased but because, for competitive reasons, it
would be necessary to hold the costs to the users of the timber and coal berths the
costs would therefore fall on other port users and, in particular, on New Zealand
Rail as the predominant and principal user of the port.
The Tribunal was satisfied that it was feasible from an engineering
point of view to construct and complete the necessary reclamation and wharf
constructions. There was no suggestion that Port Marlborough would be unable to
complete the works or to obtain the necessary finance for it. Thus there was no
suggestion that the development would not take place for lack of funds or because
of engineering or other construction difficulties. The Tribunal did express itself,
however, that the port might have under-estimated the costs of achieving the
results and that it would be advised to reconsider and to review its costings.
Under the heading of economics the Planning Tribunal discussed
and considered the evidence of Dr R R Allan who was called as the witness by
New Zealand Rail to demonstrate, from his calculations and evaluations, the thesis
that New Zealand Rail might, in the end, be required to subsidise the costs of the
use of the timber and coal facilities. The Tribunal noted, as they said, Dr Allan's
impressive credentials in the field of transport engineering and economics and
found him to be a sound, careful witness to whose opinions they paid a good deal
of attention. It was noted, however, that the economic analysis depended upon the
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proper calculation as to the costs and the variations which were involved in that.

The Tribunal returned to this topic and, at p 172 of its decision and thereafter, said
this:
On the matter of additional port charges, which of
course applies to both timber and coal, although Dr
Man presented an attractive argument to support NZ
Rail's case in this regard, in the end we do not think it
was sufficiently persuasive to justify refusing consent
on economic grounds.
Whether increased port charges will occur depends
on several variables, including importantly the final
cost of the development. Then too there was no
evidence about how Port Marlborough proposes to go
about setting its charges for the use of these facilities,
except to the extent that with regard to the log trade it
intends to be competitive with the port of Nelson.
However, by the time this development comes to
fruition what that will mean in practical terms is
unknown.
It is possible as Dr Allan demonstrated to construct a
scenario from which one might conclude that NZ Rail,
being the single most important port user at the
present time, could face increased port charges to
subsidise this development. However, again as his
evidence and his cross-examination demonstrated, Dr
Allan's scenario is no more than one possibility. We
think too that Mr Camp made a strong point when he
submitted that the financial viability of a development,
as distinct from its wider economic effects, is more
properly a matter for the boardroom than the
courtroom. "
It was the appellant's submission that financial viability, in the
words used by Mr Cavanagh, is a relevant consideration under Part II of the Act.
Mr Cavanagh said if the proposal is not viable then it is in conflict with Part II. With
comparative reference to the decision in Environmental Defence Society v
Mangonui County Council it was submitted that there was an onus on an applicant
to establish the economic practicability of the proposal. In the result, it was said,

the evidence before the Tribunal which showed some doubts as to the postings and
the possibility of increased port charges, resulting in undue charges and subsidy by
New Zealand Rail, put in doubt the financial viability of the proposal. It was
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submitted that the Tribunal had been dismissive of the economic topic and

therefore had not taken appropriate consideration of it into account.
It was Mr Cavanagh's contention that, in order that the Court
should have a proper understanding of this question, it was necessary that it
should consider the evidence given by Dr Allan. To that end Mr Cavanagh applied
for leave to produce, as evidence, the transcript of that part of the evidence which
included Dr Allan's evidence-in-chief and his cross-examination. That application
was opposed by the respondents. I rejected the application on the ground that it
would not be necessary or helpful in deciding the question of law, if any, involved in
this topic to read or to consider the particular evidence given in the matter. The
tenor of the evidence and the material before the Tribunal was, in my view,
adequately described in the Tribunal's decision.
Financial viability in those terms is not a topic or a consideration
which is expressly provided for anywhere in the Act. That economic considerations
are involved is clear enough. They arise directly out of the purpose of promotion of
sustainable management. Economic well-being is a factor in the definition of
sustainable management in s 5 (2). Economic considerations are also involved in
the consideration of the efficient use and development of natural resources in
s 7 (b). They would also be likely considerations in regard to actual and potential
effects of allowing an activity under s 104 (1). But in any of these considerations it
is the broad aspects of economics rather than the narrower consideration of
financial viability which involves the consideration of the profitability or otherwise of
a venture and the means by which it is to be accomplished. Those are matters for
the applicant developer and, as the Tribunal appropriately said, for the boardroom.
In the Environmental Defence Society case the particular consideration to which Mr
Cavanagh referred was the absence of any evidence that the proposed
development would actually take place. There was no developer, there was no
evidence as to any actual development proposal or their costs. In this case plainly
there was a considerable body of evidence given on each side as to the costs and
as to the economics and the potential viability of the proposal for the reclamation
and construction of all works and buildings required.
The contention that the Tribunal was dismissive of this economic
evidence is, I think, to misunderstand what the Tribunal was doing. Clearly it
considered all the evidence that was put before it but in the end it dismissed the
contentions and opinions of Dr Allan and set them aside It was not satisfied, on
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the evidence before it, that the apprehensions of that witness and thereby of New
Zealand Rail would be realised. This was a judgment on the facts, on the weight of
the evidence before it. The Tribunal took into account economic questions, as it
was bound to do, in a broad sense and in a narrower sense upon the projected
development itself. In the result they came to the conclusion that that evidence
was not "sufficiently persuasive to justify refusing consent on economic grounds".
That does not raise a question of law but is a decision on the merits after
considering the material before it. It is wrong to suggest, as Mr Cavanagh did, that
the economic effects were not addressed. The Tribunal addressed the evidence
and came to a conclusion contrary to that of New Zealand Rail. New Zealand Rail
has no appeal in law against that finding.
The final point of appeal was directed to the Tribunal's decision
upholding the appeal by Port Marlborough and granting resource consents for the
provision for the coal export trade. The ground of appeal was expressed, in terms,
as to misdirection by the Tribunal of the interpretation of ss 5 and 6 which enabled
it to grant the resource consents. The essence of the case of the appellant on this
ground was its submission that it is an inappropriate use or development of a
coastal environment to impose a development of this nature and significance in
circumstances where there is no evidence that the facilities will be used once built.
It was common ground that the proposed development involved
reclamation which would be suitable for both the timber and coal facilities although
the coal berth and its associated dolphin mooring would not be constructed until it
was required. There was therefore no immediate intention to proceed with the coal
terminal construction though the whole of the reclamation would take place to
provide the necessary flat land for the further expansion into the coal berth. It was
the contention of New Zealand Rail that if the coal was excluded the size of the
reclamation could be reduced and thus the effect on the land could be reduced
proportionately.
The Tribunal gave, as it did to all other aspects of the case,
extensive consideration to the coal trade, describing and assessing the evidence
given on each side in that regard. As the Tribunal said in its concluding
paragraphs on its discussion of this evidence at p 47:
" ... we have referred at times to some of the evidence
about the transportation of coal because that
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evidence is relevant to the principal question here,
namely whether there is sufficient justification for
granting resource consents to enable a dedicated
coal export berth and back-up area to be established
in Shakespeare Bay. "
The Tribunal noted the submission on behalf of New Zealand Rail that this was a
"straw" proposal, simply a device to enable coal exporters, principally Coal
Corporation, to drive a harder bargain with New Zealand Rail for the cartage of coal
by rail using the threat of a dedicated coal berth at Shakespeare Bay as a
bargaining point in New Zealand Rail's need to maintain the Midland Line for the
transport of coal between the West Coast and Lyttelton. The Tribunal noted,
however, the evidence on the other side that, while there was no clear-cut intention
as was the case with the log exporters, Coal Corporation was looking for a
convenient alternative export port facility. The Tribunal concluded that it was
unable to say with any degree of confidence that New Zealand Rail's view of the
matter was correct. The Tribunal went on, at p 48:
The evidence about the need for a dedicated coal
berth is less convincing than the evidence about the
need for additional log exporting facilities in the
Picton/Shakespeare Bay area, but the reasons for this
are largely to do with the uncertainties that surround
future markets. This no doubt is the reason why Port
Marlborough does not propose constructing a coal
berth immediately, but it does not follow from this that
it is unnecessary to make provision for such a facility.
Whether provision should be made as a matter of
overall resource management evaluation is of course
another question and one that we are not attempting
to answer here. On balance, we think that the case
made by Port Marlborough and Coal Corp is just
sufficient to justify further consideration of this part of
the proposed development under later headings. "
The Tribunal returned to this topic, and having noted that it had
entertained some reservations about granting consent to provide the opportunity
for the coal part of the proposed development to take place, and having referred to
the Midland Line as a resource for the purpose of s 5 and making a conclusion as
to that, the conclusion made was, at p 172:
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... we think that permitting provision to be made in
Shakespeare Bay for a coal export trade which we
also accept is important nationally, is justified. The
additional environmental impacts associated with
such a development over and above those that will
already occur with the timber trade are not such as to
warrant refusing consent on those grounds. To the
extent that they are different from those arising from
the timber trade, and here we are referring in
particular to the matter of coal dust, we are satisfied
that they can be mitigated by management practices
that can be required to be put in place through the
conditions of a consent.
On the matter of additional port charges, which of
course applies to both timber and coal, although Dr
Allan presented an attractive argument to support NZ
Rail's case in this regard, in the end we do not think it
was sufficiently persuasive to justify refusing consent
on economic grounds. "
Once again this is a finding of fact in which the Tribunal has
assessed the evidence before it and reached a conclusion in favour of the
applicant and against the opposition. This is not a case where there is no
evidence, although the evidence was to the effect that there would be no immediate
use of the proposed facility. It was the Rail case that this was a prospective
application without any real expectation of use. The Tribunal, after considering the
matters put before it, concluded that was not the case but that the case made by
Port Marlborough and the Coal Corporation was sufficient to justify the further
consideration which the Tribunal gave to the matter. I can see no question of law
in this and so it too must fail.
I turn then to the cross-appeal by the Marlborough District Council.
Only one of the points raised in the notice of cross-appeal was pursued. That was
against the terms of a review condition proposed by the Tribunal which it required
be incorporated in each of the resource consents. This is a requisite of s 128
which provides as follows:
" 128. A consent authority may, in accordance with
section 129, serve notice on a consent holder of its
intention to review the conditions of a resource
consent-
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(a) At any time specified for that purpose in the
consent for any of the following purposes:
(i) To deal with any adverse effect on the
environment which may arise from the
exercise of the consent and which it is
appropriate to deal with at a later stage; or
(ii) To require a discharge permit holder to adopt
the best practicable option to remove or
reduce any adverse effect on the
environment; or
(iii) For any other purpose specified in the
consent
"
I omit the remaining parts of this section as being irrelevant to the question in issue
here.
There had been proposed review conditions which were couched
as to their relevant parts in these terms:
It

5. Review of Conditions
At any time after the first six (6) months of the
exercise of any resource consents granted for the
development of a port facility at Shakespeare Bay by
Port Marlborough New Zealand Limited, the
Marlborough District Council may review the
conditions of consent(s) for any of the following
"
purposes:

The Tribunal took the view that the condition did not comply with s 128 because it
did not specify a time with the precision required under the proper meaning of the
Act. The Tribunal referred to a decision of the Planning Tribunal in W P van Beek
trading as Christchurch Pet Foods v Christchurch City Council, Decision
No. C 9193, in which a review condition, pursuant to s 128, was worded as follows:
11

That the Council may review condition (ii) by giving
notice of its intention so to do pursuant to section 128

of the Resource Management Act at any time within

the period commencing one year after the date of this
consent and expiring six months thereafter, for the
purpose of ensuring that condition (ii) relating to
vibration is adequate. "
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The Planning Tribunal, in this case, then said:
" In our view a condition authorising a consent authority
to review should contain this degree of specificity,
both as to time and if possible as to purpose. "
It was then left for the parties to review and to rewrite the review conditions.
It was the contention of the District Council on its cross-appeal that
the Tribunal had construed s 128 and the phrase "at any time specified for that
purpose" incorrectly and that the proposed terms which referred simply to "at any
time after six months" was sufficient as it specified any and every day after the
expiry of that first period. It was said that, contrary to the approach required under
s 5 (j) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1924 and the need to ensure the Council's
power to review and monitor the construction and operation of the development on
a continuing basis, the Tribunal's decision was unduly restrictive.
No other party took part in this cross-appeal, it being left entirely to
the cross-appellant. There was, therefore, no contrary argument put to the Court.
In Sharp v Amen [1965] NZLR 760 the Court of Appeal construed
the words in s 92 of the Property Law Act 1952 "a notice specifying ... a date on
which the power will become exercisable" so as to require the precise time or date
to be specified. As a result the notice which expressed the date as "within one
calendar month from the date of the receipt of this notice by you" was insufficient.
As was said in that case, the construction of a particular statute will be controlled
by the text of it and its subject matter. But it cannot be said that an expression
which means that every day after a particular time complies with the meaning or
purpose of this statute. Review, as the word implies, requires a consideration from
time to time but the parties and the persons concerned should not be subject to the
daily possibility of review under this provision. I think the Tribunal was perfectly
correct in requiring a specification with greater specificity than is provided for in the
draft. The proposal that has been made by the Tribunal appears to provide a
reasonable guide-line. It would give scope for repeated review in months or years
to come.

I think care has to be taken to ensure that what is set down by this
condition is not just another policing provision to ensure compliance with the

1,

I
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conditions and the terms of the consent granted. It is for the purpose of
reconsidering the conditions of the consent to deal with matters which arise
thereafter in the compliance exercise of the consented activity. It is not, I think, in
place of the other provisions in the Act for the control and enforcement of the
conditions of consent.
In the result, then, the appeal and the cross-appeal are dismissed.
The respondents are entitled to costs which I fix in the sum of
$5,000 for each of the first and second respondents together with reasonable
travelling and accommodation expenses for counsel and all other disbursements
and necessary expenses to be fixed by the Registrar. I make no order for costs in
respect of Coal Corporation which took no active part in the matter.
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DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

A

Save to the extent provided in B, the appeal by ppAGI is disallowed.

B

The decision made by the Council committee is amended to the extent that
the conditions of consent are to be modified in accordance with this decision,
and is otherwise confirmed.

C

Directions are given about a formal order to give effect to this decision.

D

The question of costs is reserved. Directions are given about a process
leading to decision of any question of costs.
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Introduction

[1]
This appeal concerns a proposal for residential and retail redevelopment in a
part of Petone near a surface trace of an earthquake feature called the Wellington
Fault. Among other questions, the Court has to consider whether the proximity of
the fault trace indicates that the development should be refused because of risk of
harm and damage from earthquake shaking.
[2]
The application for resource consent for the proposed development was made
to the Hutt City Council by a resource-management consultant on behalf of
Comesky Grant Architects Limited (the Applicant). Petone Planning Action Group
Incorporated (PPAGI) lodged a submission in opposition, citing earthquake risk,
wind effects, traffic implications, cumulative effects on amenity values, and noncompliance with the district plan. Following a hearing, a committee appointed by
the Council granted land-use consent for the proposal and imposed some 20
conditions of consent.
[3]
PPAGI appealed to this Court against that decision. By its appeal PPAGI
gave its reasons, including failure to properly consider submissions; adverse effects
on the environment in the immediate vicinity; consent being contrary to district plan
policy and design guidelines; precedent effect on consistent administration of the
district plan; and that the decision was wrong in fact and in law. PPAGI's appeal
contained no allegation or mention of earthquake risk, wind effects, or traffic
u..'G. StAL Of:)..· plications, all of which had been cited in its original submission on the
'\"
'-X
.
~p lication.
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[4]

By its appeal, ppAGI sought revocation of the decision in its entirety, or

conditions to mitigate adverse effects of the development on abutting and nearby
properties and the wider Jackson Street and Petone environment, and certain specific
improvements.

The site and its environment

[5]
The site of the proposed redevelopment is a block of land in central Petone
bounded by Jackson Street, Petone Avenue, Campbell Terrace and Victoria Street;
and a separate property on the south-eastern corner of Campbell Terrace and Victoria
Street, known as 56 Victoria Street. We refer to them as the building site and the
parking site respectively.
[6]
The building site has a total area of 2,846 square metres 1, contained in four
titles. The parking site is 569 square metres in area, and is comprised in one title.
[7]
There are several buildings on the building site, including buildings known as
the Petone Working Men's Club (1927), the Oddfellows Hall (c 1886), and the
Empire Theatre (c 1914). There is a small garden area on the Jackson Street
frontage, with public seating.
[8]
The parking site is currently used for car parking. It abuts a dwelling at 6
Campbell Terrace and another dwelling at 52 Victoria Street.
[9]
The sites are at the western end of the main Petone shopping centre. There is
a tavern on the north-eastern corner of Jackson and Victoria Streets ('Speights Ale
House'), to the east of which there are retail shops. There are other businesses
fronting Jackson Street to the west of Victoria Street. There are industrial activities
to the north-west and west of the building site, residential activities to the north and
north-east, and retail and education activities to the south.
[10] More specifically, to the east of the building site and south of the parking site
there are two dwellings on the eastern side of Victoria Street; and further east there is
a residential neighbourhood north of Jackson Street. To the south of the building
site, across Jackson Street, and to the west across Petone Avenue, there are buildings
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of one, two, and occasionally three storeys used for warehouse and workshop
activities. There is a multi-storey office building associated with the Racing
Conference at 106 Jackson Street. Directly to the north across Campbell Terrace
there is low-rise commercial activity, and further to the north-east, residential
activity.

The proposal

[11] The proposal involves demolition of all the existing buildings on the building
site except for the Petone Working Mens Club building fronting Campbell Terrace,
which is to be converted to residential apartments and integrated with the
development.
[12] The parking site is to continue as private car-parking to serve the proposed
apartment development.
[13] Prior to the primary hearing, in response to some of PPAGI' s concerns, the
Applicant offered an alternative to the proposal described in the application to the
. Council. As there is a dispute. on whether the alternative would require a fresh
.
application, we first outline the proposal described in the application, and then the
proposal offered as an alternative.
[14] At the appeal hearing, the Applicant asked that the Court uphold the primary
decision granting consent to the proposal described in the resource-consent
application. The Applicant added that if the Court is not minded to do so, it invited
the Court to consent to the alternative proposal.

The application proposal

[15] The application is for erection of a building having a podium with three
interconnected towers approximately 30 metres in height, having triangular roof
sections, lifts and. plant reaching 31.79 metres in height. The building is to be
founded on deep piles, and constructedof concrete, steel and glass. It is to contain 8 .
floors and house 82 residential apartments (including those in the renovated Working
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Mens Club building),2 a 351-square-metre retail unit fronting Jackson Street, and
parking for 129 vehicles' (and 19 more on the parking site).

The alternative proposal
[16]

By the alternative proposal, the building would be on a raft foundation (with

a displacement basement providing car-parking spaces) instead of piles; the column
and shear wall sizes would be increased; the general roof height would be reduced
from 30 metres to 27 metres (with roof features reaching 28.8 metres); it would
contain 7 floors, and would house 80 residential apartments (including those in the
Working Mens Club building), three retail shops with a total floor area of 657.square
metres, and 130 car-parking spaces on the building site" (and 19 more on the parking
site).

Can the Court consider the alternative proposal?
[17]

The Applicant submitted that the alternative proposal is within the scope of

the original application; that it is a reasonable response to some of the concerns
expressed about the application proposal; and that it can be considered by the Court
[18]

PPAGI submitted that, to the extent that the alternative includes two

additional sub-optimal retail spaces, and mass earthworks for a basement, it is
.beyond the scope of the application and cannot be considered by the Court on this
appeal.
The legal tests

[19]

The jurisdiction of the Environment Court on an appeal to consider an

amendment to an application is reasonably constrained by the ambit of the
application; if the amendment is significantly different,

including in its

environmental impacts, it should be the subject of a fresh application.i

The resource-consent application (§4.2.1.4) said "approximately 82", and the Council committee
consent was for 82 (pHCR/2). The Applicant acknowledged that there is no scope for suggesting
more.
3 The 129 parking spaces include 4 outside spaces on the Campbell Terrace frontage ofthe Working
ens Club building.
4 he 130 parking spaces include the four on the Working Mens Club building frontage.
S
aitakere City Council v Estate Homes [2007] 2 NZLR 149 (SC); Blueskin Projects v Dunedin City
unci! (HC Dunedin 19/12/07 Simon France J).
2
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[20]

.Relying on Planning Tribunal decisions that have been followed in numerous

cases," the Applicant proposed three tests for deciding the question:
(a) Do the amendments go beyond the scope of the application by increasing the
scale or intensity of the activity?
(b) Do the amendments go beyond the scope· of the application by significantly
altering the character of effects of the proposal?
(c) Is it plausible that any person who did not lodge a submission on the application
would have done so ifthe application had incorporated the amendments?
[21]

Counsel for PPAGI adopted those tests, and submitted that the alternative

proposal does not pass them in respect of earthworks, nor in respect of the two
additional retail activities.
Applying the tests

[22]

Although there is no dispute that the Court has jurisdiction to consider the

other respects in which the alternative proposal differs from the application proposal,
we will confine our consideration to the two respects in question.
Earthworks

[23]

PPAGI contended that the cross-section drawing for the alternative proposal

suggests that earthworks in the order of 4,000 to 5,000 cubic metres would be
involved for the proposed basement, and that the plan only permits earthworks of 50
cubic metres per site. Referring to evidence of Dr McManus, it also contended that
further earthworks of unknown extent may prove to be needed to remove a lens of
less dense material between 3 and 4 metres deep covering possibly up to one-third of
the site.
[24]

Mr Bennion argued that the number of truck movements to remove that

amount of material would be in excess of what was contemplated by the application;
and that there is no assessment of traffic effects of trucks removing that amount of

petoneplgaction.doc (dfg)
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material. He acknowledged that an application for consent to the earthworks would
not necessarily be notified; but argued that residents of surrounding streets and
residents of Petone, and businesses on Jackson Street might have made submissions
about the alternative, had they known it was contemplated.
[25]

The Applicant submitted that the effects of the earthworks can be managed,

and that no original submitter appears to have been interested in earthworks effects
except those wanting a protocol for cultural or historical finds.
Additional substandard retailing spaces

[26]

ppAGI explained that the building site is in the Petone Commercial Activity

Area 2, in which each retailing activity is to occupy not less than 500 square metres,
the intention being that small shops are not scattered through the large retail zone.
[27]

Mr Bennion submitted that as the retail space in the application proposal

would occupy 351 square metres, the two additional retail spaces in the alternative
proposal (occupying 181 and 96 square metres) would make three non-complying
shops, the additional two being much smaller even than the 351-square-metre shop
in the application proposal.
[28]

Counsel argued that the purpose of the additional shops, to provide 'street

edge interest', would still contravene the plan and would have adverse impacts from
parking and loading demands. He also argued that people concerned about further
erosion ofthe integrity of the plan, and possible erosion of viability of small shops of
the Jackson precinct, might have submitted in opposition to the two extra shops if
they had been aware that they would be proposed.
[29]

Mr Gordon submitted that retailing on the Victoria Street frontage would be

beneficial by activating the frontage.
Finding on jurisdiction on alternative proposal

[30]

The Applicant submitted that the alternative proposal is a reasonable

response to some of the concerns expressed about the application proposal. That
ay be so, but it does not bear on any of the tests that it proposed, and which pp AGI
a opted. A reasonable response to concerns expressed may not necessarily pass the
~
,

~
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~

ts, and may have to be the subject of a fresh application.
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[31]

Applying the first of the agreed tests, we find that the alternative proposal

goes beyond the scope of the application proposal in that it would require excavation
of a basement and removal of about 4,000 or 5,000 cubic metres of material," That
is far in excess of the 50-cubic-metre limit to qualify as a permitted activity," and
would require resource consent as a restricted discretionary activity." Even though
the building height and the number of apartments would be reduced, and the deep
foundation piles avoided, the basement earthworks would increase the scale and
intensity of the construction activity.
[32]

We now apply the same test to the two additional retailing spaces. In the

Petone Commercial Activity Area 2, retailing is a permitted activity in spaces with a
gross floor area of not less than 500 square metres and not more than 3,000 square
metres. IQ The application proposal would provide one undersize retail space, and the
alternative proposal would provide three retail spaces, all of them smaller than the
minimum for a permitted activity.

In that respect we find that even though the

additional retailing spaces might activate the Victoria street frontage, the alternative
goes beyond the scope ofthe application by increasing the scale and intensity of noncompliant retailing activity.
[33]

The second test is whether the amendment significantly alters the character of

effects of the proposal. The application proposal is to be founded on deep piles with
no basement, and would not require mass earthworks.

The alternative proposal

would require earthworks of such extent that they are two orders of magnitude
greater than would qualify as a permitted activity.

Compared with no significant

earthworks, the alternative significantly alters the character of effects of the
proposal.
[34]

In respect of retailing spaces, the application proposal contains one space

which, at 351 square metres gross floor area, is well below the minimum size to be a
permitted activity. The alternative has three retailing spaces, all of which are smaller
than the minimum. We find that increasing the number of undersize retailing spaces
from one to three would significantly alter the character of effects of the proposal on
the pattern of retailing provided for in Area 2, including the parking and loading
demands cited by ppAGI.

[35]

The third test involves conjecture. It asks whether it is plausible that any

person who did not lodge a submission would have done so if the alternative had
been notified.
[36]

We judge that it is plausible that one or more people might have perceived

that their interests, or the environment generally, would be adversely affected by the
environmental effects of excavating and removing 4,000 to 5,000 cubic metres of
soil, and would have lodged submissions in opposition to that part of the proposal.
[37]

Retailing is a competitive business. Consent authorities, and the courts, are

sometimes called to adjudicate in litigation between well-resourced and determined
retailers. A single substandard retailing space might have been regarded as having
little significance in undermining the pattern of retailing that Area 2 is intended to
provide for. But consent for three undersize spaces could leave those with interests
in the small-scale retailing that the plan provides for concerned about undermining of
the district plan pattern, and about their interests in maintenance of that pattern being
implemented. We judge that it is plausible that one or more people who did not
lodge a submission on the application would have done so if the alternative proposal
had been notified.
[38]

In summary, we find that even though the alternative proposal would reduce

some adverse effects of the application proposal, judged by the tests proposed by the
Applicant it goes beyond the scope of the application.
[39]

There is another consideration arising from excavation of the basement that

was not part of the proposal that was notified. We apprehend that if the alternative
proposal is otherwise upheld, the Applicant may intend making a separate
application to the Council for the resource consent needed to carry out that extent of
excavation.
[40]

In our ultimate judgement in deciding this appeal, we may have to consider

factors which indicate that the appeal should be allowed, and factors which indicate
that it should be disallowed. Those factors may include actual and potential adverse
effects on the environment of allowing the activity. If the proposed excavation is the
subject of a later separate application, any adverse effects of the excavation would be
£;"E.AL o~
-<..,'(o.Y:-

J'",.y~

excluded from consideration in deciding this appeal. That would result in altering
the balance of indications for allowing the appeal and indications for disallowing it,
I ading to less weight being placed on the adverse effects than is warranted.
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[41]

So we do not accept the Applicant's submission that the alternative proposal

is within the scope of the original application. We accept PPAGI's submission and
find that the alternative proposal is beyond its ambit, and is significantly different.
[42]

In his opening address, Mr Gordon said-ll
The applicant isseeking that the Court uphold the Council's decision togrant consent for the
original proposal. But if the Court isnot minded todo so, then the applicant invites the Court
to grant consent to the alternative proposal, if it considers that the effects of this alternative
are within the scope ofthe original application and it would be amore favourable outcome.

[43]

As we have found that the alternative proposal

IS

beyond the ambit of the

original application, we do not consider it in this proceeding. We will consider the
application proposal, modified by minor amendments to it that were presented at the
primary hearing (such as omission of juliet balconies on the Petone Working Mens
Club building).

Can the Court consider grounds not cited in the appeal?
[44]

As we have already mentioned, PPAGI's appeal contained no allegation of

earthquake risk, wind effects, or traffic implications, which had been cited in its
original submission on the application.

It was to be supposed that ppAGI had

decided not to pursue those issues on the appeal.
[45]

Despite that, at the appeal hearing PPAGI's counsel described a case that

included earthquake risk, traffic and parking among the grounds of appeal. ppAGI
called two witnesses who gave evidence bearing on the earthquake risk question (Dr
S GOldfield and Mr N D Perrin), and another whose evidence related to traffic and
parking (Mr D K Wanty). ppAGI also called two witnesses who gave evidence of
concerns about wind effects (Ms F M Christeller and Ms S J Allan).
[46]

None ofthe other parties took any objection to PPAGI raising those grounds

and calling evidence on them. Indeed having been informed that they were to be
raised, the cases for the Applicant and the Council addressed those issues.
[47]

We enquired of Mr Bennion whether the Court had jurisdiction to consider

the issues raised by PPAGI's case that had not been identified in the grounds of
appeal. We summarise counsel's response in these points:
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(a) The grounds of appeal in question were identified in a joint memorandum by
counsel lodged with the Court prior to the hearing.
(b) The notice of appeal had been prepared without legal assistance.
(c) The reasons for appeal are stated in the notice of appeal in general language.
(d) The statement of the relief sought refers to improved traffic effects and to
alleviation of natural hazard risks, giving a clear indication about what was in
contention.
(e) The Court can take a lenient approach to this question (citing Fawcett v Hamilton

City Council).12
[48]

Mr Gordon submitted that the notice of appeal is a generalisation, and does

not specifically identify the particular maters in question. He observed that ppAGI
had not sought to amend the notice of appeal after concerns about its wording had
been raised 4 months prior to the appeal hearing.

Counsel explained that the

Applicant had taken a precautionary approach, and had called evidence on the
matters that had been identified by ppAGI as of concern; and stated that it had not
been prejudiced by ppAGI having raised them.
[49]

The Resource Management (Forms, Fees and Procedure) Regulations 2003

prescribe that notice to the Environment Court of an appeal against a decision on an
application for a resource consent is to be generally in Form 16 in Schedule 1 to
those regulations. Form 16 contains this:
The reasons for the appeal (or inquiry) are as follows:
[set out Why you are appealing orseeking an inquiry and give reasons for your views].

[50]

We accept that people are and should be free to prepare their own notices of

appeal, without having to engage a lawyer to assist them to do so. We also accept
that the words we have quoted from Form 16 do not explain that the statement of
reasons for the appeal should identify each ground of appeal, or each allegation on
which the appellant relies in its case for the relief sought.
[51]

We accept too, that by thejoint memorandum of counsel, the other parties

and the Court had been informed of PPAGI' s intention to rely on the grounds in .

petonepIgaction.doc (dfg)
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question (except wind effects). Although, once counsel had been engaged, it would
have been better practice to lodge an amended notice of appeal, that may not
necessarily have given other parties or the Court better notice of the scope of .
PPAGI's case than the memorandum did.
[52]

There are two main reasons for expecting notices of appeal to identify the

reasons for appeal: to give fair notice to other parties of the issues which they should
address in their cases; and to define the scope of the Court's jurisdiction in the case.
[53]

As no party submitted that the Court should exclude the grounds in question

from consideration, and the Applicant acknowledged that it was not prejudiced, fair
notice does not arise in this case. And as the joint memorandum lodged prior to the
hearing defined the issues as well as better pleading would have done, the scope of
the Court's jurisdiction can adequately be inferred.
[54]

Therefore we extend the same tolerance as the Court did in Fawcett and in

the other decisions cited in it; and we hold that we can properly consider the grounds.
ofPPAGI' s appeal that were not cited in its notice of appeal, except wind effects.

The planning instrnments
[55] A consent authority, when considering a resource-consent application, is
directed to have regard to any relevant provisions of a regional policy statement and
a plan. 13 We now identify the relevant provisions ofthe applicable instruments.

Regional policy statement

[56]

The Greater Wellington Regional Council regional policy statement was

made operative in 1995, and provides high-level policy for the whole region. It
identifies flooding and earthquakes as natural hazards with potential to cause the
greatest adverse effects. It states an objective that adverse effects of natural hazards
on the environment are reduced to an acceptable level;" and a policy of applying a
risk-based approach to making decisions on new uses and developments in areas
known to be susceptible to natural hazards. IS

petoneplgaction.doc (dfg)
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[57]

The regional policy statement also recognises that territorial authorities have

the primary responsibility for making rules for control of the use of land for the
avoidance or mitigation ofnatura1hazards. 16
[58]

PPAGI submitted that the regional policy statement is relevant in considering

what the district plan is overall aiming to achieve with its natural hazard rules.
[59]

In theory that might be so.

However Mr Bennion did not present

submissions on how any particular contents of the regional policy statement assist in
resolving any uncertainty or ambiguity in applicable provisions of the district plan.
[60]

Ms Allan, the planning witness called for ppAGI, identified the provisions of

the regional policy statement that we have mentioned. No other party, nor any other
planning witness, relied on the regional policy statement in any particular respect.

District plan

[61]

The City of Lower Hutt District Plan became fully operative in 2004, and

there is no relevant plan change outstanding.

•

General provisions

[62]

The district plan contains a number of broad objectives and policies that are

not specific to particular activity areas, but are stated in general terms.
[63]

Of them, Objective 1.10.2 is to maintain and enhance the character and

amenity values of the different activity areas.
[64]

Objective 1.10.3 is to accommodate residential growth and development

through consolidation of the existing urban area, but to allow some peripheral
development. A relevant policy is providing opportunities for gradual intensification
of residential densities by enabling higher densities along major transport routes and
near suburban focal points.
[65]

Another general objective'" is to avoid or mitigate the vulnerability and risk

of people and development to natural hazards. The related policy is managing the
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siting of buildings and structures within the Wellington Fault Special Study Area. In
the section of the associated explanation relating to seismic-induced hazards, these
statements are made:
... there are special controls on the siting of buildings and structures with
respect to the location of the Wellington Fault. With regard to liquefaction and
ground shaking there are adequate performance standards in the Building Act
1991.
The type of protection afforded to seismic induced hazards ... can be partially
achieved through controlling subdivision and development in identified hazard
areas. The level of control used is based on the type or nature of the natural
hazard, the degree ofrisk in terms of the severity of the impact, the frequency
of occurrence, the likely economic impacts on property owners and the
effectiveness ofmitigation measures.

[66]

On property access and manoeuvring space, there is an objective to maintain

the safety and efficiency of the roading network, and an associated policy of
managing the location and design of access to provide for safe entry and exit
movements, particularly in relation to intersections.l"

There is also a policy of

making adequate provision-for on-site loading and unloading in a safe and attractive
manner. 19
[67]

By the district plan, the building site is (as already noted) in Area 2 of the

Petone Co:inmercial Activity Area, and it is also in the Wellington Fault Special
Study Area. The parking site is in the General Business Activity Area. We identify
the relevant provisions applicable to those sites in order.
Provisions applicable to the building site

[68]

We pick out relevant prOVISIOns applicable to the Petone Commercial

Activity Area 2; those dealing with natural hazards and the Wellington Fault Special
Study Area; and then those dealing with earthworks.
Petone Commercial Activity Area 2

[69]

The objective of the Petone Commercial Activity Area 2 is to cater for the

demand for large-scale vehicle-orientated retailing and other large-scale activities./"
Policies for achieving that objective include ensuring that the area provided for
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large-scale vehicle-orientated retailing is complementary to and linked to the existing
specialty retail area (Area 1),21 and is of a size that sites are available to meet some
of the expected demand.22
[70]

The explanation and reasons given for the suitability of the land in Area 2 for

large-scale vehicle-oriented retailing and other large-scale activities include that the
area is well removed from residential activity areas.
[71]

The rules for Area 2 classify as permitted activities retail activities with a

gross floor area not less than 500 square metres and not more than 3,000 square
metres; commercial activities with a gross floor area exceeding 500 square metres;
warehouses; garden centres; service stations; and commercial sexual services.f' The
meaning ascribed to commercial activity includes provision of office, financial,
professional or other business services including places of entertainment; visitor
accommodation; car-parking buildings; and other uses of a similar commercial
nature; but excludes retail, industrial, and residential activity.t"
[72]

The conditions for permitted activities allow 100% site coverage, and include

a building height-limit of 30 metres, except for a receding height-to-boundary limit
on Jackson Street,25 Another condition for permitted activities is compliance with all
matters in the General Rules, referring to Chapter 14.26
[73]

The requirements for the number of car-parking spaces to be provided are
found in a rule and in an appendix referred to in the ru1e. 27 The effect is that for each
new residential unit, two parking spaces are to be provided on site. As the site is in
Area 2, which is for large-scale retailing, there is no applicable requirement in
respect of the retailing spaces smaller than 500 square metres.
[74]

Any permitted activity which fails to comply with any of the conditions or

general rules is classified as a discretionary activity.t"

Activities that are not

classified as permitted, restricted discretionary, or discretionary activities are
classified as non-complying activities.i"
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Natural hazards

[75]

On natural hazards, we have mentioned the objective to avoid or reduce the

risk to people and their property from natural hazards associated with seismic action
[among other hazardsj.f" and the policy for achieving that objective of managing the
area at risk from fault rupture causing permanent ground deformation along the
Wellington Fault by addressing the effects of subdivision and development on the
safety of people and their property. Another policy is adopting suitable engineering
and emergency management measures to safeguard people and their property from
liquefaction, ground-shaking, and tsunami hazards.
[76]

Under a subheading Explanation and Reasons, the plan contains extended

passages on Risk and Vulnerability, and on various Seismic Induced Hazards.
Though important, they are too long to quote in full, so we have selected these more
pertinent excerpts:
(a) Risk and Vulnerability
The close proximity of developed areas to those areas susceptible to natural
hazards creates an undesirable level of risk ... increased by the level of
vulnerability of the people or development present in the hazard prone area.
Vulnerability can be reduced by ... avoiding at risk areas, maintaining a low
intensity ofdevelopment in at-risk areas ...
The aim ofthe objectives and policies isto avoid ...injury orfatalities, damage
to property
due to the occurrence of extreme natural events, such as
earthquake Where it is not possible to avoid this ... measures will be taken
to reduce the vulnerability of the people or development at risk. These
measures are explained as follows:
(b) Seismic Induced Hazards
(i) Earthquake Hazard:
... it is expected that there would be permanent ground deformation following
the next Wellington Fault rupture event ... accompanied by a very large
earthquake, the ground on the west side ofthe Wellington Fault is predicted to
move horizontally up to 4m relative to the east side, and there will be up to
0.5m vertical movement. This movement would be concentrated at discrete
breaks at the ground surface, such as along the mapped fault traces, but will
also be distributed across the immediate vicinity. Further fault rupture has a
moderate to high probability oftaking place within the next 100 years.
The area atrisk from a fault rupture event is identified by the Wellington Fault
Special Study Area. This Special Study Area extends from Petone to
Silverstream. Where there is no evidence of the Wellington Fault scarp, the
position of the Wellington Fault is inferred. The Wellington Fault Special
Study Area is150 metres wide toaccommodate this inferred position.
Subdivision and development will be managed to ensure that no building is
constructed within 20 metres ofthe fault line ...
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An engineering report will be required prior to any development, toensure that
any buildings proposed are not.within 20 metres of the fault line. The level of
investigation required will depend on the particular circumstances and this
could include a range of methods necessary to determine the position of the
fault. The bUildings will need to be constructed to New Zealand Building Code
specifications. This will ensure that buildings are constructed in a safe
manner and ata safe distance from the area susceptible to permanent ground
deformation.
The conditions ofcompliance shall not apply to utilities oraccessory bUildings
which are not for habitable orworking purposes.

(ii) Liquefaction Hazard:
Research shows that some subsurface soils have a high probability of
liquefaction occurring during strong earthquake shaking. Liquefaction is the
situation where the soil becomes like liquid due to seismic action. During
liquefaction, the soil loses its ability to support buildings, causing damage to
the buildings. The types of soil most susceptible to liquefaction are low to
medium density sands and silts, generally within 12 to 15m of the ground
surface. These soils are known as flexible soils. Shallow groundwater level is
an important requirement for liquefaction to occur.
... the southern portion of Petone '" have such flexible soils and shallow
ground water conditions.
.
.., Any proposed structures will be required to comply with the New Zealand
BUilding Code.
(Hi) Ground Shaking Hazard:
The Hutt Valley area would experience strong ground shaking during a large
earthquake on the Wellington Fault. Larger earthquakes on distant faults
could give rise to similar levels of ground shaking ... Such ground shaking
could cause buildings to collapse, crack and disintegrate.
All structures in the City are exposed to this hazard, and therefore are .
controlled by the New Zealand Building Code...
(lv) Tsunami Hazard:
Coastal areas ofLower Hutt have been affected by tsunami in the past. ..
The extent of land that could be affected by a tsunami has been identified by
the Wellington Regional Council. This includes the Petone Beach ... The
most appropriate method for reducing the impact of this hazard is an early
warning system and the civil defence plans for emergency response
procedures...

[77]

The rules that govern the classification of buildings in the Wellington Fault

Special Study Area deserve quoting:
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For all structures and buildings, an engineering report will be required to
confirm that the Wellington Fault isnot within 20.0m ofany proposed structure
orbuilding, orthat the necessary engineering precautions have been taken.
14H 2.1.2 Other Matters
All restricted Discretionary Activities must comply with other relevant Permitted
Activity Conditions.

[78] On provision of car parking in the Petone Commercial Activity Area, the
district plan states an objective" to provide for adequate car parking in a safe and
visually attractive manner to maintain the safety and amenity values of the area.
There are policies for provision of sufficient parking spaces by using a graduated
scale; for provision of on-site and on-street parking in a safe and visually attractive
manner. There is also an objective'" to ensure that adverse visual effects of car
parking areas are avoided or mitigated; with an associated policy of requiring that
car parking areas and areas adjoining roads are landscaped or suitably screened.
[79] The objective of the plan's provisions for earthworks is to ensure that
earthworks are designed to maintain the natural features that contribute to the City's
landscape. The policies for achieving that objective are not material to earthworks
for creating a raft foundation and a basement on flat land as in the alternative
proposal.
[80] The rules specify conditions about vehicle access, and internal manoeuvring
and circulation as a permitted activity, invoking Australian Standard 2890 for
guidance.r' Failure to comply with those rules makes a proposal a discretionary
activity.34 Where a permitted activity is unable to provide the required number of
parking spaces on site, it is classified as a discretionary activity.35
[81] There are also rules requiring adequate provision on site for loading and
unloading of goods and materials; and specifying for retailing activities occupying
less than 2,000 square metres gross floor area that 1 space be .provided for a:
maximum rigid truck" Design is to take into account the Australian Standardr" A
permitted, controlled or restricted discretionary activity which fails to comply with
any of the relevant conditions is classified as a discretionary activity."
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Earthworks

[82] The rules governing earthworks (except in certain areas that are not material
in this case) classify as permitted activities earthworks that do not alter the natural
ground level by more than 1.2 metres, measured vertically, and do not exceed a
maximum volume of 50 cubic metres (solid measure) per site." Earthworks that fail
to comply with those conditions are classified as restricted discretionary activities."
[83] The matters to which the Council has restricted its discretion include amenity
values; existing natural features and topography; historical or cultural significance;
and natural hazards."
Heritage

[84] None of the buildings on the building site is identified by the plan for
heritage protection.
Provisions applicable to the parking site

[85] The parking site is not in the Petone Commercial Activity Area, nor is it in
the Wellington Fault Special Study Area; it is in the General Business Activity Area.
The eastern boundary ofthe parking site abuts land in the General Residential Area.
[86] The objective for General Business Activity Area42 is to accommodate nonindustrial activities which are suitable in the area and which do not cause adverse
effects on amenity values of the area and the receiving environment. Among the
policies for achieving that objective is one of accommodating certain retail activities
which are compatible with other activities of the Area and do not undermine the
strength, vitality and viability of commercial activity areas. Another policy is
accommodating non-industrial activities that avoid or mitigate adverse effects on the
amenity values of the area and the environment.
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[87]

Another objective for the General Business Activity Area is to avoid or

mitigate adverse effects on the amenity values of the area and neighbouring areas
and the receiving environment. 43
[88]

There is also an objective to provide for adequate car parking in the southern

and western areas of Petone in the General Business Activity Area. 44
[89]

There are also objectives and policies that are relevant to both sites about

separation of local and through traffic.'" safe design and location of property
access." provision of on-site parking.'" and safe and adequate provision for
servicing."
[90]

Rule 6A2.1(a) classifies as permitted, activities which meet the conditions for

permitted activities and are not otherwise classified. Rule 6A2.2(b) classifies as
controlled, any permitted activity on a site abutting a residential activity area.

The planning status of the proposal

[91]

Having identified the relevant district plan provisions, we can now apply

them to the various elements in the proposal, and come to a finding on the planning
status of the proposal as a whole.
[92]

Because residential activity is not provided for in Area 2 of the Petone

Commercial Activity Area, in that respect the proposal is a non-complying activity.
As the size of retailing space in the application proposal is to be less than 500 square
metres, that proposal is a non-complying activity in that respect too.
[93]

The building site is in the Wellington Fault Area, so both proposals are

restricted discretionary activities in that respect.
[94]

The roof features of the application proposal exceed the maximum building

height for a permitted activity of 30 metres, making the proposal a discretionary
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activity in that respect.

The proposal also infringes conditions about access and

parking, which would be discretionary activities.
[95]

The piles of the foundation for the application proposal exceed 1.2 metres in

depth, making the proposal a restricted discretionary activity in that respect.
[96]

The parking spaces to be provided on the parking site are, by not being on the

site they are to serve, a discretionary activity; and by abutting a Residential Activity
Area, a controlled activity.
[97]

All parties submitted that the proposal as a whole is to be considered as a

non-complying activity. We accept those submissions, and so find.

Interpretation of Rule 14H 2.1.1

[98]

Differences arose over the interpretation of Rule 14H 2.1.1 stating the

matters in which Council has restricted its discretion, and standards and terms, in
respect of structures and buildings within the Wellington Fault Special Study Area.
[99]

Rule l4H 2.1 classifies as restricted discretionary activities all structures and

buildings within the Wellington Fault Special Study Area. (The exceptions to that
general rule are immaterial in this case.)
[100] Having classified those activities as restricted discretionary activities, the
plan continues by specifying (as required by section 77(3)(b)) in Rule l4H 2.1.1
matters to which it has restricted its discretion.
[101] The statement in Rule 14H 2.1.1 contains two elements. One is separation
from the Fault by 20 metres. The other is that the necessary engineering precautions
have been taken. In the text they are connected by the word or.
[102] The differences among the parties concern the correct interpretation of that
specification in two respects: the meaning to be given to the word or; and the
meaning to be given to the words necessary engineering precautions. For clarity we
address those questions separately.
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Iriterpretation of district plans

[103] The Court of Appeal considered the interpretation of rules in a plan under the
RMA in Powell v Dunedin City Council. 49 We understand from the Judgment of the
Court that the correct method of interpretation is to seek the meaning of a rule from
the words themselves, and to have regard to their immediate context; and where any
obscurity or ambiguity arises, to refer to other sections of the plan and its objectives
and policies.i"
[104] In MacDonald v Hutt City Counciz5 1 the High Court explained that it is
incorrect that the broader context of a plan is only to be considered if an obscurity or
ambiguity arises; but that it is not obligatory to consider such broader issues when
the immediate context yields a clear meaning.

Whether or means and
[105] The Applicant submitted that the rule is unambiguous; that the word or in it
has its normal meaning of introducing an alternative; that the two limbs are
alternatives, and the rule confines assessment of a proposal to one or other of the two
elements; so that if an engineering report establishes that the building would be more
than 20 metre from the Fault, it is not necessary also to establish that necessary
engineering precautions have been taken.
[106] Similarly the Council submitted that there is no basis for reading a wider
discretion in the rule than is apparent from its face; and that the consent authority's
discretion to grant consent may be based on compliance with one or other of the
limbs.
[107] ppAGI contendedfor a different understanding of the rule, that the Council
might exercise greater care in its discretion over a large building than over a small
single-bedroom wooden dwelling. It submitted that in the context, the word or has
the same meaning as and.
favoured that interpretation.

The planning witness called for ppAGI, Ms Allan,

The parties' arguments

[108] On behalf of the Applicant, Mr Gordon argued that the plain meaning of the
rule is clear and unambiguous, and there is no need to seek assistance from the wider
context. He acknowledged that some words and expressions in the rule (such as

necessary engineering precautions) may lack some specificity or exactitude. He
argued that this does not bear on whether the two limbs of the rule are alternatives,
but is a matter on which the consent authority has a discretion.
[109] On behalf of the Council, Mr Quinn contended for the plain meaning of the
language used, because the rule has two limbs that are separated by or, and are
therefore not conjunctive, so the authority to grant consent may be based on
compliance with one or other of the limbs. He argued that the second limb allows
compliance to be established irrespective of proximity to the Fault, so that a building
could be designed to a 'worst case scenario' as if it were within 20 metres of the
Fault, without the location of the Fault being established. The Council submitted
that there is no basis to read a wider discretion into the rule than is apparent on its
face.
[110] The submissions for PPAGI on this point were mixed with submissions on
the meaning of the expression necessary engineering precautions, and with
submissions about what the plan might have prescribed. In deciding on the correct
interpretation of the word or in the rule, we find it helpful to set aside for separate
consideration the meaning to be given to necessary engineering precautions; and for
the present purpose we do not find it helpful to consider whether the.Council should
have used the word and instead.
[111] On the question we are now considering, Mr Bennion made these
submissions:
(a) The Council provided itself with room to manoeuvre by using or as meaning

and; and the general words necessary engineering precautions and safe
separation distance.
(b) Given that the rule is -dealing with effects of low, or perhaps higher, probability,
with a high potential impact, an interpretation should be preferred which does not
prevent the rule from encompassing the full extent and nature of the risks.
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(c) (Adopting an opmion given in evidence by Ms Allan) the safe separation
distance of a small single-bedroom wooden dwelling may be 20 metres from an
active fault trace, but the Council may wish to exercise greater care in its
discretion over a large building with close to 200 residential occupants in similar
proximity to the fault. It was argued that the discretion is available, and can be
used to attach conditions to consent, or to refuse consent.
Application of the law

[112] In applying the method of interpretation described in Powell, and explained
in Macdonald, we consider the words of the rule themselves in their immediate
context; and if that does not yield a clear meaning, we will refer for help in resolving
it to other sections of the plan and its objectives and policies.

[113] We repeat the words ofthe rule:
For all structures and buildings, an engineering report will be required to
confirm that the Wellington Fault isnot within 20.0m ofany proposed structure
orbuilding, orthat the necessary engineering precautions have been taken.

[114] The rule states the matters to be considered in deciding whether resource
consent is to be granted for a proposed structure or building within the Study Area as
a restricted discretionary activity. If the word or is given its usual meaning of
introducing the second (or subsequent) of two (or more) alternatives, the meaning of
the words themselves can be stated in these points:
o The rule applies to all structures and buildings in the Study Area.
o

An engineering report will be required.

o

The report is to confirm whether or not the Wellington Fault is within 20 metres
of the proposed structure or building.

o

Alternatively, the report is to confirm that the necessary engineering precautions
have been taken.

[115] There is nothing in the text' itself that indicates to us that the word or is not to
e given its usual meaning of introducing the second of two alternatives.
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[116] Now we consider the immediate context ofthe rule to see whether it indicates
a different meaning. The immediate context is the title to the rule, the text of the
preceding Rule 14H 2.1, and the text of the succeeding Rule 14H2.1.2, all of which
we have already quoted.
[117] Rule 14H 2.1 classifies as restricted discretionary activities all structures and
buildings of which the site, or portion of it, is within the Wellington Fault Special
Study Area.
[118] The first heading of Rule 14H 2.1.1 confirms that the subject-matter is the
matters to which the Council has restricted its discretion. The subheading identifies
that the subject-matter is safe separation distance of structures and buildings from the
Wellington Fault.

The succeeding Rule 14H 2.1.2 explains that all restricted

discretionary activities are to comply with other relevant conditions applicable to
permitted activities.
[119] The subheading of Rule 14H2.1.1 refers only to safe separation distance from
the Fault, and does not introduce the content of the phrase about necessary
engineering precautions. However even if (to express a requirement that the report
confirm both elements) the rule itself used the word and instead of or, the
subheading might still fail to indicate completely the content of the rule. So we do
not consider that, by incompletely introducing the content ofthe rule, the subheading
indicates a different meaning of the word or.
[120] Those provisions form the immediate context of the rule in question. We
have not identified anything in them that indicates that the rule in question should be
given a meaning other than what would usually be given to the words themselves. In
particular, we have found nothing in that immediate context that indicates that the
word or is intended to be given the same meaning as and.
[121] In case the immediate context of the rule might be considered to include the
objective and policies of Chapter 14H, we have also considered whether they contain
anything that raises doubt whether in the words in question the word or is not
intended to be given its usual meaning. However they are at a level of generality
that does not assist.
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[122] There is a passage in the Explanation and Reasons of the objective and
policies that is potentially relevant. It is in the section on Earthquake Hazard, and
we repeat it:
Subdivision and development will be managed to ensure that no building is constructed
within 20 metres ofthe fault line ...
An engineering report will be required prior to any development, toensure that any buildings
proposed are not within 20 metres of the fault line. ... The buildings will need to be
constructed toNew Zealand Building Code specifications. This will ensure that buildings are
constructed in a safe manner and at a safe distance from the area susceptible to permanent
ground deformation.

[123] It is possible to read those words as indicating an intention that no building is
to be constructed within 20 metres of the fault; not even where the building is to be
constructed to the Building Code specifications, or if an engineering report confirms
that the necessary engineering precautions have been taken. However that reading
would not be consistent with classifying buildings within the Study Area as
restricted discretionary activities, nor with the usual meaning of the words in the
rule, particularly the use of the word or.
Consideration

[124] We continue our consideration with the legislation about restricted
discretionary activities.
[125] By section 77B(3)Ifan activity is described in ... aplan as a restricted discretionary activity,(a) a resource consent isrequired for the activity; and
(b) the consent authority must specify in the plan ... matters to which it has
restricted its discretion;
(c) the consent authority's powers to decline a resource consent and to impose
conditions are restricted tomatters that have been specified under paragraph
(b); and
(d) the activity must comply with the standards, terms, or conditions, if any,
specified in the plan ...

[126] By section 104CWhen considering an application for a resource consent for a restricted discretionary activity,
a consent authority(a) must consider only those matters specified in the plan ... to which it has
restricted the exercise ofits discretion; and
(b) may grant orrefuse the application; and
(c) if it grants the application, may impose conditions under section 108 only for
those maters specified in the plan ... over which it has restricted the exercise
ofits discretion.
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[127] The restriction on considerations in deciding a restricted discretionary
activity only applies to declining consent, not to granting it (when the broader range
ofmatters under Part 2 are relevant)52.
[128] PPAGI's first argument (summarised in paragraph [111] (a)) accords with the
legislation, but it begs the question whether the Council did intend that or should
mean and. Nor does it suggest why, if that was the Council's intent, it did not use
and instead of or.
[129] PPAGI's second argument (summarised in paragraph [111] (b)) doesnot bear
on whether, in applying the law on interpretation of planning instruments, the word
or is to be understood as meaning and. Rather, it expresses PPAGI's attitude that
buildings within the Study Area (or at least some buildings within it) should
(because of the high potential impact of earthquake hazard) be (unrestricted)
discretionary activities rather than restricted discretionary activities. That is not a
question for the Court to consider in this proceeding, and does not justify giving the
rule a different meaning than the words in their context express.
[130] PPAGI's third argument (summarised in paragraph [111] (c)) seems to be
based on an incomplete understanding of the nature of restricted discretionary
activities. If the Council had intended to reserve a greater discretion than is specified
by Rule 14H 2.1.1, it would have used the word and instead of the word or; or it
could have classified buildings within the Study Area (or at least some buildings
within it) as (unrestricted) discretionary activities.

We have to understand the

Council's intent from the language used and the context. In this proceeding it is not
open to the Court to change the plan; rather the Court's task is to understand its
meaning and apply it.
[131] So we are not persuaded by PPAGI' s arguments on this question. We accept
those presented by the Applicant and the Council.
[132] Although the language of the passage from the explanation and reasons for
the objective and policies quoted in paragraph [122] is not closely consistent with the
words of Rule 14H 2.1.1, we find Mr Quinn's analysis of the function of the second
limb helpful. In this particular case, after interpretation of the results of a groundpenetrating radar survey, the engineers have been able to confirm that the Fault is not
ithin 20 metres of the proposed building.
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But the nature of the Fault is that

engineers may not be able to give similar confirmation in respect of every building
site in the Study Area. Where they cannot, the second limb of the rule, confirming
that the necessary engineering precautions have been taken, would be available as a
basis for exercising the restricted discretion. That would avoid a site being unable to
be built on due to practical difficulty in identifying the location of the Fault in its
vicinity.
Finding on whether or means and

[133] To conclude, we hold that Rule 14H 2.1.1 means what it says: it restricts
exercise of the discretion to grant or refuse an application for a structure or building
in the Study Area to an engineering report that confirms that the Fault is not within
20 metres of the proposed structure or building, or confirms that the necessary
engineering precautions have been taken. In short, in this rule or means or, not and.

The meaning of necessary engineering precautions
[134] Now we address the difference about the meaning of the phrase in the rule

necessary engineering precautions. The question is whether those words are to be
understood as synonymous with compliance' with the, New Zealand Standard
NZSl170.5:2004 Structural Design Actions Part 5-Earthquake Actions-New

Zealand (as the Applicant contended), or whether they are to be given a potentially
broader meaning, by which the necessary engineering precautions are not necessarily
met by compliance with the Standard and the Building Code (as ppAGI contended).
The parties' arguments

[135] For the Applicant, Mr Gordon relied on the opinion given in evidence by Dr
K J McManus and Dr I R Brown' that the necessary engineering precautions are
inherent in the Standard, and require that the building accord with it, in that(a) The Standard provides for taking into account the proximity of the Wellington
Fault and conditions in the Hutt Valley south of Taita.

(c) The Standard provides for consideration of the use and size of a structure.
(d) The Standard provides for the need for structures to have use beyond seismic
events.
(e) The Standard incorporates an acceptable level of risk of human fatality.
[136] Dr McManus, a specialist in geotechnical earthquake engineering, gave his
opinion that any building on the site should be designed according to the Standard
and other relevant codes. He also gave his opinion that the Standard provides a high
degree of sophistication in assessing and mitigating seismic hazard risk to buildings
in New Zealand; and contains specific provisions for mitigating risk for buildings
located near to the Wellington Fault.
[137] Mr P A Coop, resource management planning consultant, agreed in crossexamination that the Plan could have referred to compliance with standards and
codes, instead of using a broad statement necessary engineering precautions.
[138] For the Council Mr Quinn submitted that building resistance to earthquake
loads and associated geotechnical effects is largely a matter of detailed engineering
design that is controlled by the Building Act 2004.
[139] Mr R J Schofield, resource-management planning consultant, stated his
understanding that the rule is not intended to impose any greater degree of
restrictions on building development than in the Building Act 2004; but calls for
information on the types of engineering measures that would be required to safely
construct the building.
[140] Mr Bennion argued that compliance with the Standard is not an entire answer
because it does not cover some important matters. He instanced liquefaction; use of
car lifts; internal circulation (including cars parked at ground floor producing a fire
hazard limiting egress); different uses the building might be put to; basin effects;
combination risks or results; and hazards in the locality; and does not consider the
continuing life of the building after an event.
[141] Mr Bennion also reminded us that the Building Code is made under the
uilding Act which has a narrower purpose than the RMA (being concerned with
ell-being of communities) does.
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[142] He submitted that the words need to be read in the light of the objective and
policies; that avoiding risk to people and property suggests more than simple
compliance with codes, which manage risk, not prevent it; that the rule should be
interpreted to link to the definition of sustainable management in section 5(2); and
that an interpretation should be preferred which encompasses the full extent of risks
described in Chapter 14H.
[143] Mr Bennion argued against interpreting the phrase so that compliance with
the Standard and Building Code necessarily meets the necessary engineering
standards for these reasons:

(a) Because the different functions of the Building Act and the RMA would render a
rule merely requiring compliance with the Code legally redundant and possibly

ultra vires.
(b) Whether a building is within 20 metres of the Fault or not, compliance with the
Building Code is required in any event, so this limb of the rule would be
redundant.
(c) Being a restricted discretionary activity contemplates that conditions of consent
might be imposed, and they could not simply require compliance with building
codes, as they must relate to an RMA matter.
(d) If compliance with a code is the only issue, there is no room for exercise of a
discretion.
[144] Dr S GOldfield, a professional engineer specialising in risk management,
stated his understanding that the seismic hazard conditions, when combined, are well
beyond the scope of standard building codes and would require specialist design
consideration.

He cited Clause B 1 of the New Zealand Building Code about

building foundations on saturated sands and sensitive clays needing special
consideration.
[145] In cross-examination Dr Oldfield stated that the Standard is concerned
primarily with the building resilience, being able to stand up, not ensuring the safety
of the people. 53 He explained that the codes are based on limit state design, which
kes a 500-year earthquake and factors it up or down according to other influences,
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which are considered independently, but not liquefaction (which is excludedjr'" so
the codes have limits of applicabilityand don't cover all the sitnations.f
[146] Ms Allan stated her understanding that the reference to necessary engineering
precautions indicates that different measures relating to distance from the Fault
and/or type of structure may be considered. 56
Consideration

[147] We start our consideration by applying the law on interpretation of plans:
considering the words themselves in their immediate context; and if that does not
yield a clear meaning, referring to other sections of the plan and its objective and
policies.
[148] The words the necessary engineering precautions' are not themselves
synonymous with compliance with the Standard NZS1170.5:2004; nor do they
indicate that compliance with the Standard or with the Building Code will
necessarily satisfy the consent authority that consent is to be granted. As the rule
uses more general words, the clear meaning is that, at least in some cases, something
more than, or different from, compliance with the Standard and/or code may be
appropriate.
[149] The immediate context contains no indication of a different meaning; nor
does reference to the objective and policies. The explanation and reasons section of
the chapter contains statements to the effect that structures and buildings will have to
comply with the Building Code. However those statements do not support the
proposition that the necessary engineering precautions are in all cases and
necessarily the same as compliance with the Standard and the Code.
[150] We accept that the Standard has the values asserted by the Applicant and the
witnesses it called. But we also accept Mr Bennion's submissions to the effect that
at least in some cases, it is possible that engineering precautions could be found
necessary to address matters that are beyond the scope of the Standard and of the
Building Code; and that an interpretation should be preferred that responds fully to
the objective and policies. However there is a limit to that: by section 7(2) of the
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Building Act, a consent authority could not require performance criteria for building
work additional to or more restrictive than performance criteria in the Building
Code.57
[151] That is consistent with our understanding of the law that New Zealand
Standards are not binding on consent authorities in deciding resource consent
applications; and that parties to resource consent proceedings are not bound to accept
that compliance with aNew Zealand Standard will avoid adverse effects that should
be taken into account in deciding whether consent should be granted or refused·. 58
Finding on meaning of necessary engineering precautions

[152] For those reasons we hold that the correct interpretation of the words the
necessary engineering precautions in Rule 14H 2.1.1 is that they are not necessarily

synonymous with compliance with the Standard NZS 1170.5:2004 or the New
Zealand Building Code.

Compliance with the codes might satisfy the consent

authority in some cases. In other cases, it might judge that consent should be refused
for a building that complies with the Standard and the Code in circumstances that do
not contravene section 7(2) of the Building Act. A judgement on what the necessary
engineering precautions are, has to be made on the circumstances of the individual
application.

Proposed consent conditions

[153] The commissioners appointed by the Council attached some 20 conditions to
the consent that they granted. Among other things, the conditions related to noise
insulation.
[154] The Applicant accepts those conditions. In opening its case, Mr Gordon
remarked that appropriate conditions could ensure that further geotechnical and
structural design could be subject to the scrutiny of an appropriate chartered
professional engineer. Counsel also proposed a condition that the .layout and
dimensions of internal parking spaces be to the satisfaction of the Council's traffic
consultant.

7 See paras [210] to [218] below.
~ McIntyre v Christchurch City Council [1996] NZRMA 289; Dome Valley Residents v Rodney
istrict Council Environment Court Decision A099/07, para [103].
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[155] Mr Coop, called by the Applicant, proposed a condition requmng a
certificate by a suitably qualified, experienced and certified structural engineer that
the building consent plans comply with the Building Act.
[156] For the Council, Mr Quinn submitted that given the operation of the Building
Act, the condition suggested by Mr Coop is not strictly necessary, in that it
paraphrases what is required by that Act. Counsel acknowledged that the purpose of
that requirement is that of the Building Act, not that of the RMA.
[157] Mr Schofield, called by the Council, proposed additional conditions relating
to the earthworks involved in the alternative proposal; but as that proposal is beyond
the scope of this proceeding, we do not consider those conditions further.
[158] Mr Schofield also recommended a condition that would require the consent
holder to lodge with the Council records of the Oddfellows Hall (c1886) and Empire
Theatre (c1914) buildings prior to them being demolished.
[159] The Applicant accepted that proposed condition, though we were not
provided with the wording of the condition itself, nor with a description of the scope
ofthe records to be provided.
[160] In her evidence Ms Christeller, an architect and urban designer,
recommended a condition that the Petone Working Men's Club building be
preserved and listed with the Historic Places Trust. However as that would be done
under the Historic Places Act, we doubt whether such a requirement could lawfully
be the subject of a condition under the RMA.
[161] We consider the proposal on the basis that if consent is granted, the
conditions of consent attached to the commissioners' consent, with the further
amendments accepted by the Applicant, would be imposed on the consent. At least
for avoidance of doubt, they should include a condition, derived from Mr Coop's
suggestion, requiring a certificate by a suitably qualified, experienced and certified
chartered engineer that the building-consent plans (including foundations) comply
fully with the Building Act and NZS1170.5:2004.
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Adequacy of information
[162] We now address a question that was raised by PPAGI on whether the
Applicant had provided adequate information of its proposal to the other parties and
to the Court. Inasmuch as that question relates to information about the alternative
proposal, we do not need to decide the question, because we are not considering the
alternative.

We confme our consideration of this question to whether adequate

information was provided about the application proposal.

PPAGI's contentions and evidence

[163] In that regard, PPAGI contended that the information was not adequate in
three aspects:
(a) There was no information that the building can meet the necessary engineering
precautions: neither in complying with the Building Code, nor in the precaution
required by the RMA.

In particular, pp AGI contended that there was no

evidence that Dr McManus's contribution had been taken into account in
designing the basement; nor any evidence that the structure above ground
(including the proposed towers and connecting walkways) would perform in
accordance with the codes in earthquake shaking conditions. It instanced that the
dimensions of the walkways, and their possible role as emergency evacuation
routes, are not given; nor is the inter-relationship of settlements and movements
of the proposed building and the Petone Working Mens Club building in
earthquake shaking conditions; nor is the risk to safe evacuation from flammable
fuel stored at the service station at the corner of Jackson and Gear Streets.

(b) There were no detailed plans of the parking, but only indicative proposals, from
which it was not possible to discern how the district plan and associated Standard
ASINZS2890.1 would be complied with.

(c) There was only extremely limited information, or none at all, about the materials,
colour, or the internal working of the building to enable assessment of its effect
on urban design amenity values.
[164] For PPAGI, Mr Berrnion reminded us of section 88(2)(b), which stipulates
at an application is to include an assessment of environmental effects in such detail
corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects that the activity may
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have on the environment. Counsel contended that the effects of the proposal are
significant because a large earthquake is probable within 50 years, and the potential
impact of it on the people and property in and near the proposed building is high.
[165] In support ofPPAGI's attitude on this topic, Dr Oldfield gave his opinion in
evidence that evidence should be given, at least in general terms, that risk could be
effectively managed; that this had not been done; and that it is insufficient simply to
assert that the building can be designed using sound engineering practices, without
details of how that might be achieved. The witness stated his understanding that the
seismic hazards (when combined) are well beyond the scope of standard building
codes, and would require specialist design consideration.
[166] In cross-examination Dr Oldfield acknowledged that there is nothing in the
district plan that specifically states there should be a preliminary hazard analysis, but
stated his opinion that best practice requires one; and referred to the RMA
requirement to consider all actual and potential effects.i" This witness stated that he
found it difficult to comment on the overall practicality and safety of the
development because of the number of changes it had gone through; and that simply
stating that it would be designed to the standards does not give opportunity to make
judgements about the safety of the design, in that NZS 1170 is concerned primarily
with the building being able to stand up, and does not take a safety risk view/"
[167] In his evidence about the main parking building, Mr Wanty stated that the
critical element in car-parking buildings is the positions of the columns, and that the
dimensions of the columns are not stated on the application plans. The witness also
stated that the car lift manufacturers' requirements for dimensions were not stated,
and the cycle time for the lifts is not provided, so he could not estimate the expected
queuing lengths based on lift service time and arrival demand.
[168] In her evidence Ms Christeller remarked that the scale of the drawings
provided is such that the detail is indicative only; that there is no detailed description
of materials; that there is no three-dimensional representation; and no drawing
showing the building situated in context. She also remarked that no vertical services
ducts through the building are shown; only one of two lift towers; and nothing of the
extent and quality of landscaping along the street edges of the main building and the
parking site.
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[169] Ms Christeller also stated that the elevations do not show clearly the
difference between the various areas of the solid materials of the cladding; nor the
real depth; and they omit building projections above the building height at the
boundary. She gave her opinion that the building is difficult to consider in a realistic
manner, and cannot be adequately achieved in context without a three-dimensional
representation.
[170] In cross-examination Ms Christeller gave her opinion to the effect that the
conditions requiring further plans to be approved by Council officials would not
resolve her concern about insufficiency of the plans before the Court;61 and she
accepted that one of the drawings at least places the site in context.62
[171] In her evidence Ms Allan gave her opinion that, given the scale and potential
significance of the proposal, the application is inadequate and deficient in many
ways. In cross-examination Ms Allan described the application as lightweight in
assessment of effects and supporting documentation, citing difficulty in ascertaining
the number of apartments.

The Applicant's response
[172] Dr McManus responded to Dr Oldfield's evidence on this topic by explaining
that risk is intended to be effectively managed by designing the building in
accordance with NZSl170.5:2004 and other relevant material codes; and referred to
the foundation systems proposed for the proposed building. Dr McManus disagreed
with Dr Oldfield's assertion that the seismic hazards are well beyond the standard
building codes, stating that NZS1170.5:2004 is intended to apply to all sites within
New Zealand, and provides for the variation in seismic hazard from place to place,
including specifically all sites within 2 kilometres of the Wellington Fault.
[173] Dr McManus explained that normally some preliminary investigations are
made at an early stage to assist with assessing the economic feasibility of a project;
and more investigations are done at the stage of detailed design, once the site has
been cleared.63
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[174] Mr T M Kelly responded to Mr Wanty's concerns, though he did not dispute.
that the dimensions of the columns, the required dimensions for the car lifts, and the
cycle time for the car lifts had not been stated. In cross-examination Mr Kelly said
he had worked with the architect, and was satisfied that he could achieve swept paths
to get vehicles in and out of the lifts without any difficulty; and when asked for plans
of that, he replied that this would have been part of the process if Mr Wanty had
come to a meeting with the architect and himself.
[175] Mr MAL Melville, the architect of the proposal, gave evidence that the
exterior of the building is to be clad in concrete and glass, employed to modulate the
facade and provide protection from outgoing and incoming noise.

In cross-

examination, he acknowledged that there is no plan of the bridges between the tower
blocks; that he had not specifically provided the materials for the bridges; and only
one cross-section. 64 Mr Melville also stated that the columns within the building
would be offset to free up manoeuverability.f
[176] In his evidence Mr M T Gjerde, an architect and urban designer, stated that
the application drawings enable the form, location and articulation of the building to
be understood and reviewed. He referred to more detailed drawings being prepared
to fill in, rather than change, the nature of the building envelope design; and stated
that a high level of detail is not able to be conveyed early in the project.
[177] Mr Gjerde responded to Ms Christeller's concerns. He asserted that more
detailed information is not required at this stage, and gave his opinion that there is
sufficient information to adequately assess the scale, bulk and general configuration
of the proposed development, saying that these aspects are all clearly evident from
the plans provided.
[178] Mr Gjerde also stated that even though the information is two-dimensional,
the form of the proposed building is evident from the information provided. He
commented that like all architects, he is trained and experienced in translating twodimensional information into an understanding of the three-dimensional form. He
added that additional information would be required before construction could occur.
He also stated his relative comfort that design of the landscaping is to be developed
and submitted for review and approval prior to construction.
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[179] In cross-examination Mr Gjerde said that it would be dangerous to put too
much weight on the drawings, but he thought there is enough certainty in the
drawings he had reviewed.f" The witness said that the proposal is a reasonably large
and complex project; and that the level of information is consistent with sketch plan
stage, with a view to obtaining planning approvals before going to building-consent
level documentation. He considered this consistent with what happens throughout
the industry; and remarked that the Council would have opportunity to evaluate and
approve further drawings before the project goes to construction. 67
[180] Mr Gjerde explained that the details to be looked for are the surface qualities
of the finishes and perhaps joinery details, a little more of what is happening at street
level, and landscaping details. He had seen no three-dimensional drawings of the
proposal. 68 He agreed that there is one cross-section, but stated that the. crosssections with the plans and elevations provide him with a reasonable level of
comfort. 69

Consideration
[181] In considering those submissions and evidence, we start by

giving

our

understanding of the law applicable to the information expected with resourceconsent applications. Then we will apply the law to test whether this application
provided information to show that engineering standards could be met; to show that
car parking and manoeuvring standards could be met; and to enable assessment of
the effects on urban design amenity values.
The law

[182] By section 88(2)(b) of the RMA, a resource-consent application is to include,
in accordance with Schedule 4, an assessment of environmental effects in such detail
as corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects that the activity may
have on the environment. Relevantly, Schedule 4 stipulates that an assessment is to
include a description of the proposal; an assessment of the actual or potential effect
on the environment of the proposed activity; and a description of the mitigation
measures." The Schedule also stipulates that a person preparing an assessment is to
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consider any physical effect on the locality, including any landscape and visual
effects; and any effect on natural and physical resources having aesthetic, historical,
cultural or other special value for present or future generations.71
[183] The Environment Court has recognised that with a proposal of considerable
scale and complexity, there will be a tension between the applicant's wish to avoid
the cost of detailed design until it is known whether a resource consent will be
granted, and the appellant's wish to have full details so that any adverse effect on the
environment can be identified and ifpossible quantified.f
[184] The Court has held that it is an applicant's responsibility to provide all the
details and information with an application to enable those who might wish to make
submissions on it to be able to assess the effects of the proposed activity on the
environment and on their own interests; and that they should not themselves have to
engage in detailed investigations to enable them to assess the effects."
Is there adequate information to show engineering standards could be met?

[185] On the evidence we fmd that the descriptions and drawings that accompanied
the resource-consent application:
(a) do not show how the part of the proposed structure above ground could perform
in earthquake shaking in compliance with the code in NZS1l70.5:2004:
(b) do not show the inter-relationship of movements in earthquake shaking of the
Petone Working Mens Club and the proposed building:
(c) do not show exactly the intended locations and dimensions of columns in the
parking floors, nor the locations ofbridges/walkways at upper levels:
(d) do not show how the proposal would ensure safety of occupants in earthquake
shaking.

[186] A condition requiring that the building be designed and constructed in
compliance with the Building Code and standards referred to in it would in practice
leave any question about compliance to decision under the Building Act. A consent
authority under the RMA cannot require the Applicant to achieve performance
criteria additional to or more restrictive in relation to the building work than the
performance criteria specified in the Building Code 74• Information on the topics
listed (a), (b) and (d) in the previous paragraph would relate to the performance of
the structural integrity of the building in earthquake conditions, on which the Court,
being restrained from imposing additional or more restrictive criteria, has no part.
[187] Information of the class in (c), to the extent that it relates to the efficient
functioning of car parking to avoid congestion in the street, and to the appearance of
the building, does not bear on the performance of the building as a structure, and is
potentially within the scope of the RMA. However the lack of information about
those details of the proposal in those respects would not and did not preclude wouldbe submitters from preparing and presenting submissions in those respects.

Is there adequate information to show parking standards could be met?

[188] On the evidence we find that the descriptions and drawings that accompanied
the resource-consent application did not show how the district plan and associated
Standard would be complied with in parking spaces and manoeuvring spaces,
including use of the car lifts.

There is doubt whether they could comply fully

without altering the positions of, and providing dimensions for, the columns in the
parking floors; and without providing entries to the car lifts of dimensions that are
not shown.
Is there adequate information to assess the proposal by urban design values?

[189] On the evidence we find(a) Although the information provided with the application is two-dimensional,
the relative depth of various elements in the facades could in general be
inferred by a person accustomed to reading building drawings:

Seeparas [211] and [212]below.
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(b) That the application does not give reliable information about the intended
locations and dimensions of columns in the parking floors, but minor
adjustments could readily be made to allow functioning of car parking to
avoid congestion in the street: '
(c) That there is no detailed description of materials, no representation of vertical
services, of the second of the two lift towers, or of landscaping along the
street edge of the main building or the parking site: and
(d) That those deficiencies would not prevent those who might wish to make
submissions on it from assessing the potential effects of the proposed activity
on the environment and on their own interests.

Finding on adequacy ofapplication
[190] The required detail is to correspond to the scale and significance of the
effects that the activity may have on the environment. However the proposal cannot
be described as a minor work, so the need for proportionality in the extent of the
information to be provided does not excuse failure to provide enough information to
enable those who might wish to make submissions to be able to assess the effects on
the environment and on their own interests.
[191] Even so, we find that the information about the proposal provided with the
application, though skimpy, was not so inadequate as to fail to meet the statutory
standards.

Sufficiency of codes on earthquake risk
[192] Risk to the safety of people and of harm to buildings in major earthquake
events was a major issue in the appeal hearing.
[193] The Applicant submitted that designing and constructing the building
development would be in accordance with NZS 1170.5:2004, and with foundations
designed to mitigate risks from soil liquefaction, this would achieve an acceptably
low risk to people and property.

Similarly, the Council submitted that the risk

associated with earthquake hazards can be overcome by suitable design in the
~
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eveloped design phase.
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[194] PPAGI's case in this respect was that leaving the performance of structures
and the safety of people in earthquake events to compliance with NZS 1170.5:2004
and the Building Code is insufficient in deciding the resource-consent application,
because the RMA has a broader scope and purpose than those codes do.
[195] We will summarise the evidence on this issue, and then consider and come to
a conclusion on it.

Scope ofBuilding Code and NZSl170.5:2004
[196] .All parties presented their cases as ifNZS 1170.5:2004 had been incorporated
in the Building Code by reference, although at the time of the. hearing, that process
was fonnal1y incomplete. That is practical in the circumstances, and we adopt that
assumption too.
[197] Dr McManus stated that NZS1170.5:2004 includes a method for calculating
the greater shaking levels on weak subsoil and for close proximity to a known active
fault (including specifically all sites within 2 kilometres of the Wellington Fault),
with the objective that the risk from earthquake shaking for a new building is no
greater than for other new buildings being constructed in New Zealand.
[198] Dr McManus had identified a high risk of soil liquefaction at the site during
strong earthquake shaking in a stratum of loose silt-sand mixtures from about 8
metres depth to 22 metres depth below the sites. He gave his opinion that the thick
overlying dense sand and gravel (identified by cone penetrometer tests) would
prevent any significant surface disruption from liquefaction of the underlying
material. It would reduce intensity and duration of surface shaking. He also stated
that the effects of deep sediments, and amplification motions from distant
earthquakes, are explicitly accounted for in NZS 1170.5:2004.
[199] Dr McManus had also identified a risk of liquefaction within a local lens of
less dense sand between 3 metres and 4 metres in depth; and stated that such lenses
are normally either treated or removed.
[200] The witness concluded that the proposed development is not at significant
risk from surface rupture of the Wellington Fault or from soil liquefaction; and
although it is exposed to damaging earthquake shaking, he considered that a building
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constructed to current design and construction standards would not be any more at
risk than other newly constructed buildings in New Zealand.
[201] Dr McManus quoted from the objectives of the standard, including that
buildings achieve a level of performance during earthquakes that frequently
occurring earthquake shaking can be resisted with a low probability of damage
sufficient to prevent the building from being used as originally intended; and that the
fatality risk is at an acceptable level. He explained that the philosophy is to make the
building capable of absorbing the energy of the earthquake and the peak acceleration
pulses without brittle failure and collapse of key load-bearing elements; and. that
through application of that philosophy, the fatality risk to occupants and passers-by
is reduced to an acceptably low level and safe evacuation is assured.

He also

explained that the target annual earthquake fatality risk adopted in NZSl170.5:2004
is equivalent to 1 x 10-6 per annum, in accordance with ISO 2394:1998.
[202] In cross-examination, Dr McManus explained that there would not be a
reduction in strength of the building relying on some isolation because of
liquefaction; and that the building itself would be designed to resist the full ground
shaking without taking that into account."

The witness also stated that

NZS 1170.5:2004 does not address what was called the basin effect, explaining that it
is impossible to predict in any particular earthquake or at any particular site.76 He
confirmed that prediction of liquefaction is outside its scope, and explained that the
standard does provide for the basic seismic hazard in calculating the peak ground
acceleration needed to assess the risk of Iiquefaotion"
[203] Dr Brown gave evidence that the Wellington Fault displacement event is
expected to be around M s3 (surface wave magnitude) 7.5, with a 10 percent
probability of 4-5 metres horizontal displacement, and about 1 metre vertical
displacement in the next 50 years. (Dr Oldfield gave similar evidence.) Dr Brown
confirmed that NZS1170.5:2004 has been very widely adopted in professional
practice in New Zealand as the latest thinking; that it is intended to apply to all sites
in New Zealand; and that it takes that kind of displacement into account with the
near-fault effects. 78
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[204] Dr Oldfield gave his opinion that evidence should be given, at least in general
terms, that the risk could be effectively managed; and that this had not been done.
He maintained that it is insufficient to assert that the building can be designed using
sound engineering practices without details of how this might be achieved.
[205] On NZS 1170.5:2004, Dr Oldfield explained that' compliance with it is a
given, but mitigation of the risk is what would be done over and above what is
required to be done, in order to demonstrate that the risks are acceptable." In crossexamination he accepted that the standard does not require someone to demonstrate
that the risk is less than 1xI0- 6, but defines it as an objective.i" and that the standard
takes account of proximity to known faults (specifically providing for the area ofthe
Hutt Valley south of Taita), and that important levels of building types are factored
in. 81
[206] Dr Oldfield also stated that NZS 1170.5:2004 is concerned primarily with the
building being able to stand up, to maintain the integrity of the building, but does not
take a safety risk view, to ensure the safety of people. It is based on a moderate
earthquake, but a 7.5 magnitude earthquake is not a moderate earthquake. 82 The
codes take a baseline case of the 500-year moderate earthquake and factors it up or
down according to other influences, which are considered independently, one being
liquefaction, which can have a secondary effect on the other factors included in the
code. 83 The witness explained that he did not say the codes are deficient, but that
they have limits of applicability. 84
[207] Dr Oldfield stated that the Building Code is designed and based around a
concept of a moderate earthquake, a 6.5 magnitude earthquake, and then there are
factors to take account of more severe earthquakes. 85 He quoted a passage in the
Building Code to the effect that the design of foundations on saturated sands and
sensitive clays needs special consideration which is not covered in the section of the
code on verification methods for foundations. He gave his understanding that those
seismic hazard conditions are beyond the scope of standard building codes and
would require specialist design consideration.
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[208] In cross-examination, Dr Oldfield accepted thatanalysis of detailed design of
building occurs in the building consent process; and explained that he was not
suggesting that a detailed design should be put in front of the Court; but that the
Court would need to satisfy itself that the design presented is workable, and
economic, and affordable, given the degree of hazard, and that the amount of
analysis is consistent with level ofrisk, which is high Ievel"
[209] Mr Perrin stated that the potential of the subsurface materials of the site to
provide foundations for the building is limited, and that he doubted the sufficiency of
the subsurface model for designing them."

He agreed that NZS1170.5:2004

specifically addresses the depth of underlying sediments to address ground classes
for design; 88 and that this would be considered at the building consent stage after
detailed design of the building. 89

Consideration

[210] In general the Environment Court treats New Zealand Standards with respect
as guides, but not as binding on consent authorities or the Court, or decisive of actual
or potential effects on the environment for the purpose of deciding a resource
consent application." However the Building Code is different.
[211] Section 7 of the Building Act stipulates that all building work is to comply
with the Building Code to the extent required by the Act; and subsection (2)
provides:
(2) Except as specifically provided to the contrary in any Act, no person, in undertaking any
building work, shall be required to achieve performance criteria additional to or more
restrictive in relation to that building work than the performance criteria specified in the
building code.

[212] In respect of the opening words of that subsection, in Christchurch
International Airport v Christchurch City Council

91

a Full COurt92 held that

although the Building Code prevails in the narrow context of building work, the
RMA can govern matters more traditionally within the purview of the Building Act
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if a valid resource management purpose justifies exercise of power under the RMA.
Justice Tipping remarked that the sensible and effective way to decide is to focus on
the different purpose of each. 93 Justice Chisholm remarked that section 7(2) will
only prevent the exercise of powers under the RMA if the consent authority is
attempting to impose building controls in respect of the physical structure of the
building which are not attributable to the legitimate exercise of powers under the
RMA. 94
[213] There was no dispute that the Christchurch Airport case can be distinguished
on the facts; but the Council submitted that in the present case there is no resourcemanagement purpose for controlling the foundations beyond the structural integrity
of the proposed building which is the purpose ofthe Building Code.
[214] Dr Oldfield's evidence was focused on safety risks, a subject in which he
specialises. He relied on a distinction between a purpose of the Building Code,
including NZS 1170.5:2004 (ensuring that the building will stand up and maintain its
integrity), on the one hand, and broader safety risks on the other.
[215] However the aims of the code and the standard that the building would be
able to stand up and maintain its integrity are not narrowly focused on the building
itself. It is at least partly for the safety of people within the building and of people
close by. To that extent the Building Act and the RMA have a common purpose.
[216] To the extent that the Building Code and Standard do not deal specifically
with liquefaction, or with the effects of earthquakes of greater than 6.5 magnitude,
they do not ignore them, nor fail to regulate building work with respect to those
risks. This Court has no role of considering criticism of the contents of the Building
Code or of the Standard. In short, we do not accept Dr Oldfield's distinction as
justifying the consent authority itself imposing control over the physical structural
integrity ofthe building work involved in the structure itself or its foundations.
[217] We understand that the Building Act does not provide the participatory kind
of process available on notified resource-consent applications; and recognise that
leaving the structural integrity of the building and its foundations to the building
consent process limits the extent to which the parties opposed to the proposal are
able to participate in it. However we consider that this consideration cannot be
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within the exception of the opening words of section 7(2) of a specific provision to
the contrary in an Act.

Findings
[218] Therefore we do not accept PPAGI's submission that leaving the
performance of the structure and the safety of people in earthquake events to
compliance with the Building Code and Standard is insufficient in deciding the
resource-consent application. We accept the Council's submission, and hold that
there is no resource-management purpose for controlling the building work to
achieve performance criteria other than those specified in the Building Code
(including NZS 1170.5:2004).

Streetscape effects and urban design

The issue
[219] ill the statement of issues attached to the joint memorandum of counsel, the
following are identified:
5. Urban Design and Heritage
5.1 Bulk, location and design ofbuilding;
5.2 Appropriateness ofheritage treatment - isthis scale ofnew building and its effect on the
heritage buildings on the site and their surroundings, including cartilage, and adjoining
Jackson StHeritage precinct.

[220] Other than saying that Ms Christeller would address this matter, Mr
Bennion's submissions did not identify PPAGI's contentions in these respects.
[221] Similarly, the Applicant informed the Court that Mr Gjerde had assessed the
architectural and urban design merits of the building and is able to support the
proposal, although the witness considered that the alternative proposal is more
favourable. Mr Gordon stated that Mr Gjerde would give evidence that the height,
bulk, scale and design of the development is sensitive to its surroundings in the way
it steps down at the Jackson St end, and is similar to the height of buildings in the
heritage area; that the design also provides an active edge along the street edge in a
manner similar to the heritage area; and that neither proposal would produce adverse
rban design effects that are more than minor.
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[222] The Council adopted the evidence of Mr Gjerde on the urban design
assessment of the proposal.
[223] So the issue may be defined as whether the height, bulk, scale and design of
the proposed development would have adverse effects on the environment in terms
of urban design values, including effects on heritage buildings.

The evidence

F M Christeller

[224] The main points in Ms Christeller's evidence were these:
(a) The site can be considered part of the historical precinct, rather than the
unrestricted commercial zone, due to the existence of some heritage buildings
and the diverse subdivisional pattern.
(b) The application drawings do not explain the appearance of the facades,
(c) The proposal lacks subtlety in reflecting in its form the original subdivision
pattern. The tower form would dominate the view due to shape, size and
colour, and is out of scale in relation to the heritage precinct and the
neighbourhood. The lack of height transition between the eastern facade and
the historic precinct is unsympathetic.
(d) Removing commercial heritage elements on this scale would destroy the
shared history they represent.

Adequate funding and development, with

community consultation, of historic image walls should be required in
compensation for demolition of two heritage buildings.
(e) The building would shade parts of Jackson Street; Petone Avenue and
Victoria Street; part of the Pak 'n Save supermarket carpark; and adjacent
residential areas.
(f) The setback on the Jackson Street frontage is inconsistent with the building
pattern, and would create an inappropriate gap at street level.
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(g) Leaving the extent and quality of landscaping. to negotiation between the
applicant and Council officials, without consultation with affected parties, is
inadequate.
(h) The effect of wind, particularly on pedestrians on Petone Avenue and
Victoria Street, has not been assessed.
(i) Details of internal planning, and of design of common and public areas, are
unsatisfactory: in the servicing and storage for retail areas; in security and
safety for pedestrians and parked cars; in absence of vertical services ducts;
and in projection oflift towers through 30-metre height plane.
[225] In cross-examination, Ms Christeller confirmed that the Jackson Street
historic precinct design guide does not extend as far as the site, and that there is no
design guide in respect of the Jackson Street frontage of the site.95 The witness also
explained that activation of the Jackson Street frontage, by extending the retailing
activity forward to the footpath, would be a major improvement." She agreed, too,
that on the eastern elevation, the podium level gives a horizontal aspect to the
building which ties the Working Mens Club building through to Jackson Street."
[226] Asked whether the roof features on two of the towers would add interest to
that facade, Ms Christeller responded that from a street level they would be barely
noticeable; that they add some interest, but it would be fairly small." The witness
agreed that in a more appropriate building, mixed uses, with retailing on the ground
floor and residential above, would contribute to creating a vibrant community.
S J Allan

[227] In her evidence Ms Allan gave her opinion that the building is out-of-scale
and bulky in its immediate context; and that no concession had been made to the
heritage character of Jackson Street. In response to Mr Gjerde's opinions that the
building would form a visual gateway into the Jackson Street precinct, and that the
area needs a marker in the landscape, Ms Allan gave her opinions that there is no
requirement for a visual gateway and that additional markers are not needed.
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[228] Ms Allan accepted that for development in the Petone Commercial Area, the
district plan does not require a report on wind effects; but gave her opinion that an
investigation should have been required, as there is potential for significant effects
that could be mitigated by design changes.
[229] Ms Allan also stated that shading effects of the proposed building would
extend for some distance, and she considered them to be moderately adverse effects.
[230] In cross-examination Ms Allan confirmed that the site is not within the
defined heritage area of Jackson Street, but is adjacent to it across a road. 99
M A L Me1ville

[231] In his evidence Mr Melville gave his opinion that breaking the building into
three blocks, and introducing a strong horizontal form at the base, mitigate the
potential for the development to appear overbearing; and that the perceived scale and
mass of the structure is further reduced by elevations that are derived from existing
patterns along Jackson Street, introducing a domestic scale and a sense of individual
address for each apartment.

He also stated that the concrete and glass exterior

cladding, and generous decks, are employed to modulate the facade,
M T Gjerde

[232] Mr Gjerde gave his opinion that the proposed building would read as three
separate tower elements above the podium, articulated so that the scale would be
broken down, helping it to relate well to the scale of the surrounding environment.
He considered that it would respect the architectural merits and scale of the Petone
Working Mens Club building; and that the western hills of the Hutt Valley would
assist in moderating the scale of the tower forms.
[233] This witness gave four reasons for finding the building height acceptable,
including the potential for it to be seen as a gateway for the Jackson Street precinct;
and to be used as a reference or marker in the landscape. Although the building
height would be beyond the surrounding context, because of its design he considered
it would relate well to that context.
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[234] Mr Gjerde explained that the architecture of the proposal follows the
contemporary design language; and that it would be acceptable in the setting and
sympathetic to the character of development around the site, in that human scale
would be reinforced in the design and visual grain within the overall form.
[235] Mr Gjerde remarked that the design includes an historic image wall that
would help offset negative effects of an otherwise blank facade; and that the design
of the building above ground level is architecturally strong. Although the building is
outside the heritage area, he considered that it would respond positively to the
adjacent historic context.

Finding on streetscape and urban design effects

[236] Having considered that evidence we have come to these findings:
(a) The Jackson Street heritage precinct is defined, and although the site is near it, it
is not in it; nor does any design guide apply to the site.
(b) Of the three buildings on the site that might be considered as having heritage
value, one (the Petone Working Mens Club building) is to be retained and put to
a suitable use, and the development is designed to be respectful of it. There is no
evidence that either of the other buildings has been assessed or formally
accredited as worthy of conservation; but the Applicant is willing to make
appropriate records of them before they are demolished.
(c) The height and bulk of the proposed building would be out of scale with existing
buildings in the immediate neighbourhood, and it would become a landmark. Its
height and bulk would be mitigated to some degree by design elements,
including the podium, the three towers, details of the facades, and the roof
features.
(d) The appearances of the facades would follow contemporary design; and rather
than blank, they would be modulated in a way that would mitigate their scale.
(e) The building would shade parts of the neighbourhood, including some property
fronting Jackson Street and some residential areas.
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(f) Although no specific proposal was put before the Court, the scale and appearance
of the building and of the parking site would be capable of being mitigated by
planting, if skilfully designed and assiduously maintained.
(g) If wind effects are properly in issue, there is no probative evidence to support the
suggestion that the building would generate significant wind effects on
pedestrians or otherwise.
[237] In summary, the height and bulk of the building would be out of scale with
existing buildings in the immediate neighbourhood, though this could be mitigated
by design details and by landscaping; and the building would have shading effects on
parts of the neighbourhood.

Exterior design
[238] The consent conditions imposed by the Council decision included only four
conditions controlling the external appearance of the building.
[239] Condition 3 would require substantial accordance with the following plans
and documents, which will need to be updated to reflect the changes made at the
Council hearing and subsequently for the appeal hearing:
•

•

•

Floor plans
•

2000 Level Zero

•

2005 Level Ob Intermediate Level Carpark

•

2010 Level 1 Residential and Parking

•

2020 Level 2 Residential and Parking

•

2030 Levels 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7

•

2080 Level 8 The Penthouse Village

•

2090 Roof Plan

Elevations
•

5200 East Elevation

•

5210 West Elevation

•

5220 South and North Elevations

•

0566 Campbell Street Elevation

Design Guides
•
•

Sheet 1
Sheet 2 Vicinity and Site
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•

Sheet 3 Derivation

[240] Condition 10 would require that the design of the Historical Image Walls be
approved by the Council prior to development commencing.
[241] Condition 11 would require that the design of the third floor addition to the
Working Mens Club building be approved by the Council prior to development
commencing.
[242] Condition 12 would require that a landscape plan is approved by the Council
prior to development commencing.
[243] Condition 19 would require that the external cladding be approved by the
Council prior to development commencing.
[244] Ms Christeller criticised the detail provided in the application as being
inadequate to accurately assess the effects ofthe proposal 100. We agree that there are
details of the design that influence the extent to which the building would impact on
the surrounding environment; and that these go beyond the landscaping, historic
image walls and external cladding (which are currently subject to Council approval).
[245] Further, we do not consider that these matters are sufficiently addressed by a
requirement for substantial accordance with the plans and documents provided at the
appeal hearing.
[246] Mr Gjerde referred to the Council having imposed a consent condition
requiring approval of a higher level of detail defining the exterior envelope. He
considered that this was appropriate given the impracticality of providing detail early
in the project'?'. We assume that this was a reference to condition 19. While this
condition indicates that the Council will consult with their "Urban Design
Consultant" with regard to form, modulation and design, the approval component of
the condition only relates to the external cladding.
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Reverse sensitivity

[247] The issue of reverse sensitivity was addressed by Mr Coop in his evidence.
He stated that the potential for reverse sensitivity was part of the reason why the
applicant requested that the application be publicly notified. That witness considered
that the potential had been appropriately addressed by requiring "accepted and
proven insulation standards" to address the potential for complaint by residents of
the apartment building from noisy activity by neighbours.
[248] In response to questions from the Court, Mr Coop stated that he considered
that noise was the only potential reverse sensitivity effect. In the absence of any
contrary evidence, the Court accepts Mr Coop's opinion in this respect.

Subdivision of site

[249] In his submissions, counsel for ppAGI asserted that Mr Coop has noted that
resource consent will be sought for subdivision of this site once the building is
erected. Mr Bennion did not direct us to the context in the evidence where a
statement by Mr Coop to that effect might be found.
[250] We have scrutinised both evidence statements of that witness, searching for
any reference to intended subdivision of the site, and have found none. We have
also searched the transcript of that witness's evidence, particularly the record of his
cross-examination by Mr Bennion, and have not found evidence there about intended
subdivision of the site. So it is not apparent that there is an appropriate basis for the
Court to find that the site is to be re-subdivided.
[251] Mr Bennion contended that the Court may consider intended subdivision of
the site, and relied on a consent authority's power under section 106 of the Act to
refuse consent to a subdivision of land that is likely to be subject to material damage
by subsidence.
[252] If we accept for the purpose of considering that submission that there is an
intention of subdividing the proposed building in accordance with a unit plan under
the Unit Titles Act, that subdivision is not before the Court in this proceeding, in
that:
(a) The application did not seek subdivision consent.
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(b) ppAGI did not raise potential re-subdivision of the site or building in its
submission on the application.

I

(c) The Council's decision did not refer to subdivision, and did not purport to
consent to subdivision.
(d) ppAGI' s notice of appeal made no reference to subdivision.
(e) The Council's reply to the appeal made no reference to subdivision.
(f) The statement of issues to be raised by PPAGI (attached to counsel's
memorandum dated 31 July 2007) made no reference to subdivision.

[253] Evidently, neither the Applicant nor the Council understood that potential
subdivision was to be in issue at the appeal hearing, and did not call evidence about

it.
[254] In those circumstances, we consider it inappropriate for the Court in these
proceedings to consider the application of section 106 to a potential subdivision, and
we decline to do so.

Environmental effects of the proposal
[255] Now we give effect to the direction in section 104(1)(a) to have regard to the
actual and potential.effects on the environment of allowing the proposed activity.
[256] In doing so, we have to identify the qualities of the environment in question;
identify the actual and potential effects on it (both positive and adverse); consider
whether any of the latter should be disregarded as effects that permitted activities
would have; and then consider whether there would be cumulative or precedent
effects, or effects on the integrity of the district plan.

The environment
[257] For this purpose, the environment includes both what is existing now, and its
future state as it might be modified by utilisation of rights to carry out permitted
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activities, or by likely implementation of resource consents that have already been
granted.102
[258] In this case none of the parties, nor any of the resource-management
consultants who gave evidence, brought to our attention any future modification of
the existing environment (whether a permitted activity or by implementation of a
resource consent already granted) that should be considered in having regard to
actual or potential effects on the environment of allowing the proposed activity. We
are not aware of any.
[259] Therefore we have regard to the actual and potential effects of the proposal
on the environment of the site as it currently exists.

Actual andpotential effects

[260] In doing that, we give the term effect the meaning attributed to it by section 3
of the RMA. In particular the term includes positive and adverse effects; cumulative
effects; and potential effects of low probability but high potential impact.
Positive effects

[261] In considering positive effects, we bear in mind that we are to have regard to
effects of the proposed activity on the environment. We are concerned with the
natural and physical resources, and the environment in which they exist.103
[262] Mr Coop listed the following:
(a) The height and mass of the proposal is consistent with what is envisaged in and
provided for by the district plan.
(b) The proposal is able to be appropriately engineered in view of its proximity to
the faultline and potential for liquefaction, and will have no material adverse
effects on the aquifer beneath Petone.
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(C) The external design and appearance is consistent with good architectural and
urban design principles, and residential activity of the site is consistent with the
Urban Design Protocol.
(d) Site access, parking and servicing for the proposal are safely and conveniently
provided for and the effects on the surrounding road network would be minor.
(e) The voluntary retention of the Working Mens Club building is supported by the
Historic Places Trust and promotes heritage values; and any archaeological
resources will be appropriately managed.
(f) The size of commercial tenancies on the ground floor provides an appropriate
transition between the small-scale shopping of Jackson Street and larger-format
activities to the west; and reduction in large format ground-floor opportunity is
negligible because the site itself is not attractive or desirable for large-format
retail.
(g) The proposed residential activity has positive effects, assisting with retention. and
reuse of the Working Mens Club building and resulting in more interesting
external design and appearance and reduced building mass compared, to the
likely outcome associated with office/commercial activity.
(h) The proposal would have no material reverse-sensitivity effects.
(i) The proposal would have no adverse effects on the capacity of the zone to
accommodate office/commercial activity as abundant capacity would remain.

G)

The conditions of consent mitigate the adverse effects of the proposal to an
appropriate extent, including short-term effects of earthworks and' construction.

[263] In cross-examination Mr Coop stated that he regarded the retailing fronting
Jackson Street as important because the focus of the heritage area is on Jackson
Street;104 and that in his experience residential projects close to bulk retail and
distribution warehouses seem to coexist quite happily.l'"
[264] In his evidence Mr Schofield identified these positive effects of the proposal:
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(a) The provision of a high-density residential development in Petone (not provided
for elsewhere in the suburb) in a manner and location that does not affect the
character and amenity values of existing historic residential neighbourhoods.
(b) The building and use acting as a transition between the town centre and the
fringe business area to the west, with a continuation of commercial/retail
frontage to J ackson Street.
(c) The efficient development and use of an unusually shaped, narrow site that is not
generally suitable for large-format retailing or other vehicle-oriented activities.
(d) The establishment of 83 residential units with ready access to public transport
and to retail and commercial services on Jackson Street, enhancing the town
centre's viability.
[265] Ms Allan gave her opinion that the only positive element that has any validity
is the retention of the Petone Working Men's Club building. She considered that the
density of residential development is associated with an unacceptable level of risk
for future inhabitants which considerably outweighs any benefits to the wider
community; and she regarded all other so-called positive effects as minor and/or
would relate to an equivalent redevelopment of other under-utilised land in the
vicinity.
[266] In cross-examination, Ms Allan accepted that 82 apartments would result in
economic investment and benefits from new residents coming into the area, but
remarked that the same benefit would result from those same apartments in a
different location where the risk 106 would not be so great. The witness explained that
the benefit does not offset the disbenefit associated with the risk of having the
apartments in the particular location.i'"
[267] There being no conflict among the expert witnesses on the point, we accept
that the retention of the Petone Working Mens Club building would be a positive
effect of the proposed activity on the environment.
[268] Some of the questioned features ofthe proposal are aspects in which it does
not have adverse effects, rather than aspects having the affirmative quality of
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positive effects. They include items (a) to (d) and (h) to G) in our list of the positive
effects identified by Mr Coop. The references in item (e) to appropriate management
of archaeological resources, and in item (f) to the reduction in large-format groundfloor retailing opportunity similarly are not affirmative, positive effects.
[269] For those reasons, we accept Ms Allan's opinion that they are not valid
positive effects on the environment of the proposal.
[270] On item (f)in our list ofMr Coop's features, and item (c) in our list ofMr
Schofie1d's, we are not persuaded that the site is necessarily unsuitable for largeformat retailing or other vehicle-oriented activities.
[271] The acceptable items in Mr Coop's list overlap with those in Mr Schofield's
list. For clarity we state our finding that the application proposal would have these
actual or potential positive effects on the environment:
(a) Provision of 82 residential units, which are likely to result in consequential
contributions to activity in the Jackson Street town centre, and use of public
transport services available nearby.
(b) Retailing activity along Victoria Street and the design of the J ackson Street
frontage provide a transition between the town centre and the large-format
retailing to the west.
(c) Retention of the heritage Petone Working Mens Club building, and re-using it.
(d) Development of the site, having an unusual shape, with a building having facades
following contemporary design expressing residential activity.
Adverse effects

[272] A number of kinds of adverse actual and potential effects on the environment
of the proposal were raised at the hearing; and we now consider them.
Earthquake effects

[273] PPAGI contended that the risk to people and property from seismic hazards
t this locality is a reasonable probability and has high potential impact; that the risks
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are significant; and they include those of the building moving and settling in
earthquake shaking conditions, and liquefaction; circulation within the building,
including lifts, and evacuation routes; risk that the building would not continue to be
usable as a physical resource; and risk from adjacent activities, such as a service
station.
[274] None of the other parties questioned whether these would be potential effects
on the environment of allowing the activity.

The Applicant responded that the

preliminary site investigation (including a ground-penetrating radar survey), the
agreed distance of the site from the Fault, and reliance on compliance with
NZS1170.5:2004, are in combination a reasonable response in accordance with the
district plan to the seismic conditions and the possibility of damage to property and
harm to people. The Council contended that as there is engineering confirmation
that the Wellington Fault is more than 20 metres from the site, the risk associated
with seismic hazards can be overcome by suitable engineering design controlled
under the Building Act as recognised by the district plan.
[275] Although there is engineering confirmation that the Fault is more than 20
metres from the site, so the proposed building is a restricted discretionary activity,
the Court is not exempt from having to have regard to the potential adverse effects
on the environment.

The Applicant contended that the total proposal can be

unbundled so that the unrestricted considerations in deciding a non-conforming
activity do not extend to decision under Rule 14Hl.1. But even if that is right,
despite the wider words in section 104C, the restriction on considerations in deciding
a restricted discretionary activity only applies (as we have noted in paragraph [127])
to declining consent, not to granting it (when the broader range of matters under Part
2 are relevant). 108
[276] By section 5 of Part 2 of the RMA, the meaning to be given to sustainable
management of natural and physical resources in the RMA includes enabling people
and communities to provide for their health and safety; and avoiding, remedying or
mitigating any adverse effects on the environment.
[277] In his evidence Dr Oldfield referred to risks of local, regional and offshore
earthquakes, with or without ground liquefaction and (in the case of offshore
earthquakes) tsunami. He also addressed the questions of tolerability of risk and risk
mitigation.
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[278] We accept that potential adverse effects on the environment of allowing the
activity, in the event of a major earthquake, would have high potential impact. And
we judge that the building being located on a site 47 metres from the Fault, and
being designed, founded and constructed in accordance with the Building Code and
NZSl170.5:2004, would result in the potential effects being mitigated to the extent
acceptable to the community (as provided in the district plan).
[279] In our judgement, the risks identified by Dr Oldfield would be appropriately
addressed and mitigated in the Building Code process and assessment in accordance
with NZS1170.5:2004; as would the community's tolerance of risk.
Retailing effects

[280] ill her evidence, Ms Allan addressed the introduction of retailing in the
proposed development at a smaller scale than the district plan contemplates there.
However the thrust of her evidence was the loss of opportunity for large-format
retailing, and consequential attraction of regional customers to the benefit of the
existing Jackson Street town centre. Ms Allan did not identify any specific adverse
effect on the environment of the proposed retailing.
[281] On the evidence of Mr Coop and Mr Schofield, we have accepted that
retailing activity on the Jackson Street frontage would have a positive effect of
providing a transition between the town centre and the large-format retailing to the
west.
[282] ill applying the district plan provisions, we will consider Ms Allan's lost
opportunity point, but in considering adverse effects on the environment we do not
accept that the proposed retailing would cause any.
Urban design, heritage and amenity effects

[283] We have made a finding that the height and bulk of the building would be out
of scale with existing buildings in the immediate neighbourhood, though this could
be mitigated by design details and by landscaping. A condition requiring better
specification of the fmal design is needed. ill drafting the condition, any delegated
power of approval should be limited to certifying that the standards set out in the
ondition are appropriately met.
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Shading effects

[284] We have made a finding that the proposed building would have shading
effects on part of the neighbourhood, including some property fronting Jackson
Street and some residential areas.

Traffic and parking effects

[285] We have found that the resource-consent application did not show how the
district plan and associated Standard could be complied with in respect of parking
spaces and manoeuvring spaces, including use of the car lifts.

There is doubt

whether they could comply fully without altering the positions of columns of
appropriate dimensions in the parking floors; and without providing entries to the car
lifts of dimensions that are not shown.
[286] The proposal would provide four outdoor parking spaces on the Campbell
Terrace frontage of the Petone Working Mens Club building. We find that provision
of any outdoor parking spaces there would have significant adverse effects on the
heritage and amenity values of the building. Those effects should be avoided by
compliance with a condition prohibiting parking on the building site on that frontage.
[287] To the extent that substandard parking and manoeuvring spaces would result
in consequential congestion on the streets in the vicinity, that would be a potential
adverse effect on the environment to which we should have regard. However that
would be avoided by compliance with a condition of consent requiring full
conformity (without any exception) with Rule 14A(iii) 2.1 (a) and (d), Appendix
Transport 3, and AS 2890.

Wind effects

[288] Even if wind effects had been fairly raised, we have found no probative
evidence to support a suggestion that the building would generate significant adverse
wind effects; and we accept Mr Coop's evidence giving reasons for his opinion that
any wind effects would be acceptable.
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Temporary construction effects

[289] There being no dispute on this, we accept the opinions of Mr Coop and Mr
Schofield to the effect that any temporary effects of construction of the proposal
would be appropriately mitigated by the proposed conditions of consent.
Summary ofadverse effects

[290] In summary, we find that the adverse potential effects on the environment of
allowing the proposed activity would be that the height and bulk of the building
would be out of scale with existing buildings in the immediate neighbourhood (but
subject to mitigation by design details and landscaping); shading effects on part of
the neighbourhood; and congestion of streets in the vicinity consequential on any
substandard parking and manoeuvring spaces within the site.

Permitted baseline
[291] Section 104(2) applies to a consent authority having regard to environmental
effects of a proposal that is the subject of a resource-consent application.

It

empowers the consent authority to disregard an adverse effect of the proposed
activity on the environment, if the plan permits an activity with that effect (the
permitted baseline).'
[292] Although the power to disregard baseline effects is discretionary, not
mandatory.l'" it is not to be summarily neglected. A deliberate decision has to be
made whether to exercise the power or not.
[293] Itis only the effects of permitted activities on the subject site llO that are to be
considered. 111 The positive effects of allowing an activity are not relevant to the
assessment of the permitted baseline; 112 the effects of the existing environment are
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not to be considered; 113 nor are the effects of activities conducted pursuant to
existing-use rights. 114
[294] In practice, to be able to form a reasoned judgement on whether such adverse
effects of the subject activity on the environment should be disregarded, a consent
authority has to identify the activities that the plan permits on the site, and the
adverse effects those activities may have on the environment. It can then consider
whether the proposed activity would have those effects; and if so, whether there is
sound reason for disregarding them or for not disregarding them.
Permitted activities

[295] We have already found that the permitted activities in the Petone Commercial
Activity Area 2 include certain retail and commercial activities; warehouses; garden
centres; service stations; and commercial sexual services; and 100% building site
coverage, with a building-height limit of 30 metres.
[296] Of course within the Wellington Fault Special Study Area, those provisions
are subject to Rule 14H2.1, by which only accessory buildings which are not
required for habitable or working purposes, and utilities including associated
uninhabitable buildings, are permitted activities. The other activities are restricted
discretionary activities.
[297] The meaning given to utilities in the district plan includes transformation of
electricity by network utility operators or requiring authorities; and broadcasting,
telecommunication and radio communication facilities.v" (Since the appeal hearing,
Commissioner Stewart has, in another context, learnt that there is a rule in Chapter
13 that would limit buildings and structures for utilities on the building site - as
permitted activities - to a ground coverage ofless than 50 square metres and a height
of up to 3 metres. However Chapter 13 of the plan is not in evidence before the
Court, so we are not able to come to a finding based on it).
[298] The Council submitted that there is no permitted baseline; PPAGI submitted
that the permitted baseline is relatively small buildings which are uninhabited; and
the Applicant did not address this topic.

[299] One planning witness, Mr Schofield, stated in his evidence-in-chiefthat there
is no permitted baseline. In answering questions from the Court, he allowed that
some utilities could be substantial buildings, but stated that the plan does not
contemplate and provide for utilities that might be substantial in scale'".
[300] The other planning witness, Ms Allan, also acknowledged that utilities are
permitted activities in the Wellington Fault Zone Special Study Area, and gave her
opinion that this is a limited permitted baseline.
[301] We regret that neither of the planning witnesses offered a detailed analysis of
the rules in this respect; and that no party produced Chapter 13 of the plan in
evidence before the Court.
[302] We accept that the baseline is buildings for utilities which are uninhabited.
The evidence before the Court gives no basis for limiting the baseline to buildings
that are relatively small. With a permitted site coverage of 100% and a buildingheight limit of 30 metres, buildings accommodating electricity transformers,
telephone exchanges, radio stations or mobile phone transceiving stations, within
those limits, would be permitted activities.
[303] Mr Bennion submitted that this would be fanciful, and cited Smith Chilcott v
Auckland City Council 117 and Kawhia Harbour Protection Society v Otorohanga
District Council. ll S However those cases are distinguishable on the facts. The site in

question in this case is well located for providing utility services to a substantial
urban area; and we take notice that such utilities serving substantial urban
populations can occupy substantial buildings. We do not accept that it is fanciful to
consider such activities, and buildings accommodating them, as permitted activities
within the baseline, even though they would be unlikely to have effects of the scale
of the proposed apartment building.
Adverse effects ofpermitted activities

[304] Permitted activities in that class would be unlikely to have adverse
environmental effects of street congestion. However we consider that the height and
bulk of buildings accommodating such utilities, within the permitted limits of 100%

site coverage and 30 metres building-height (although not necessarily having exactly
the extent of height, bulk or shading effects of the proposed building), could well be
out of scale with that of existing buildings in the neighbourhood, and have shading
effects on parts of the neighbourhood.
[305] Mr Schofield reported that an analysis of shading effects had been peerreviewed by consultants engaged by the Council, from which the witness gave the
opinion that it is arguable whether or not residents in the area would be able to
discern the difference in shading effects between a 30-metre building and the
proposed roof shape which at its highest points would be 1.79 metres higher.
Whether baseline effects should be disregarded

[306] As those are also potential environmental effects of the proposal, we have to
exercise a discretionary judgement whether to disregard them, as effects of activity
permitted by the plan. Guidance for doing so is provided in Lyttelton Harbour
Landscape Protection Assn v Christchurch City Council. 119
[307] Having considered the factors suggested there, we find that potential effects
of the permitted activities we have identified from the evidence before the Court
would be generally comparable in kind and extent with the potential adverse
environmental effects of the proposal in question, and that exercising the power to
disregard those effects would serve the purpose for which the power to do so is
conferred (in that they are deemed to contribute to the character of the
neighbourhood). To have regard to those effects, even though they are also effects
of activities that the district plan permits on the site, would not serve the purpose for
which the discretion was conferred.
Finding on application of section 104(2)

[308] So in the circumstances of this case we judge that the Court should exercise
the power to disregard the effects of the activity that would be effects of activities on
the site that the plan permits on the site: namely, buildings that may be out of scale
with that of existing buildings in the neighbourhood, and have shading effects on
parts ofthe neighbourhood.
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Cumulative effects

[309] Ms A1lan assessed potential cumulative effects as more than minor, in that a
number' of types of natural hazard may occur simultaneously, they may be
compounded by hazards that are not natural but are associated with the use and
development of the site and surrounding area, and by the new residential population
of approximately200 people being exposed to the potential hazard.
[310] We accept that the term effect in the Act includes any cumulative effect
which arises over time or in combination with other effects.120 The meaning of
cumulative effect was explained by the Court of Appeal in Dye v Auckland Regional
Council. 121 It is our understanding that a. finding of a cumulative effect requires
. evidence of a particular effect that would be cumulative on an effect of the same
kind arising from other activities, past or present.
[311] Ms Allan's reasoning does not persuade us that the proposed residential
building development and activities would have an effect on the environment that
would be cumulative on an effect of the same kind arising from other activities, past
or present. The effects that she refers to are effects of earthquakes, not effects of the
building development or of residential activities in it.
[312] So we do not accept that the proposal would have potential cumulative effects
within the meaning to be given to that term by applying Dye.

Precedent effect

[313] PPAGI submitted that such a landmark and marker development in the
Commercial Area 2 and within the special study area would be a significant
precedent.
[314] The Council responded that the sizes and shapes of the building site and the
parking site and their proximity to other Activity Areas, have an unusual quality
relative to other sites in the Petone Commercial Activity Area 2, making them
distinct so that issues of precedent do not arise. Counsel cited Ballantyne v
Papakura District Council. 122

[315] Mr Schofield explained his opinion that consent to the application would be
unlikely to create a precedent effect, due to those distinctive features of the site. In
answer to a question from the Court, he referred in particular to the proximity of the
site to the Jackson Street historic zone. 123
[316] In assessing whether consenting to the proposed activity would be likely to
have a precedent effect, we consider whether another resource-consent application
would be more likely to be granted, out of consistency with a decision consenting to
the present proposal.t" We accept that the unusual qualities of the sites are relevant
to deciding questi<:Jns of precedent effect;125 and find no evidence to support
ppAGI' s submission ofprecedent effect, which we do not accept.

Effect ofconsent on integrity ofplan
[317] ppAGI also submitted that the proposal is so obviously at odds with, and
thumbs its nose at, the Petone Commercial Area 2 zone rules, and their very clear
focus on large-bulk retailing well away from residential areas, that consent would
affect the integrity of the district plan.
[318] It is not the height, bulk and scale of the proposed building that confronts the
district plan. Rather, what confronts the plan is that the building is to be for
residential activity, displacing an opportunity for the large-scale retailing and other

commercial activities that the plan provides for on the building site. Yet, to the
extent that the proposal would have adverse effects on the environment, they would
be created by the height, bulk and scale of the building, not by the residential activity
it would accommodate.
[319] Further, the plan provides for visitor accommodation in Area 2. The
difference between visitor accommodation of the kind called serviced apartments
(which would be permitted on the building site) and the proposed residential
apartments (which do not conform with the plan) is inconsiderable. And the plan is
to be understood in its context of a regime that allows for ad hoc consents to noncomplying activities in the conditions described by section 104D.

[320] The evidence does not support the contention that consent would affect the
integrity of the plan, and we are not persuaded that it would. We judge that pp AGI' s
submission in this respect is overstated, and we do not accept it.

Statutory directions

[321] We have considered the major issues in dispute and stated our findings on
them. We have now to fulfil the duties directed by the Act in preparation for making
the ultimate judgement.
[322] To give effect to section 104(1)(b), we will consider the findings we have
made by the relevant provisions of the applicable planning instruments. Then we
will give effect to section 104(1)(a) by coming to a finding on the actual and
potential effects on the environment (apart from those disregarded under section
104(2)). We follow that by applying section 104D and deciding whether one or
other of the conditions of power to consent to a non-complying activity is complied
with in the circumstances of this case. If it turns out that the Court does have power
to grant consent, we then have regard to the decision against which the appeals were
brought, come to the direction that relevant provisions of Part 2 give to decision of
the appeal, and form an ultimate judgement by reference to the purpose of the Act.

Regionalplanning statement

[323] We have identified relevant provisions of the Greater Wellington Regional
Council regional policy statement, and have regard to them.
[324] Those provisions are set at a high order of generality. For the present
purpose the more particular provisions of the district plan, consistent with the
regional policy statement, are more help in deciding this appeal. So we do not
address the regional policy statement provisions further.

District plan

Objectives and policies

tenus that cannot influence decision of this appeal. There are three topics on which
the objectives and policies are pertinent:
(a) Those about consolidation of the urban area by enabling higher residential
densities near suburban focal points are relevant; but they too are general, and
are to be read with more particular objectives and policies for Area 2 supporting
large-scale vehicle-orientated retailing, which are to be well removed from
residential activity areas.
(b) Objectives and policies about avoiding or mitigating vulnerability and risk of
people and development to natural hazards by managing the siting of buildings
within the Special Study Area are relevant to this appeal; as are the policies of
addressing the effects of development on safety of people and property, and
adopting suitable engineering safeguards from liquefaction, ground-shaking and
tsunami hazards.

(c) On car parking, the relevant objectives and policies relate to safety, visual
effects and amenity values.

[326] In each case it is the rules for implementing the policies which show how the
policies are to be applied.
[327] So because residential activities are not provided for in Area 2, we infer that
Area 2 is an exception to the general support for higher residential densities near
suburban focal points. The objectives and policies about siting of buildings in the
Special Study Area, and engineering safeguards for safety of people and property,
are managed by the rule about 20 metres separation from the Fault, about taking
necessary engineering precautions, and by requiring compliance with the Building
Code, incorporating NZS1170.5:2004. In a similar way the objectives and policies
about car parking are given effect by the rules incorporating the relevant Standard.
[328] So to the extent that the proposal conforms with those rules, it is not contrary
to the objectives and policies that they implement.
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parking spaces on the Campbell Terrace frontage. Those infringements all qualify
for resource consent; and in our judgement it would be disproportionate in the
circumstances to withhold consent to them.
[330] Use of the parking site for car parking is an existing use. The spaces being
'off-site' in relation to the building site, their use in association with the residential
units requires consent as a discretionary activity. No substantive area was presented
for declining that consent.

Environmental effects

[331] The Court is, subject to Part 2, to have regard to any actual and potential
effects on the environment of allowing the activity (apart from those disregarded
under section 104(2)).
[332] We have decided that by section 104(2) the effects of buildings that may be
out of scale with existing buildings in the neighbourhood, and have shading effects
on parts of the neighbourhood, are to be disregarded.
[333] We have found that there would be these positive effects on the environment
of allowing the activity:
(a) Provision of 82 residential units, and likely to result in consequential
contributions to activity in the Jackson Street town centre, and use of public
transport services available nearby.
(b) Retailing activity at the ground-floor frontage to Jackson Street providing an
appropriate transition between the town centre and the large-format retailing to
the west.
(c) Retention of the heritage Petone Working Mens Club building and re-using it.
(d) Development of the site, having an unusual shape, with a building having facades
following contemporary design expressing residential activity.
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manoeuvring spaces within the site.

However those effects could be avoided,

remedied ormitigated by provision of at least the full number of car-parking, loading
places required and associated manoeuvring areas in full accordance in all respects
with 'the dimensions and other stipulations in the district plan and relevant standard
(AS2890).

Conditions ofpower to consent
[335] Section 104D of the RMA sets conditions in which a consent authority may
grant consent to a non-complying activity. Because the proposal as a whole is to be
treated as a non-complying activity, we have now to consider whether the conditions
ofpower to grant consent to it are fulfilled. The conditions are:
o

if the adverse effects on the environment will be minor, or

o

if the activity will not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant
plans. 126

[336] ppAGI contended that the proposal does not meet those conditions because
the adverse effects on the environment would be more than minor; and because the
activity would be contrary to the objectives and policies of Chapter 14H of the
district plan in respect of Natural Hazards.
[337] The Applicant and the Council disputed those contentions. They submitted
that the adverse environmental effects would be minor; and that as the Fault is
considerably more than 20 metres from the building site, and suitable engineering
precautions in NZS1170.5:2004 are being adopted, the activity would not be
contrary to the objectives and policies of Chapter 14H.
[338] We avoid adding unnecessarily to the length of this document by going over
reasoning we have already covered. The only adverse effect on the environment still
in the arena is street congestion, which can be avoided by full compliance with the
applicable district plan rules and the incorporated standard. We find that the adverse
effects would be minor.
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[339] We do not accept that the activity would be contrary to the objective and
policies for Chapter 14H because, reading them with the rules to implement them,
the objective and policies are observed by locating the building 47 metres from the
Fault and by design, foundations and construction in accordance with the Building
Code, incorporating NZS 1170.5 :2004.
[340] So we find that both the conditions of power to grant consent to the proposal
as a non-complying activity are fulfilled; and we hold that the Court has power to
consent to it.
The Council's decision

[341] By section 290A of the RMA, in determining the appeal the Court is directed
to have regard to the decision that is the subject of the appeal.
[342] ppAGI contended that the Council committee had very poor evidence before
it about the location of the Fault, and inadequate plans of the proposal. Ms Allan
gave her opinion that the decision was deficient, particularly in its treatment of
natural hazard effects.
[343] However Ms Allan's opinion was based on what we have found was an
incorrect understanding ofthe relevant Rule 14H2.1.1.
[344] We have reviewed the decision of the Council's hearing committee. The
committee methodically addressed the relevant factors, stated their reasons for their
decision, and imposed a suite of conditions of consent.

We have regard to the

decision that they reached.

Part 2
[345] In his submissions on behalf of ppAGI, Mr Bennion urged that the appeal
concerns health and safety in terms of the definition under section 5(2); and that 200
people located in the proposed building would be by far the largest community in a
building in Petone. Mr Bennion also submitted that in terms of section 6(f), heritage
is an issue, and the site is close to a precinct of regional, if not national, significance.
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[346] We therefore consider whether the safety of occupants of the proposed
building, or its closeness to a precinct of heritage significance, should influence the
Court's judgement to grant or refuse resource consent.

Safety from natural hazards

[347] We have already stated our findings:
(a) That in deciding the resource-consent application, the performance of the
structure and the safety of people in earthquake events, is to be left to compliance
with the Building Code and Standard.
(b) That there is no resource-management purpose for controlling the proposed
building work to achieve performance criteria other than those specified in the
Building Code (including NZS1170.5:2004).
(c) That the risks to safety from earthquake shaking, liquefaction and tsunami would
be appropriately addressed and mitigated in the Building Code process and
assessment in accordance with NZS1170.5:2004.
[348] So in applying Part 2, we conclude that the consenting to the proposal on
condition of compliance with the Building Code and NZS1170.5:2004 would enable
people to provide for their safety against risks from earthquakes and other natural
hazards.

Closeness ofheritage precinct

[349] In her evidence, Ms Christeller gave her opinion that the building site can
more appropriately be considered to be part of the historical precinct, as three
buildings on it have 'lived' together for many decades; and removal of two of them
at the edge of the Jackson Street precinct would destroy the significance of the
shared history they represent; and the proposed building would detract from the
heritage character of Jackson Street.

replaces the resources in their wider heritage context is to be considered. She gave
her opinion that the bulk, scale and character (or lack of it) of the proposed
development is inappropriate in relation to the historic area and its patterns.
[351] Mr Gjerde stated that the building site is not part of the Heritage Area, and
accepted that the development should be sensitive to the heritage values by virtue of
its proximity to it. He disagreed that the form is inappropriate in relation to the
historic precinct, and gave his opinion that the height, bulk, scale and design of the
development is sensitive to the heritage area, and responds positively to it. He
mentioned particularly that the form steps down to the Jackson Street end, and that
the design provides an active edge in a manner similar to buildings in the Heritage
Area. He reported that none of the buildings to be removed is designated or listed as
having heritage status under the district plan or the Historic Places Trust.
[352] Mr Gjerde also gave his reasons for disagreeing with Ms Allan's opinion that
the bulk, scale and character is inappropriate in relation to the historic area and its
patterns.
[353] We have stated our findings that the site is near the Jackson Street historic
precinct, but is not in it; that the existing buildings on the site are not identified in the.
plan as having heritage value; and that the design guide for the precinct does not
apply to the site.
[354] The proposal responds to heritage values by incorporating the Petone
Working Mens Club building and putting it to new use; and by appropriately
responding to the adjacent heritage precinct in ways identified by Mr Gjerde. In our
judgement the proposal does not offend the requirement of section 6 of providing for
protection of historic heritage from inappropriate development.

Efficient use ofresources
[355] ill her evidence Ms Allan cited section 7(b), and gave her understanding that
it does not equate to maximum development of a site, or development that may
"transfer significant future issues (such as exposure to risk events)" to future
building occupants.
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[356] Mr Schofield gave his opinion that the proposal provides for the efficient use
of the site, encouraging a suitable density of mixed commercial and residential
development in the Commercial Activity Area 2.
[357] We accept Ms A1lan's point that section 7(b) does not necessarily demand
maximum development of a site. Section 7(b) is one of numerous aims of Part 2,
and in considering a resource-consent application, moderation of any individual one
of them may be required.
[358] On this application we see no basis for finding that the proposal would fail to
make generally efficient use of the natural and physical resources of the building
site.

Maintenance and enhancement ofamenity values

[359] Acknowledging that amenity values of the area are not particular pronounced
at present, Ms Allan gave her opinion that the effects of scale, intensity and design of
-the building would actively detract from the amenity values of the area.

[360] Mr Schofield gave the opinion that maintenance and enhancement of amenity
values were appropriately taken into account by the Council committee in the
primary decision; and that the effect of the proposal on those values is within the
level anticipated by the district plan.
[361] We have given our reasons for our finding that the extent to which the
proposed building may be out of scale with that of existing buildings in the
neighbourhood, and may have shading effects on parts of the neighbourhood should
be disregarded as being effects of activities within the permitted baseline.
[362] Bearing in mind, too, the mitigation effects of proposals for landscaping, we
see no basis for finding that the proposal would fail to provide for the maintenance
and enhancement of amenity values.

Evaluative judgement

[363] The RMA has a single purpose, stated in section 5(1), of promoting the
ustainable management of natural and physical resources.
Cl

stainable management is explained in section 5(2).
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What is meant by

[364] We have found that the proposal would have positive effects on the
environment in provision of 82 residential units (with likely consequential
contributions to activity in the J ackson Street town centre, and use of public
transport services available nearby); retailing activity at the ground-floor frontage to
Jackson Street providing a transition between the town centre and the large-format
retailing to the west; retention of the heritage Petone Working Mens Club building
and re-using it; and development of the site with a building having facades following
contemporary design expressing residential activity.
[365] ill applying the law, disregarding adverse effects that would be effects of
permitted activities, and leaving performance criteria of the proposed building
(including foundations) to provide safety for people to the Building Code and
NZS1170.5:2004, on the evidence we find that the proposal would have no
significant adverse effect on the environment that would not be appropriately
avoided, remedied or mitigated by compliance with the proposed conditions of
consent.
[366] On the basis of the findings stated in this document, we judge that the
proposal would represent use, development and protection of resources in a way
which would enable people and the community to provide for their social and
.economic wellbeing and for their health and safety, while avoiding remedying and
mitigating any adverse effects of the activities on the environment. There is no
question that it would hinder the sustaining of the potential of resources to meet the
needs of future generations; nor hinder the safeguarding of the life-supporting
capacity of air, water, soil or ecosystems.
[367] ill short, the proposal would serve the promoting of sustainable management
of resources.
[368] So we judge that the purpose of the RMA would be better served by granting
resource consent for the proposal, and imposing the proposed consent conditions,
than by refusing it.

Determination

[369] Therefore the Court makes the following determinations:
Save to the extent provided in (b), the appeal by ppAGI is disallowed.
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(b) The decision made by the Council committee is amended to the extent that the
conditions of consent are to be modified in accordance with this decision, and is
otherwise confirmed.
[370] A draft formal order to give effect to this decision may be prepared by
counsel for the Applicant, lodged with the Registrar, and served on the other parties.
Any other party has leave to lodge and serve written submissions, on matters of
drafting and responsiveness to this decision, within 10 working days of receiving the
Applicant's draft order, the Applicant having leave to lodge and serve a written reply
within 10 working days of receipt.
[371] The question of costs is reserved. Any party who seeks an order for payment
of costs by another party may make written application within 20 working days of
the issue of this decision, accompanied by affidavit evidence of any matters of fact
(beyond the findings of this decision) on which the application is made.

Any

response may be made in writing within 20 working days of receipt of an
application, and may similarly be accompanied by affidavit evidence.

For the Court:
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INTERIM DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

A.

The Court is of the tentative view that consent can be granted on
settlement of appropriate conditions. The conditions would need to
satisfy the Court that cumulative effects and other issues identified in this
Interim Decision can be adequately addressed.

B.

The applicant is to pt·epare conditions addressing this decision and in
particular:
1.

In respect of stormwater:
a.

The monitoring point at the outlet of the dam requires that
adequate standards remove most of the sediment, coal
dust, nitrates, and that e-coli be addressed. The objective
is to discharge water consistent with the quality of the
water at the contact water level to the culvert and thus into
the Waitawhara River;

b.

We also note that the proposal to now install a contingency
pond up stream of the main pond is likely to require a
resource consent. This would need to be clarified in the
conditions;

c.

Identifying a method by which the stream as a whole can
be improved including riparian planting, riparian fencing
and planting along the edge of the stream as it goes
through the site to the stormwater pond, and practical
improvements beyond/downstream within at least the
application site; and

d.

Providing intermediate settlement ponds both within the
landfill footprint and before the main treatment pond
which captures both landfill and mine stormwater. This
concept now forms part of the proposal although there is
no plan or design for it. Consideration could be given to a
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sump or catchpit that could be cleaned out to assist in
sediment removal.
e.

To undertake real time monitoring of the clean
stormwater diverted around the landfill prior to dischar·ge
to the stormwater pods.

2.

How cumulative effects will be dealt with (this may requh·e
changing other consents) including stormwater, cumulative traffic
effects, cumulative dust effects, impact of mining operations, how
50 metres separation is to be obtained from any possible coal
mining, coal storage and the land fill operations. The separation
regime will requh·e an appropriate definition of any material
containing coal or coal products by volume (say, containing more
than 5%);

3.

Addressing cumulative operational effects such as inter
connectedness of the various oper·ations and activities around the
site and an appropriate whole of site management plan to addr·ess
these for example traffic management and fir·e risk;

4.

Surrender of the tyre stol'age facility consent;

5.

In relation to odour:
a.

How monitoring for early detection can be provided;

b.

Dispersion and early warning systems where precursors to
odour are identified in odour modelling;

c.

In the event of adverse effects on people, how this would be
addressed which might include:
i.

Compensation, assessment for loss or damage,

ii.

Filtered air contl'Ol inside the house, and

iii.

Management of waste cover/capping and location.
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d.

The additional feature of a bio-filter such that the leachate
storage tanks will be vented through this filter to control
potential odour.

6.

For completeness we add that Mr Mulligan also offered a condition
under which a 500 metre separation distance would be maintained
from the landfill working face to the nearest boundary to minimise
the potential for odour to affect adjoining properties.

C.

The applicant is to liaise with the Councils in preparing a set of consents
with conditions and Draft Management Plans to address the findings and
recommendations contained in the Interim Decision. These are to replace
the Pt·oposed Consents with Conditions and Draft Management Plans as
attached in Annexure A, together with further amendments suggested in
closing by the appellant as contained in A and Annexure B hereto.

D.

We direct:
1.

The Applicant is to liaise with the Councils to develop a set of
consents, conditions
Documents);

2.

and

Draft

Management

Plans

(the

If the Documents are circulated to all parties by 20 December 2014,
the Section 274 parties are to provide their feedback by the 28
February 2015;

3.

If the Documents are circulated between 20 December 2014 and 28

February 2015, the other parties have until the end of March to
comment; and
4.

·.

''·-·

Within 15 working days of receiving the Section 274 parties'
comments, the applicant is to circulate and file its final preferred
conditions, with a memorandum setting out areas of dispute and its
reasoning for its preference.

The Court will then convene a judicial prehearing conference (possibly by
telephone) to determine further steps to resolution. If the conditions are
not circulated by 28 February 2015, the Regional Council is to advise the
Court and a telephone conference will be convened. If the parties reach a
:

·:..:. .. ::-...
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consensus, a memorandum setting out reasoning, signed by all parties
should be filed.
E.

Costs are I'eserved.

REASONS FOR THE DECISION
Introduction

[1]

Should the comt confilm in principle the grant of consents for Puke Coal to

operate a Class A Municipal Solid Waste landfill (MSW) on their site at Glen Afton
in addition to existing activities? Coal mining, a Construction and Demolition landfill

(C&D) and an end of life storage oftyres are all currently consented and operational.
[1]

In particular:
[a]

Can MSW be managed, in conjunction with the existing activities, to
appropriately avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects, including:
[i]

Odour such that there is no offensive odour beyond the
boundary of the property; and

[ii]
[b]

There are no contaminant discharges to ground or water?

If the comt concludes that consent is appropriate in principle, can the
environmental effects generated from the site be adequately controlled
by conditions?

Outline

[2]

The determination of this appeal also involves questions as to whether or not

the Vision Strategy for the Waikato River, now contained in the regional and district
planning documents for the protection and restoration of the river, will be satisfied.
This relates particularly to consent conditions for controlling stormwater and erosion
discharges from the landfill and the risk of leachate affecting the waters of the river.
[3]
It became clear dUI'ing the course of the hearing that in the event that we
considered a consent might be appropriate in principle, fi.uther significant work
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needed to be done in respect of the appellants' proposed consent, its conditions, and
management plans to:
[a]

Clarify their intent and effect;

[b]

Clarify what consents are already in place for the existing activities on
the Puke Coal site;

[c]

Deal with the cumulative effects from the combination of the existing
coal extraction and landfill activities on the site which may in
themselves require finther consents or modifications to the consents
already in place;

[d]

Clarify questions m relation to a number of proposed landfill
management plans including the standards to be achieved and the
effect of these plans on the operation of the site including their ongoing
enforcement; and

[e]

Ensuring enforceable standards are contained within the Conditions of
Consent with actions in the event of failure to achieve a standard.

[4]
There was evidence from the opposition parties about Puke Coal's existing
coal mining and end-of-life tyre operations which highlighted poor management in the
past and which has resulted in prosecution and enforcement action.
PROPOSAL

[5]
Puke Coal proposes to construct and operate a Class A municipal landfill. It is
to be located on the same site as an open cast coal mine, a C&D landfill and a
consented end-of-life tyre landfill which is cmTently being developed. The landfill
consent reqnirements being sought under these proceedings are focussed on
stormwater collection and discharge, leachate collection and discharge and air
discharge. The proposal relies on a mix of existing and new consents.
[6]
The landfill would essentially fill a 20ha land depression created by open cast
coal mining activities which more or less ceased in this part of the Puke Coal site in
about 1995. The resultant final mounded landform will we were told, fit the natural
context of the smTOunding topography. The notthern perimeter capping level roughly
matches the southern high wall level. The eastern perimeter capping level meets the
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existing access road used by trucks removing coal from the northem portion of the
site. 1
[7]

As a consequence, the landfill is best described in cubic capacity rather than as

a weight measure. As the hearing progressed it was confirmed that the cubic capacity
was 8,000,000m3 being the volume consented by both the Regional and District
Councils and the subject of these proceedings. We were told that the maximum
annual waste received at the landfill would be 250,000m3 (compacted volume) and its
expected life would be in the range of 35 years.
[8]

Coal will continue to be extracted on the remainder of the Puke Coal property

contemporaneously with the operation of the landfill. By the end of the hearing, Puke
Coal undertook that should consent be confirmed for the MWS, its existing consent
for the end-of-life tyre disposal would be surrendered and that operation would cease.
[9]

There is no liner undemeath the existing C&D landfill which is itself located

within the footprint of the proposed new landfill. This C&D landfill will therefore be
relocated to another area within the new landfill site to allow the construction of a
sealed liner over the full extent of the combined new site.
[10]

The proposal requires consents from both the Waikato Regional and the

Waikato District Councils. A table setting out those consent requirements is attached
as Annexure C.
[11]

Overall, relative to both the regional and district planning instruments the

proposal is a discretionary activity. We intend to address matters under Section 104
before a fmal evaluation under Part 2 of the Act. We commence by outlining the
application and the parties.
The Site Environs

[12]

The Puke Coal site, Lot 60 DP 427961, is 12 kilometres west of Huntly along

Rotowaro Road past the Solid Energy Rotowaro open cast mine. It is located in the
westem most extremity of the Rotowaro Coal mining Policy Area defined in the
Wail<ato District Council's District Plan. The Puke Coal property extends ahnost as
far as the former coal mining townships of Glen Afton and Pukemiro.

1
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[13]

It would be fair to describe the scale of Puke Coal's mine as being relatively

modest compared with the nearby Solid Energy mine. While the whole area has a
long history of coal mining, the former Glen Afton and Pukemiro mine workings are
no longer evident at least to the untrained eye. Various ponds and indentations in the
landscape, however, show tell-tale signs of former open cast and underground mining
with the Puke Coal site overlying part of the seams of the Glen Afton and Pukemiro
mines. We gather that the process on site uses machinery to extract the remnant coal
left from the previous underground mining of the area (Adits).
[14]

There are about 10 homes on Hangapipi Road, which bounds the eastern side

of the site. Most of these are owned by Mr J Campbell, the principal of Puke Coal,
although two are owned by the now deceased and intestate parents of two parties to
the proceedings, one who supports the application and one who opposes it. We will
collectively refer to these two parties as the Tumohe family. Apart from the dwellings
on Hangapipi Road, adjoining properties consist mainly of pastoral farm land.
[15] The site is shown in Annexure D hereto with the proposed MSW landfill site
located in the south westem comer. Immediately to the north and northeast are the
Pukemiro rail line and bush tramway club premises. To the south is mralland owned
by a Mr Howlett and to the west a mixture of rural land and outlying residences of the
Glen Afton and Pukemiro townships.
[16]

In addition to the houses on Hangapipi Road, Puke Coal owns a house located

on the western edge of the site closest to Glen Afton and accessed via Glen Road.
[17]

Located between the landfill footprint and the eastern boundary is the access

road for the site and an unnamed tributary which flows from the south to the northeast
of the site where it joins the Waitawhara stream. The majority of the site drains to
this tributary with the Waitawhara stream more or less following Rotowaro Road
eastwards towards Huntly where it enters Lake Waahi, and ultimately the Waikato
River.
[18]

Upstream, the unnamed tributary flows through farm land before entering the

Puke Coal site. Over much of its length within the site it broadens out to form a
settlement pond which is used to treat the stormwater which discharges from the coal
riD:ne and the existing C&D landfill. It is intended that this system also be used to
treat the stormwater from the proposed landfill.

,.
[19] The treated water from this settlement pond then flows downstream through a
,valley and some bush before passing through two culverts, one under the site access
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road and the other under Rotowaro Road where it joins the Waitawhara Stream. Each
culvert at its outlet is perched above the downstream bed.
[20]

After leaving Rotowaro Road, the access road to the site makes its way south

between the stream and the eastem boundary generally following the alignment of the
unnamed tributary. It then opens out into an area which contains concrete pads (we
understand for tyre storage and smiing) and a weighbridge, the coal mine site office
and coal hopper as well as staff parking. From here one access road continues into the
north eastern corner of the site where we were told more permanent tyre storage
bunkers are intended to be consh·ucted or are under construction and :ftniher to where
the existing C&D landfill operates.
[21]

A :ftniher access road crosses the unnamed tributary towards the southern end

of the site before turning back in the direction of both the landfill and the coal mine on
the opposite side of the tr·ibutary.

We understand that coal exh·action has been

undertaken in the area covered by the westem wall of the proposed landfill footprint
and also in the area several hundred meh·es to its immediate north.
[22]

From evidence given by local residents, it appears that some tailings from the

current open cast mining operation have been placed in the north western comer of
the site, with an allegation that some of those tailings have washed into the
Waitawhara stream in heavy rain conditions as a result of slips. We observed silt in
the stream from that area on our site visit.
[23]

The current coal exh·action method is open cast and

appea~·s

to be following

the tail of various seams located in the coal measures of this area. Ms D Fellows (an
experienced geological engineer called by Puke Coal) set out a clear description of the
geology for us in her evidence in chief. Included in that description is a layer of what
was commonly referred to by witnesses as "fire clay" which is to be used to line the
landfill in a compacted form prior to the placement of a synthetic flexible membrane
liner (HDPE liner). There is no detail as to how much of the site may be affected by
this fire clay although suggestions were made by some witnesses for the PAR Society
that its sharpness and brittleness could penetrate the landfill liner.
The Landfill System

[24]'

As we understand the proposal, the base of the landfill site will be prepared

through excavation and removal of reworked overburden and C&D landfill deposits to
.. provide a solid base upon which the liner system can be founded. This will include
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the removal of any remaining underground mines or Adits which have not yet been
removed as pmt of Puke Coal's current open cast mining operations.
[25]

Geological drilling will be unde1taken to confirm that the landfill footprint and

its surrounds are clear of any underlying Adits and if any Adits are discovered these
will be removed or dewatered to meet the requirements of the landfill design.
[26]

The southern and western high walls will be designed to be self suppmting

during the development and initial phases of the landfill operations. These walls will
then be buttressed with waste material separated from the liner with reworked
overburden as the filling progresses.
[27]

The liner system for the landfill consists of a drainage system beneath a

compacted clay liner which is then covered with an HDPE liner. The underground
drainage system is designed to collect groundwater beneath the landfill. There will
also be a drainage collection system constructed along the outer edge of the landfill to
capture surface stmmwater and prevent it from flowing into the landfill.
[28]

The collected groundwater and stormwater will be discharged into the existing

stormwater treatment pond on the site. The proposal relies on an existing consent for
that stormwater treatment facility and the existing specifications pertaining to it.
[29]

A gravity fed leachate drainage collection system is to be installed above the

HDPE liner and this will be directed to catchment tanks which will be periodically
emptied by a tanker with the leachate being removed from the site and disposed of
elsewhere at an industrial waste facility. 2 These tanks will sit within a bunded
enclosure sized to contain any leachate spillage or leakage.
[30]

In closing, Mr Mulligan for Puke Coal put forward a number of additional

features which he said would form part of the proposal including the construction of a
contingency pond to provide additional capacity to temporally store leachate in the
event of an emergency so as to protect the integrity of the stormwater treatment pond.
He also offered:
[a]

To undertake real time monitoring of the clean stormwater diverted
around the landfill prior to discharge to the stormwater pods; and

<.·.i . Blindle ofK~y Documents, Vol3 Consent Plan Typical details,
2
',;,.,·•i . ·.
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[b]

The additional feature of a bio-filter such that the leachate storage
tanks will be vented through this filter to control potential odour.
These additional measures will form part of our consideration as to
whether or not consent should be granted for the landfill.

For completeness we add that Mr Mulligan also offered a condition under

[31]

which a 500 metre separation distance would be maintained from the landfill working
face to the nearest boundary to minimise the potential for odour to affect adjoining
properties. We return to discuss this later.
Landfill gas resulting from the decomposition of the waste materials, is to be

[32]

collected by a reticulated system which will be progressively installed as the volume
of waste material placed increases. This will include flares to bum off the gas in
accordance with the National Environmental Standard for Air Quality (NESAQ)
which applies to landfill operations.

An additional feature of this landfill is the

proposal to operate a temporary gas flare system from the start of the filling operation
until the point where pe1manent reticulation is practical. This we were told will
address potential gas emissions much earlier than has been the practice for this type of
operation on many other landfills. We will come back to this later.
Operation of the landfill will follow a staged approach based on filling cells in

[33]

either a clockwise or anti clockwise fashion.

It was agreed with one of the

neighbours, Mr Davie (a Section 274 party to the Puke Coal appeal), that the
sequencing of cell filling should follow a pattern whereby the emission of odour and
its likely impact upon him (and others) can be ascertained and managed. With that in
mind and with some other minor amendments to condition drafting Mr Davie agreed
to a consent arrangement with Puke Coal. The papers for this have been lodged with
the court but held over to the completion of this hearing and decision. These are
intended as part of the proposal. We have already referred to a further concession on
this issue made by Puke Coal for a 500m separation distance to be imposed between
the workface and the nearest property boundary. All these agreements will be carried
into the final documents.
[34]

A Management Plan system is proposed for the landfill to manage the

deposition of particular putrid waste as well as hazardous waste. Monitoring and
variqus management systems are encapsulated in a draft Outline Landfill
.
'·"

M~~ge!fient and Operations Plan which was attached to Mr T Matthews' (the project
f!iaP,ager for Puke Coal's consultants) evidence-in-chief.

.'

.

.··

I

We understand that this

··,

·' docuri!e'nt
also forms part of the application material before us.
.
'
,; .
~
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[35]

It is proposed that the Landfill operate as follows:
[a]

Access to the landfill only between the hours of 7.00am - 4.00pm
Monday to Saturday inclusive;

[b]

On site works at the landfill only between the hours of 7.00am 6.00pm Monday to Saturday inclusive; and

[c]

No activities associated with the MSW landfill to be undertaken
outside of these hours, or on Sundays or Public holidays.

Again we assume these will be in the final Conditions of Consent.

[36]

The Parties

[37]

As we have discussed, Puke Coal appealed the Councils' decisions

acknowledging the need to modify and clarify certain conditions.

The position

between Puke Coal and the Councils is that these parties have now reached agreement
on a comprehensive set of conditions relevant to their consent jurisdiction.
[38] Mr Rinse is a Section 274 party to the Puke Coal appeal. He owns a house in
Pukemiro and opposes the landfill bundle of applications in their entirety. He was self
represented and did not provide evidence to us. He did however provide submissions
and was able to ask questions ofthe witnesses called by Puke Coal and the councils.
[39] Mr Howlett lodged an appeal in his own right and has had his concerns met
through agreement reached with the Councils and Puke Coal for Puke Coal to provide
a litter control fence along the boundary of his property. He therefore did not attend
the hearing. Those agreements are now patt of the proposal before us and will be
incorporated into any Final Conditions and Management Plans.
As we have already described, Mr Davie who was a Section 274 party to the

[40]

Puke Coal appeal has also had his concerns attended to and did not attend the hearing.
Those agreements are now part of the proposal before ns.
[41]

The PAR Society Inc is an appellant in its own right and maintains its position

· . that the consents should be declined. The Society is made up of many of the residents
'

'

of Glen Afton and Pukemiro and some members of Waikato-Tainui hapu living in
· 'Hangapipi Road, whom we have referred to by the family name Tumohe. They were
· represdJ.ted by Mr Walden, a fmmer barrister and solicitor and law educator who has
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continued to take an active interest in resource management matters and the practice
of law as it relates to communities. The PAR Society called no technical expe1t
witnesses but did call a number of local residents who are members of the Society as
well as one member of the Tumohe family.
Remaining Appeal Issues
[42]

lvfr Walden set out the issues for his clients which can be sununarised as:

[a]

Legal issues which while broadly introduced, generally concern the
application of the Waikato-Tainui Raupatu Claims (Waikato River)
Settlement Act 2010 including cultural matters and a precautionary
approach;

[b]

The suitability of the site for a MSW landfill;

[c]

Odour control;

[d]

Ground water, surface water and leachate management; and

[e]

Potential fresh water contamination.

[43] While this list seems relatively modest it appears to address the heart of the
proposal. Other issues not pursued at appeal were traffic and roading, landscape and
visual matters, litter, vennin, contaminated and hazardous substances, as well as
archaeological and cultural heritage matters. These are, in a sense, more peripheral to
the scheme of this proposal on a highly modified site and rural and mining
environment setting.
[44] We now further elaborate on the detail of the proposal and its potential
environmental effects as it relates to these issues.
Past mining on tlte landfill site

[45] Ms Fellows in her evidence for the applicant noted that a number of bore holes
had been drilled around the edges of the MSW site and these indicated that there may
still be coal seams in the higher walls of the landfill site and in the south-eastern
c6f1ler.

[46] · A map produced by Ms Fellows identified the approximate extent of historical
imderground mine workings (Adits). This map indicated that the entire area was
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worked through fairly extensively using the pillar and bord method over the last
century or so. This includes the areas ofHangapipi Road, the south eastern comer of
the site and the area covering around two-thirds of the proposed landfill, as well as the
area to the immediate north and northeast of the landfill site which is currently being
mined by Puke Coal.
[47]

The full extent of the mine Adits is a little unclear although we understand that

most of the MSW footprint, has been excavated and partially filled with reworked
overburden and C&D landfill materials.
[48]

In short, the full extent of existing mine Adits on the site is unknown and some

may have collapsed. If not attended to, any remaining Adits that have not been
worked through the more recent open cast mining operation could form a weakness
within the MSW site and its edge walls. This could lead to a failure of either the
landfill liner to allow penetration of leachate to ground water and thus compromise
the stability and the integrity of the proposed MSW operations management system.
If this happened, leachate associated with the landfill could also migrate into these
Adits and find its way into the catchment and surface waters and eventually into the
Waikato River.
[49]

The evidence was that preliminary site investigation and excavation will

ensure that no Adits will be left under the base of the MSW. Ms Fellows also advised
that because of concerns over remnant underground mine workings, the concept
design was amended to ensure that that all of these workings would be removed from
beneath the MSW side walls and the liner.
Relationship to the multiple uses taking place on the site

[50]

The offer by counsel, Mr Mulligan, on behalf of Puke Coal to relinquish the

consent for the end-of-life tyre depot has removed the need for us to further consider
the relationship of the MSW proposal to that activity. We have taken the view that
the tyre operation no longer forms part of the proposal. This offer has had a profound
effect on our thinking. Without that concession, we could well have concluded that
the effects of the various aspects of the landfill activity relative to the cumulative
effe_cts of all of the activities on the site and the risk of catastrophic failure were just
top high.
[Sl]

We record that we received no evidence from an Inspector of Mines or a

person with expertise in mining to examine the risks of having an operating mine
. working alongside this MSW.
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[52]

There appears little argument that coal being mined can oxidise and catch fire

spontaneously, although we were told that there is little risk of coal dust fi'om the
ongoing open cast mining escaping and thus explosion of coal dust does not constitute
a significant risk.
[53]

There appeared to be a consensus amongst the experts that it was important to

separate any coal seam from the landfill because of the potential for a fire struting in
one to affect the other, and because of the significant problems in extinguishing either
a landfill or a coal fire. We were told that a separation distance of 50 metres would be
sufficient and desirable between any coal workings and the landfill site.

Integrity of the liner system
[54]

To accommodate the proposed sequence of filling the cells in the landfill, it is

intended that vehicles transporting the waste will cross a bund to enter the landfill and
then follow a formed central spine track road over the HDPE liner until they reach the
appropriate cell where the waste is to be dumped. It is our understanding that the
access track would be formed by placing an initial layer of waste, and then cover
material which would provide a cushion to the base. The working face of the landfill
would extend over an ru·ea of approximately 30m2 with the waste being tipped straight
into position and then compacted by machine before being covered with a layer of
cover material.
[55]

Given that faults in the liner can develop both during installation or through

machinery operator error, we were concerned about the runount of drunage which
might occur to the landfill liner after its installation, and also about the likelihood of
any fault actually being detected as material was pushed over it. Any damage would
be out of sight relatively quickly.
[56]

These concerns were responded to by Mr A Kirk, an environmental scientist

called by Puke Coal who addressed hydrogeology and leachate matters.

His

calculations indicated a peak production of leachate from the landfill of around
325 cubic metres per day. Even with some relatively major tears and damage to the
liner, Mr Kirk was relatively confident that, with an underground interception drain
system coupled with the relative impermeability of the underlying foundation
material, leachate would be appropriately dispersed so as to be negligible.

He

considered the possibility of leakage based on a combination of manufacture and
.installation failure would have a predicted leachate leakage of 0.004 cubic metres, or
4 litres, per day. He also provided an estimate of a further four litres per day
assuming drunage to the liner which we assume would double the leakage to some
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eight litres per day or 0.008 cubic metres per day. These figures were assumed at
peak production. Mr Kirk said this escaped leachate, which may reach and be mixed
with existing ground water of 20 cubic meh·es per day, would constitute less than
0.05% of the groundwater flow.
[57]

A key leachate indicator is the quantum of ammoniacal nitrogen present in the

receiving waters with Mr Kirk predicting an increase in concentration in the order of
0.015 milligrams per litre. This would be an increase of approximately 1%, over the
median concenh·ation in the existing groundwater and approximately 0.5% of the
variation in amount of nitr·ogen concenh·ation measured over the previous period from
2007 to 2012. Mr Kirk said that this was anegligib1e amount.
[58]

The main stormwater tr·eatment pond has a capacity of some 2,200 cubic

metres. There is an outlet that would allow the entire pond to be drained although,
despite some assettions being made, there was no evidence that this has ever occurred.
We repeat that the proposal as it now stands includes a new contingency pond to
provide additional capacity to temporally store leachate in the event of emergency.

It is clear, however, that even with the existing treatment system, elevated
levels of sediments still travel downstream and that the unnamed tributary shows
signs of degradation. Mr R Montgomerie, a freshwater scientist called by Puke Coal,
said that the existing water quality in the tributary at a site about 20 metres upstream
of its confluence with the Waitawhara Stream is not capable of supporting a healthy
bethnic community. He said that this is not unexpected given the highly modified
industrial nature of the site. He also said that Puke Coal is currently meeting most of
[59]

its consented discharge limits.
[60]

The added effects from the stormwater or the groundwater leachate from the

landfill are likely to be minimal. Mr Montgomerie said that monitoring undertaken
some 200 metres downstream of the confluence shows that currently the Waitawhara
Stream is capable of suppmting healthy bethnic invertebrate and native fish
communities at this location. He anticipates this would continue to be the case.
Effects of existing operations

:·'[61]

We note that the proposal is for the existing stormwater consent to be modified

·· fo i.r)clude the discharges relating to this landfill.

While the existing stormwater

c6rtsent is primarily intended to deal with the mining operation, little, if any, detail
WaS

fjven to

US

about stormwater management in the mining operation beyond that it

is in area of an open cast mine.
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[62]

The area to the n01th-west of the site appears to have been utilised for coal

mine tailings. Mr L Boyd, a long-time resident and former underground miner, told
us that Puke Coal has been storing tailings from the mining operation in the nOlthwest corner, and that these practices have lead to collapses or slides which have then
entered the Waitawham Stream. Whether that is the case or not, it is clearly an
outcome relating to the mining operation, given that Mr Boyd and others have
acknowledged that there would be no potential for water from the landfill to make its
way to this north eastern comer of the site.
[63]

As we have said, little detail was available to us about the open cast mining

operation except for the contribution to the traffic predicted to be generated from the
site. We note that the end-of-life tyre operation will no longer be included in the
traffic figures. In any case, traffic was not at issue under this appeal.
[64]

Whether or not a mine of this s01t can operationally co-exist with the landfill

was also unclear to us from the evidence.

We assume, however, that Puke Coal

considers this possible and practical including that the general odour from the landfill
would be acceptable to the coal mine site management and operators even though
some of the working and load out areas for the mine appear to be relatively close to
the proposed landfill faces.
Non-contended Effects of the Activity

La11dscape and visual
[65]

As we have said, a number of effects were not in contention in these

proceedings. In relation to landscape and visual effects, we accept that the area in
question has been a worked over mining landscape and overall has no outstanding or
special features. Visual effects will be low to negligible subject to implementation of
a landscape rehabilitation plan.

Given the very restricted viewpoints and visual

receptors, we anticipate the impact on landscape/visual amenity will be low.

Traffic
[66]

We have already noted that the issues surrounding traffic have been resolved

anq do not form part of the appeal.

The traffic links are acceptable, with some 164

movements per day, although the analysis included the tyre disposal facility, so that
..figm;e would now reduce. Overall, there is an intent that the landfill will become
mote predominant as an activity as the mining comes to an end on the site. We accept
· .the
eyideilce that traffic movements can be safely accommodated on the existing road
- .. '•
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network. In particular, we note that huck movements are mixed with Solid Energy
traffic only a shmt distance from the site.

Noise
[67]

We accept that noise in relation to the proposed activity would be relatively

low and in any event is well-screened not only by distance from the boundaries but by
topography. The range of noise anticipated is similar to that for the open cast mining,
although after establishment we accept the ongoing noise will be mainly from
placement of waste and cover.

Fauna and Flora
[68]

The potential increase in bird and pest numbers will be addressed by

Management and is intended to be included within the Landfill Management and
Operations Plan.

Our overall view is that the appropriate management practices

would avoid significant effects on flora and fauna near the site.
[69]

We discussed the possibility of improvement to the riparian margins of the

unnamed u·ibutary with Mr R Montgomerie, a freshwater scientist called by Puke
Coal. He aclmowledged Puke Coal had offered to unde1take riparian planting to
improve the tributary upstream of the site with riparian fencing to help improve the
overall quality of the water. This offer was not taken up in the relevant decision of
the Council Commissioners.
[70]

The possibility of doing this kind of remedial work downstream of the

stormwater pond was also discussed with this witness, but the court was told that this
area is largely already in bush and gully. If there were any open areas, it was agreed
that these could be planted to improve the riparian margin and consequentially the
quality of surface water making its way to the stream system at these locations. On
our site visit we noticed the large treatment pond is bounded by the road. Fencing and
plantillg of the pond's riparian margin would have benefits for the site amenity and
waters.

]Je1·itage Matters
[7 i-]

The footprint of the landfill does not cover any particular cultural or historic

sites. · There is a recorded archaeological site, being the colliery houses located some
50-100 metres from the southern high wall. These would not be affected by the
landfill.
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[72]

There is also a heritage railway line beyond the boundary of the Puke Coal site

operated by the Bush Tramway Club which crosses an internal access road which
services Puke Coal. There do not appear to be any concerns that the landfill would
affect the operation of this railway.
Dust
[73]

It is intended to control dust through the application of water. Given the

existing activities which occur on the site and the distance between the sites which
generate dust and the nearest homes under prevalent wind conditions, we understand
that any effects from dust are not at issue. Any intermediate stormwater/water quality
ponds on the site could be used in part for pumping water for dust suppression and we
understand that an on-site water truck would also be available. Overall, with the
exception of the haul roads, it is likely that the landfill itself would generate little dust.
We conclude that the proposed Site Management Plan could properly deal with
avoiding a dust nuisance on or beyond the site.
Wind Blown Litter
[74] There is of course the prospect of wind-blown litter, and to this end we have
already noted that Mr Howlett has signed a consent agreement for there to be
extensive provisions for litter fences to be placed along his boundaq and for these to
be cleared regularly. It appears to us that there could be some sense in requiring litter
fences to be placed in other locations such as on the eastern side of the roadway, on
the south eastern portion of the site and around the north-west side of the landfill.
This could be addressed in any Consent Conditions and relevant Management Plans.
Disputed Effects
Leachate
[75]

A key concern raised by the PAR Society is the potential for the landfill to

adversely impact on groundwater and freshwater. As we have already noted, the PAR
society were particularly concerned at the potential for leachate to contaminate
groundwater and reach the unnamed tributary on the site.

The response of the

applicant is that there are likely to be very low levels of leachate reaching
groundwater, and it is most unlikely that this leachate would have a measurable effect
on thettibutary.
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[76] We accept the evidence of relatively low levels ofleachate to ground, even for
HDPE failure would be in the order of 8 litres a day. Interceptor drains should
remove any leachate reaching groundwater with monitoring between the MSW and
the waterway to pick up if leachate migrates further. The interceptor drains can be
diverted to separate treatment ponds if necessary.
[77] We conclude that this issue is partly addressed by the interceptor drains
proposal, but should also be supported by several monitoring points between the
landfill and the watmway. We are not sure how and when water will be dive1ted to
the separate treatment pond. However, this could be addressed in the Consent
Conditions and relevant Management Plan. We accept that the low risk, combined
with monitoring, will ensure negligible, if any, contamination of surface or ground
water beyond the site.

Cultural matters
[78]

The status of the groundwater and waterway of this catchment becomes more

important because of the relevant Regional and District and Tainui Management
Plans, all of which have as a first priority (taking priority over National Policy
Statements) that the Waikato River will be protected and restored. This led into
another issue in contention being the cultural dimension of the application.
[79] The cultural matters were not fully explored in the evidence before us. As we
have said, the Tumohe family own two prope1ties on Hangapipi Road but these were
purchased as European titles in the 1950s and 1960s. Nevertheless, the family is
Tainui Waikato and clearly has a close association with this particular property and
area. Given that some four generations have now seen the property as the base for
their whanau, we understand the strong attachment. However, as we have already
said, different views are held by different members of the family.
[80] Argument was advanced both in respect of the Tumohe family and also in a
general sense that the association of Tainui Waikato with the Waikato River was a
critical element of their culture and central to their identity. We see those principles
as non-contentious.

•Prf!tt;ction and Restoration oftlze Waikato
·[81] ·.We also acknowledge that the Crown settlement and iwi plan objectives have
resulted in provisions that have now been inserted into the relevant Regional and
District Plans. In particular we note that the Waikato-Tainui Raupatu Claims
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(Waikato River) Settlement Act 2010 (the Settlement Act) took priority over
National Policy Statements. The important concept for current purposes is the
requirement to protect and restore the Waikato River.
[82] The court aclmowledges the concern of some of the Tumohe family and of the
Tainui people as a whole for the protection of their waterways and for the restoration
of the catchment of the Waikato River so as to improve the maui of the river as a
whole.
[83] The relevant iwi plan (refer Section 35A RMA) entitled The Waikato-Tainui
Environmental Plan (August 2013) provides at Clause 8.2.1 for a hierarchy of steps in
respect of the management of adverse effects on the enviromnent. The first step is for
avoidance, and if avoidance is not possible, then remedy and then questions of
mitigation, balance and the like.
[84] The Regional and District Council witnesses recognised the impmtance of the
provisions now contained within their Regional and District Plans in relation to the
restoration and protection of the river. Ms Drew, for the District Council, felt that this
could be achieved through rehabilitation of the site after the works were completed.
The Regional Council was somewhat more ambivalent adopting essentially the
standard approach in relation to Section 5 thus allowing mitigation to be a sufficient
satisfaction of the obligations.
[85] This was also the approach taken by the applicant's witnesses although, as
noted, the ecologist suggested improvements could be made to the riparian margin of
the unnamed tributary which flows through the site to improve its existing poor
quality.
Protect and restore surface waters paramount

[86] We are unanimous in our view that the adoption of the Vision and Strategy
Statement of the Settlement Act within the Regional and District Plans, has led to a
stepwise change in the approach to consents affecting the catchment of the Waikato
River.
[87] We consider that looking at the Waikato River Settlement Act and the
Regional and District Plans as a whole, the only reasonable conclusion that can be
reached is that there is an intention to improve the catchment of the river and of the
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river itself within a reasonable period of time (several decades) to a condition where it
is safe for swimming and food gathering over its entire length. 3
[88]

Reasons for our conclusion in this regard are as follows:
[a]

. The Settlement Act includes in its definition of the Waikato River all
tributaries, streams and watercourses relevant to this proposal;
The Vision and Strategy for Waikato River set out in Schedule 2 to the

[b]

Settlement Act and in particular Section 1(3)(a), (f), (g), (h), (k) and
Section 2(a) and (i) of Schedule 2; and
[c]

Sections 9 to 12 of that Act;
Recognition of vision and strategy for Waikato River
Te Ture Whaimana

9

Scope of vision and strategy

(1)

The Waikato River and its contribution to New Zealand's
cultural, social, environmental, and economic wellbeing are
of national importance.

(2)

The vision and strategy applies to the Waikato River and
activities within its catchment affecting the Waikato River.

(3)

The vision and strategy is Te Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o
Waikato.
Status

·.
. I_:;

3

Sqhei:lule 2(l)(k)

10

Relationship of sections 11 to 15 with Resource
Management Act 1991

(1)

Sections 11 to 15 have effect to the extent to which the
content of the vision and strategy relates to matters covered
by the Resource Management Act 1991.

(2)

Sections 11 to 15 prevail over sections 59 to 77 of the
Resource Management Act 1991.

11

Vision and strategy is part of Waikato Regional Policy
Statement

(1)

On and from the commencement date, the vision and
strategy in its entirety is deemed to be part of the Waikato
Regional Policy Statement without the use of the process in
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

(2)

As soon as reasonably practicable after the commencement
date, the Council must-
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(a)

insert the VISIOn and strategy into the policy
statement without using the process in Schedule 1 of
the Resource Management Act 1991; and

(b)

make consequential amendments to records and
publications to reflect paragraph (a).

(3)

On and from the commencement date, the Council must
ensure that the policy statement does not remain
inconsistent with the vision and strategy for any longer than
is necessary to amend the policy statement to make it
consistent with the vision and strategy.

(4)

The vision and strategy prevails over the policy statement
during any period of inconsistency described in subsection
(3).

[d]

12

Effect of vision and strategy on Resource Management
Act 1991 planning documents

(1)

The vision and strategy prevails over any inconsistent
provision in(a)

a national policy statement issued under section 52
of the Resource Management Act 1991; and

(b)

a New Zealand coastal policy statement issued under
section 57 of the Resource Management Act 1991.

(2)

The Council must not review or amend under section 79 of
the Resource Management Act 1991 the vision and strategy
inserted in the Waikato Regional Policy Statement.

(3)

A local authority must not amend under section 55 of the
Resource Management Act 1991 a document defined in
section 55(1) of the Act if the amendment would make the
document inconsistent with the vision and strategy.

(4)

A rule included in a regional or district plan for the purpose
of giving effect to the vision and strategy prevails over a
national environmental standard made under section 43 of
the Resource Management Act 1991, if it is more stringent
than the standard.

(5)

A rule included in a regional or district plan for the purpose
of giving effect to the vision and strategy prevails over a
water conservation order made under section 214 of the
Resource Management Act 1991, if it is more stringent than
the order.

Schedule 2 provides:
Schedule 2
Vision and strategy for Waikato River
1

Vision

(1)

Tooku awa koiora me oona pikonga he kura tangihia o te
maataamuri. The river of life, each curve more beautiful
than the last.

(2)

Our vision is for a future where a healthy Waikato River
sustains abundant life and prosperous communities who, in
turn, are all responsible for restoring and protecting the
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health and wellbeing of the Waikato River, and all it
embraces, for generations to come.
(3)

2

In order to realise the vision, the following objectives will be
pursued:
(a)

the restoration and protection of the health and
wellbeing of the Waikato River:

(b)

the restoration and protection of the relationships of
Waikato-Tainui with the Waikato River, including their
economic, social, cultural, and spiritual relationships:

(c)

the restoration and protection of the relationships of
Waikato River iwi according to their tikanga and kawa
with the Waikato River, including their economic,
social, cultural, and spiritual relationships:

(d)

the restoration and protection of the relationships of
the Waikato Region's communities with the Waikato
River, including their economic, social, cultural, and
spiritual relationships:

(e)

the integrated, holistic, and co-ordinated approach to
management of the natural, physical, cultural, and
historic resources of the Waikato River:

(f)

the adoption of a precautionary approach towards
decisions that may result in significant adverse
effects on the Waikato River and, in particular, those
effects that threaten serious or irreversible damage to
the Waikato River:

(g)

the recognition and avoidance of adverse cumulative
effects, and potential cumulative effects, of activities
undertaken both on the Waikato River and within the
catchment on the health and wellbeing of the Waikato
River:

(h)

the recognition that the Waikato River is degraded
and should not be required to absorb further
degradation as a result of human activities:

(i)

the protection and enhancement of significant sites,
fisheries, flora, and fauna:

Ul

the recognition that the strategic importance of the
Waikato River to New Zealand's social, cultural,
environmental, and economic wellbeing requires the
restoration and protection of the health and wellbeing
of the Waikato River:

(k)

the restoration of water quality within the Waikato
River so that it is safe for people to swim in and take
food from over its entire length:

(I)

the promotion of improved access to the Waikato
River to better enable sporting, recreational, and
·
cultural opportunities:

(m)

the application to the above of both maatauranga
Maaori and the latest available scientific methods.

Strategy

To achieve the vision, the following strategies will be
followed:
(a)
·.

,·.

ensure that the highest level of recognition is given to
the restoration and protection of the Waikato River:
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(b)

establish what the current health status of the
Waikato River is by utilising maatauranga Maaori and
the latest available scientific methods:

(c)

develop targets for improving the health and
wellbeing of the Waikato River by utilising
maatauranga Maaori and the latest available
scientific methods:

(d)

develop and implement a programme of action to
achieve the targets for improving the health and
wellbeing of the Waikato River:

(e)

develop and share local, national, and international
expertise, including indigenous expertise, on rivers
and activities within their catchments that may be
applied to the restoration and protection of the health
and wellbeing of the Waikato River:

(f)

recognise and protect waahi tapu and sites of
significance to Waikato-Tainui and other Waikato
River iwi (where they do decide) to promote their
cultural, spiritual, and historic relationship with the
Waikato River:

(g)

recognise and protect appropriate sites associated
with the Waikato River that are of significance to the
Waikato regional community:

(h)

actively promote and foster public knowledge and
understanding of the health and wellbeing of the
Waikato River among all sectors of the Waikato
regional community:

(i)

encourage and foster a "whole of river" approach to
the restoration and protection of the Waikato River,
including the development, recognition, and
promotion of best practice methods for restoring and
protecting the health and wellbeing of the Waikato
River:

0)

establish new, and enhance existing, relationships
between Waikato-Tainui, other Waikato River iwi
(where they so decide), and stakeholders with an
interest in advancing, restoring, and protecting the
health and wellbeing of the Waikato River:

(k)

ensure that cumulative adverse effects on the
Waikato River of activities are appropriately managed
in statutory planning documents at the time of their
review:

(I)

ensure appropriate public access to the Waikato
River while protecting and enhancing the health and
wellbeing of the Waikato River.

[89] This Vision and Strategy Statement affects all decisions made which may
affect the river or its catchment. As the Supreme Comt noted in EDS v Ki11g Salmo11
at [149]: 4

'

: [2014] NZSC 38, Environmental Defence Society Incorporated v The New Zealand King Salmon
Company
Limited & Ors, Elias CJ, McGrath, Glazebrook, William Young, Arnold JJ
.. ,
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[149] Section 6 does not, we agree, give primacy to preservation or
protection; it simply means that provision must be made for preservation and
protection as part of the concept of sustainable management. The fact that s
6(a) and (b) do not give primacy to preservation or protection within the
concept of sustainable management does not mean, however, that a
particular planning document may not give primacy to preservation or
protection in particular circumstances. This is what policies 13(1)(a) and
15(a) in the NZCPS do. Those policies are, as we have interpreted them,
entirely consistent with the principle of sustainable management as
expressed in s 5(2) and elaborated ins 6.

[90]

We have concluded that the Supreme Comt has identified that instruments

may give primacy to some aspects of the matters under Part 2. Further, it is clear that
the Settlement Act was intended, and did take effect, as a statutmy provision
oveniding national policy documents.

Salmo11 at [152]:

The Supreme Court noted in EDS v King

5

[152] The NZCPS is an instrument at the top of the hierarchy. It contains
objectives and policies that, while necessarily generally worded, are intended
to give substance to the principles in Part 2 in relation to the coastal
environment. Those objectives and policies reflect considered choices that
have been made on a variety of topics. As their wording indicates, particular
policies leave those who must give effect to them greater or lesser flexibility
or scope for choice. Given that environmental protection is an element of the
concept of sustainable management, we consider that the Minister was fully
entitled to require in the NZCPS that particular parts of the coastal
environment be protected from the adverse effects of development. That is
what she did in policies 13(1)(a) and 15(a), in relation to coastal areas with
features designated as "outstanding". As we have said, no party challenged
the validity of the NZCPS.
This equally must be true for the Settlement Act to the extent that an application
affects the W aikato River.
[91]

In this case there was no dispute that the waterway was covered by the Act and

was part of the W aikato River as defined, We conclude that this application must, to
the extent relevant, protect and restore the river (particularly this portion of it),
[92]

Implicit in the Supreme Court decision was the matter of workable practicality

thus any protection or restoration must be propmtionate to the impact of the
application on the catchment. However, it is clear that it intends to go further than
avoiding effect. We have concluded protection and restoration includes preservation
from future and restoration from past damage.

Restoration can only involve

recreation of a past state. Thus, some element of betterment is intended .
. ,·,

''

·.,.

".';
5
.• · ,

. 1.'

!. ·;

c.

Ibid at[! 52]
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[93]

We now examine the proposal on this basis.

We are satisfied that this

proposal will protect the waterways with appropriate consent conditions:
[a]

Further intetmediate pond/s are installed to protect water before it joins
the main stmmwater treatment pond. In patticu!ar, these ponds should
allow for removal of sediments and treatment if contaminated;

[b]

Further steps m·e taken to improve water quality before it is released
further downstreatn;

[c]

Steps indicated are taken to ensure leachate does not reach the
tributary;

[d]

There are stringent standards for water quality for discharge fi·om the
main settlement pond for:

[e]

[i]

removal of contaminants including floating oils, scum etc;

[ii]

pH levels; aud

[iii]

ecological standards to support benthic ecology.

Some maps showed additional new ponds or near to the mine aud
landfill sites. These is no doubt that primary treatment/settling ponds
of this type would allow sediments and other materials to be removed
prior to discharge to the fmal settlement pond in the stream.

We conclude the Settlement Act requires the improvement of Waikato water
quality over a reasonable period. We conclude that this cau be achieved in this case
by:
[94]

.. ,·.·

•.

[a]

A comprehensive stormwater aud leachate management piau to
integrate water control from the various activities on site;

[b]

Setting of standards for water discharge to the tributary after treatment;

[c]

Using intermediate ponds/sump or other treatments to ensure any
unacceptable level of contamination is prevented from reaching the
final treatment pond and reducing sediment discharge aud other
contaminants in surface and g~·oundwater; aud
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[d]
[95]

Improving riparian margins through fencing and planting.

In short, we agree that this application must, to an appropriate extent, protect

and restore the Waikato River. However, we conclude that the applicant can do so by
the imposition of consent conditions and appropriate Management Plans.
Odour and landfill gas

[96]

There is no doubt that the discharge of odour from the decomposition of refuse

and from landfill gas and their potential to affect neighbours is a primary issue in this
case. We acknowledge Mr B Campbell, for the Regional Council, and Mr A Curtis,
an experienced air quality scientist, indicating that the odour management and control
provisions proposed for this consent are the most stringent in the Waikato region and
among the most stringent utilised in New Zealand.
[97]

The question is whether or not those are sufficient for us to be satisfied that the

level of the effects will be acceptable. The first issue of course, is how odour is
measured. Experienced compliance officers such as Mr Campbell say it is very easy
to recognise the distinction between landflll gas and landfill odour. Odour is
generated from the working face and the materials placed in the landfill; landfill gas is
generated from the decomposition of the landfill materials which is expelled in a
gaseous form.
[98]

In respect of the working face, Mr Campbell says that rarely are these smells

detectable beyond 300 metres6 and that they are not offensive provided reasonable
management has been maintained. We take that to mean that putrescible materials
when placed in the landfill must be covered immediately with adequate cover so that
the odour does not penetrate that material. For large quantities of putrescible material
such as offal, seafood remains and the like, special anangements need to be made
with a special dumping position prepared and the refuse material being covered
immediately with capping material.

We have assumed all of these steps would be

taken which would, as Mr Campbell said, be normal and expected. While the draft
outline Landfill Management and Operations Plan is intended to address this, as
already pointed out, we do have concerns with the specificity of conditions of consent
which must underlie this plan.

. ..
. .. ..

:~ ·•

·.;:,'

:

:, We·h~~e already noted Puke Coal's offer of a condition for the distance from the landfill working
~.:;:, , ·facet9.the nearest boundary to be a minimum of500 metres

·.:

.'"_ ::.,
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Escaping Odour
[99]

We were told that the major odour problem from landfills is landfill gas, and

in Mr Campbell's experience this begins to generate with the accumulation of larger
tonnages (over say 200,000 tonnes) at the landfill. They became a problem at the
Hampton Downs landfill at 500,000 tonnes. Mr Campbell said that there needs to be
a gas collection system in place coupled with immediate capping of the landfill which
is sufficiently secure to contain the gas and not allow it to percolate to air. Landfill
gas systems are required by the relevant New Zealand Standard to be flared.
[1 00] Mr Campbell told us that with some of the early landfills, the lighters on the
gas stacks were insufficient to ignite the gas or were extinguished during wind events.
This then meant that gas was able to escape and create a nuisance. More recently, the
flares are supplemented by LPG to ensure that whatever gas is present is flamed
without delay. Nevertheless, Mr Campbell did not see that gas odour problems arise
solely for this reason. He pointed out that gas escapes through the landfill cover had
been a major problem with many landfills. This required weekly walkovers of the cap
to detect any small cracks and ensure that they were repaired to stop them fi:om
leaking gas. He also indicated that it required a plarmed and proactive system in
respect of the placement of the flares to ensure that all gas was captured and flared
before it became a nuisance.
[101] Even though Mr Campbell told us that Hampton Downs Landfill was operated
carefully with pro-active management, this landfill has had a significant number of
complaints each year.

It has been only in the last two years that the level of

complaints has reduced from up to around 40 per year to around 10 per year.
Attached hereto as Aunexure E is the record of the complaints produced to the court
for Hampton Downs.
[1 02] From this record it can be seen that many of the incidents were not only highly
offensive but were such that people had to leave their homes or became unwell as a
result of the gas. In nearly all cases, Mr Campbell explained that this was due to
fugitive landfill gas which had ponded and travelled in some cases up to five
kilometres from the site. He also said that in the earlier years there had been problems
with the operation of the collection and flaring of the gas .
• [103] We acknowledge that there is a different landform at the Puke Coal site from
Hampton Downs in that the landform rises from the site to the villages of Glen Afton
and.Pukemiro. The effect of this is that any escaping gas would need to rely on a light
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wind to carry the gas over the surrounding contour before it reaches Glen Afton and
Pukemiro.
[I04] We observed on our site visit that on the eastern side of the prope1ty, the main
Puke Coal offices and coal crusher and storage plant occupy the lower lying land next
to the stormwater ponds. Given that the landfill gas or odour is likely to move
downhill on cold days from the landfill in windless conditions, it should first affect
those facilities. It would need to rise some 50 metres and travel mainly through bush
to reach the Tumohe prope1ties on Hangapipi Road.

This would require the

appropriate wind direction and speed. What is more likely is that any odour would be
directed down and towards the stormwater treatment ponds and then towards
Rotowaro Road.
[I 05] Having said this, we appreciate that odour plumes do not follow any strict
pattern and that patches of odour can often be detected in other places from tinle to
time.

It also seems to us to be less likely that odour would be pushed across the

higher land to the west through the deep valley and then into the villages of Glen
Afton and Pukemiro. Again, however, we do not preclude the possibility that some
patches of odour could be detected in other places from tinle to tinle.
Consents ojpal'ties

[I 06] As well as the consents already referred to, consent has also been obtained
from the principal of the local Pukemiro School. It is unclear whether this goes
beyond the role as principal to include the children for which the principal is
responsible or if this also includes the Board of Trustees. Ms J Tumohe, who lives in
Huntly and is a teacher aide at the school, said she does not agree with that consent
although she said that she has no authority to speak for the school.
[107] More importantly, Ms Tumohe's sister, Mrs L Kingi (who appeared as a

witness for Puke Coal) and her husband who have resided in one of the Tumohe
houses for 30 years have signed a consent. They are clearly key parties likely to be
affected. Mrs Kingi's brother, Mr A Tumohe, has not provided a consent. He is a key
party who also lives in Hangipipi Road, is opposed to the MSW, and who may be
...affected. We understand that other parties such as the occupants of Mr Campbell's
.. p~()perties on Hangapipi Road have signed consents.
[I 08] . ~ection I 04(3)(ii) of the Act excludes us from considering the effects on

. 'cons~Jitihg parties. Given this circumstance and mixture of opinions relating to the
. '
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same properties we find that this limitation has little relevance to the Tumohe
properties in our assessment in this case.
Evaluation of effects
[1 09] We have concluded that all affects, other than odour, can be adequately
controlled by conditions of consent. We also conclude that consent conditions and
Management Plans can be drafted which will protect and restore the stream and
margins. We acknowledge that the RMA is not a no-effects Act. Neve1theless, it is
clear that the more significant the effect, the more the comt will be looking to the
avoidance and remedial steps of the Act rather than mitigation.
[110] We now turn to odour on which the evidence was ambivalent. We note the
key concession made by Mr Curtis, Puke Coal's odour expert, that there would still be
occasions when neighbours would find the odour from the landfill site (we imagine
mainly landfill gas) to be offensive. We rely on Mr Curtis's use of the FIDOL7
factors and in particular the 0 or the offensiveness factor. He said that when odoms
are detected beyond the bonndary of landfills they are generally considered to be
offensive and that this would be the case for any odours from the Puke Coal landfill.
In the context of the degree of offensiveness, Mr Curtis described for us the German
VDI Standard which is used for assessing the level of intensity (or offensiveness) of
odom within a range of 0 (low) to 6 (high). These are often refened to as the FIDOL
levels.
[Ill] Mr Campbell has considerable experience for the Regional Conncil in dealing
with landfill gas, and his view was that the changes to the conditions in this case,
particularly the early installation of landfill gas receptors and flaring, and the regular
checks of the land cap, would avoid most of the problems which have occurred at
Hampton Downs. Even so, Mr Campbell was not prepared to go so far as to say there
would be no effects from time to time on neighbouring properties.

[112] The court is therefore left in a difficult situation. We agree with Mr Curtis that
if the odour effect using the FIDOL levels reaches 3 or more it is offensive· and
therefore a significant adverse effect. It seemed to us that there was the potential for
this level to occur several times per year during at least the peak generation period.

·?frequency, Intensity, Duration, Offensiveness, Location
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[113] An extensive consideration of alternative methods for odour reduction on the
site has been made by the applicants and their advisors. What is proposed is as close
as possible to the best practical option. Nevertheless, no guarantee can be given that
there will not be offensive odours beyond the site boundary. If consent is granted, this
cannot easily be rescinded given that the landfill would continue to produce landfill
gases and odours even if there was to be no further placement of waste.
[114] We remain at this stage in a difficult position in relation to management of
odour. However, it is our view:
[a]

That Puke Coal's offer of a condition for the distance from the landfill
working face to the nearest boundary to be a minimum of 500m aligns
well with Mr Campbell's advice that at this distance with good landfill
management practices, waste odour should not be detectable;

[b]

That there should be additional requirements over those proposed in
the application documents including the installation of early
monitoring devices around the landfill in association with the existing
requirement for a weather station to identifY wind direction and speed,
with an early alarm system protocol being developed to identifY
conditions where odour or landfill gas may be produced. This could
assist in prevention and provide an ability to wam neighbours;

[c]

We conclude that there is the potential in this case for conditions to be
developed which would compensate owners for any inconvenience
and/or displacement from their homes in times of offensive odour.
Although no specific discussion has been entered into, this may include
an emolument for such inconvenience, alternative accommodation
during any period of displacement or some form of liquated damages
agreed in advance;

[d]

There is potential to install in selected individual homes an odour
filtering mechanical air device to enable windows to be kept closed
when landfill gas or odour is detected and thus enable families to
remain within their homes;

[e]

This might be coupled with a mechanism such as the use of a
community liaison committee with funding provided and payments for
community benefits, scholarships, or payments to affected owners (and
reviewed from time to time by the Regional Council at its six-monthly
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or annual review of the odour). The consent conditions on odour could
be reviewed and varied if necessary. It is most likely reviews would
need to continue six-monthly from the critical stage of the consent, say,
after the placement of 200,000 tonnes of refuse prior to that being
annually and continuing until, say, the placement of one million tonnes
where if there were no non-compliances it could drop back to mmually
or bi-annually. Any subsequent complaints would then provoke the reinstigation of the six-monthly review. The review conditions would
constantly enable the Council to update to the latest best practical
option in the event that there were FIDOL 3 or above odours on
neighbouring properties or whether they considered that prevention can
be achieved by the installation of the technology.
[115] In the end even with this mitigation, this would not necessarily satisfy us
under Patt 2 of the Act as it needs to be balanced with other positive and potential
adverse effects of the application with a view to reaching a holistic decision. Overall,
we need to make a decision as to whether these effects as avoided, remedied and
mitigated would nevettheless be acceptable in the context of the entire application.
Past non-compliance

[116] Evidence and submissions were made relating to past non compliance on the
site. This has included one major prosecution relating to a lyre fire on site. Witnesses
also addressed the tailing issue at the north western comer of the site, with its
sediment loading to the streatn. The Tumohe fatnily gave evidence of aerial spraying
adjacent to their homes and suggested a blase approach to environmental matters by
the applicant.
[117] Mr Mulligan acknowledged his client's environmental history, but said his
client has significantly improved his operation in the last ten years, and had been
operating within his consents.
[118] There is a PhD thesis by Dr M Brown on compliance with environmental
conditions in New Zealand. 8 This has shown limited compliance with complex
· conditions by some individuals or smaller companies. The court suggested to Mr

8

Towards Cobust Exchanges: Evaluating Ecological Compensation in NZ, M A Brown doctoral
·thesis.
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Mulligan that the Court reconsider the view in earlier cases that compliance should be
assumed.
[119] For this case, however, we accept that the Regional Council have detected

compliance offences in the past and will be diligent in ensuring any conditions of
consent for the MSW are complied with. We were assured regular checks of all
MSW facilities take place and the Regional Council is diligent in proactive inspection
and response to complaints. Furthermore, regular consent reviews are intended and
any non-compliance could be addressed on the basis the te1ms of such a review are
stated widely enough to include a bond for mitigation and even cancellation if certain
parameters are not met.
Application of the plan matters

National directives

[120] Two National Environmental Standards apply:
[a]

National Environment Standard for Air Quality (NESAQ).

The

evidence provided was that the proposal is designed to meet the
relevant regulations under the NESAQ. Clearly, it would be the failure
to achieve these standards which is the issue in this case. Regular
monitoring, compliance checks, and review are appropriate means of
ensuring the standards are met;
[b]

National Environment Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health (NES Soil).

The

evidence was that the landfill will accommodate activities identified on
the Ministry for the Environment's Hazardous Activities and Industries
List (HAL) and the volume of earthworks required for the landfill will
exceed the pe1mitted activity criteria set out in the NES Soil
regulations. This situation requires a detailed site investigation (DSI)
to be undertaken in accordance with the NES Soil regulations. This
has not been done. Where this is not undertaken, the status of the
activity is a discretionary activity by reference to these regulations.
Again, it seems the matter can be addressed by consent conditions and
Management Plans. Mr Fellows recommended investigative drilling at
I-

·.··-·!

the design stage. The detailed investigation of the Landfill footprint is
clearly intended to ensure there are no residual Adits.

The
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Management Plan will need to address how these Adits are to be
removed or dewatered to meet the requirements of the landfill design.
We conclude a consent condition should require a full prelimimuy DSI
for the landfill footprint under the National Standard. This may be
suppmted by a Management Plan, although we suspect any report is
likely to infonn such a Plan. This should be approved by the Councils
before any works commence.
[c]

The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS
Freshwater). We were advised of the key objectives (AI and A2) of

the NPS Freshwater 2011. This document was superseded on 1 August
2014 patt-way tlu·ough the hearing. Patties were not alert to tins fact
and it was not discussed at the hearing. We set out both versions for
·comparative purposes below:

NPS Freshwater 2011
A. Water quality
Objective A 1
To safeguard the life-supporting capacity, ecosystem processes and
indigenous species including their associated ecosystems of fresh
water, in sustainably managing the use and development of land, and
of discharges of contaminants.

Objective A2
The overall quality of fresh water within a region is maintained or
improved while:
a.

protecting the quality of outstanding freshwater bodies

b.

protecting the significant values of wetlands and

c.

improving the quality of fresh water in water bodies that
have been degraded by human activities to the point of
being over-allocated.

NPS Freshwater Management 2014
A. Water quality
Objective A1
To safeguard:
a) the life-supporting capacity, ecosystem processes and
indigenous species including their associated ecosystems,
of fresh water; and
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b) the health of people and communities, at least as affected
by secondary contact with fresh water;
in sustainably managing the use and development of land, and of
discharges of contaminants.

Objective A2
The overall quality of fresh water within a region is maintained or
improved while:
a)

protecting the significant
freshwater bodies;

values

of

outstanding

b)

protecting the significant values of wetlands; and

c)

improving the quality of fresh water in water bodies that
have been degraded by human activities to the point of
being over-allocated.

There appears to be a softening of the Policy in relation to outstanding water bodies
from protecting the quality to protecting the significant values. Given the tributru.y is
not an outstanding waterbody, this change is oflittle moment. The meaning of (c) is
unclear but its wording is inelegant.
[121] We have discussed the evidence of the likely impact on the quality of surface
water and the existing ecological values of the waterways elsewhere. Suffice to say,
we consider that, irrespective of the changed wording of the NPS Freshwater, it is
clear that the Settlement Act is both specific to these waterways and in accordance
with Section 12 of that Act, prevails over the NPS Freshwater 2011 and 2014:
[122] We have specifically addressed the Vision and Strategy promulgated by the
Settlement Act elsewhere and have noted the emphasis on restoration and protection
of the health and well being of the Waikato River and its tributaries and waterways.
Regional directives

[123] Mr Campbell advised that the relevant policies and objectives of the proposed
Waikato Regional Policy Statement (RPS) are similru.· to the operative RPS. We note
that the parts relevant to the Waikato River and its waterways are captured by Section
11 of the Settlement Act which we have referred to earlier. This means the Vision
and Strategy promulgated that Act is deemed in its entirety to be part of the W aikato
Regional Policy Statement.
[1"24] In respect of other matters we rely on the evidence of Mr Campbell (for the
Regional Council) which was not at odds with, but more detailed in respect of this
ciocilment than Mr Jenkins planning evidence for the Applicant. Mr Campbell
,·. ·-
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concluded, that assuming the relevant practices and methodologies that have been
outlined in the Land Management and Operations Plan are adopted, that the proposal
adopted best practice for the MSW design and was is not inconsistent with the RPS
(operative or proposed).
[125] Mr Campbell and Mr Jenldns were in agreement on the relevant parts of this
Plan and reached the conclusion that the MSW will not be contrary to the relevant
provisions of the National Environmental Standards, Policy Statements and Plans
prepared under the Act.
[126] We note that the five MSW consent applications were processed as a bundle as
a Discretionary Activity9. These concemed the discharge of contaminants to land and
any subsequent discharges of contaminants into water or air. We have concluded that,
in respect of the intetpretation of Rule 3.2.4.2, the fact that Smface Water Class
Standards will be maintained, misses the point, in our view, of the higher threshold
now inserted by reference to the Settlement Act. Thus while this situation may be
achieved, maintaining the water class standard per se, this will not meet the policy
directives which now apply.

District Plan
[127] Ms L Drew, plarmer for the District Council, set out for us the relevant parts of
the District Plan. She referr-ed to Chapter lA which relates to the Waikato Growth
Strategy and the objective relating to the retention of rural land for rural production.
She indicated that the existing site is heavily modified and degraded by the existing
consented activities and that it has limited potential as a productive rural property.
We accept her point but note the intention for rehabilitation after the activity is
completed and the potential for ongoing pasture use.
[128] She accepted that appropriate management of the activity would ensure the
activity would not be inappropriate given its context. We concur with this general
view. Ms Drew then covered the various Chapters of the Plan which are relevant
some of which were not in contention during the hearing. Specifically, we conclude
Chapters 9 Contaminated Land, 10 Solid Waste, 13 Amenity Values, and 14
Hazardous Substances to be most relevant given where the matter had progressed by
. time of hearing.

9

Campbell, EiC at [17]- [20]
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[129] Essentially Ms Drew was reliant on consent conditions to provide an outcome
which would be consistent with these parts of the Plan. We concur with that view
should such conditions be able to be determined and be found to be practicable.
[130] We note her conclusions regarding amenity values which she maintained
include a compromise position. While there is a strong preference to contain effects
within the site, if this is not possible then they should be remedied or mitigated. We
accept that this is the case and that the ability of the activity to be considered
consistent with these provisions will rely on the scale of the adverse effects and
whether they can be practicably remedied or mitigated. This is however, subject to
the effects on the Waikato River which must see a positive outcome overall.
[131] In relation to odour, the evidence shows that at least landfill gas cannot
confidently be expected to remain on the site at all times. This will clearly affect
amenity, but we had little guidance from the District Council witness as to how such
impacts would be seen in terms of the Plan. We conclude the Plan does nothing to
assist us in the assessment of odour effect (on amenity) and its acceptability.
Other documents

[132] The Waikato-Tainui Environment Plan is relevant to our determination
(Section 104(l)(c)) and we have addressed it earlier. We find that this Plan is entirely
consistent with the Vision and Strategy for the Waikato River and supports the views
articulated in this decision.
Part2

[133] As we have indicated, we are unanimously of the view that the Vision and
Strategy for Waikato River and its consequent adoption in the Regional and District
Plans has led to a change in the interpretation of the provisions of Part 2 for the
purposes of the Waikato region.
[134] Accordingly, it is our view that every application affecting the river catchment
will need to demonstrate ways in which it protects and restores the river in proportion
to:
[a]

The activity to be undertaken;

[b]

Any historical adverse effects; and
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[c]

The state of degradation of the environment. Section 8.2.1 of the Iwi
Management Plan assists us in an approach to achieve protection and
restoration.

[135] Various examples ofthe.scope of this were seen by the court during the time
of our visit at or around the site. In most cases the stream outside the site had willow,
some of which had been killed through poisoning regimes but still remained in the
river. There was no riparian planting and in places the banks were eroded. In farm
areas the streams were heavily pugged by stock and there was little or no riparian
planting.
[136] The Vision and Strategy acknowledges the existing, highly degraded state of
the Waikato region waterways and as noted it is not possible in the ordimuy course for
stepwise change and stepwise improvement to be achieved if people are undertaldng
pe1mitted activities such as farming.

Under the Act at least, there can be no

requirement to install riparian planting and fencing although this can be encouraged
by other methods such as subsidies.

Furthermore, the nitrate loading on the

waterways requires plan changes before an enforceable regime can be put in place.
[137] It is our view that the Vision and Strategy recognises that on an application for
a resource consent, affecting the Waikato waterways, there is an important
oppmtunity to provide for the protection and restoration of the river in a more direct
fashion. In such a case, the applicant would need to show that, in proportion to the
impact of the proposal, there was real benefit to the river catchment.
[13 8] We use the words in proportion as qualifying because it is clear from a
reading of the whole of the Vision and Strategy that it does not intend that the first
applicant is responsible for the entire upgrade of the river catchment, nor could such
an approach be in accordance with the Act.

But nevertheless, the generational

impacts upon the river should be recognised and addressed.
[139] The scale of that is clearly a matter for the discretion of the Council relevant to
each case, but we would expect that it would be interpreted as there being an
opportunity wherever possible within the catchment to improve any streams or
waterways and the water quality within it. This can largely be achieved by consent
conditions requiring the provision of riparian planting or other methods to avoid
contaminated runoff, to improve the water quality, in particular the MCI index, lower
the riitrate levels, lower e-coli, and improve habitat for fish and other forms of stream
·taxa.
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Part 2 and the Vision
[140] It is our view that the Vision Statement is not an exponential change given the
provisions of Section 5(2)(a) and (b). Essentially, what is acknowledged in terms of
the Vision Statement is that the potential of natural and physical resources to meet
foreseeable needs of future generations and its life-supporting capacity, particularly of
water and eco systems, has been compromised by past conduct and should be
protected and restored. This closely reflects Section 5(2)(a) and (b) of the Act.
[141] We conclude, looking at the Act as a whole, that it intends that the general
purposes of the Act will be reflected:
[a]

At a national level through policy statements;

[b]

At a regional level through regional documents; and

[c]

At a district level through district documents.

[142] Although the tests vary, essentially a lower order document must give effect to
those higher order documents. Within most plans there are broad areas which do not
militate towards one particular action. The clearest example is the usual reference to
avoid, remedy or mitigate.
[143] It seems to us that EDS v King Salmon 10 has established the principle that it is
possible for national documents, and we would suggest by analogy both regional and
district documents, to promulgate particular approaches within their area of influence
which are not in conflict with superior documents. Lower order documents must give
effect to that approach if sufficiently clear.
[144] In this regard, we are unable to see any conflict between the requirement of the
Vision and Strategy to protect and restore the Waikato River and the provisions of
Part 2 of the Act, or any of the other documents. Therefore, in terms of the analysis
suggested in King Salmon, there is no need to give priority to other parts of Part 2
over the Vision and Strategy for Waikato River.

.... ;

.

.[26I4i NZSC 38, Ellviromnelltal De[e11ce Society !11corporated v Tlte New Zeala11d Ki11g Sa/moll
Compa11y Limited & Ors, Elias CJ, McGrath, Glazebrook, William Young, Arnold JJ
10
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[145] We conclude that the intent of the Act is that it can provide for regional or
district interpretation of the requirements of that Act to fit the particular circumstances
of that region. Where the Government or the Regional Council has identified an area
of importance (such as in the National Coastal Policy Statement) and provided an
emphasis to avoid affects, then that is a matter which binds documents lower in the
hierarchy.

Regional and Local Plans cannot be inconsistent with the superior

document i.e. they must give effect to that policy.
[146] We are unable to see anything in the Vision and Strategy for the Waikato
River, adopted by legislation, which conflicts with the Act, and in fact as Mr Mulligan
suggests, these documents fit remarkably well together.

We suggest that this is

intentional and is intended to demonstrate that within the Waikato region the
restoration and protection of the river is to be regarded as a primary objective guiding
policy and outcomes under the Act.
CONCLUSION

[147] We have discussed our concerns with odour relating mainly to fugitive landfill
gas. The issue concerns us and we conclude that complaints at the level (40 per year)
experienced by Hampton Downs Landfill several years ago would be unacceptable.
However, with appropriate consent conditions and a Management Plan, consent might
be appropriate. We would need to be satisfied the conditions were rigorous, and if
there was a failure there was a real remedy to those affected.
[148] At this point, the court assumes for current purposes that it would be possible
to generate a set of consent conditions and Management Plans that would meet its
requirements for granting consent. The parties have asked for the opportunity to be
involved in the drafting of conditions if the court is minded to consider consent in
principle.
[149] We confrrm again that the offer by Mr Mulligan on behalf of Puke Coal to
close the end-of-life tyre depot has had a profound effect on our thinking. Without
that concession, we would have concluded that the overall effects of the various
aspects of the activity including cumulative effects and the risk of catastrophic failure
were just too high.
[150] With that concession, matters are now much more finely balanced .
.N:evertheless, we remain unsure as to whether or not we can be satisfied that the
'ajJP)ication with the conditions of consent and Management Plans will meet the
· p,lr]:iose of the Act. That turns in part on how issues of cumulative effects can be
··; ·.'"
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dealt with such as stmmwater and the like, and also how issues of odour can be dealt
with through conditions and Management Plans.
[151] We consider the question of fire risk is significantly lower, given the absence
of the tyre depot, and that this should be able to be controlled through adequate
conditions.
[152] We have a tentative view that appropriate conditions could satisfy us that
consent can be granted. However, the court is not prepared to reach a conclusion as to
the application itself until it can consider a set of consent conditions and Management
Plans to address the adverse effects and issues identified in this decision.
[153] On that basis, our interim decision is that consent might be granted by the
court if the court can settle upon satisfactory consent conditions.
Section 290A of the Act

[154] The Councils tlu·ough the Hearing Commissioners concluded that the consents
should be granted on the basis of comprehensive conditions.

We conclude the

Council Decision was largely concerned with the same issues we address but did not
address the change of emphasis now required as a result of the Settlement Act and the
Vision and Strategy for Waikato River. This resulted in decisions which failed to
seek an enhancement and placed the balance on effort to maintain current
environmental outcomes. We have also found specific concerns with odour, whereas
the Hearing Commissioners considered that minimisation was sufficient.
Effective Interim Decision

[155] Ultimately, we tentatively come to a view that consent may be possible with
developed thinking on appropriate conditions.
[156] This requires the parties to now address the conditions. Particular emphasis
needs to be given on how jurisdictional questions of cumulative effects can be
addressed. In preparing such conditions, can we particularly suggest:
[a]

In respect of stormwater:

[i]

The monitoring point at the outlet of the dam requires that
adequate standards remove most of the sediment, coal dust,
nitrates, and that e-coli be addressed.

The objective is to
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discharge water consistent with the quality of the water at the
contact water level to the culvert and thus into the Waitawhara
River;

[ii]

We also note that the proposal to now install a contingency
pond up stream of the main pond is likely to require a resource
consent. This would need to be clarified in the conditions;

[iii]

IdentifYing a method by which the stream as a whole can be
improved including riparian planting, riparian fencing and
planting along the edge of the stream as it goes through the site
to the stormwater pond, and practical improvements
beyond/downstream within at least the application site;

[iv]

Providing intermediate settlement pond both within the landfill
footprint and before the main treatment pond which captures
both landfill and mine stormwater. This concept now forms
part of the proposal although there is no plan or design for it.
Consideration could be given to a sump or catchpit that could
be cleaned out to assist in sediment removal; and

[v]

..

To undertake real time monitoring of the clean stormwater
diverted around the landfill prior to discharge to the stormwater
pods.

[b]

How cumulative effects will be dealt with (this may require changing
other consents) including stormwater, cumulative traffic effects,
cumulative dust effects, impact of mining operations, how 50 metres
separation is to be obtained from any possible coal mining, coal
storage and the land fill operations. The separation regime will require
an appropriate definition of any material containing coal or coal
products by volume (say, containing more than 5%);

[c]

Addressing cumulative operational effects such as inter connectedness
of the various operations and activities around the site and an
appropriate whole of site management plan to address these for
example traffic management and fire risk;

[d]

Surrender of the tyre storage facility consent;
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[e]

In relation to odour:
[i]

How monitoring for early detection can be provided;

[ii]

Dispersion and early warning systems where precursors to
odour identified in modelling occur;

[iii]

In the event of adverse effects on people, how this would be
addressed which might include:

[iv]

[f]

1.

Compensation, assessment for loss or damage,

2.

Filtered air control inside the house, and

3.

Management of waste cover/capping and location.

The additional feature of a bio-filter such that the leachate
storage tanks will be vented through this filter to control
potential odour.

For completeness we add that Mr Mulligan also offered a condition
under which a 500 metre separation distance would be maintained
from the landfill working face to the nearest boundary to minimise the
potential for odour to affect adjoining properties.

[157] The applicant is to liaise with the Councils in preparing a set of consents with
conditions and Draft Management Plans to address the findings and recommendations
contained in the Interim Decision. These are to replace the Proposed Consents with
Conditions and Draft Management Plans as attached in Annexure A, together with
further amendments suggested in closing by the appellant as contained in A and
Annexure B hereto.
Directions

[158] We direct:
[a]

The Applicant is to liaise with the Councils to develop a set of
consents, conditions and Draft Management Plans (the Docnments);
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[b]

If the Documents are circulated to all parties by 20 December 2014, the
Section 274 parties are to provide their feedback by the 28 Febmary
2015;

[c]

If the Documents are circulated between 20 December 2014 and 28
Febmary 2015, the other parties have until the end of March to
comment; and

[d]

Within 15 working days of receiving the Section 274 parties'
comments, the applicant is to circulate and file its final preferred
conditions, with a memorandum setting out areas of dispute and its
reasoning for its preference.

[159] The Court will then convene a judicial prehearing conference (possibly by
telephone) to determine further steps to resolution. If the conditions are not circulated
by 28 Febmary 2015, the Regional Council is to advise the Court and a telephone
conference will be convened. If the parties reach a consensus, a memorandum setting
out reasoning, signed by all patiies should be filed.
[160] Costs are reserved.

SIGNEDatAUCKLANDthis

For the Court:

'2.3

rJ

dayof

Oc:.k.~v2014
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SCHEDULE 4 GENIEIRAL CONDIT~ONS
n

The granting ofthe consents, numbers 125466, 125467 and 125469 is subject/a the following
general conditions, which shall apply to each individual consent:
1

The consent holder shall develop and operate the site in general accordance with the
principles contained within the following documents:
•

•

Application for Resource Consents and Assessment of Environmental Effects,
Puke Coal Limited Proposed Municipal Solid Waste Landfill, dated 19/10/12,
received 29/10/12, prepared by URS Ltd, WRCdocs#2287044 & #2287036.
Application under section 127 RMA to change resource consents 104244
(discharge stormwater) and 102303 (take surface water), received 29/5/13,
WRCdoc#2702892 & #2702889.

as modified by
•
•
•
•

Further information responses from or on behalf of Puke Coal Limited to the
Waikato Regional Council dated 21 February 2013, WRCdoc#2354798.
Further Information response from or on behalf of Puke Coal Limited to the
Walkato Regional Council dated 21 August2013, WRCdoc#2819273.
The Revised Regional Council Consenting Strategy, dated 17 May 2013,
WRCdoc#2535459.
URS Response to Tonkin & Taylor Review Comments (2 August 2013), dated
22/8/13, WRCdoc#2819674.

and by
•

The evidence presented to the consent authority hearing by Puke Coal Limited
and any agents or consultants acting on its behalf.

In accordance with the following concept drawings, which supercede any earlier
revisions provided in the above-mentioned documents

Surface Water

Pagel
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42045680-C-013
42045680-C-014
42045680-C-015
42045680-C-016
42045680-C-017
42045680-C-018
42045680-C-019
42045680-C-020
42045680-C-021
-42045680-C-022
42045680-C-023

Detail
Treatment of Existing Mine Adlts on
Southern Highwall
Connection of Upper Liner Bench to
Lower Liner Bench
Inferred Fault Treatment Detail
Typical Details
Gas Well Detail
Longsection (West-East) Site Geology
Proposed landfill
Treatment of Mine Workings Under
Landfill Footprint
Borehole Location Plan
Hydrogeology
Engineering Geology Site Observation
Map
Existing Site Geology Plan

c
C
D
C
C
C

c
A
A

B

c

2

The consent holder sh.all develop an environmental induction programme,. which
shall be intended to ensure that staff and contractors working on the site are
generally aware of the contents of these consents as they apply to the activities in
which the staff/contractors are involved. Copies of the consents shall be l<ept on-site
at all times, and be made available to all staff and contractors.

3

All investigations, design, supervision of construction, operation, monitoring and aftercare shall be undertaken by suitably qualified personnel experienced in such works, or
works of a similar nature, and to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.

Design- liner, Cover and Capping
4

5

6

The landfill base liner system shall comprise, from bottom to top, at least the following
materials:

(i)

600 millimetres of compacted clay, compacted to achieve a permeability of not
greater than 1 x 1o·• metres per second;

(ii)

a 1.5 millimetre thick textured high density polyethylene (HOPE) liner, or an
eqUivalent liner approved by the Waikato Regional Council; and

(iii)

a leachate drainage layer approved in writing by the Wail<ato Regional Council.

The landfill side liner system shall comprise, from bottom to top, at least the following
l]laterials:

(i)

600 mlllimetres of compacted clay, compacted to achieve a permeability of not
greater than 1 X 10"8 metres per second;

(ii)

a 1.5 millimetre thick textured high density polyethylene (HOPE) liner, or an
equivalent liner approved by the Waikato Regional Council; and

(iii)

a leachate drainage layer approved In writing by the Waikato Regional Council.

The landfill liner system shall be constructed in accordance with the synthetic materials
manufacturer's recommended quality assurance/quality control procedures.

Page2
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7

Alternative liner designs and materials for the base liner or side liner will be considered
for acceptance by Waikato Regional Council prior to the development of a new stage of
the landfill where these are demonstrated to provide equivalent or superior performance
in terms of:

8

o

Resistance to chemical degradation

o

Hydraulic containment

•

Physical strength and deformation characteristics under service and seismic loads

•

General installation procedures

o

Expected service life.

Final cover on all stages shall comprise from, bottom to top, at least:
(i)

a 300 mm intermediate cover layer;

(ii)

a 600 mm compacted clay cap with a permeability no greater than 1 x 1o·"·m/s;

(iii

a 450 mm layer of lightly placed soil; and

(iv)

150 mm of topsoil.

Detailed design for final cover shall be forwarded to the Wail<ato Regional Council 6
months prior to any stage final capping works commencing.
The consent holder shall monitor the stability of the western and southern high walls.
To this end the consent holder shall undertake an appropriate monitoring programme
on these high walls at least six months prior to the construction of Stage 1 and shall
develop an appropriate response plan. Monitoring shall be undertaken on a regular
basis during construction, and until completion of placement of the engineered fill
between the high walls and the landfill, and shall include visual observations and
m.applng ..

9

The monitoring programme shall include such measures that allow for quantitative
assessment of the rate and direction of movement and shall be approved in writing by
the Waikato Regional Council prior to implementation. Data obtained from the
monitoring programme shall be forwarded to Waikato Regional Council in a form that
demonstrates the rate and direction of any movement detected.

10

The consent holder shall undertake an inspection of the cap of the landfill site following
significant storm events (greater than 50% AEP at a duration of less than 1 day), but at
least every siK months. The inspection shall check for:

•
•
0

•
•

vegetation die-off;
cracking of the landfill cap;
subsidence and erosion;
leachate breakout through the cap;
damage by stock;

0

new groundwater springs; and

•

refuse protruding through the cap•

Any c!.efects noticed during the inspection shall be remedied immediately.

Pageg
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A report on the inspection and details of any remedial actions undertaken as a result
shall be fmwarded to the Walkato Regional Council within two months of each
inspection.
Staging and Sequencing
11

Following construction of any stage, the consent holder shall not place any refuse in
that stage until the Waikato Regional Council has received as-built records, and full
QAJQC records to confirm that the landfill liner has been constructed in accordance with
the approved design, and that all necessary infrastructure is in place to collect and store
leachate according to the approved design, and for clean stormwater to be diverted in
accordance with the approved design, and provides written approval of this.

12

Prior to provision of a landfill design for Independent Peer Review as required by
Condition 15, the consent holder shall:
a)

undertake an investigation of groundwater levels under the upper slope of the
southern high wall, to intersect working voids, and to determine if dewatering is
necessary. Should dewatering be required then a dewatering plan should be
prepared and submitted to the peer reviewers for approval prior to
commencement. The plan should outline the requirements for treatment, if
necessary, to meetthe relevant receiving water quality requirements; and

b)

undertal<e sufficient Investigatory drilling In the South Eastern corner to
determine the absence or presence of underground mine workings beneath the
MSW Landfill footprint. The investigation plan shall be submitted to the peer
reviewers for approval prior to commencement. Should underground mine
workings be discovered they are to be excavated and replaced with engineered
fill that will be subjectto detailed design.

Advice note: In the event the quantity or quality of mine water encountered is such
that it cannot be treated on site to meet the surface water quality requirements
(Schedule 3 of consent 104244) for discharge to the unnamed tributary, separate
consent may be required to permit the mine water to be discharged or removed off-site
for. disposal at an appropriate treatment facility.
13.

Unless written approval is obtained from all propertv owners and occupiers between
164-238 Hangaplpi Road. l"Fier te tAe use ef Cell A and Cell F as shewn en l:lrawiA>t
~§gg G Q[)2 Rev:G, the consent holder shall first complete Cells B and C (or Cells
G and H if an initial counter-clockwise rotation is commenced) prior to the use of Cell A
and Cell F as shown on Drawing 42045680'C-002 Rev: C. If during the 24 months prior
to completion of fillin§ ami SaflpiA§ ef tHose sells-Cell C I or Cell H If an ·initial counterclockwise rotation is commenced) meni!ering ef..odour monitoring at the boundary with
properties eA-between 164-238 Hangapipl Road (whose written approval has not been
given) validates incidents of objectionable or offensive odour arising directly rrom er
from activities in association with Cells B and C (or Cells G and H if an initial counterclockwise rotation is commenced) those sells in the 24 months prior to somj3letin§-lhe
last efthe two respeotive sells (I.e. either C or I.J), then Cells A and F shall not be used
for MSW landfilling unless or until written approval is obtained for so doing from all
affe&ted property owners and occupiers between 164-238oo Hangapip) Road and is
provided to Waikato Regional Council. For the avoidance of doubt nothing in this
condition shall preventthe consent holder from using Cells A and F:
. ; . (i).

for the placement of construction and demolition waste: and
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liil

for the placement of MSW waste if the written approval of all property owners
and occupiers between 164-23B Hangapipi Road is provided to the Wail<ato
Regional Council: or

Oiil

for the placement of MSW waste once Cells Band C lor Cells G and Hl have
been completed without any validated odour incidents at the boundarv with
properties between 164-23B on Hangapipi Road (whose written approval has
not been given) during the 24 months prior to completion of Cell C lor Cell H
if an initial counter-clockwise rotation is commenced).

Advice Notes

14.

1.

For the purposes of assessing compliance with this condition. the Waikato
Regional Council shall consider whether the discharge of odour occurred as a
result of the consent holder complying with the requirements of another condition
of this consent.

2.

For the purposes of this condition "completion of a Cell" or to "complete a Cell"
means that it has been filled to such an extent that no further MSW can be
placed in the Cell but may not include final cover.

l"ffeF--!e-oommeRsiA§-Gell D (oF-Gell-1-ikurinitial oouAter-sieokwi!*l-F9!a!i9fl-is
eemmeRoed) CoUAsi~e-FelevaRt oonsents-lisied-aHAe-flead of this
SeheEltlie-uRdeF-seslien 1
of the RMA fer the;au!'flose of set!iRg-aGditieRakenditieR&
if-llalidated-edeureemj3laints have oGSUrred as iRdioa!ed under ooRditiorr4&-

:w

Peer Review Panel

15

The consent holder shall engage, at its own cost, an independent Peer Review Panel
to review the design (and any significant futuro amendments to the design),
constr\lction, .OP<era!igr] and.mainteoam!'l oHba.lancffiJI, ..ans! .to. <Jsse.ss.whether .QJ not
the work is undertaken by appropriately qualified personnel in accordance with good
practice.
The independent Peer Review Panel shall comprise at least three persons and shall
be:

(

•
o

•
•
o

•

independent of the planning, design, construction, management and monitoring
of this site;
experienced in landfill design (Including design of steep walled liner systems),
construction and management;
experienced in landfill geotechnical, groundwater and surface water aspects;
experienced in landfill gas collection, treatment and odour control (both from
landfill gas and other sources);
recognised by their peers as having such experience, knowledge and skill;
approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.

The primary role of the independent Peer Review Panel is to advise the Waikato
Regional Council on the matters below, and shall report to the Waikato Regional
Council at least annually and/or at least two months prior to the development of each
. ,, · :·.·,sta9e on the following matters:
a)
b)

landfill management, including leachate and nuisance control;
management and monitoring plans;
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c)

results of detailed geotechnical investigation,
hydrological and geotechnical issues;

d)

liner design (including the risks associated with steep walled liner systems)
and use of on-site materials, including any alternative materials proposed for
the liner and drainage construction;

e)
f)

construction quality assurance;
water control, including groundwater, stormwater and leachate management;

g)

landfill gas collection system, including the extent to which gas collection will
be optimised and the potential for gas migration via mine adits;

h)
i)

waste compaction, including method and degree;

site

preparation,

and

special/hazardous waste disposal;
acceptable and unacceptable wastes;

j)
k)

. cover material used;
monitoring, modelling and records; and

I)
m)

rehabilitation, including the managem~nt of surface water runoff from
rehabilitated landfill areas.

Where the independent Peer Review Panel does not have the expertise in any of the
areas it is required to report on, as detailed above, it shall engage the services of an
appropriate expert to report on the relevant matter to the independent Peer Review
Panel. The report shall form part of the review provided by the Peer Review Panel as
required by this condition.
Copies of all Peer Review reports shall be sent directly to the consent holder and the
Waikato Regional Council.
A Terms of Reference to guide and direct the Peer Review Panel is to be established
In consultation with Waikato Regional Council.
16

Following receipt of the Peer Review Panel report(s) required under condition 15, the
consent holder shall forward the following final design documents to Waikato
Regional Council for approvaJ·in writing:
o

the detailed designs of the landfill liner and leachate collection system,

o

the leachate storage facilities,

o

the leachate flow balancing calculations and contingency leachate storage
structures,

o

stormwater systems,

o

groundwater drainage system and hydraulic trap,

o

landfill gas collection system and gas flare(s)

o

finallandform,

•

quality assurance procedures for construction of the landfill liner and landfill cap,
and

o

waste acceptance procedures.

:All works shall be carried out in accordance with the designs, as accepted in writing
by the Waikato Regional Council.
'

·~;' "'
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Landfill Management and Operations Plan
17

Three months prior to the commencement of any works associated with this consent
(including site preparation works), and foJJowJng the steps outlined in conditions 19
and 20, the consent holder shaJJ prepare a LandfiJJ Management and Operations
Plan.
The objective of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan is to combine and
conate an management practices and procedures to be implemented on the site to
achieve compnance with the conditions of this consent, and to minimise the potential
for nuisances and adverse effects from the operation of the landfill.

18

To achieve the objective specified in condition 17, the LandfiJJ Management and
Operations Plan shan include details on management, operations and monitoring
procedures, and methodologies and contingency plans necessary to comply with the
conditions of this consent. It shan include, but not be limited to, the fonowing matters:
a)
b)
c)

(

procedures associated with the acc,.ptance of municipal solid waste and
prohibited wastes;
landfill design parameters;
details of landfin operations (i.e. earthworks, site preparation, landfill liner and
side wan construction, procedures for the control of the site and tipping face,
the placement of waste, waste compaction, and daily cover (including
procedures for the selection of cover materials or alternatively a prescriptive list
of materials that win be used, and the thickness of daily cover material), water
control, landfin gas control and leachate control);
the sequential staging of the Jandfin and closure of the landfill;
procedures for mapping the location of special waste burials;
management procedures to Identify the presence (or otherwise) of flooded
mine workings that may be exposed as wen as assessment and
implementation of appropriate dewatering and disposal procedures if required;
management procedures for the control of perched leachate layers;
routine maintenance procedures to be undertaken on the leachate and gas
conection systems, including procedures for cleaning the leachate collection
pipes;
an erosion and sediment control plan;
management and monitoring practices for the collection and disposal of
leachate and landfill gas;
management and monitoring procequres for the control of odour;
management and mitigation practices, Including monitoring, to control nuisance
effects from noise, birds, vermin and litter;
management and monitoring procedures for the control of dust;
the specific location of the continuous dust monitor for measuring dust
emissions and the specific location of the weather monitoring station;
procedures for the management of traffic volumes in accordance with the
conditions of this consent including methods of monitoring and reporting
compliance with the conditions of this consent;
parking, manoeuvring and loading arrangements to ensure queuing and
loading space is available and to avoid any effects from parking or queuing at
the entrance;
procedures and methods to control the speed limit on the site;
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r)

s)

t)
u)
v)

W)

x)

driver behaviour guidelines to be includeq in contracts involving regular
haullers over one month duration to cover debris, covered loads and safety
briefing;
procedures to manage any debris spillage onto Rotowaro Road caused by
trucl<s exiting or entering the site;.
spill prevention and response protocols;
an accidental discovery protocol;
specific management procedures for the control and management of any
landfill fires, including details of the firefighting equipment to be l<ept on site to
extinguish fire of a general or chemical nature;
at a minimum, requirements for installation of· primary litter fences for each stage
of the landfill to a minimum height of 6m on the predominant downwind side as
fixed location fences. The LMP shall also include requirement for the use of
secondary litter fences to a minimum height of 2m, being mobile fences and able
to be relocated as required to provide a litter b~rrier as close as pr~cti~abl~
d?':"nw!nd of tJle active W()r~ing ~":~e,
other .actions necessary to comply with the requirements of this resource
consent.

19

The Landfill Management and Operations Plan shall be submitted for review by the
Peer Review Panel and must be approved In writing by the Waikato Regional
Council, acting in a technical certification capacity, prior to the commencement of any
worl<s associated with this consent (including site preparation works and the
deposition of refuse). For the avoidance of doubt the Waikato Regional Council is
only required to review and approve those matters in the Landfill Management and
Operations Plan which are within their jurisdiction, which shall exclude those matters
specified in condition 18(1). 18(ol, 18(0), 18(r), eRfl18(s), and 18(w).

20

Prior to submitting the Landfill Management and Operations Plan in accordance with
condition 19, and prior to the review, and any amendments to the Landfill
Management and Operations Plan in accordance with condition 21, the consent
holder shall provide an opportunity for the Community Liaison Group established by
condition 22 to:
a)

provide written input and feedback into the initial preparation, or any
subsequent review of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan. In the
event that no written input and feedback Is received from the Community
Liaison Group within 15 working days of their receipt of the initial draft of the
Landfill Management and Operations Plan or within 10 working days in relation
to any subsequent review of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan
then the consent holder shall be deemed to have compiled with this condition;
and

b)

review and discuss the results of all monitoring and reports as required by the
conditions of this consent.

The consent holder shall provide the Peer Review Panel with a record of any input
and feedback received from the Community Liaison Group, for the Panel to co_nslder.

.---~?:1' · ,,/"th~J
'.
' ·

.· ·

Landfill Management and Operations Plan shall be reviewed and updated at
i€as't..once every two (2) years by the consent holder and may be amended
. a'ccorilingly to take into account any changes required. The review of the Landfill
.: "'M8'oag~ment and Operations Plan shall assess whether management practices are
·,;:j~s\llilng in compliance with the conditions of !his consent, and whether the objective
. / •.• '; .'
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of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan Is being met through the actions
and methods undertaken. The review shall result In amendments that are necessary
to better achieve the objective of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan.

Community Liaison Group
22

The consent holder shall unde1take ongoing liaison and consultation with local residents
within a radius of3.0 km of the landfill footprint during the establishment and operation
of the landfill.
To facilitate this, and prior to the lodgement of the Landfill Management and
Operations Plan, the consent holder shall undertake an open, public pr9cess to offer
local residents and interested people the opportunity to be part of a Community
Liaison Group. The consent holder shall offer tl1is opportunity to the following parties:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
ffij

(

Wail<ato District Council;
Waikato Regional Council;
Waahi Whanui Trust;
Pukemiro School;
Bush Tramway Club Inc;
Adjoining landowners; and
Residents of the Pukemiro and Glen Afton 8e#lemen!s (!e-Be represented by
!we-peGflle-fr-em-easfl-se!-tlefRent).

23

The Community Liaison Group shall be comprised of representatives of those parties
referred to in Condition 22 who elect to take up the opportunity.

24

The main purpose of the meetings of the Community Liaison Group is to:

-·

(a)

Enable the consent holder to explain the progress of the various activities
associated with the landfill;

(b)

Enable the consent holder to facilitate site inspections;

(c)

Provide input and feedback into the preparation, implementation, review and
adaption of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan;

(d)

Receive and discuss the results of monitoring and reporting as required by the
conditions of this consent;

(e)

Discuss and mal<e recommendations to the consent holder regarding any
community concerns regarding the effects of the exercise of this consent,
including social impacts;

(f)

To identify and discuss appropriate measures to address issues raised,
including provisions of further informatlon;--aOO

(g)

Receive reports on actions taken by the consent holder on any concerns
raised.

The· consent holder shall provide reasonable administrative and logistical support to
facilitate the functions of the Community Liaison Group including provision of an
independent facilitator to chair the Community Liaison Group meetings if necessary.
The extent of the support to be provided is to be determined in consultation with the
Waikato District Council and Waikato Regional Council.

25
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26

The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to ensure that meetings of the
Community Liaison Group are held for the duration of the consent from the
commencement of the consent:
(a)

at least once every three (3) months during the establishment of the landfill;
and

(b)

at least once every six (6) months once municipal solid waste is being
deposited at the landfill (unless the Community Liaison Group dEJtermlnes that
meetings should be held less frequently or are no longer required and advises
the consent holder, Waikato District Council and Waikato Regional Council
accordingly).
·

27

The consent holder shall inform the Waikato Regional Council and the Waikato
District Council's General Manager Customer Support of any meeting of the
Community Liaison Group a minimum of ten (10) working days in advance of that
meeting.

28

The consent holder shall ensure that the minutes of the Community Liaison Group
meetings are forwarded to the Community Liaison Group, the Waikato Regional
Council and the Waikato District Council's General Manager Customer Support
within ten (10) working days of any meeting being held.

29

The consent holder shall assist the Community Liaison Group to fulfil its purpose by,
among other things:
(a)

arranging an appropriate venue In the local area for meetings of the
Community Liaison Group;

(b)

appointing one of thO? consent holder's senior representatives to represent it on
the Community Liaison Group and ensuring at least one of its representatives
attends all of the formal meetings of the Community Liaison Group (unless the
Community Liaison Group determines that the consent holder should not be
represented on the Group or does not need to attend a specific meeting and
advises the consent holder and Waikato District Council and Waikato Regional
Council accordingly);

(c)

30

providing information to the Community Liaison Group about progress in
relation to the project, including the environmental effects of the project and ·
compliance with consent conditions;

(d)

being prepared to discuss the environmental effects of the landfill, any
concerns in relation to human health and safety, and any complaints from the
local community, including provision of further information and identification of
appropriate measures to address issues raised; and

(e)

timely provision of all monitoring data collected by the consent holder during
the period between meetings of the Community Liaison Group

in the event that a Community Liaison Group fails to establish as provided for in
condition 11 or is disestablished at any time, then provided that the consent holder
has complied with conditions 22, 25, 26 and 29 as may apply, then the relevant
requirements of this consent shall be deemed to be met.

For the avoidance of doubt, the Community Liaison Group shall be disest>;~biished

. whem 3 successive meetings attract fewer than 3 of the parties specified in condition
," .
··:.·

.·

· 22;:in addition to the Waikato Regional Council and Waikato District Council.
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Landfill Manager
31

The consent holder shall retain an appropriately experienced Landfill Manager to
supervise the operation of the landfill operations on the site.
For the purpose of this condition an appropriately experienced Landfill Manager
means a person who holds at minimum NZCE (or equivalent qualification) and has
prior work experience that includes:
o

Heavy earthworks construction;

o

Solid waste handling; and

o

Environmental/consent compliance experience.

The Landfill Manager shall compile an Annual Performance Report on the op'eration
of the landfill, including:
i)

the status of landfilling operations on the site and work completed during the
preceding year;

ii)

any difficulties which have arisen in the preceding year and measures taken
to address those difficulties; and

iii)

activities proposed for the next year of the landfill operation; and

iv)

its record of compliance with the relevant consents.

The first report shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council by the
anniversary of the day on which the consent holder gives effect to this consent, and
annually thereafter, unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Walkato Regional
Council.
Archaeological Items
32

(

'

In the event that any human remains or archaeological items are discovered, the works
in that area of the site shall cease Immediately and the Police, Tangata Whenua, and/or
the NZ Historic Places Trust, and also the Waikato Regional Council, shall be notified
by the consent holder as soon as practicable. Works may recommence with the-written
approval of the Waikato Regional Council. Such approval shall be given after the
Walkato Regional .Council has considered:
(i)

Tangata Whenua interests and values;

(ii)

the consent holders interests;

(I)

any archaeological or scientific evidence;

(iv)

any requirements of the Police; and

(v)

whether any necessary statutory authorisations have been obtained from the
Historic Places Trust.

Review
33

The Waikato Regional Council may during the month of the second anniversary of the
granting of these consents, and every fifth (5) year thereafter, or upon cessation of
landfllling operations at the site, serve notice on the consent holder under section 128
(1) of the Resource Management Act 1991, of its intention to review the conditions of
this resource consent for the following purposes:
(i)

to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this resource consent in avoiding
or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment from the exercise of this

Page11
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resource consent and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by
way offur!her or amended conditions; or
(ii)

if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this resource consent to
adopt the best practicable option to remove or reduce adverse effects on the
surrounding environment due to the exercise of these consents; or

(iii)

to review the adequacy of and the necessity for monitoring undertaken by the
·
consent holder.;_Q[

Civl

to review the effectiveness of the conditions of resource consents relating to
odour control, in the event of odour incidents which have been confirmed as
being objectionable by the Waikato Regional Council.

Note: Costs associated with any review of the conditions of this resource consent will
be recovered from the consent holder In accordance with the provisions of section 36 of
the Resource Management Act 1991.

Note: The pumose of 33(/v) is to review conditions where there have been
objectionable odour /no/dents. possiblv but not necessarilv persistent in nature, and
where the odour may be better addressed through a change of consent conditions.
rather than recourse to the normal compliance enforcement options available to the
Waikato Regional Council.
Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan

34

Prior to the commencement of each stage developmen~ the consent holder shall
submit a concept Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan to the Waikato Regional Council
for acceptance in writing. That Plan shall describe the key aspects of closure and
rehabilitation that will be implemented should the site close permanently at the
completion of the proposed stage.
At least twelve months prior to landfill operations ceasing on this site, the consent
holder shall provide to Waikato Regional Council a detailed Rehabilitation and
Aftercare Plan, for acceptance in writing. This plan shall be prepared after
consultation with the owners of the site, the owners of adjacent properties and the
Waikato District Council. The plan shall address at least the following issues:
•

land ownership and liability for contamination

•

responsibilities for aftercare
final contours
capping and re-vegetation

o

o
o
o

o

o
o

•

maintenance of the landfill cap to prevent cracking and ponding of stormwater
management of land uses to prevent contamination of surface water runoff by
sediment or nutrients
operation and maintenance of leachate management systems
operation and maintenance of landfill gas management systems
ongoing monitoring, including groundwater, surface water, landfill gas and site
capping; and
funding of aftercare.

FoJiowing acceptance of the proposal, the consent holder shall implement the Plan to
the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council

:Page12
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Administration
35

The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council arw administrative
charge fixed in accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991,
or any charge prescribed in accordance with regulations made under section 36 of
the Resource Management Act 1991.

36

The consent holder shall notify the Waikato Regional Council in advance of the date
of first exercise of this consent.

37

From the start of construction activities at the site the consent holder shall maintain
an environmental log and shall record in that Jog at least the following:
(i)

the limes and dates on which the landfill operates;

(ii)

all public complaints, including particulate matter or odour. The record is to
include the:
(a)

type and time of the complaint;

(b)

name and address of the complainant (if available);

(c)

location from which the complaint arose;

(d)

wind direction at the time of the complaint and rainfall prior to the
complaint;

(e)

the response made by the consent holder and the likely cause of
complaint; and

(f)

action taken or proposed as a result of the complaint.

The environmental log shall be made available to Waikato Regional Council and the
Community Liaison Group on request at any reasonable time.
The consent holder shall notify the Waikato Regional Council of any complaints
received as soon as practicable in any event within 48 hours of the complaint being
received. The consent holder shall submit a monthly report of all complaints received
along with comments on the result of any investigation of the complaint to Waikato
Regional. Council.

(

Where the Waikato Regional Council validates the complaint, then the consent
holder shall provide a report to the Waikato Regional Council within three working
days of the validation, including details of the cause(s) of the incident and any
measures taken to prevent recurrence.
Bond
38

Prior to the commencement of the placement of refuse at the site the consent holder
shall provide and maintain In favour of the Waikato Regional Council a bond of
$5 million to:
•

Secure compliance with all the conditions of this consent and to enable any adverse
effects on the environment resulting from the consent holder's MSW Jandfllling
activities, including any C&D wastes placed in the MWS landfill, and not authorised
by a resource consent to be avoided, remedied or mitigated;

o

Secure the completion of rehabilitation and closure in accordance with the
Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan;
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o

Ensure the performance of any monitoring obligations of the consent holder under
this consent; and

•

Enable the Waikato Regional Council to undertake monitoring and management of
the site until completion of closure of the site..

Note: "Completion of closure" means when the Waikato Regional Council deems
that resource consents for the site are no longer required, and that there is no
reasonable risk of the site causing further adverse impacts on the environment.
39

The quantum of the bond shall be sufficient to cover the general items listed in condition
38, and in particular:
(i)

the estimated costs (including any contingency necessary) of rehabilitation and
closure of the landfill in accordance with the conditions of the Walkato Regional
Council consents;

(ii)

the estimated costs (including any contingency necessary) of monitoring and
management of the site and its effects following closure or abandonment, for as
long as may be required to comply with conditions ofWaikato Regional Council
consents. This shall include the ongoing operation and maintenance of
stormwater, leachate and landfill gas management systems;

(iii)

the estimated costs of prevention and/or remediation of any adverse effect on
the environment that may arise from the landfill including planting and
landscaping provisions; and

(iv)

any further sum which the Waikato Regional Council considers necessary for
monitoring any adverse effect on the environment that may arise from the
landfill including monitoring anything which is done to avoid, remedy, or mitigate
an adverse effect.
·

40

The bond shall be in a form approved by the Waikato Regional Council and shall,
subject to these conditions, be on the terms and condiTions required by the Waikato
Regional Council.

41

Unless the bond is a cash bond, the performance of all the conditions of the bond shall
be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Waikato Regional Council. The
guarantor shall bind itself to pay for the carrying out and completion of any condition of
the bond In the event of any default of the consent holder, or any occurrence of any
adverse environmental effect requiring remedy resulting from such default by the
consent hol<:Jer.

4;2

The amount of the bond may be vaned and shall be fixed by the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the anniversar)i of the first refuse placement, and every anniversary
thereafter. The amount of the rehabilitation. bond shall be advised in writing to the
consent holder at least one month prior to the review date.

43

Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the bond fixed by the Waikato
Regional Council then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the
provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice
by the consent holder to the Wail<ato Regional Council advising that the amount of the
rehabilitation bond is disputed, such notice to be given by the consent holder within two
'' ·::weeks of notification of the amount of the rehabilitation bond. If the parties cannot agree
· (ip'on an arbitrator within a week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an
· ·'arbitrJ>tor shall be appointed by the President of the Institute of Professional Engineers
. ·· · of ~e'w Zealand. !)uch arbitrator. shall give an award In writing within 30 days after his or
· '.· her'appolntment, unless the consent holder and the Waikato Regional Council agree
:•··
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that time shall be extended. The pa1ties shall bear their own costs In connection with
the arbitration. In all other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall
apply. Pending the outcome of that arbitration, and subject to condition 44, the existing
bond shall continue in force. That sum shall be adjusted in accordance with the
arbitration determination.

44

If the decision of the arbitrator is not made available by the 3oth day referred to above,
then the amount of the bond shall be the sum fixed by the Waikato Regional Council,
until such time as the arbitrator does make his/her decision. At that stage the new
amount shall apply. The consent holder shall not place further refuse at the site if the
variation of tlie existing bond or new bond is not provided in accordance with this
condition.

45

If, on annual review, the amount of the bond to be provided by the consent holder is
greater than the sum secured by the current bond, then within one month of the consent
holder being given .written notice of the new amount to be secured by the bond, the
consent holder and the guarantor shall execute and lodge with the Waikato Regional
Council a variation of the existing bond or a new bond for the amount fixed on review by
the Waikato Regional Council. No further refuse shall be placed at the site if the
variation of the existing bond or new bond Js not provided in accordance with this
condition.

46

The bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement between the
consent holder and the Councils.

47

The bond shall be released on completion of closure of the site, as defined in Condfffon

38.

48

All reasonable and actual costs relating to the bond shall be paid by the consent
holder.

1.

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall lapse five (5) years after the
date on which it was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that
period.

2.

Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g.
dam, bridge, jetty) thll? consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be
necessary to apply for a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.

3.

This resource consent does not give any fight of access over private or public
property. Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and the
property owner.

4.

This resource consent is transferable !o another owner or occupier of the land
concerned, upon application, on the same conditions and for the same use as
originally granted (s.134-137 RMA).

5.

The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under
.f!.127
RMA.
·,..

r'·

· · 6.

'tiJ~·'r~asonable costs incurred by Walkato Regional Council arising from supervision
E}nd monitoring of this/these consents will be charged to the consent ho!de1: This may
Page15
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include but not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Wa/kato Regional Council
officers or agents, liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints or
enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of compliance with the
conditions of consents.
7.

Note that pursuant to s333 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at a//
reasonable times go onto the property that Is the subject of this consent, for the
purpose of carrying out inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or
taking samples.
·

8.

If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for
a new consent made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right
to continue exercising this consent after it expires in the event that your application is
not processed prior to this consent's expiry.

Dated at Hamilton this :wth day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Waikato

. ,...

Regional Council
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Resource Consent
Certificate
Resource Consent:

125466

File Number:

60 52 63F

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Wail<ato Regional Council hereby grants
consent to:
Pul<e Coal Limited
BoxC5
RD 1
Glen Afton
Huntly 3771

(

(hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)
Consent Type:

Discharge permit

Consent Subtype:

Discharge to land

Activity authorised:

Discharge up to 8,000,000 cubic metres of solid municipal waste to land

Location:

1058 Rotowaro Rd - Glen Afton

Spatial Reference:

NZTM 1780721 E 5835043 N

Consent Duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification, unless
otherwise stated in the consent's conditions, and expire on 1/11/48

Subject to the conditions overleaf: ·

!

I
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1.

This consent is subject to the general conditions listed in Schedule 4. Where there may be
differences or apparent conflict between those general conditions and the conditions below,
the conditions below shall prevail.

2.

No hazardous waste shall be accepted for disposal at the landfill. The definition of
"hazardous waste" shall be any waste:
(i)

defined as either explosive, flammable, oxidising, corrosive, toxic, or ecotoxic in
terms of the HSNO regulations; or

(ii)

which does not meet the waste acceptance criteria as outlined within the AEE,
Appendix D, Section 4.1.1 {Acceptable wastes).

The definition of "hazardous waste" shall not include waste products containing potentially
hazardous components that are present in such ·small quantities that they are not expected
to have adverse effects an ·the environment, and are such as can reasonably be expected
to be contained in the municipal waste stream.
3.

Heal!hcare wastes, as set out in NZS4304:2002 "Management of Healthcare Waste" shall
be acceptable for disposal at the landfill in accordance with NZS4304.

4.

To minimise the potential for hazardous waste or unacceptable healthcare waste to be
disposed of atthe landfill the following measures shall be taken:
(i)

notice shall be clearly positioned at the landfill entrance, and at any transfer stations
under the control of the consent holder, to identify the wastes which are
unacceptable at the landfill; and

(li)

random inspections of incoming loads for the presence of unacceptable wastes
shall be undertaken.

In the event that the consent holder Is made aware of a delivery of hazardous waste to the
site which does not meet the site waste acceptance criteria outlined in condition 2 this
consent, the consent holder shall take immediate steps to inform the Waikato Regional
Council of:

5.

(i)

the date and time at which the vehicle was turned away

(ii)
(iii)

the registration number of the vehicle ·
the identity of the carrier (if !mown)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

the size and type of the load
the source of the load (if known)
the category of the hazard (If !mown).

This condition may be reviewed by the Waikato Regional Council upon the release of any
alteration to the Resource Management·Act, or any document accepted as a New Zealand
Guideline or Standard, which addresses the tracking and/or responsibilities of hazardous
waste materials. Such review may be initiated within two months of each anniversary of the
q!"t7-of commencement of this consent.
·;.
. · .. ·,;

. , .-,
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6.

The Waikato Regional Council may commence a review of conditions 2 and 3 of this
consent, after consultation with the consent holder, in response to development of or
changes in the national definition of hazardous wastes, or the release of new national
hazardous waste treatment andlor disposal guidelines, or changes to the standards relating
to healthcare wastes. Such review may be initiated within two months of each anniversary
of the date of commencement of this consent.
Costs relating to the above review will be_ borne by the consent holder

7.

The consent holder shall maintain to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council a
record of the quantities and types of refuse accepted at the landfill.
A copy of this record shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council by 1 September
each year, unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Waikato Regional Council.

8.

A copy of these records shall be made available to the Walkato Regional Council at any
reasonable time upon request.

f··

(

The consent holder shall keep a record of the location of all special waste burials that have
been accepted by passing the elutriation criteria.

9.

Sludges, soils and similar fine particle size materials, special wastes or waste that will
chemically react with the HDPE liner, shall not be placed within 3 metres of the top of the
drainage layer that Is to be placed on top of the landfill liner.

10.

No liquids shall be placed within the landfill without the written approval of the Waikato
Regional Council. Notwithstanding conditions 2, 3 and 9 (which define unacceptable
wastes), sludges that have a solids content of at least 20% w/w, or have a "spadeable"
consistency and are not free-flowing, are acceptable.

11.

The discharge of material authorised by this consent shall not occur outside of the area
described as "Proposed Landfill Footprinf', as shown in Drawing C-002 in the document
"URS Response to T&T", dated 22/8/13, wrcdoc#2829674.

12.

As a result of the placement of refuse and cover material at this site the final contours of the
filled area, following setllement, shall not exceed those shown in Drawings C-007, C-008,
C-009 in the document "URS Response to T&T", dated 22/8/13, wrcdoc#2829674.

13.

Refuse shall be· covered at the end of each worl<ing day with a minimum of 150mm of soil
or other material approved by the Wail<ato Regional Council.

14.

The volume of refuse authorised by this consent is that volume contained within the design
void of up to 8 million cubic metres, including the HDPE liner and the final cap, within the
contours shown on Plan 42045680-C-005 (dated 1618113) and as measured at the time of
completion of the cap.

Dated at Hamilton this 2oth day ofNovembmr 2013
For and on behalf of the
Waikato Regional Council

............................................
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Advice notes
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1.

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall/apse five (5) years after the
date on which it was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that
period.

2.

Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction
(e.g. dam, bridge, jetiy) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may
be necessary to apply fur a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.

3.

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public
properly. Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and
the properly owner.

4.

This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land
concerned, upon application, on the same conditions and for the same use as
originally granted (s.134-137 RMA).

5.

The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent
under s.127 RMA.

6.

The reasonable costs Incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision
and monitoring of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This
may include but not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional
Council officers or agents, liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints
or enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of compliance with the
conditions of consents.

7.

Note that pursuant to s333 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all
reasonable times go onto the properly that is the subject of this consent, for the
purpose of carrying out inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or
taking samples.

8.

If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application
for a new consent made at /east 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the
right to continue exercising this consent after it expires in the event that your
.. ??Plication is not processed prior to this consent's expiry.
·

;

......

. ·,,;

·~

~;

!

-?

.•
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Resource Consent
Certificate
Resource Consent:

125467

File Number:

60 52 63F

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Walkato Regional Council hereby grants
consent to:
Puke Coal Limited
BoxC5
RD 1
Glen Afton
Huntly3771

(hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)

(

Consent Type:

Discharge permit

Consent Subtype:

Discharge to air

Activity authorised:

Discharge contaminants to air from a municipal solid waste landfill

Location:

1058 Rotowaro Rd- Glen Afton

Spatial Reference:

NZTM 1780721 E 5835043 N

Consent Duration:

This consent will co.mmence on the date of decision notification, unless
otherwise stated in the consent's .conditions, and expire on 1/11/2048

Subj~.ct to. ~he conditions overleaf:

.. ;_:
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1

This consent is subject to the general conditions listed In Schedule 4. Where there may be
differences or apparent conflict between those general conditions and the conditions below,
the conditions below shall prevail.
2 · As a result of the activities authorised by this resource consent the discharge shall not
result in odour or particulate matter that is objectionable or offensive to the extent that it
causes an adverse effect at or beyond the boundary of the land owned by or under the·
control of the consent holder.
Advice Note. For the purposes of assessing compliance with this condition, the Waikato
Regional Council shall consider whether the discharge of odour occurred as a result of the
consent holder complying with the requirements of another condition of this consent.

3

If directed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council following odour complaints that are
validated as originating from the landfill and after consultation with the consent holder, the
consent holder shall undertake a community odour survey. The design of the odour survey
questionnaire and methodology shall be approved In writing by the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the su.Vey being undertaken and any subsequent amendments to the
survey questionnaire or methodology shall be approved by the Waikato Regional Council.
The results and interpretations of the odour survey shall be submitted to the Waikato
Regional Council within two months of the survey being conducted.

4

The consent holder shall collect meteorological data from a location approved by the
Wail<ato Regional Council either within the site, or at some other appropriate location which
the Council considers is fairly representative of conditions at the landfill site; Data recorded
shall be for no longer than 10 minute averages for wind direction, wind speed, air
temperature, atmospheric pressure, rainfall, solar radiation and standard deviation of wind
direction. The data shall be of an appropriate standard to enable its use for odour
dispersion modelling.
The meteorological data shall be provided to the Waikato Regional Council upon request at
any reasonable time.

5

If directed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council, following odour complaints that are
validated as originating from the landfill, and after consultation with the consent holder, the
consent holder shall develop an odour dispersion model using on-site odour emission rates
and meteorological data, as required under condition 4 of this consent, to a standard
satisfactory to the Waikato Regional Council.

6

The consent holder shall provide vehicle wheel wash facilities. The wheel washing facilities
shall be well maintained and shall be used by all vehicles exiting the landill as required to
minimise the tracking of particulate matter off-site. Unless recycled, the water draining from
the wash facility shall be treated as contaminated stormwater.

7

The consent holder shall, during the month of the fifth anniversary of the first placement of
refuse at the site, and every fifth year thereafter, submit a written report to the Waikato
Regional Council that compares recorded landfill gas composition and volumes with th.ose
used for assessment in the document ''AEE, Appendix D, Assessment of Air Quality Effects
. a.?socfated with the Proposed Municipal Solid Waste Landfill at Pukemiro", dated August
., ' 2Q12 ..

:.Upc)n:~ecelpt of each written

report as referred to above, if, in the opinion of the Waikato
·Regional... Council, there is a significant difference in the landfill gas composition and
· voluine~:recorded compared with those used in the original model, the Waikato Regional
. Council:rri~y require that the consent holder prepares a Health Risk Assessment using the
collected on-site data.
· Doc#2~32841' ·
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Upon receipt of any Health Risk Assessment the Waikato Regional Council may initiate a
review of the conditions of this consent for the purposes of dealing with any potential
adverse effects as a result of landfill gas emissions from the landfill site.
Costs relating to the above review will be borne by the consent holder.
The consent holder shall monitor total suspended particulates {TSP) as follows:

8

c

(i)

· Prior to commencement of construction activities at the site the consent holder shall
Install a continuous total suspended particulate matter monitor. Results shall be
reported to the Wail<ato Regional Council six monthly unless the trigger level defined
in part (iv) of this clause is exceeded. If trigger levels are exceeded these shall be
reported as provided for in (lv) below;

(il)

the TSP monitor shall be generally located to the east of the landfill footprint at a
location to be agreed with the Wail<ato Regional Council;

(iii)

the method of measurement shall be a US EPA equivalent method appropriate to the
instrument used, or other method approved in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council. The consent holder shall record hourly and 24 hour average concentrations;
and

(iv)

the concentration of TSP in ambient air at or beyond the eastern boundary of the site
as a result of onsite activities shall not exceed 120 micrograms per cubic metres as a
24 hour average. In the event this trigger level is exceeded the consent holder shall
report to the Wail<ato Regional Council within 7 days of receiving the result. The
rep01t shall Include an explanation of any reasons for the exceedance and any
remedial measures taken to prevent any further exceedances.

Landfill Gas
The consent holder shall provide the Walkato Regional Council with a Landfill Gas and
Odour Management Plan, which details the design and construction, operation and
maintenance, and monitoring of the landfill gas collection system. The Landfill Gas
Management Plan shall be lodged with the Wail<ato Regional Council within three months
following the first deposition of refuse at the site. In particular, the Landfill Gas Management
Plan shall address, but does not need to be limited to, the following issues:

9

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the design and construction of the landfill gas system, including flares;
operation and maintenance of the landfill gas system;
specific procedures for monitoring the landfill gas collection system, subsurface
migration and ensile buildings. This should include the types of equipment to be
used and procedures for using the equipment, sampling, collecting data and
recording data;
(iv)
procedures for removing and disposing of condensate from condensate traps;
(v)
contingency plan to address the protection of public health and safety and the
environment In the event of emergency situations, Including landfill fires;
(vi)
procedures for the relocation of C&D matetial, in terms of managing odour;
(vii)
procedures about stripping of intermediate cover from Cells, in terms of managing
odour;
(viii)
procedures for drilling for retrospective installation of gas extraction wells, In terms
of managing odour;
(ix)
procedures for utilisation of a sacrificial gas collection system around the working
··face in any area; and
(x)
procedures for progressive installation of a gas collection system around the
working face, including vertical extendable wells, retrofitting wells as the waste
depth increases, and gas extraction where there is 10m or more of waste in situ.

(

Doc.#2332841 ..
•'
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The Landfill Gas Management Plan shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council, after review by the Peer Review Panel.
The consent holder shall undertake the operation of the landfill in accordance with the
Landfill Gas Management Plan.
10

The consent holder shall not allow the deliberate burning of refuse on-site, and shaiJ
extinguish any fire which does occur as soon as possible.

11

Prior to construction of the landfill, the consent holder shall investigate the potential for
landfiil gas migration (Including migration in mine adits and other manmade structures} and
identify migration measures to be carried out during construction. The report shall be
forwarded to the lndep13ndent Peer Review Panel for comment and to the Waikato Regional
Council, prior to construction of the landfiil.

12

Within six months of commencement of deposition of waste, the consent holder shall instaiJ
landfill gas monitoring probes at 100 metre intervals along the western and southern
boundaries ef.adjacent to the sileMSW landfill footprint as shown on drawing 42045680-C001 Revision B. The consent holder shall use the landfill gas monitoring probes to monitor,
to the satisfaction of the Wail<ato Regional Council, for landfill gas migration. The design
and location of the laridfill gas monitoring probes shaiJ be approved in writing by the
Wail<ato Regional Council prior to the probes being instaiJed.
To this end the consent holder shaiJ, unless otherwise directed in writing by the Waikato
Regional Council, monitor any landfill gas monitoring probes for the following parameters
every month, commencing one month after installation of the probes:
(i}

methane;

(ii} carbon dioxide;
(iii} oxygen; and
(iv} barometric pressure the day before and the day of reading
The method and equipment used to monitor the probes and the detection limits to be
adopted shall be approved by the Wailcato Regional Council prior to monitoring
commencing.
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Wailcato Regional Council within one
month of sampling.
The frequency of monitoring may be reviewed by the Waikato Regional Council following
the results from twelve monitoring rounds with a view to reducing the frequency of
monitoring.
13

If the concentration of methane in a monitoring probe exceeds 1.25% by volume as a result
·of landfill activities. then the consent holder shaiJ increase the frequency of monitoring from
that required by condition 12 to fortnightly for all probes. Should the concentration of
methane exceed 1.25% by volume as a result of landfill activities for three successive
monitoring rounds the consent holder shaiJ make adjustments to the landfill gas collection
system, or undertake appropriate remedial actions to reduce the level caused by landfill
activities to below 1.25% by volume.

14

The consent holder shall monitor landfill gas at the inlet and outlet of each ground gas flare
and at the inlet of each open flare to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.
To this end the consent holder shall, unless otherwise directed In writing by the Wail<ato
Regional Council, monitor for the following parameters every six months:
(a} gas flow rate;
Page4
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(b) methane (percentage);
(c) carbon dioxide (percentage);
(d) oxygen (percentage);
(e) nitrogen (percentage);
(f)

carbon monoxide (parts per million);

(g) hydrogen sulphide (parts per million);
(h) gas pressure (inlet only);

(i) total non methane organic compounds (NMOCs); and

OJ

temperature.

The consent holder shall immediately notify Wall<ato Regio11al Council if at any time the
monitoring of raw gas provides an indication that C02 is pi'Elsent at a level tl1at clearly
indicates that refuse within the landfill Is subject to a process of combustion.
For each monitoring round the consent nolder shall record the barometric pressure.
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Wail<ato Regional Council within one
month of sampling.

Note: The purpose of the monitoring, In part, is to confirm compliance with condition 17(viii)
in terms of combustion efficiency.

(

15

The consent holder shall install a gas collection system for any waste that is more than 10
metres deep, or has been in place more than 6 months, and all practicable measures shall
be taken to optimise the extraction of landfill gas. This may include, but not be restricted to,
use of temporary or sacrificial horizontal gas collectors around the working face.

16

Once the landfill contains not less than 200,000 tonnes of waste, a gas collection system
must be installed, and all collected landfill gas shall be conveyed to an enclosed flare(s)
and treated by burning. The landfill gas collection system shall maximise the volume of
landfill gas collected at all times.

17

The enclosed landfill gas flare(s) shall be designed and operated In full accordance with
Regulation 27 of the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air
Quality) Regulations 2004, and subsequent Amendments, and monitored in accordance
with the following minimum specifications:
The principal flare must(i)

have a flame arrestor;

(ii)

have an automatic backfiow prevention device, or an equivalent device, between the
principal flare and the landfill;

(Iii)

have an automatic isolation system that ensures that, if the flame is lost, no significant
discharge of unburnt gas. from the flare occurs;

(iv)

have a continuous automatic ignition system;

(v)
(vi)

be designed to achieve a minimum flue gas retention time of 0.5 seconds;
be designed and operated so that gas is burned at a temperature of at least 750
degrees c;

. (vii) · have a permanent temperature Indicator;
·:(viii)· have'a destruction and removal efficiency of at least 99%;
(ix} .. have appropriate sampling ports to enable verification of the requirements of (vi) and
., . (viii) above; and
···:(l() ,.. p1:o~ide ·for safe access to sampling ports while any emission tests are being
··:;.
' . ' . ·.,.. ' · uneertalien.
.
··~·-·
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For the purposes of this consent, the definition of an enclosed gas flare also includes any
gas-to-energy gas engine which complies with specifications (i) to (iii) above.
The consent holder may operate a backup flare, when the principal flare is not operational
due to malfunction or maintenance, and the backup flare must comply with specifications (i)
to (iv) above.
18

Tl1e principal flare must be operated at all times unless It has malfunctioned or is shut down
for maintenance. The backup flare must be operated if, and only if, the principal flare is not
working.

19

Records shall be kept of the times of operation of the gas flares, time not operating, and the
combustion temperature, and shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.

20

Notwithstanding conditions 16, 17 and 18, where it is not practicable or safe to convey
landfill gas to the main gas treatment facility it shall be conveyed to an open flare(s) and will
be treated by burning. Open flares may also be used to burn landfill gas generated in
individual stages during and for six months after filling of the individual stages.
Open landfill gas flares shall be designed, operated and monitored in accordance with the
requirements of the United States EPA Code. of Federal Regulations 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart A - General Provisions, Section 60.18 (1997) and shall have the following
minimum specifications:

21

(i)

flame arrestor and back flow prevention devices, or similar equivalent system,
approved In writing by the Waikato Regional Council, to prevent flashback; and

(li)

automatic ignition to provide a minimum 99% reliability.

During times when the landfill gas extraction system installed under conditions 15, 16 and
·17 is not operating for 24 hours or more, for any reason, the consent holder shalf monitor
for landfill gas migration in all the landfill gas monitoring probes for the following parameters
every day, until the gas extraction system becomes operable:

(I)

methane;

(ii) carbon dioxide;

(IIi) oxygen;and
(iv) barometric pressure
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council within one
week of sampling.
22

All flares used for g~s control shall be shrouded, so that there is no visible flame at the
point of discharge from the flare.

23

If directed in writing by the Wail<ato Regional Council following odour complaints that are
validated as originating frorn the landfill and after consultation with the consent holder, the
consent holder shall commission a report by an appropriately qualified independent person,
which reviews the efficacy of odour management at the site, including the landfill gas
extraction system, and shall provide that report to the Waikato Regional Council within
three months of receipt of the notification.

The consent holder shall implement any recommendations contained within the

.,

.

report as
soon as practicable and no later than six months of receiving the report to the satisfaction of
· ,·theWaiJ<ato Regional Council.
~

.

24·:. ·cince,the.landfill contains not Jess than 200,000 !annes of refuse, the concentration of
:'< . ··rhetl:lane>at the surface of landfill areas with intermediate or final cover shall not exceed
50.0:0·parts of methane per million parts of air (0.5% by volume).
.

, ~'> r=:,:\
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25

To monitor landfill gas odour, and to demonstrate compliance with condition 24, the consent
holder shall monitor surface gas emissions on areas of intermediate or final cover on at
least a monthly frequency, and the results of each survey shall be rep01ted monthly to
Wail<ato Regional Council within four weeks of completion. If after 1 year of unde1iaking
the monitoring required by this condition. or at any stage ·thereafter. the results indicate the
effectiveness of management actions in minimising odour, and there has been a general
absence of verified objectionable odour. the ft'eguency of monitoring may be reduced to
quarterly with the approval of the Waikato Regional Council.
The surface emissions survey shall be undertaken in accordance with the UK Environment
Agency Guidance on monitoring landfill gas surface emissions, LFTGN07 v2 2010, or an
alternative methodology approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council. As guidance,
the method requires the site to be surveyed on an approximately 25 m by 25 m grid, using a
flame ionisation detector (FID) to measure the concentration of methane and a GPS to
record the monitoring lpcations. At each 25 m transect the surveyor shall pause to take a
concentration reading, the sampling probe is placed less than 5 em above the ground
surface and fitted with a cup attachment designed by the instrument manufacturer to
mlnimise·the Influence of wind gusts.
Where methane is detected at more than 500 parts per million of air during any suJiace gas
survey, the consent holder shall investigate the reasons why, and shall tal<e remedial action
to reduce the landfill gas emissions. The remedial actions taken by the consent holder shall
be reported to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.

26

The consent holder shall undertake a walk-over swvey of the landfill surface at no less than
weekly intervals. The purpose of the walk-over survey Is (but not limited to) to checl< for
odours (particularly around penetrations), to monitor the effectiveness of the landfill gas
management system, cracks In the landfill surface, gas bubbles, integrity of pipeworl<, and
areas of vegetation damage and the state of cover. The outcome of each walf<..over sLJrvey
shall be recorded. The consent holder shall investigate the cause of any significant odour
detected during each survey, and shall remedy any faults located. A record of each walkover survey and any remediation carried out shall be reported to the Waikato Regional
Council monthly.
The weekly walk-over survey shall be undertaken in accordance with the UK Environment
Agency Guidance LFTGN07 v2 2010 for visual landfill surface inspections, or alternative
methodology approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.

(

27

The consent holder shall ensure that the maximum working area within the landfill is no
larger than 900 square metres at any time, unless otherwise approved in writing by the
Wall<ato Regional Council.

28

The consent holder shall carry out monthly odour sUJveys around the boundary of the site,
particularly those sections of the boundary that are between the landfill and residential
houses, including the communities at Pukemlro and Glen Afton, and shall record whether
any landfill odour is discernible or not at each location. For the first three (3) years, these
boundary surveys shall be undertaken by a person independent of the landfill, and who is
familiar with the Ge1man VDI standard 3490 and the 0 to 6 intensity scale. The outcome of
each· monthly odour survey shall be recorded. The consent holder shall investigate the
cause of any significant odour detected during each survey, and shall remedy any faults
located. A record of each monthly odour survey and any remediation carried out shall be
,reporJ:(>d to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.
'

.

29 ·. · NotWithstah,~ing the requirement under the Landfill Management Plan that, in general,
m;'llodO'rous \ryastes will not be accepted into the landfill, if malodorous wastes are accepted
/
·. tnis.shalf'be only by prior arrangement, and be placed in the landfill between the hours of
·10am~p 3prn:<;mly, Monday to Friday, and covered immediately upon placement.

.'

~

•'

;:

" · ·.._Note( ;Foi· ihe

purposes of this condition malodorous wastes means wastes which, in the
· · ·.. 0p[oon
of C.ouncil, have an odour that is significantly In excess of that associated with typical
. :- ...
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MSWrefuse.

30

Once filling reaches a height of RL 150m the consent holder shall commission a report by a
person with recognised expertise in municipal saUd waste landfill odour management, which
assesses the extent of landfill odour and the effectiveness of site controls to minimise odour.
The review of odour performance and the adequacy of controls prior to the commencement of
further cells should include:
(i)
The adequacy of consent conditions;
(ii)

The adequacy of management and operational procedures, as set out in the landfill
management plan; and

(iii)

The odour complaints history.

The consent holder shall not proceed to place waste in the landfill above RL 150m until any
recommended improvements to management and operational procedures to avoid odour
effects have been implemented to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.

Dated at Hamilton this 20th day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Waikato Regional Council

': :'

. ·-·
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Advice notes
1.

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shal/ lapse five (5) years after the date on
which it was granted unless It has been given effect to before the end of that period.

2.

Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam,
bridge, jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to
apply for a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.

3.

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public propeJty.
Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and the propeJty owner.

· 4.

This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned,
upon application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134137RMA).

5.

The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127
RMA.

6.

The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and
monitoring of this/these consents wil! be charged to the consent holder. This may include but
not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Walkato Regional Counc/1 officers or agents,
liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and
review and assessment of compliance with the conditions of consents.

7.

Note that pursuant to s333 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable
times go onto the propeJty that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out
inspections, surveys, Investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.

8.

If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new
consent made at feast 6 months prior to this consent's ·expiry gives you the right to continue
exercising this consent after It expires in the event that your application is not processed prior
to this consent's expiry.

,:,

.

'·'
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Attachment (1) (c)

Resource Consent
Certificate
Resource Consent:

125467

File Number:

60 52 63F

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Waikato Regional Council hereby grants
consent to:.
Puke Coal Limited
BoxC5
RD 1
Glen Afton
Huntly3771

{hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)
Consent Type:

Discharge permit

Consent Subtype:

Discharge to air

Activity authorised:

Discharge contaminants to air from a municipal solid waste landfill

Location:

1058 Rotowaro Rd - Glen Afton

Spatial Reference:

NZTM 1780721 E 5835043 N

Consent Duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification, unless
otherwise stated in the consent's conditions, and expire on 1/11/2048

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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1

This consent is subject to the general conditions listed in Schedule 4. Where there may be
differences or apparent conflict between those general conditions and the conditions below,
the conditions below shall prevail.

2

As a result of the activities authorised by this resource consent the discharge shall not
result in odour or particulate matter that is objectionable or offensive to the extent that it
causes an adverse effect at or beyond the boundary of the land owned by or under the
control ofthe consent holder.
Advice Note. For the purposes of assessing compliance with this condition, the Waikato
Regional Council shall consider whether the discharge of odour occurred as a result of the
consent holder complying with the requirements of another condition of this consent.

If directed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council following odour complaints that are
validated as originating from the landfill and after consultation with the consent holder, the
consent holder shall undertake a community odour survey. The design of the odour survey
questionnaire and methodology shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the sUJvey being undertaken and any subsequent amendments to the
survey questionnaire or methodology shall be approved by the Waikato Regional Council.

3

1..

The results and interpretations of the odour sUJvey shall be submitted to the Waikato
Regional Council within two months of the survey being conducted.
4

The consent holder shall collect meteorological data from a location approved by the
Waikato Regional Council either within the site, or at some other appropriate location which
the Council considers is fairly representative of conditions at the landfill site. Data recorded
shall be for no longer than 10 minute averages for wind direction, wind speed, air
temperature, atmospheric pressure, rainfall, solar radiation and standard deviation of wind
direction. The data shall be of an appropriate standard to enable its use for odour
dispersion modelling.
·
The meteorological data shall be provided to the Waikato Regional Council upon request at
any reasonable time.

5

If directed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council, following odour complaints that are
validated as originating from the landfill, and after consultation with the consent holder, t11e
consent holder shall develop an odour dispersion model using on-site odour emission rates
and meteorological data, as required under condition 4 of this consent, to ~ standard
satisfactory to the Waikato Regional Council.

6

The consent holder shall provide vehicle wheel wash facilities. The wheel washing facilities
shall be well maintained and shall be used by all vehicles exiting the landill as required to
minimise the tracking of particulate matter off-site. Unless recycled, the water draining from
the wash facility shall be treated as contaminated stormwater.

7

The consent holder shall, during the month of the fifth anniversary of the first placement of
refuse at the site, and every fifth year thereafter, submit a written report to the Waii<ato
Regional Council that compares recorded landfill gas composition and volumes with those
used for assessment in the document "AEE, Appendix D, Assessment of Air Quality Effects
associated with the Proposed Municipal Solid Waste Landfill at Pukemiro", dated August

.

,.-..A
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of each written report as referred to above, if, In the opinion of the Waikato
there is a significant difference in the landfill gas composition and
1
'm
~)1 :·;·'}iijliJqj§s 'r~orded compared with those used in the original model, the Waikato Regional
\ ::2_ \ 1 ·G:.q);ilJ8V ~~f.equire that the consent holder prepares a Health Risk Assessment using the
~~~..
·· collected' .o.o.
-s1te data.
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Upon receipt of any Health Risk Assessment the Waikato Regional Council may initiate a
review of the conditions of this consent for the purposes of dealing with any potential
adverse effects as a result of landfill gas emissions from the landfill site.
Costs relating to the above review will be borne by the consent holder.
8

The consent holder shall monitor total suspended particulates (TSP) as follows:
(i)

Prior to commencement of construction activities at the site the consent holder shall
Install a continuous total suspended particulate matter monitor. Results shall be
reported to the Waikato Regional Council six monthly unless the trigger level defined
in part {lv) of this clause Is exceeded. If trigger levels are exceeded these shall be
reported as provided for in (iv) below;

(ii)

the TSP monitor shall be generally located to the east of the landfill footprint at a
location to be agreed with the Waikato Regional Council;

(iii)

the method of measurement shall be a USEPA equivalent method appropriate to the
instrument used, or other method approved In writing by the Waikato Regional
Council. The consent holder shall record hourly and 24 hour average concentrations;
and

(iv)

the concentration of TSP in ambient air at or beyond the eastern boundary of the site
as a result of onsite activities shall not exceed 120 micrograms per cubic metres as a
24 hour average. In the event this tr!gger level is exceeded the consent holder shall
report to the Walkato Regional Council within 7 days of receiving the result. The
report shall Include an explanation of any reasons for the exceeclance and any
remedial measures taken to prevent any further exceedances.

Landfill Gas
9

The consent holder shall provide the Walkato Regional Council with a Landfill Gas and
Odour Management Plan, which- details the design and construction, operation and
maintenance, and monitoring of the landfill gas· collection system. The Landfill Gas
Management Plan shall be lodged with the Waikato Regional Council within three months
following the first deposition of refuse at the site. In particular, the Landfill Gas Management
Plan shall address, but does not need to be limited to, the following issues:

(I)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(Vii)

(viii)
(ix) ·

-- (x)_ -,·_
...._ ..
~-

the design and construction of the landfill gas system, including flares;
operation and maintenance of the landfill gas system;
specific procedures for monitoring the landfill gas collection system, subsurface
migration and onsite buildings. This should include the types of equipment to be
used and procedures for using the equipment, sampling, collecting data and
recording data;
procedures for removing and disposing of condensate from condensate traps;
contingency plan to address the protection of public health and safety and the
environment in the event of emergency situations, Including landfill fires;
procedures for the relocation of C&D material, in terms of managing odour;
procedures about stripping of intermediate cover from Cells, in terms of managing
.odour;
·
procedures for drilling for retrospective installation of gas extraction wells, in terms
of managing odour;
procedures for utilisation of a sacrificial gas collection system around the working
· face i~ any area; and
- _· proc!!&ures for progressive installation of a gas collection system around the
·' ·workiqg face, including vertical extendable wells, retrofitting wells as the waste
·d¢ptli-increases, and gas extraction where there is 1Om or more of waste in situ.

(.':.: ..
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The Landfill Gas Management Plan shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council, after review by the Peer Review Panel.
The consent holder shall undertake the operation of the landfill in accordance with the
Landfill Gas Management Plan.
10

·The consent holder shall not allow the deliberate burning of refuse on-site, and shall
extinguish any fire which does occur as soon as possible.

11

Prior to construction of the landfi/1, the consent holder shall investigate the potential for
/andfJ/1 gas migration (including migration in mine adits and other manmade structures) and
IdentitY migration measures to be carried out during construction·. The report shall be
forwarded to the Independent Peer Review Panel for comment and to the Waikato Regional
Council, prior to construction of the landfill.

12

Within six months of commencement of deposition of waste, the consent holder shall install
/andfJ/1 gas monitoring probes at 100 metre intervals along the western and southern
boundaries <#-adjacent to the siteMSW /andfJ/1 footprint as shown on drawing 42045680-C001 Revision B. The consent holder shall use the /andfi/1 gas monitoring probes to monitor,
to the satisfaction of the Walkato Regional Council, for landfill gas migration. The design
and location of the /andfJ/1 gas monitoring ~robes shall be approved in writing by the
Waikato Regional Council prior to the probes being Installed.
To this end the consent ho/de1: shall, unless otherwise directed in writing by the Waikato.
Regional Council, monitor any landfill gas monitoring probes for the following parameters
every month, commencing one month after installation of the probes:
(i)

methane;

(ii) carbon dioxide;

{Iii) oxygen; and
(iv) barometric pressure the day before and the day of reading
The method and equipment used to monitor the probes and the detection limits to be
adopted shall be approved by the Waikato Regional Council prior to monitoring
commencing.
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council within one
month of sampling.

(

The frequency of monitoring may be reviewed by the Waikato Regional Council following
the results from twelve monitoring rounds with a view to reducing the frequency of
monitoring.

13

If the concentration of methane in a monitoring probe exceeds 1.25% by volume as a result
of landfi/1 activities then the consent holder shall increase the frequency of monitoring from
that required by condition 12 to fortnightly for all probes. Should the concentration of
methane exceed 1.25% by volume as a result of landfill activities for three successive
monitoring rounds the consent holder shall make adjustments to the landfill gas collection
system, or undertake appropriate remedial actions to reduce the level caused by landfill
' ,<;cti~ities to below 1.25% by volume.

.14

ThEi c01isent holder shall monitor landfill gas at the inlet. and outlet of each ground gas flare
and 'at the inlet of each open flare to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.
',

(•

~oJhis '~ryd the consent holder shall, unless otherwise directed in writing by the Wail<ato
· RegioQal.Council, monitor for the following parameters every six months:

J<lf:ia~f/ow rate;
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(b) methane (percentage);
(c) carbon dioxide (percentage);

(d) oxygen (percentage);
(e) nitrogen (percentage);
(f)

carbon monoxide (parts per million);

(g) hydroge'n sulphide (parts per million);
(h) gas pressure (inlet only);
(i)

total non methane organic compounds (NMOCs); and

0) temperature.
The consent holder shall immediately notify Waikato Regional Council if at any time the
monitoring of raw gas provides an indication that C02 is present at a level that clearly
indicates that refuse within the landfill is subject to a process of combustion.
For each monitoring round the consent noider shall record the barometric pressure.
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council within one
month of sampling.

Note: The purpose of the monitoring, in pari, is to confirm compliance with condition 17(viii)
in terms of combustion efficiency.

15

The consent holder shall install a gas collection system for any waste that is more than 1 0
metres deep, or has been in place more than 6 months, and all practicable measures shall
be taken to optimise the extraction of landfill gas. This may include, but not be restricted to,
use of temporary or sacrificial horizontal gas collectors around the working face.

16

Once the landfill contains not less than 200,000 tonnes of waste, a gas collection system
must be installed, and all collected landfill gas shall be conveyed to an enclosed flare(s)
and treated by burning. The landfill gas collection system shall maximise the volume of
landfill gas collected at all times.

17

The enclosed landfill gas flare(s) shall be designed and operated in full accordance with
Regulation 27 of the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for Air
Quality) Regulations 2004, and subsequent Amendments, and monitored in accordance
with the following minimum specifications:
The principal flare must (i)
(ii)

have a flame arrestor;
have an automatic backflow prevention device, or an equivaltmt device, between the
principal flare and the landfill;

(iii)

have an automatic isolation system that ensures that, if the flame is lost, no significant
discharge of unburnt gas from the flare occurs;

(iv)
(v)

have a continuous automatic ignition system;
be designed to achieve a minimum flue gas retention time of 0,5 seconds;

be designed and operated so that gas is burned at a temperature of at least 750
degrees c;
(vii) : li\lve a permanent temperature indicator;

(vi)

Haire a destruction and removal efficiency of at least 99%;
(ix). ·. ·,hf!V!l. appropriate sampling ports to enable verification of the requirements of (vi) and
.. (viii) above; and
·

()!iii)
' :. '

(x).
~ ·~

'

..

provide for safe access to sampling ports while any ernission tests are being
undertaken.

.......
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For the purposes of this consent, the definition of an enclosed gas flare also includes any
gas-to-energy gas engine which complies with specifications (i) to (iii) above.
The consent holder may operate a backup flare, when the principal flare Is not operational
due to malfunction or maintenance, and the backup flare must comply with specifications (i)
to (iv) above.
18

The principal flare must be operated at all times unless it has malfunctioned or is shut down
for maintenance. The backup flare must be operated if, and only if, the principal flare is not
working.
·

19

Records shall be f(Spt of the times of operation of the gas flares, time not operating, and the
combustion temperature, and shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.

20

Notwithstanding conditions 16, 17 and 18, where it is not practicable or safe to convey
landfill gas to the main gas treatment facility it shall be conveyed to an open flare(s) and will
be treated by burning. Open flares may also be used to burn landfill gas generated in
individual stages during and for six months after filling of the Individual stages.

(·
Open landfill gas flares shall be designed, operated and monitored in accordance with the
requirements of the United States EPA Code of Federal Regulations 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart A - General Provisions, Section 60.18 (1997) and shall have the following
minimum specifications:

21

(i)

flame arrestor and back flow prevention devices, or similar equivalent system,
approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council, to prevent flashback; and

(ii)

automatic ignition to provide a minimum 99% reliability.

During times when the landfill gas extraction system installed under conditions 15, 16 and
17 is not operating for 24 hours or more, for any reason, the consent holder shall monitor
for landfill gas migration in all the landfill gas monitoring probes for the following parameters
every day, until the gas extraction system becomes operable:

(i)

If
I

I

methane;

(ii) carbon dioxide;

(iii) oxygen; and

{

(iv) barometric pressure
The results of such monitoring shall be reported to the Wail<ato Regional Council within one
week of sampling.

22

All flares used for gas control shall be shrouded, so that there is no visible flame at the
point of discharge from the flare.

23

If directed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council following odour complaints that are.
validated as originating from the landfill and after consultation with the consent holder, the
consent holder shall commission a report by an appropriately qualified independent person,
which reviews the efficacy of odour management at the site, including the landfill gas
extraction system, and shall provide that report to the Waikato Regional Council within
three months of receipt of the notification.
The consent holder shall 'implement any recommendallons contained within the report as
soon as practicable and no later than six months of receiving the report to the satisfaction of
the Waikato Regional Council.
.Once the landfill contains not less than 200,000 tonnes of refuse, the concentration of
methane' :at' the' surface of landfill areas with Intermediate or final cover shall not exceed
· 5000 p_arts \?fmethane per million parts of air (0.5% by volume).

_·,._.
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25

To monitor landfill gas odour, and to demonstrate compliance with condition 24, the consent
holder shall monitor surface gas emissions on areas of intermediate or final cover on at
least a monthly frequency, and the results of each survey shall be reported monthly to
Waikato Regional Council within four weeks of completion. If after 1 year of undertaking
the monitoring required by this condition. or at any stage thereafter, the results indicate the
effectiveness of management actions in minimising odour. and there has been a general
absence of verified objectionable odour. the frequency of monitoring may be reduced to
quarterly with the approval of the Waikato Regional Council.
The surface emissions survey shall be undertal<en in accordance with the UK Environment
Agency Guidance on monitoring landfill gas surface emissions, LFTGN07 v2 2010, or an
alternative methodology approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council. As guidance,
the method requires the site to be sutveyed on an approximately 25 m by 25 m grid, using a
flame Ionisation detector (FID) to measure the concentration of methane and a GPS to
record the monitoring locations. At each 25 m transect the surveyor shall pause to take a
concentration reading, the sampling probe is placed less than 5 em above the ground
surface and fitted with a cup atiachment designed by the instrument manufacturer to
minimise the influence of wind gusts.
Where methane is detected at more than 500 parts per million of air during any surface gas
survey, the consent holder shall investigate the reasons why, and shall take remedial action
to reduce the landfill gas emissions. The remedial actions taken by the consent holder shall
be reported to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.
The consent holder shall undertake a walk-over survey of the landfill surface at no less than
weekly intervals. The purpose of the walk-over survey is (but not limited to) to checl< for
odours (particularly around penetrations), to monitor the effectiveness of the landfill gas
management system, cracks in the landfill surface, gas bubbles, integrity of pipeworl<, and
areas of vegetation damage and the state of cover. The outcome of each walk-over survey
shall be recorded. The consent holder shall investigate the cause of any significant odour
detected during each survey, and shall remedy any faults located. A record of each wall<over survey and any remediation carried out shall be reported to the Wail<ato Regional
Council monthly.

26

The weekly wa.lk-over survey shall be undertaken in accordance with the UK Environment
Agency Guidance LFTGN07 v2 2010 for visual landfill surface inspections, or alternative
methodology approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.
27

The consent holder shall ensure that the maximum working area within the landfill is no
larger than 900 square metres at any time, unless otherwise approved in writing by the
Waikato Regional Council.

28

The consent' holder shall carry out monthly odour surveys around the boundary of the site,
particularly those sections of the boundary that are between the landfill and residential
houses, including the communities at Pukemlro and Glen Afton, and shall record whether
any landfill odour is discernible or not at each location. For the first three (3) years, these
boundary surveys shall be undertaken by a person independent of the landfill, and who is
familiar with the Gennan VDI standard 3490 and the 0 to 6 intensity scale. The outcome of
each monthly odour survey shall be recorded. The consent holder shall Investigate the
cause of any significant odour detected during each survey, and shall remedy any faults
located. A record of each monthly odour survey and any remediation carried out shall be
· · reported to the Waikato Regional Council monthly.

';, , .. '•!

29
..

<";·_!..

.
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· Notwii~standing the requirement under the Landfill Management Plan that, In general,
. .maJodQrolis wastes will not be accepted into the landfill, if malodorous wastes are accepted
., ··this .~hlitll.::b'e only by prior arrangement, and be placed in the landfill between the hours of
· · .1'6ai'n t<? Spin only, Monday to Friday, and covered immediately upon placement.
• J.

· · . Jllo:t~' :F6t'the purposes of this condition malodorous wastes means wastes which, in the
··. Pf?!kq/:i;oi' Council, have an odour that Is significantly In excess of that associated with typical
··.i' __ ....
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30

Once filling reaches a height of RL 150m the consent holder shall commission a report by a
person with recognised expertise in municipal solid waste landfill odour management, which
assesses the extent of landfill odour and the effectiveness of site controls'to minimise odour.
The review of odour performance and the adequacy of controls prior to the commencement of
further cells should include:
(i)
The adequacy of consent conditions;
(ii)

The adequacy of. management and operational procedures, as set out in !he landfill
management plan; and

(iii)

The odour complaints history.

The consent holder shall not proceed to place waste In !he landfill above RL 150m until any
recommended Improvements to management and operational procedures to avoid odour
effects have been implemented to the satisfaction of the Wail<ato Regional Council.

("

Dated at Hamilton this 2ofl• day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Wailcato Regional Council

·.
.

:.

(
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Advice notes
1.

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall/apse five (5) years after the date on
which it was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that period.

2.

Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam,
bridge, jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to
apply for a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.

3.

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property.
Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.

4.

This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned,
upon application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134137RMA).

5.

The· consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127
RMA.

6.

The rea;wnable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and
monitoring of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but
not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents,
liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and
review and assessment of compliance with the conditions of consents.

7.

Note that pursuant to s333 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable
limes go onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out
inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.

8.

If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new
consent made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue
exercising this consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior
to this consent's expiry.

, ...
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Resource Consent
Certificate
Resource Consent:

125469

File Number:

60 52 63F

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Wail<ato Regional Council hereby grants
consent to:
Puke Coal Limited
BoxC5
RD 1G/en Afton
Huntly 3771

(---

(hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)
Consent Type:

Discharge permit

Consent Subtype:

Discharge to land

Activity authorised:

Discharge leachate to ground from a municipal solid waste landfill

Location:

1058 Rotowaro Rd- Glen Afton

Spatial Reference:

NZfM 1780721 E 5835043 N

Consent Duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification, unless
otherwise stated in the consent's conditions, and expire on 1/11/48

Subject to the conditions overleaf:

BF\51093645\WRC LEACHATE LAND DISCHARGE CONSENT 125t.69 ·APPEALS \ERSION\(\1) I Pag11
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1

This consent is subject to the general conditions listed in Schedule 4. Where there may be
differences or apparent conflict between those general conditions and the conditions below,
the conditions below shall prevail.

2

The discharge of leachate onto, or into land refers only to those areas of the site identified
in the designs included in the document "Puke Coal Limited MSW Landfill Application: URS
Response to Tonkin & Taylor Review Comments (2 August 2013), dated 22/8/13,
WRCdoc#2819674.
Leachate Management and Monitoring

3

The consent holder shall monitor leachate levels above the liner within each stage on a
monthly basis. The monitoring locations shall be selected to coincide, as far as practicable
and as approved by the Waikato Regional Council, with areas of maximum predicted
leachate level.
The consent holder shall submit details of the proposed means of monitoring leachate
levels in each successive stage in accordance with this condition to the Waikato Regional
Council for approval prior to any refuse being accepted in that stage. The recorded
leachate levels shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council by 1 September each
year unless the leachate head on top of the liner at the required monitoring locations
exceeds 300mm, in which event the Council shall be notified within 2 weeks of the levels
being recorded.

4

Subject to condition 6, the landfill design and operation shall be such as to ensure, as far as
practicable, that any leachate head on top of the liner does not exceed 300 mm. Where the
landfill design includes a liner protection layer over the HOPE component of the landfill
liner, the depth of leachate on top of the liner protection layer shall be no more than 300
mm.

5

The consent holder shall maintain the primary and secondary leachate collection pipes in a
fully operable and free-flowing condition at all times. The locations and designs of the
leachate level monitoring points shall be approved In writing by the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the construction of each stage commencing.

6

In the event that the levels of leachate exceed the limits specified in condition 4, the
consent holder shall monitor daily the level of leachate at the point of leachate abstraction
at the low point of the base liner. The leachate level at this location shall not exceed 2.5
metres above the top of the HDPE liner at its lowest level, at any time, and the average
leachate level shall not exceed 1.5 metres for more than four weeks at any one time or
more than 10 percent of the time in any one year. For any other areas of the landfill liner,
the leachate level shall not exceed 2 metres above the top of the HDPE component of the
landfill liner at its lowest level in any location, at any time, and the average leachate level
shall not exceed 0.5 metres for more than four weeks at any one time or more than 10
percent of the time in any one year.

\

Records of the daily leachate levels shall be recorded, and that information shall be
reported to Waikato Regional Council on a monthly basis until such time as leachate levels
have returned to the limits specified in Condition 4.

Note: The intent of this condition is to ensure that the storage of leachate within the landfill
is only a contingency event and not normal practice.
7

The . consent holder shall record daily the quantity of leachate collected, the amount
· rel"(iailiing in storage in the leachate storage tanks, and the amount removed from the site.
The .leachate quantity and leachate level data shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional
,Couhcll monthly.
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8

The consent holder shall place the leachate storage tanks within a bunded area specifically
designed to hold and contain any leachate spillage or leaks. The type of storage tanl<s shall
be reviewed by the Independent Peer R(!view Panel and approved in writing by the Waikato
Regional Council before receiving any leachate.

9

The consent holder shall characterise the leachate within the landfill leachate storage tanks
to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council. To this end, the consent holder shall,
'unless otherwise directed In writing by the Waikato Regional Council, monitor the leachate
three monthly for the following parameters:
pH
(field and laboratory)
conductivity
(field and laboratory)
alkalinity
ammoniacal nitrogen
BODs
COD
chloride
. total zinc

("
and shall monitor the leachate six monthly for the following parameters:
sulphate
nitrate nitrogen
total kjeldahl nitrogen
calcium
magnesium
sodium
potassium
total iron
total lead
total copper
total boron
total aluminium
total cadmium
total chromium
total manganese
total nickel
total cobalt
total arsenic
unfiltered organochlorine pesticides

(

and shall monitor the leachate annually for the following parameters:
unfll!ered volatile organic compounds
unfiltered semi-volatile organic compounds
unfiltered pentachlorophenol
unfiltered polychlorinated biphenyls
Sampling shall be undertaken using appropriate protocols.
The results of such characterisation shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council
within two months of sampling, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council.
Groundwater quality monitoring
10

Following the installation of any monitoring bore the consent holder shall conduct tests to
assess the hydraulic conductivity of the in-situ ground conditions. The results of these tests
shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council with the first set of monitoring results
from the bore.
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11

At least twelve months prior to refuse being accepted at the landfill, the consent holder shall
install no less than 10 groundwater boreholes, the purpose of which is to monitor
groundwater quality and the effect of any potential leachate loss. At least 2 of the
monitoring bores shall be upgradient, at least 2 lateral to Stage 1, and at least 6
downgradient. Existing monitoring bores at the site may be included in the monitoring bore
network.
The location, depth and design of these boreholes shall be approved in writing by the
Waikato Regional Council prior to installation.

12

Prior to the commencement of the placement of refuse at the site, the consent holder shall
establish the baseline water quality In all groundwater monitoring boreholes required under
·
condition 11.
To this end, the consent holder shall, unless otheiWise directed in writing by the Wall<ato
Regional Council, monitor for water level every month, and as follows:
List A - shall be monitored every month until twelve sampling rounds have been achieved:
List A
. pH (field and laboratory)
Conductivity'(field and laboratory)
Ammoniacal nitrogen
Chloride.
List B -_shall be monitored every three months until four (4) sampling rounds have been
achieved:
List B
pH (field and laboratory)
conductivity (field and laboratory)
suspended solids
alkalinity
sulphate
bicarbonate
ammoniacal nitrogen
· nitrate nitrogen
total kjeldahl nitrogen
dissolved reactive phosphorus
BOD5
COD
calcium
magnesium
sodium
potassium
chloride
soluble Iron
soluble boron
soluble zinc
soluble aluminium
soluble cadmium·
soluble chromium
soluble lead
soluble manganese
soluble nickel
soluble.cobalt
soluble copper
·· ~oluble arsenic
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unfiltered volatile organic compounds
unfiltered semi-volatile organic compounds
unfiltered pentachlorophenol
unfiltered organochlorine pesticides
unfiltered polychlorinated biphenyls
Sampling shall be undertaken using appropriate groundwater bore sampling protocols.
The results of such characterisation shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council
within two months of sampling, unless otherwise agreed In writing by the Waikato Regional
Council.
Note: The purpose of the above monitoring is to establish the baseline water quality for
individual parameters in the groundwater boreholes.
13

Once refuse placement has started, the consent holder shall characterise the groundwater
quality of the all monitoring bores required under" conditions 11 and 14(11), throughout the
duration of the consent to the satisfaction of the Wail<ato Regional Council.
To this end the consent holder shall monitor the groundwater boreholes every three
months, for the List A parameters, and annually (generally in April to coincide with the
summer low water level) for the List B parameters.
Sampling shall be undertal<en using appropriate groundwater bore sampling protocols.
The results of such characterisation shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council
within two months of sampling, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council.

14

(

If the levels of any of the leachate parameters in the monitoring suite in condition 13 of this
consent show an increased value (increase or decrease In the case of pH) in excess of
three standard deviations from the mean for that parameter, using the mean established by
the monitoring rounds described in condition 12 above (defined as a "statistically significant
·
departure'? then:
(i)

any non-compliance shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council within 48
hours, upon receipt of the tesults, and

(ii)

that monitoring well shall be monitored for all List B parameters twice during the
following two months. If after these two monitoring rounds any parameter is still
showing a statistically significant departure from the baseline watet quality mean, the
following shall occur:
(a)

The Waikato Regional Council may review whether the consent holder is required
to install addiffonal groundwater monitoring boreholes. The review shall consider
both advectlve and density flow mechanisms. If these additional groundwater
boreholes are required by the Wail<ato Regional Council, the design and location
of these wells shall be f01warded to the Waikato Regional Council for acceptance
in writing prior to construction commencing. Groundwater sampled from these
additional boreholes shall be analysed for all the parameters listed in List B of this
consent on a six monthly basis unless otherwise advised by the Wail<ato Regional
Council.

(b)

The consent holder shall report to the Waikato Regional Council on the
environmental importance of the event. This reporting should include reference
to any current water quality standards/guidelines accepted for use in New
. ·Zealand at that time. The consent holder shall also report on any remedial or
· 'contingency measures proposed. This report shall be forwarded to the Waikato
Page 5
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Regional Council within one month of the results being received from the
additional monitoring referred to above in this condition.
(iii)

15

If, after consultation with the consent holder, the Waikato Regional Council deems
that remedial measures are required to be undertaken to address contamination of
groundwater and surface water, the consent holder shall undertake the remedial
works to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.

The consent holder shall provide a suitable monitoring point at each of the groundwater
diversion sub-drain outlets. After the sub-drains are constructed and prior to placing any
refuse in the landfill, the consent holder shall monitor the drain outlets for List A parameters
on at least twelve occasions, and List B parameters on at least four occasions, at weekly
intervals.
After commencement of landfilling the consent holder shall monitor continuously for
conductivity, and monthly for list A parameters, boron, alkalinity and sulphate.
In the event that any monitoring demonstrates a variance In excess of 3 standard
deviations from the mean for that parameter (defined as a statistically significant departure),
then the following action shall be taken:
o

o

o

•
o
o

The consent holder shall notify Waikato Regional Council within 48 hours and in writing
within one week, and
The drain shall be monitored for all List B parameters immediately and again after 1
month lapsed time
The consent holder shall within one month, present a report to the Waikato Regional
Council detailing:
Reason(s) for the presence of leachate in !he groundwater drain, and measures to be
taken to prevent leachate from accessing those drains
Estimated volumes of leachate discharging
Proposed measures to minimise leachate discharges to the environment.

The mean and standard deviation for conductivity shall be calculated from the previous
year's monitoring. For the balance of the List A parameters, the mean and standard
deviation shall be calculated from at least twelve rounds of monitoring carried out prior to
the placement of refuse.
16

In the event that any springs or seeps occur laterally or downgradient of the landfill, but
upgradient of the Treatment Lake, the consent holder shall monitor on a 3 monthly basis for
the following:
o
o
o
o

conductivity
alkalinity
chloride
flow rate

Monitoring results shall be reported to the Waikato Regional Council within one month of
sampling, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.
A summary of the spring inspections over the year shall be incorporated in the Annual
Report, required by condition31 of Schedule 4.
,''

·:·

Jllo'.f~:", The purpose of this monitoring is
.

... •.. ; •

to determine whether any of the springs or seeps

ate contaminated with landfill leachate.
·,;

\ ·, . ; ':' '"11 > T8e :c~_i1'sent
\'

holder shall prepare a Contingency Plan that outlines actions that will be
·: :. : ·:.. .Uiid¢rt_~?.l~en by the consent holder in the event that any leachate contamination is detected in
Page6
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the subdrain discharge monitored under condition 15 or any springs/seeps discharges
monitored under condition 16.
The plan shall be submitted to the Wail<ato Regional Council for acceptance in writing at least
three months prior to the deposition of refuse at the site.
18

In the event of any long term groundwater monitoring borehole being destroyed, the
consent holder shall replace it with a new borehole in the same general location screened
over a similar depth interval.

19

All water quality sample analyses required shall be undertaken in accordance with the
methods detailed in the most recent edition of "Standard Methods For The Examination Of
Water And Waste Water", by A.P.H.A. and A.W.W.A. and W.E.F. or any subsequent updated
version of that document, or any other method approved in advance by the Waikato Regional
Council.

20

Where any neighbouring property presents reasonable evidence that its bore or roof-sourced
drinking water has been contaminated by MSW landfill activities to an extent that it is
unpotable, then the consent holder shall provide potable water to that neighbour, or provide
treatment to the water (for instance a filter to remove pathogens) to make the water potable.

Dated at Hamilton this 20'" day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Wailcato Regional Council

(
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Advice notes
1.

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall/apse five (5) years after the date on
which it was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that period.

2.

Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam,
bridge, jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and It may be necessary to
apply for a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.

3.

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property.
Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.

4.

This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned,
upon application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134137 RMA).

5.

The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127
RMA.

6.

The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and
monitoring of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but
not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents,
liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and
review and assessment of compliance with the conditions of consents.

7.

Note that pursuant to s333 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable
times go onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out
inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.

8.

If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new
consent made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue
exercising this consent after it expires in the event that your application is not pro_cessed prior
to this consent's expiry.
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.Pursuant to theResourceManagementAct1991, the Waf/catoRegional Council hereby
grants consent to:
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01ereinajter referred to as the Consent Holder)

(

Consent type:

Water permit

Consent subtype;

Surface water take

Activity authorised:

To take up to 450 cubic metres per day of surface water for the
purpose of dust control and for a truck wheel wash .

Location;

Rotowaro Rd - Pukemiro

Map Reference;

NZMS 260 S14:913-971

Consent duration:

Granted for a period expiring on 30 September 2017

'

.
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.
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CONDITIONS
1. The exercise of this consent shall be generally in accordance with the principles contained within
the application for this resource consent and within the documents:
(a)

(b)

(c)

"Cieanfill and Construction and Demolition Landfill, Coal Mining, and Associated
Activities Assessment of Environmental Effects", dated September 2000, prepared by
Tonl<in and Taylor Ltd (Waikato Regional Council document Number 717921, 703606
and 871624).
"Enviro Landfill Trust - Proposed Disposal of End of Life Tyres, Rotowaro Road, Glen
Afton, Assessment of Environmental Effects (Revisions 1a)" dated February 2007
(Waikato Regional Council Document Number 1288755).
The additional information provided In supp01t of the lyre disposal application which is
contained in Waikato Regional Council Document Number 1288627

And
"Assessment of Environmental Effects Extension of Coal Mining Enviro Landfill Trust
Pukemiro, Glen Afton" dated July 2010, prepared by MWA solutions, (the "AEE") with
particular reference to Drawing Number 5 Revision B.
)> "Enviro Landfill Trust Site Management Plan Extension of Coal Mining", prepared by MWA
solutions (the "Appendices").
)> Section 92 response letters and attachments from MWA solutions as follows:
a) Letter dated 7 September 2010 from MWA solutions to Bloxam Burnett & Olllver with
attached letter from Marl< T Mitchell dated 21 September pius appendices.
b) Letter dated 11 October2010from MWAsolutionsto Bloxam Burnett& Olllver.
c) Letter dated 18 October 2010 from Mark T Mitchell to Bloxam Burnett & Olliver (the
"section 92 responses"); and
The s127 application to change consent 102303, received 29/5/13, doc#2702889
)>

For the avoidance of doubt and in relation to the extended coal mining authorisations sought in
2010, the 2010 AEE, Appendices and Section 92 responses shall lake primacy for those
activities over the original applications lodged for the pre-existing consented activities.
2. A pulsed water measuring device shall record the quantity of water taken on a cumulative basis.
The device shall have a reliable calibration to water flow and shall be maintained to an accuracy
of+/- 5%. Evidence of the water measuring device's calibration to an accuracy of+/- 5% and as
built plans of the installed water measuring device shall be provided to the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the exercise of this consent.
3. Calibration of the water measuring device{s) shall be undertaken by the consent holder at the
written request of the Waikato !1egional Council. The calibration shall be undertaken by an
independent qualified person and evidence documenting the calibration shall be forwarded to
the Waikato Regional Council within one month of the calibration being completed.
4. The intal<es shall be screened with a mesh aperture size not exceeding 1.5 millimetres by 1.5
millimetre.s (or 1.5 millimetre diameter holes).
5. The consent holder shall maintain records of the following:
. ·· (1) ...,the date on which water was taken;
(Q) tlie. volume of water taken;
(3) ·tlie"humber of hours over which water was taken;
(4) the rate at which water was taken;
2
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(5)

on days when no water is taken, these records must specify the volume of water taken as
zero cubic metres.

Within the first 1 0 working days of each month, these records for the preceding month shall be
forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council via email in agreed electronic format.
6. The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act.
Tangata Whenua Consultation
7. No later than the 31' 1 of March 2011 and evety year thereafter the consent holder shall provide a
written invitation to Waahi Whaanui Trust to attend a meeting to discuss matters relating to the
implementation, monitoring and reporting of this consent. The invitation shall give not less than
4 weeks notice of the intended meeting date. All monitoring reports submitted by the consent
holdet· pursuant to this consent in the twelve month period immediately preceding each meeting
shall be made available at the meeting.

a.

Unless Waahi Whaanui Trust advises· otherwise to the Council, in writing, the consent holder
shall keep minutes of all meetings held pursuant to condition 7 and provide them to Waahi
Whaanui Trust and the Council no later than two weei<S following that meeting.

'"
~ 4/2111
Dated at £[amilton this 2oth day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf ofthe
.Wailcato Regional Council

(

............................................
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AUachment (n) (e)

Resource Consent
Certificate
Resource Consent Number: 1 02303
File Number:

60 52 63F

Pursuant to theResourceManagementAct 1991, the Waikato Regional Council hereby
grants consent to:

/'fl5 21/12/05
EA¥iro ba~<lfill Trust
ClO I> G BOle 9137
HAMILTON

~
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30/09/2011

(hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)
Consent type:

Water permit

Consent subtype:

Surface water take

Activity authorised:

To take up to 450 cubic metres per day of surface water for the
purpose of dust control and for a truck wheel wash .

Location:

Rotowaro Rd - Pukemiro

Map Reference:

NZMS 260 S 14:913-971

Consent duration:

Granted for a period expiring on 30 September 2017

,$ub)oict to the conditions overleaf:
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CONDITIONS
1. The exercise of this consent shall be generally in accordance with the principles contained within
the application for this resource consent and within the documents:
(a)

(b}

(c)

c·

"Cieanfill and Construction and Demolition Landfill, Coal Mining, and Associated
Activities Assessment of Environmental Effects", dated September 2000, prepared by
Tonkin and Taylor Ltd (Waikato Regional Council document Number 717921, 703606
and 871624).
"Enviro Landfill Trust - Proposed Disposal of End of Life Tyres, Rotowaro Road, Glen
Afton, Assessment of Environmental Effects (Revisions 1a)" dated February 2007
(Wail<ato Regional Council Document Number 1288755).
The additional information provided in support of the tyre disposal application which is
contained in Wail<ato Regional Council Document Number 1288627

And

>
>
>

"Assessment of Environmental Effects Extension of Coal Mining Enviro Landfill Trust
Pukemiro, Glen Afton" dated July 2010, prepared by MWA solutions, (the '"AEE") with
particular reference to Drawing Number 5 Revision B.
"Envlro Landfill Trust Site Management Plan Extension of Coal Mining", prepared by MWA
solutions (the "Appendices").
Section 92 response letters and attachments from MWA solutions as follows:
a) Letter dated 7 September 2010 from MWA solutions to Bloxam Burnett & 01/iver with
attached Jetter from Mark T Mitchell dated 21 September plus appendices.
b) Letter dated 11 October 2010 from MWA solutions to 8/oxam Burnett & 01/iver.
c) Letter dated 18 October 2010 from Marl< T Mitchell to Bloxam Burnett & 01/iver.(the
usection 92 responses"); and
·
The s127 application to change consent 1 02303, received 29/5113, doc#2702889

For the avoidance of doubt and in relation to the extended coal mining authorisations sought in
201 0, the 2010 AEE, Appendices and Section 92 responses shall take primacy for those
aCtivities over the original applications lodged for the pre-existing consented activities.

(

2. A pulsed water measuring device shall record the quantity of water taken on a cumulative basis.
The device shall have a reliable calibration to wate1· flow and shall be maintained to an accuracy
of+/- 5%. Evidence of the water measuring device's calibration to an accuracy of+/- 5% and as
built plans of the installed water measuring device shall be provided to the Waikato Regional
Council prior to the exercise of this consent.
3. Calibration of the water measuring device(s) shall be undertaken by the consent holder at the
written request of the Waikato Regional Council. The calibration shall be undertaken by an
independent qualified person and evidence documenting the calibration shall be forwarded to
the Waikato Regional Council within one month of the calibration being completed.
4. The intakes shall be screened with a mesh aperture size not exceeding 1.5 millimetres by 1.5
millimetres (or 1.5 millimetre diameter holes).
5. The consent holder shall maintain records of the following:
(1) the date on which water was taken;
(2) . :the volume of water taken;
(3) · .the number of hours over which water was taken;
(4f the rate at which water was tal<en;
2
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(5)

on days when no water is taken, these records must specify the volume of water taken as
zero cubic metres.·

Within the first 10 working days of each month, these records for the preceding month shall be
forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council via email in ·agreed electronic format.
6. The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act. ·
Tangata Whenua Consultation
7. No later than 'the 31'' of March 2011 and every yearihereafterthe consent holder shall provide a
written invitation to Waahi Whaanui Trust to attend a meeting to discuss matters relating to the
implementation, monitoring and reporting of this consent. The invitation shall give not Jess than
4 weeks notice of the intended meeting date. All monitoring reports submitted by the consent
holder pursuant to this consent in the twelve month period immediately preceding each meeting
shall be made available at the meeting.
8. Unless Waahi Whaanui Trust advises otherwise to the Council, In writing, the consent holder
shall keep minutes of all meetings· held pursuant to condition 7 and provide them to Waahi
Whaanui Trust and the Council no later than two weeks following that meeting.

.'!& 412/11
Dated at Hamilton this 2otl• day ofNovember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Waikato Regional Council

3
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Resource Consent
Ce-rtificate
Resource ConsentNumbe1•:

104244

File Number:

60 52 63E

(
Pursuant to the Resom·ce Management Act :1.991., the Wailcato Regional
Council hereby m·<rnts consent to:
·

I
I

,

' '

Puke Coal Limited,

RD 1,

Huntly 3771

(hereinafter referred to as the Consent Holder)

(

Consent type:

Discharge permit

Consent subtype:

Discharge to water

Activity authorised:

To discharge up to 3.1 cubic metres per second of stormwater
and 70 cubic metres per day of treated wastewater to an
unnamed tributary of the Waitawhara Stream.·

Location:

. Rotowaro Rd- Huntly

Map Reference:

. NZMS 260 S14:913-971

Consent duration:

Granted for a period expiring on 30 September 2017

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
General Conditions

. ·1. ·. Jhi~_corsent is subject to the general conditions listed in Schedule 1.
.. ''.· ..
.I,·

.':
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I

2. No stormwater coming into contact with MSW landfill refuse, construction and demolition
waste or end of life lyres shall be discharged as site stormwater, but shall be considered
as leachate.
3. As far as practicable, the consent holder shall ensure that surface water from upstream
of the MSW landfill and C&D landfill and lyre storage I disposal bunkers is diverted away
from areas of the landfills and lyre storage I disposal bunkers that have not been
rehabilitated In accordance with the general conditions listed in Schedule 1 and shall be
discharged downstream of the site as clean stormwater.
4. Any earthworks or structures installed for the diversion and discharge of stormwater shall
be designed to manage a 10% AEP (Annual Exceedence Probability) flood event and
pass a 1% AEP flood event. Secondary flowpaths .shall be away from areas of the
landfills and tyre disposal bunkers where it may come into contact with construction and
demolition waste or end of life lyres.
Compliance Point
5. The point of compliance·for discharges authorised by this consent shall be surface water
monitoring location TT8, as shown on Figure 13 of the Appendices (as defined in
Schedule 1 of this consent).
Contingency Plan & Compliance Limits
6. All discharges authorised by this consent shall comply with the compliance limits
specified in Schedule 3 at the compliance point referred to in condition 5.
7. Prior to the deposition of any waste materials in the MSW landfill or the tyre storage and
disposal bunkers, the consent holder shall prepare and submit, to the Waikato Regional
Council for written approval, a revised version of the Contingency Plan for the site which
details the measures to be undertaken should the trigger levels or compliance limits
specified in Schedule 3 of this consent be exceeded. The purpose of this review is to
take account of any potential changes in the concentration of contaminants· in the
discharge as a result of the establishment of the lyre disposal operation or the MSW
landfill. As a minimum, the revised Contingency Plan shall include actions to be
undertaken to protect water quality;
(i) In the event that

a trigger level is exceeded,

(ii) In the event that a compliance limit is exceeded, and
(iii) In the event of a fire at the landfill.
8. Prior to the first exercise of consent 103079, the consent holder shall retain a suitably
qualified independent expert approved by Waikato Regional Council to complete a site
specified ecological (flora and fauna composition) and water quality assessment oHhe
Waltawhara Stream and its tributary in the vicinity of the site, to the satisfaction of the
Waikato Regional Council.
The objectives of this assessment are to determine an appropriate environmental
baseline against which any potential effects of the activity can be monitored and to
· determine a long term compliance limit for boron. !he assessment shall consider the
, ptll:~!\ti?l uses of the Waitawhara Stream and Include both chemical and biological
effeciS on flora and fauna.

'\"•
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Within 18 months of the commencement of this consent, the consent holder shall submit
a report detailing the results of the site specific assessment and which also recommends
a long-term compliance limit for boron. Should this report recommend that the interim
compliance limit for boron be changed, the· consent holder may apply to Waikato
Regional Council to change that limit pursuant to section 127 of RMA.
9. The suspended solids concentration of the discharge shall at no time be greater than
100 grams per cubic metre and shall not cause the suspended solids concentration in
the Waitawhara Stream to increase by more than 10 percent (between the upstream and
downstream sampling sites).
10. The pH of the discharge shall be within the range 6.5 • 9.0 pH units.
11. There shall be no discharge of oil or grease or production of persistent foam as a result
of the site stormwater discharge.

f

Sludge Removal

\

12. The consent holder shall remove settled sludges from all parts of the treatment system
on a sufficiently regular basis to ensure the efficiency of stormwater and leachate
treatment systems. Sludges shall be disposed of offsite to a suitably authorised landfill
unless the consent holder provides a TCLP analysis of the sludge for metals that
demonstrates that the sludge is suitable for disposal within the lined landfill area on the
site and the Waikato Regional Council approves in writing such disposal.

Monitoring and Reporting
13. The consent holder shall, to the satisfaction of the Walkato Regional Council, monitor
surface water quality at the sampling locations TT7, TT9, TT8, TT1 0, TT3, TT11, as
shown in Figure 13 of the Appendices (as defined in Schedule 1 of this consent) and
from TT11 as well as the three locations where surface water enters piped drainage
systems at the north-eastern and south-eastern extents of the MSW Landfill as well as
the temporary stormwater channel at the base of the MSW Landfill (with the final
locations to be agreed In writing by the Waikato Regional Council).

(
'·

To this end, with the exception of dissolved oxygen, pH and conductivity which shall be
monitor.ed on the first working day of each week from the date of first exercise of consent
103079 at locations TTS and TT3, the consent holder shall monitor su1iace water at
locations TTB, TT3 and TT11 (until such time as the C&,D waste is completely removed
and placed in the MSW Landfill and the consent holder has advised the Waii<ato
Regional Council in writing that this has taken place and locations TT1 0, TT7 and TT9;
(to determine the effect on the Waltawhara Stream), on the 15th of Januaiy, April, July
and October of each year following the date of first exercise of consent 103079 (or the
next working day), for the following parameters:

(i)
estimate of flow
(II)
pH (field and laboratory);
(iii]
electrical conductivity (field and laboratory);
(iv)
suspended solids;
(v)
sodium;
. (vi)
potassium;
(vii)
calcium;
(viii) magnesium;
(ix)
alkalinity;
(x) , .ch!oride;
(XI]
sulphate;
'

(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
(xx)
(xxl)
(xxii)
(xxiii)
(xxiv)

ammoniacal nitrogen;
nitrate nitrogen;
total organic carbon;
total boron;
total iron;
total manganese;
total aluminium;
total nickel;
total arsenic;
total copper;
total zinc; .
total chromium;
totallead.

The consent holder shall also undertake a programme of sampling of aquatic ecology as
approved by Waikato Regional Council, annually from the date of exercise of consent
103079.
The consent holder shall forward the results of the analyses to the Waikato Regional
Council within one month of sampling. If any of the monitoring required by this condition
produces results which exceed the limits in Schedule 3 the consent holder shall
immediately notify the Regional Council In writing within 24 hours of receiving the result,
and implement the contingency measures required by the approved Contingency Plan
referred to in condition 7.
14. The consent holder shall install continuous (every sixty seconds) monitoring instruments
for pH and conductivity at sampling location TT11 (until such time as the C&D waste is
completely removed and placed in the MSW Landfill and the consent holder has
advised the Waikato Regional Council in writing that this has taken place) the outlet of
the leachate storage tank bunded area and the temporary stormwater channel at the
base of the landfill.
The consent holder shall install automatic alarms that signal to the landfill manager and
the landfill engineer if the continuous monitoring indicates the presence of MSW landfill
leachate.
The consent holder shall forward the results of continuous monitoring to the Waikato
Regional Council every month, or upon request at any reasonable time.
15. The consent holder shall monitor the quality of stormwater at location TFB, at the
quarterly frequencies specified in condition 13, for the following parameters:
(i) estimate offlow;
(ii) pH;
(iii) electrical conductivity;
(iv) suspended solids;
(v) total boron;
(vi) total iron.
The consent holde1· shall forward the results of the analyses to the Waikato Regional
·.. Council within one month of sampling.
t"t~:'·::, .

.'~~~i ~ minimum of two years of sampling, the consent holder may apply to Waikato
.. Regional Council to amend the above set of sampling parameters and the sampling
freci.uWcy
pursuant to section 127 of the RMA .
.
.
[

. ·,·

. ;, _;
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Reporting
16. Annually by 1 September each year the consent holder shall, submit a report to the
Waikato Regional Council that details and analyses the results of all surface water and
ecological monitoring undeJtaken at the site. The report shall be prepared by an
appropriately qualified and independent expert approved by the Walkato Regional
Council and shall propose additional and/or changes to remediation works or monitoring
requirements that the independent expert considers necessary in light of the monitoring
results.
·
Review
17. The Waikato Regional Council, within the three month period following receipt of any
report submitted pursuant to condition 8 or condition 16 of this consent, serve notice on
the consent holder under section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, of Its
intention to review the conditions of this resource consent to require additional works
and/or monitoring to be undertal{en to reduce and/or monitor the effect of discharges on
surface water and aquatic ecology of the Waitawhara Stream and/or to amend Schedule
3 which specifies compliance limits and trigger levels for the wastewater discharge.

c··

Costs relating to the above review shall be borne by the consent holder.

Dated at Hamilton this 2oth day ojNmJember 2013
For and on behalf of the
Wailcato Regional Council
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Schedule 1
The granting of consents (103079, 102304, 101858, 104192, 104193, and 104244) is
subject to the following conditions, which shall apply to each individual consent:
General
1.

Except as otherwise provided for by subsequent conditions of this consent, all works and
operations shall be undertaken generally in accordance with the principles contained within
the following documents or any subsequent amendments to these documents that are
agreed in writing by the Waikato Regional Council:
o

"Cleanfill and Construction and Demolition Landfill, Coal -Mining, and Associated
Activities Assessment of Environmental Effects", dated September 2000, prepared
by Tonkin and Taylor Ltd, (the "AEE").

o

Cleanflll and Construction and Demolition Landfill, Coal Mining, and Associated
Activities Assessment of Environmental Effects, Appendices", dated September
2000, prepared by Tonkin and Taylor Ltd, (the "Appendices").

•

Section 92 Request for Further lnforf)lation - Environment Waikato, dated August
2001, prepared byTonl<in and Taylor Ltd, (the "Section 92 Report").

o

Enviro Landfill Trust- Proposed Disposa.I of End of Life Tyres, Rotowaro Road, Glen
Afton, Assessment of Environmental Effects (Revisions 1a)" dated February 2007
(Waikato Regional Council Document Number 1288755).

o

The additional information provided in support of the lyre disposal application which
is contained in Waikato Regional Council Document Number 1288627.

Design Details
2.

All earthworks and sediment control measures shall be constructed and carried out in
accordance with Waikato Regional Council Technical Publication No. 1995/8 "Design
Guidelines for Earthworks, Tracking and Crossings", or any subsequent update of, or
replacement for, that document.

3.

Detailed designs for the following works shall be forwarded to the Waikato Regional
Council and approved In writing prior to these works commencing; in particular, detailed
designs of the leachate collection and treatment system, the stormwater system, final
landform and quality assurance procedures for the construction of the C&D landfill liner,
C&D landfill cap, temporary tyre storage/processing area and lyre disposal bunkers are
required. All works shall be carried out In accordance with the designs, as accepter;] by
the Wail<ato Regional Council.

4.

The consent holder shall provide an Engineers certificate to verify that the works have
been undertaken in accordance with good engineering practice and as-built drawings for
the designs prepared pursuant to condition 3 above shall be forwarded to the Waikato
Regional Council within one month of the completion of the works.
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5.

All investigations, design, supeiVIslon of construction, monitoring and after-care sh·all be
undertaken by suitably qualified personnel experienced in such works, or works of a
similar nature, and approved by the Wail<ato Regional Council.

Management Plans
6.

The consent holder shall prepare and submit to the Waikato Regional Council for
approval, Site Management Plans that detail the procedures to be put into place to
operate the C&D landfill, coal mine and lyre disposal operation.
To this end, the following Site Management Plans shall be prepared:
(i)
(li)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

C&D Landfill Operations Plan;
Coal Mining Operations Plan;
Stormwater Control and Leachate Treatment System Plan;
Rehabilitation and Aftercare Planning and Operations Plan;
End of Life Tyre Receival, Storage and Disposal Operations Plan

Each Plan shall address those matters outlined in the relevant AEE, the Appendices, the
Section 92 Report, the Joint Staff Report for the C&D landfill and coal mine, the
Supplementary Staff Report and the Second Supplementary Environment Waikato Staff
Report for the C&D landfill and coal mine, and the Joint staff report for the end of Life
Tyre Disposal operation, and shall set out the requirements to achieve compliance with
the relevant conditions of this consent.
The C&D Landfill Operations Plan and End of Life Tyre Receival, Storage and Disposal
Operations Plan shall also include a specffic section devoted to fire management issues.
This section of the C&D Landfill Operations Plan shall, as a minimum, address those
matters raised in the report entitled "Supplemental}! Technical Report for Review of
Consent Applications for a Cleanfi/1 and Construction and Demolition Waste Landfill and
Coal Mining Activities by Tracker Demolition Landfill Ltd" dated 16 April 2002 and
prepared by URS NZ Ltd, and shall detail measures that will be put in place to manage
the discharge of wastewater in the event of a fire at the site or if off-site disposal of the
wastewater is required.

(

This consent may not be exercised until the consent holder has received written approval
from the Walkato Regional Council of its acceptance of the C&D Landfill Operations
Plan, the Coal Mining Operations Plan and the Stormwater Control and Leachate
Treatment System Plan.

l

The consent holder shall not operate the temporary lyre storage I disposal area and
permanent disposal bunkers, until the consent holder has received written approval from
the Waikato Regional Council of its acceptance of the End of Life Tyre Receival, Storage
and Disposal Operations Plan.

II ,

The Rehabilitation and Aftercare Planning and Operations Plan shall be submitted for
approval within three months of commencement of this consent. The Plan shall not be
inconsistent with the Rehabilitation Management Plan prepared in accordance with
condition 28 of the land use consent granted by the Wall<ato District Council for this
operation.

I

·; The c~nsent holder shall exercise this consent in accordance with the Site Management
Plans accepted by the Waikato Regional Council and shall ensure that the Plans are
. cohslsteht
wiih any Plans required .pursuant to the land use consents for the site.
'
;
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7.

All staff engaged in the operation of the C&D landfill shall receive training to ensure
familiarity with the requirements of this resource consent and the Management Plans
prepared pursuant to condition 6 above.

8.

At least once in every two year period, the consent holder shall review, and update as
necessary, the Management Plans prepared pursuant to condition 6 above, to ensure
that management practices result in compliance with the conditions of these consents.
Any amendments to the Plans shall only be made with the written approval of the
Waikato Regional Council.

Peer Review

9.

The consent holder shall engage, at its own cost, an Independent Peer Review Panel to
review the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the C&D landfill and lyre
disposal facility and to assess whether or not the work is undertaken by appropriately
qualified personnei in accordance with good practice.
The Independent Peer Review Panel shall consist of more than one person and shall be:
(I) Independent of the planning design, construction, management and monitoring of
the site;
(ii) Experienced in C&D landfill design, construction and management;
(iii) Experienced in C&D landfill geotechnical, groundwater and surface water aspects;
(lv) Recognised by their peers as having such experience, knowledge and skill;
(v) Approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.
The Independent Peer Review Panel shall, as a minimum, report to the Waikato
Regional Council by 30 September each year on the following matters:
(I) Management and monitoring plans;
(li) Site preparation, including hydrogeological and geotechnical issues;
(iii) C&D Landfill and tyre disposal bunker liner and leachate collection system design
and construction (including quality assurance measures) and use of onsite
materials;
(iv) Water control, including stormwater and leachate management and treatment;
(v) Waste acceptance;
(vi) Cover material used on both the C&D landfill and lyre disposal bunl<ers;
(vii) Monitoring, m0delling and records;
(viii) Rehabilitation.
·
In addition the Peer Review Panel shall assess and report on all final and detailed
designs and Management Plans prepared pursuant to condition 6 above, prior to these
being forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council for acceptance in writing and prior to
works commencing.
Copies of all reports shall be sent to the consent holder and the Wail<ato Regional
Council.

Bond

:,,,_.1"9.'1/~(iS?t:,_lo the exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in

.,f~i_voul"c, of the Waikato Regional Council and the Waikato District Council (the
,''P~unc[ls") a bond to:
'_:-;::': '. --.·;{.

' l ::\)•
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(i) Secure compliance with all the conditions of this consent and to enable any adverse
effects on the environment resulting from the consent holder's activities, and not
authorised by a resource consent, to be avoided, remedied or mitigated;
(ii) Secure the completion of rehabilitation and closure in accordance with the
Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan required pursuant to condition 6 of this consent;
(iii) Ensure the performance of any monitoring obligations of the consent holder under
this consent;
(iv) Enable the Councils to unde1take monitoring and management of the site until
completion of closure of the site.
("Completion of closure" means when the Councils deem that resource consents for
the site are no longer required, and that there is no reasonable risk of the site causing
further adverse impacts on the environment).

c·

This bond shall apply only to the C8,D landfill, coal mining and end-of-life tyre
landfill.
10.1A Prior to the construction and operation of the temporary lyre storage I disposal area
and permanent disposal bunkers, the consent holder shall provide and maintain in
favour of the Waikato Regional Council and the Wail<ato District Council (the
"Councils") a bond to:
(i)

(ii)

(Iii)
(iv)
(v)

(

Secure compliance with all the conditions of this consent and to enable any
adverse effects on the environment resulting from the consent holder's
activities, and not authorised by a resource consent, to be avoided, remedied·
or mitigated;
·
Secure the completion of rehabilitation and closure in accordance with the
Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan required pursuant to condition 6 of this
consent;
Secure the completion of the lyre bunkering operation proposed, management
of any lyre fires that need to be controlled by external agencies, and
rehabilitation of the site on completion of the lyre disposal operation;
Ensure the performance of any monitortng obligations of the consent holder
under this consent;
Enable the Councils to undertake monitoring and management of the site until
completion of closure of the site.

("Completion of closure" means when the Councils deem that resource consents for
the site are no longer required, and that there is no reasonable risk of the site causing
further adverse impacts on the environment).·

10.2 The quantum of the bond shall be sufficient to cover the general Items listed in
condition 10.1, and in particular:
(i) the estimated costs (Including any .contingency necessary) of rehabilitation and
closure of the landfill, coal mine and lyre disposal operation in accordance with the
conditions of the Councils' consents;
(ii) the estimated costs (including any contingency necessary) of monitoring and
:: _m(lpagernent of the site and its effects following-closure or abandonment, for as long
·.. ak fn·ay be required to comply with conditions of Councils' consents. This shall
include>' the ongoing operation and maintenance of stormwater and leachate
: :-- ·
management systems;
(iii) the· estim$ted costs of prevention and/or remediation of any adverse effect on the
environmert that may arise rrom the landfill, coal mine and lyre disposal bunkers;
and

(iv) any further sum which the Councils consider necessary for monitoring any adverse
effect on the environment that may arise fi·om the landfill, coal mine and tyre disposal
bunkers including monitoring anything which is done to avoid, remedy, or mitigate an
adverse effect.
10.3 The bond shall be in a form approved by the Councils and shall, subject to these.
conditions, be on the terms and conditions required by the Councils.
10.4 Unless the bond is a cash bond, the performance of all-the conditions of the bond shall
be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to the Councils. The guarantor shall bind
itself to pay for the carrying out and completion of any condition of the bond in the
event of any default of the consent holder, or" any occurrence of any adverse
environmental effect requiring remedy.

l
f

I

10.5 Prior to the first exercise of this consent, the consent holder shall provide a report to
the Councils that proposes a bond quantum, calculated in accordance with the criteria
specified in conditions 10.1 and 10.2. The consent holder shall annually review this
report, amend as necessary, and forward the revised report to the Councils at least
two months prior to the anniversary date of the bond.

'

10.5A Prior to the commencement of the lyre disposal operation, the consent holder shall
provide a report to the Councils that proposes a bond quantum, calcu.Iated in
accordance with the criteria specified in conditions 10.1A and 10.2. The consent
holder shall annually review this report, amend as necessary, and forward the
revised report to the Councils at least two months prior to the anniversa1y date of the
bond
10.6 The amount of the bond shall be fixed by the Councils prior to the exercise of this
consent, and every anniversary thereafter. The consent holder shall be advised in
writing at least one month prior to the review date of the amount of the rehabilitation
bond.
10.6A The amount of the bond referred to in condition 10.5A of this consent shall be fix<id
by the Councils prior to the commencement of the tyre disposal operation, and the
full bond covering all activities on site shall be fixed by the Councils every
anniversary thereafter. The consent holder shall be advised in writing ;>t least one
month prior to the review date of the amount of the rehabilitation bond
10.7 Should the consent holder not agree with the amount of the bond fixed by the Councils
then the matter shall be referred to arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the
Arbitration Act 1996. Arbitration shall be commenced by written notice by the consent
holder to the Councils advising that the amount of the rehabilitation bond Is disputed,
such notice to be given by the consent holder within two weeks of notification of the
amount of the rehabilitation bond. If the parties cannot agree upon an arbitrator within
a week of receiving the notice from the consent holder, then an arbitrator shall be
appointed by the President of the Institution of Professional Engineers of New
Zealand .. Such arbitrator shall give an award in writing within 30 days after his or her
apflointment, unless the consent holder and the Councils agree that time shall be
. ex!Eifl(!ed. The parties shall bear their own costs in connection with the arbitration. In
ali" other respects, the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996 shall apply. Pending the
outcome bf that arbitration, and subject to condition 10.7, the existing bond shall
·continue in force. That sum shall be adjusted in accordance with the arbitration
determination.

. ,_...
_

-·...
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If the decision of the arbitrator is not made available by the 30th day referred to above,
then the amount of the bond shall be the sum fixed by the Councils, until such time as
the arbitrator does make his/her decision. At that stage the new amount shall apply.
The consent holder shall not place further refuse at the site if the variation of the
existing bond or new bond is not provided in accordance with this condition.

10.9 If, on annual review, the amount of the bond to be provided by the consent holder is
greater than. the sum secured by the current bond, then within one month of the
consent holder being given written notice of the new amount to be secured by the
bond, the consent holder and the guarantor shall execute and lodge with the Councils
a variation of the existing bond or a new bond for the amount fixed on review by the
Councils. No further waste shall be placed at the site if the variation of the existing
bond or new bond is not provided in accordance with this condition,
10.10 The bond may be varied, cancelled, or renewed at any time by agreement between
the consent holder and the Councils.

(

10. 11 The bond shall be released on completion of closure of the site, as defined above.
10.12 All costs relating to the bond shall be paid by the consent holder.
Site Access
11. The consent holder shall, at all reasonable times, provide access to the site for officers
or agents of the Councils and its equipment for the purposes of monitoring compliance
with the conditions of this consent. The consent holder shall allow these people to
undertake excavations, surveys, sampling and other activities necessary to determine
compliance and to assess the effects of the activities.
Sampling

12. All sample analyses shall be undertaken in accordance with the methods detailed in the
latest edition of "Standard Methods For The Examination Of Water And Waste Water",
by A.P.H.A. and A.W.W.A. and W.E.F. and any subsequent updates; or any other
method approved in advance by the Waikato Regional Council.

(

S.ampling shall be undertaken under appropriate protocols, including on-site filtration
and preservation of samples for soluble metals analysis, to the satisfaction of the
Waikato Regional Council.
Sampling shall be undertaken by individuals who are suitably experienced and trained
and who are approved by the Wail<ato Regional Council.
Reviews
13. The Waikato Regional Council may, within six months of the implementation of any
relevant new government regulations, policies, standards o1· guidelines with respect to
air or water quality, construction and demolition waste landfills or cleanfills, and end of
life lyre disposal facilities, serve notice on tne consent holder under section 128 of the
Resource Management Act, of its intention to review the conditions of this consent, for
the purpose of Identifying if any changes are required to this consent to take account of
:)hese new matters.
.

.-'/.!"'

C\isls relating to the above review shall be borne by the consent holder.
•.;'
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14. The Waikato Regional Council may, within the three month period beginning 30
September 2004 and every third year thereafter, serve notice on the consent holder under
section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, of its intention to review the
conditions of this resource consent for the following purposes:
(i) to review the effectiveness of the conditions of this resource consent in avoiding, or
mitigating, any adverse effects on the environment from the operation and, if
considered appropriate by the Walkato Regional Council, to avoid, remedy or
mitigate such effects by way of further or amended conditions; and/or
(ii) if necessary and appropriate, to require the holder of this resource consent to adopt
the best practicable option to remove, or reduce, adverse effects on the environment
resulting from the exercise of this consent; and/or
(iii) review the monitoring requirements in light of the results obtained from monitoring in
preceding years, and/or
. (lv) if necessary and appropriate, to review the appropriateness of conditions, in the
event that new national regulations, standards, policies, or guidelines are developed
·
that are relevant to this consent, and/or
(v) if necessary and appropriate, to review the appropriateness of conditions, in. the
event of new policies, objectives or rules in a Waikato Regional Council Plan or
Policy Statement.
Costs associated with any review shall be borne by the consent holder.
Administration

15. The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge
fixed in accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any
charge prescribed in accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the
Resource Management Act.

' .··

Schedule 3- Compliance Limits and Trigger levels
Analyte
pH
Dissolved Oxygen
Electrical Conductivity (/alee Inlet)
Electrical Conductivity

Total Suspended Solids
(_

Ammoniacal Nitrogen

Compliance Level

6.5>x> 9.0
98<x<105%

mS/m
mS/m

6.5>x> 9.0
98<x <105%
200
63

mg/1
mg Nil
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1

Nitrate Nitrogen
Chloride
Sulphate
Total Sulphide
Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium
Total Dissolved Solids·
Total Aluminium
Total Arsenic
Total Boron
Hexavalent Chromium

(

Trigger Level

mg CaCo3/l

Total AlkalinitY

...........:

Units

Chromium Ill
Total Copper
Total Iron•
Total Lead•
Total Manganese
Total Nickel'
Total Zinc•

mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1
mg/1

70
0.63
. 0.49
50
210
0.0014
105
17.5
10.5
35
315
0.0385
0.0168
1.75
0.00805
0.0826
0.00378
·o.7
0.0175
1.33
0.0294
0.02142

02/05/08

70
200
100
0.9
0.7
230
300
0.002
150
25
15
50
450
0.055
0.024
2.5
0.0115
0.118
0.0054
1
0.025
1.9
0.042
0.0306

Notes:

1.
2.

3.

100 mg/1 or <10% change in suspended solids concentration in receiving water
Copper, Chromium, Lead, Nlclcel and Zinc to be corrected for Hardness. Figures shown are at
hardness of 146.6 mg/1. Limits to be corrected for hardness and compared to ANZECC (2000)
guidelines based on 95% protection level
All concenlrations expressed as totals.
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Attachment

Waikato

Dist~rict

(~)
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(g)

Resm.a~rce

Consent

Pursuant to sections I04, I04B and I08 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the Waikato
District Council grants land use consent to establish and operate a municipal solid waste landfill at
1158 Rotowaro Road, Glen Afton, on Lot 6 DP 427961 compromised in Certificate of Title
51 0520, as Discretionary Activity, subject to the following conditions:

a

General

1.

The municipal solid ·waste landfill construction and operation shall be carried out in general
accordance with the following information provided for the resource consent application
{LUC 0238/12), received by Waikato District Council on 29 October 20 12, and further
information, except as amended at the hearing in October 20 13, or by the conditions of this
consent.

a) the application document titled "Assessment of Environmental Effects - Puke Coal
Limited Proposed Municipal Solid Waste Landfill", prepared by URS New Zealand Ltd,
dated 19 October 20 12;
b) further information to Waikato District Council-letter and attachments from URS New
Zealand Ltd, dated 15 February 2013 and Hegley Acoustics Consultants letter dated
5 September 2013 titled Puke Coal Compliance Monitoring;
c) further information to Waikato Regional Council - letter and attachments from URS
New Zealand Ltd, dated 21 February 2013 and 22 August 20 13; and
d) the following concept drawings:
DRAWING NO.
42045680-C-000
42045680-C-00 I
42045680-C-002
42045680-C-003
42045680-C-004
42045680-C-005
42045680-C~006

42045680-C-007"
42045680-C-008
42045680-C-009
42045680-C-0 I0
42045680-C-0 II
..42045680-C-0 12
42Q:45680-C-O 13
'•

.,

'

4204~680-C-0 14
....
.
420456SQ-C-O 15
. 4;t0456~0!C-0 16
.

DRAWING TITLE
Cover Sheet
Site Plan
General Arrangement and Surface Water
Controls
Leachate Drainage
Groundwater Management
Finished Surface Plan
Finished Surface and Gas Collection
Landfill Long Section
Landfill Eastern Cross Section
Landfill Western Cross Section
Leachate Sump and Toe Bund Detail Prior to
Closure of Last Cell
Leachate Sump and Toe Bund Detail at Closure
Northern and Southern HighwaU Liner Detail
Treatment of Existing Mine Adits on Southern
Highwall
Connection of Upper Liner Bench to Lower
Liner Bench
Inferred Fault Treatment Detail
Typical Details

.... i.:·:

Qt::

REVISION

B

c

B

B
B
B

c

B
B
B
B

c
c

c
D

c

DRAWING NO.
42045680-C-0 17
42045680-C-0 18
42045680-C-0 19
42045680-C-020
42045680-C-021
42045680-C-022
42045680-C-023
Rgure 8

,~

.....

DRAWING TITLE
Gas Well Detail
Longsection (West-East) Site Geology Proposed
landfill
Treatment of Mine Workings Under Landfill
Footprint
Borehole Location Plan
Hydrogeology
Engineering Geology Site Observation Map
Existing Site Geology Plan
Landscape Mitigation Plan prepared by Boffa ·
Miskell

R.EVISION

c
c
c
A
A
B

c

A

The municipal solid waste landfill development includes all activities proposed under the
application including vegetation removal, overburden removal, construction of ancillary
buildings and site rehabilitation.

\
2.

The consent holder shall notify the Waikato District Council's Team Leader Monitoring in
writing a minimum of ten working days prior to its intention to commence the following:
a) the lodgement of any initial management plans required to be submitted to Council under
the conditions of this consent;
b) the commencement of activities associated with site preparations for the construction of
the landfill liner; and
c) the commencement of the receipt of municipal solid waste.

(

3.

The placement of municipal solid waste mateJ·ial authorised by this consent shall not occur
outside of. the area demonstrated in Drawing 42045680-C-002, R.evision C, titled General
Arrangement and Swface Water Controls.

4.

As a result of the placement of refuse and cover material at this site the final contours of the
filled area, following settlement, shall not exceed those shown in Drawings 42045680-C-007,
R.evision C titled Landfill Long Section, 42045680-C-008 R.evision B titled Landfill Eastern
Cross Section, and 42045680-C-009 R.evision B titled Landfill Western Cross Section.

5.

The volume of refuse authorised by this consent is that volume contained within the design
void of up to 8 million cubic metre.s, including the HOPE liner and the final cap, within the
contours shown on Plan 42045680-C-00.5, R.evision B, titled Finished Surface Plan, and as
measured at the time of completion of the cap.

Site Management
6.

The consent holder shall retain an appropriately experienced Landfill Manager to supervise
the operation of the landfill operations tin the site. The consent holder must inform the Team
··Leaden,. Monitoring of the Landfill Manager's name, experience and how they can be
···'tdhtQi:t~~::,, Should that person(s) change during the term of this resource consent, the
· consent<h'older must immediately inform the Waikato District Council's Team Leader
.. '.:!Yionitq[ing and shall also give written notice to the Waikato District Council's Team Leader
· · .Monitoi:!ng. cift)1e new Landfill Manage1·'s name, experience and how they can be contacted.
:;.::
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For the purpose of this condition an appropriately experienced Landfill Manager means a
person who holds at minimum NZCE (or equivalent qualification) and has prior work
experience which includes:
•

Heavy earthworks construction

o

Solid waste handling

o

Environmental/consent compliance experience

7.

The consent holder shall ensure all key staff and contractors are made aware of the
conditions of this consent and the detail of the approved Landfill Management and Operations
Plan.

8.

The site shall not be open to the general public for the receipt of municipal solid waste (i.e.
no private vehicles). All deliveries shall be via approved contractors.

9.

The total load of municipal solid waste transported to the site (including construction and
demolition waste) shall be no more than 250,000 cubic metres of municipal solid waste per
annum (compacted volume). The consent holder shall demonstrate compliance with this
condition in the Annual Performance Report. ·

10.

The consent holder shall erect and maintain 20 kph maximum speed signs along the site
access road and internal roads and ensure that these vehicle speed restrictions are complied
with at all times.

11.

Prior to commencement of any works associated with the municipal solid waste landfill, the
consent holder must Install a weather monitoring station. The weather monitoring station
shall be positioned as far away from existing buildings and trees as possible, with the final
location confirmed in the Landfill Management and Operations Plan. The weather monitoring
station shall be retained throughout the duration of the operational phase of the landfill.

12.

No signs are permitted as part of this proposal unless provided for as a permitted activity
within the District Plan or a separate resource consent application with all necessary
information is submitted and approved.

13.

The c~nsent holder shall provide Waikato District Council's Team Leader Monitoring with a
site plan showing the location, dimensions and elevations of the gas treatment station prior to
the lodgement of a building consent application for that building.

Landfill Management and Operations Plan

14.
.... ,._

Three months prior to the commencement· of any works associated with this consent
(including site preparation works), and following the steps outlined in conditions 17-19, the
consent holder shall prepare and submit to the Wailiato District Council's Team Leader
~onitoring a Landfill Management and Operations Plan .
. The ·objective of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan is to combine and collate all
' map_~&ement practices and procedures to be implemented on the site to achieve compliance

with the conditions of this consent, and to minimise the potentiaf for nuisances and adverse
effects from the operation of the landfill.

(

15.

The Landfill Management and Operations Plan must be approved in writing by the Waikato
District Council's General Manager Customer Support, acting in a technical certification
capacity, prior to the coinmencement of any works associated with this consent (including
site preparation works). For the avoidance of doubt, the Wajkato District Council is only
required to review and approve those matters in the Landfill Management and Operations
Plan which are within their jurisdiction, which shall exclude those matters specified in
condition I 6(g), I6Q1). 16(i), I 6(1<), I6(u) and I6(w).

16.

To achieve the objective specified in condition I4, the Landfill Management and Operations
Plan shall include details on management, operations and monitoring procedures, and
methodologies. and contingency plans necessary to comply with the conditions of this
consent. It shall include, but not be limited to, the following matters:
a) the Landfill Works Design and Management Plan required by condition 25;
b) procedures associated with the acceptance of municipal solid waste and prohibited
wastes;
c) landfill design parameters;
d) details of landfill operations (i.e. earthworks, site preparation, landfill liner and side wall
construction, procedures for the control of the site and tipping face, the placement of
waste, waste compaction, and daily cover (including procedures fo1· the selection of cover
·materials o1· alternatively a prescriptive list of materials that will be used, and the
thickness of daily cover material), water control, landfill gas control and leachate control);
e) the sequential staging of the landfill and closure of the landfill;
f) procedures for mapping the location of special waste burials
g) management procedures to identify the presence (or otherwise) of flooded mine
workings that may be exposed as well as assessment and implementation of appropriate
dewatering and disposal procedures if required
h) management procedures for the control of perched leachate layers
i) routine maintenance procedures to be undertaken on the leachate and gas collection
systems, including procedures for cleaning the leachate collection pipes
j) an erosion and sediment control plan
k) management and monitoring practices for the collection and disposal of leachate and
landfill gas;
I) management and monitoring procedures for the control of odour;
m) management and mitigation practices, including monitoring; to control nuisance effects
from noise, birds, vermin and litteri
n) management and monitoring procedures for the control of dust;
o) the specific location of the continuous dust monitor for measuring dust emissions and the
specific location of the weather monitoring station.
p) procedures for the management of traffic volumes in accordance with the conditions of
this consent Including methods of monitoring and reporting compliance with the
conditions of this consent;

· ·· '· . ,q) parking, manoeuvring and loading arrangements to ensure queuing and loading space is
, -<available and to avoid any effects from parking or queuing at the entrance;
r) ~rocedures and methods to control the speed limit on the site;
· s) driver behaviour guidelines to be included in contracts involving regular hauliers over one
month duration to cover debris, covered loads and safety briefing.

00

t)
u)
v)
w)

x)

y)

procedures to manage any debris spillage onto Rotowaro Road caused by trucks exiting
.or entering the site;
spill prevention and response protocols;
an accidental discovery protocol;
specific management procedures for the control and management of any landfill fires,
including details of the firefighting equipment to be kept on site to extinguish fire of a
·
general or chemical nature; ....a
at a minimum, requirements for installation of primary litter fences for each stage of the
landfill to a minimum height <>f 6m on the predominant downwind side as fixed location
fences. The LMP shall also include requirement for the use of secondary litte1· fenees to."a
minimum beighf<Jf 2m, being m<>bile fences and able to be relocated as required to ··
provide a litter barrier as dose as practicable downwind of the active working face,
other.ac"ii,;n;·nec~;saryto comply with the requirements of this resource cons~~i:.

17.

Prior to the Landfill Management and Operations Plan being submitted to Waikato District
Council for its certification, the Landfill Management and Operations Plan and subsequent
reviews of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan (pursuant to condition 22), shall be
certified by a suitably experienced and qualified expert to confirm that activities undertaken in
accordance with the Landfill Management and Operations Plan will achieve compliance with
the relevant consent conditions.

18.

Prior to the certification by the suitably experienced and qualified expert unde1· condition 17
the consent holder shall provide to the expert a record of input and feedback from the
Community Liaison Group, established in condition 71 for the expert to consider.

19.

Prior to submitting the Landfill Management and Operations Plan In accordance with
condition 14, and prior to the review, and any amendments to the Landfill Management and
Operations Plan in accordance with . ~ondition 22, the consent holder shall provide an
opportunity for the Community Liaison Group to:
·
a) provide written input_ and feedback into the initial preparation or any subsequent review
of the Plan. In the event that no written input and feedback is received from the
Community Liaison Group within 15 working days of their receipt of the initial draft of
the Landfill Management and Operations Plan or within I 0 working days in relation to
any subsequent review of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan then the consent.
holder shall be deemed to have complied with this condition; and
b) review and discuss the results of all monitoring and reports as required by the conditions
ofthis consent.

20.

In the event that no Community Liaison Group is formed pursuant to conditions 71 and 72
or that group is disestablished as provided for in condition 79 then the obligations of
condition 19 shall not apply.

Subject to any other conditions of this con~ent, the consent holder must exercise this
consent in accordance with the approved Landfill Management and Operations Plan. Any
· ·· ..·.. :~u~.s~_quent changes to the Landfill Management and Operations Plan must only be made with
thiiiwl-iJ;ten approval of the Waikato District Council's Team Leader Monitoring. In the event
of conflict or inconsistency between the conditions of this consent and the provisions of the
'Landfill: Management and Operations Plan, then the conditions of this consent shall prevail.

21.

nn

22.

The Landfill Management and Operations Plan shall be reviewed and updated at least once
every two (2) years by the consent holde1' and may be amended accordingly to take into
account any changes required. The review of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan
shall assess whether management practices are.resulting in compliance with the conditions of
this consent, and whether the objective of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan is
being met through the actions and methods undertaken. The review shall result in
amendments that are necessary to better achieve the objective of the Landfill Management
and Operations Plan.

Advisory Note: Where changes are made to the Landfl/1 Management and Operations Plan
Council's preference is that these are done as tracl< changes or highlighted and version control is
added to the document. An electronic version of the amended Landfill Management and Operations
Plan shall also be provided to Council's Team Leader Monitoring.
r···
\.

23.

A copy of the latest version of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan shall be kept on
site at all times and all key personnel shall be made aware of the Landfill Management and
.
Operations Plan's contents.
I

24.

Where changes to the Landfill Management and Operations Plan are made the copy held on
site shall be updated within five (5) working days of any amendments being accepted by the
Waikato District Council. The Landfill Management and Operations Plan shall be produced
(electronic or paper form) without unreasonable delay upon request by an authorised officer
of the Waikato District Council.

D...andfill Works Design and Management Plan
25.

The consent holder shall prepare a Landfill Works Design and Management Plan, that shall
include, but not be limited to:
a) the staging of works planned and the description of works in each stage including site
plans;
b) an outline of the engineering controls, supervision and certification that will be applied to
each stage;

(

c) an outline of the methods of determining site specific design parameters and stability
analysis design procedures that will be used for each stage;
d) details of silt control, methods of controlling surface erosion and stormwate1·
management; and
e) details of the certification that will be adopted for design, design review, construction and
constr·uction review: and

f)

details of any consent conditions from the Regional Council consents that relate to the
overall design, design certification and management of the landfill.

26.

The consent holder shall engage chartered professional engineers with geotechnical and civil
engineering experience to direct and supervise any additional investigations, undertake design,
.·.. ,. • ," :, ': ··,.gesign peer review, construction supervision and to certify the construction of all works in
.:. ')>''·. •..-!" i;•:a.ccordance with the procedures set out in the Landfill Works Design and Management Plan .
•:_::·'
· 'The '·o.esign peer review J"esources engaged by the consent holder shall be agreed in writing by
:.. ·:·,.. ·:• , .. :th\';'ijaikato District Council's General Manager Customer Support.
··,· ,,.
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27.

The consent holder shall provide the Waikato District Council's General Manager Customer
Support with a copy of the Erosion and Sediment Control Plan approved by the Waikato
Regional Council within one (I) week of this approval being. provided by the Waikato
Regional Council.

Stages
28.

.(l!).._.__Prior to the commencement of each stage development, the consent holder shall
submit a concept Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan to the Waikato District Council for
acceptance in writing. That Plan shall describe the key aspects of closure and
rehabilitation that will be implemented should the site close permanently at the
completion ofthe proposed stage.
.(!lj___At least twelve months prior to landfill operations ceasing on this site, the consent
holder shall provide to Waikato District Council a detailed Rehabilitation and Aftercare
Plan, for acceptance in writing. This plan shall be prepared after consultation with the
owners of the site, the owners of adjacent properties and the Waikato Regional
Council. The plan shall address at least the following issues:
.(j)__land ownership and liability for contamination
.(ii)_responsibilities for aftercare
Qlil__final contours
.(jy)._capping and re-vegetation
.(y)___maintenance of the landfill cap to prevent cracking and pending of stormwater
.(Yi)._management of land uses to prevent contamination of surface water runoff by
sediment or nutrients
.(Y.ill..__operation and maintenance of leachate management systems
.(Yilll__operation and maintenance of landfill gas management systems
.(lli:)_ongoing monitoring, including groundwater, surface water, landfill gas and site
capping; and
.(4___funding of aftercare.
Following acceptance of the prqposal, the consent holder shall implement the Plan to the
satisfaction of the Waikato District Council. For the avoidance of doubt the WDC is only
required to approve those matters in the concept and detailed Rehabilitation and
Aftercare Plans which are within its jurisdiction, which shall exclude those matters
specified in Condition 28(b)(v), (vi), (vii), (viii) and (ix)) for both the concept and detailed
plan.
·

29.

Unless written approval is obtained from all propert:y owners and occupiers between 164-238 .
Hangapipi Road, Prier te tile ~se ef Cell A aAel Cell F as shewA eA DravliAg 42G4B680 C 002
·:··~the consent holder shall first complete Cells Band C (or Cells G and H if an initial
· ;:· ·t. '.('c<?~~~er-clockwise rotation is commenced) prior to the use of Cell A and Cell E as shown on
Drawing 42045680-C-002 Rey:C,. If during the 24 months prior to completion of flllil'lg aAcl
·· ·: ·... €¥~.of tllese ee!Js Cell.s Band Cell C (or Cells G aAcl H ifan initial counter-clockwise
:~.·.:
:r6tatkin"is
commenced) meAiteriAg sf odour monitoring at the boundary with properties-sf>
...
'
, . - I

.

.-;.~

.

..-

;"

:·

Q?

between 164-238 Hangapipi Road (whose written approval has not been given) validates
incidents of objectionable or offensive odour arising directly frem-er-from activities in
association with Cells Band C (or Cells G and H if an initial counter-clockwise rotation is
commenced) those cells in the 24 months prier to eei'Apleting tee last of tee two respeetive
eells (ie eiteer--G-er+lt, then Cells A and F shall not be used for t!SY'l..landfilling unless or
until written approval is obtained for so ·doing from all afkete<!-property owners and
occupiers between 164-238 eA-Hangapipi Road and is pt·ovided to Wail<ato District Council.
For the avoidance of doubt nothing in this condition shall prevent the consent holder from
using Cells A and F:
(i)

for the placement of construction and demolition waste: and

(ii) for the placement of MSW waste if the written approval of all propert;y owners and
occupiers betWeen 164-238 Hangapipi Road is provided to the Waikato District Council; ot·
(iii) for the placement of MSW waste once Cells Band C (ot· Cells G and H) have been
completed without any validated odour incidents at the boundary with properties between
164-238 on Hangapipi Road (whose written approval has not been given) during the
24 months prior to completion of Cell C (or Cell H if an initial counter-clockwise rotation is
commenced).
Advice Notes

l.

For the purposes of assessing compliance with this condition, the Waikato Distt·ict
Council shall take advice from Wail<ato Regional Council as to whether there has been
any validated odour incidents during the 24 months prior to completion of Cell C (or
Cell H if an initial counter-clockwise rotation is commenced) at the boundary with
properties between 164-238 Hangapipi Road (whose written approval has not been

l

gMm1
2.

(

30.

For the purposes of this condition 11completion of a Cell" or to 11complete a Cefl 11 means
that it has been filled to such an extent that no further MSW can be placed In the Cell
but may not include final cover.

Prier-te-€effiffieneing Cell D (et· Cell"! if an initial-c-elffitel'-€leekwise retatien is eOI'A!'AeReee!}
Geuncil Ala)' revie¥.' tois eew.;ent-ooeer seetion 128 ef tA~<l-J*Il'llese of settffig
a6<litienakenclitiens-if..vali8atecl-006UF-€ei'Aplafnts..hove-eea~~eate<hmaeJ'-€0naitieA

.2'h

n-Il ours of Operation
31.

The hours of operation for the municipal solid waste landfill shall be as follows:
a) Access to the landfill shall be permitted only between the hours of 7.00am and 4.00pm
Monday to Saturday inclusive.
b) On site works at the landfill shall be permitted only between the hours of 7.00am and
6.00pm Monday to Saturday inclusive.

32. · 'No activities associated with the municipal solid waste landfill shall be undertaken outside of
· these hours, or on Sundays or Public Holidays.

l

!

I
I

Noise
33.

All activities which are the subject of this consent, including transport of refuse on the site,
placement of refuse on the site, covering of refuse and stripping or placement of top soil, in
combination with other authorised activities on the site, shall be conducted to ensure that
noise levels at or within the notional boundary of any dwelling (not owned by the Applicant)
does not exceed the following limits:
o

Monday- Friday, 7.00am to 7.00pm and Saturday's 7.00am to 6.00pm 50dBA L10; and

•

At all other times, including Public Holidays, 40dBA LJO

Advisory Note: The notional boundary is defined as a line 20m from the facade
dwelling or the legal boundary where this is closer ta the dwelling.

of any rural

Noise levels must be measured and assessed in accordance with the requirements of New
Zealand Standards NZS 680 I: 1991 Measurement of Sound and NZS 6802: 1991 Assessment
of Environmental Sound
34.

The consent holder shall at twelve monthly intervals during the first two years of municipal
solid waste landfill operation and thereafter when directed in writing by the Council:
a) undertake noise measurements to demonstrate compliance with condition 33 in
accordance with New Zealand Standards 680 I: 1991 Measurement of Sound and NZS
6802: 1991 Assessment of Environmental Sound;
b) all work shall be carried out by a suitable approved acoustician agreed between Council
and the consent holder; and
c) all noise measurements shall be provided to Council within one month of its collection.

35.

Where the monitoring of noise levels under condition 34 demonstrates a non-compliance
with condition 33, the consent holder shall take action within five (5) working days to ensure
that compliance is achieved and shall report to the Waikato District Council's Enforcement
Officer for the site, the mitigation actions implemented. Following implementation of such
mitigation measures a further noise level survey shall be undertaken confirming that
compliance with the relevant criteria has been achieved, and those results forwarded to the
Walkato District Council's Enforcement Officer for the site.

36.

All equipment used on site for landfill operations shall be well maintained and fitted with
effective mufflers at all times. ·

37.

The consent holder shall adopt the best practicable option to ensure that tne emission of
noise does not exceed a reasonable level.

Roading and Transport
38.
··

The consent holder shall ensure that heavy vehicle movements associated with all consented
on the site shall not use Hangapipi Road or Glen Road. All access to the site is
·~es1:r,icted to the existing single access of Rotowaro Road.
~~tivities

/ · •:. ·•..39:· ·• The. cbnsent

holder shall ensure that heavy vehicle movements to and from the site in
• ·. ·:~ssociation with all consented activities on the site shall not exceed 164 heavy vehicles per

day (i.e. 82 heavy vehicles entering and 82 leaving per day) averaged over a month but
excluding Sundays and public holidays.
A heavy vehicle is a vehicle with a gross vehicle mass of more than 3500 kg (Land Transpoti:
Rule: Heavy Vehicles 2004, Published: 0 I Apr 2005).
This condition supersedes any previous limits on combined total vehicle movements set out
in any previous resource· consents for the site provided that the <;laily maximum and
maximum quantities for each consented activity, as set out in the following table, shall not be
exceeded and p.rovided that the combined total of movements from all activities on the site
does not exceed 164 heavy vehicles per day.

Consent

r

Numbe~

690004

Activity

Maximum
Vehicles

I 850 tonnes coal
per
year
and
avet·aged over a 130,000
cubic
month
metres cleanflll per
year
tyre 6 vehicle movements 43,632 cubic metres
in total
per day

Original coal mining
area, cleanfill, C&D
landfill
and
Importation of soil

LUC046/05

End of
disposal

LUC0087/J 0.0 I

Coal mine expansion

life

Heavy Maximum
Quantities

62

vehicles

movements per day

60 movement
day

per 600 tonnes per day,
or 180,000 tonnes
per calendar year
with an overall total
extraction

LUC0238/12

(

40.

MSW landfill

volume

of 70,000 tonnes
· 84 movements per 8
million
cubic
day
metres

Prior to the commencement of this consent the consent holder shall either:
a) undertake localised pavement widening at two bends east of the site along Rotowaro
Road as set out in Section 5.2 of the Traffic Impact Review prepared by Gray Matter Ltd;
Qr

b) pay the Waikato District Council $10,000, being a contribution to such works.
41.

If the consent h~lder proposes to undertake the works set out in condition 40(a) then the
design details of these works shall be submitted to Waikato District Council's Reading
Planning Manager for approval prior to any works taking place. The works shall also be
completed to the satisfaction of the Waikato District Council's Reading Planning Manager.

42.

Prior to the commencement of this consent, the consent holder shall undeti:ake vegetation
control (i.e. trim/cut back the existing grass/vegetation) to the south-western side of
Rotowaro Road affecting visibility from the site's entrances, to ensure an unimpeded sight
distance is achieved. This works shall be completed to the satisfaction of the Waikato
District Council's General Team Leader Monitoring.

I
I
I

43.

The consent holder shall undertake regula1· vegetation control (i.e. trim/cut back the existing
vegetation) to the south-western side of Rotowaro Road to ensure an unimpeded sight
distance is achieved. This works shall be completed to the satisfaction of the Waikato
District Council's General Team Leader Monitoring.

44.

The consent holder shall ensure that a minimum of 25 spaces and sufficient onsite parking
areas are provided for all vehicles associated the overall operation of the whole site. The
parking and circulation areas shall be well maintained to an all-weather surface, which is not
required to be a sealed surface, to the satisfaction of the Waikato District Council's General
Team Leader Monitoring.

45.

The consent hol.der shall maintain the site access reading in a sound condition to the
satisfaction of the Waikato District Council's General Reading Planning Manager.

46.

The consent holder shall ensure that any debris spillage onto Rotowaro Road or the right of
way as a result of all consented activities on the site shall be removed as soon as practical to
the satisfaction ofWaikato District Council's Team Leader Monitoring.

47.

The consent holder shall maintain records of all heavy vehicle movements transporting
material to and from the site and associated quantities (in cubic metres and tonnes) and
submit those records on a twelve monthly basis. The report format shall be approved by the
Waikato District Council's Tearn Leader Monitoring prior to the first report being submitted.

48.

The consent holde1· shall pay the Waikato District Council a heavy vehicle impact fee of
$0.08-1+ per tonne of municipal solid waste transported to the landfill site. The following
additional provisions shall apply:
a) the heavy vehicle impact fee shall be paid annually in arrears commencing one year from
the commencement of this consent; and

b) the cost per tonne may be reviewed annually and updated for cost increases against the
Construction Cost Index or similar to allow for inflation.
Dust and Odour
49.

...'"·'.,.
~

The consent holder shall ensure that no particulat!' matter o1· odour resulting from activities
authorised by this resource consent causes an objectionable or offensive effect beyond the
boundary of the site (Lot 6 DP 427961) and other sites owned by the consent holder.
Advisory Note: for the purpose of this condition, the Waikato District Council will consider an
effect that is objectionable or offensive to have occurred if any appropriately experienced officer of
the Waikato District Council deems so after having regard to:
i.
The frequency, intensity, duration, amount, effect and location of the suspended or deposited
particulate matter or odour; and/or
ii.
Receipt of complaints from neighbours or the public; and/or
iii.
Relevant written advice or a report from an Environmental Health Officer of a territorial

'

authorilj! or health authority.

,.'

' .; --5~;:< Shi>utd an emission of particulate matter or odour occur that has an objectionable or
' ('. ;'}::O::;;c_:)' 'oft'.irsive effect, the consent holder shall inform the Waikato District Council within 48 hours

...

of the incident and provide a written report to the Waikato District Council within five days
of being notified of the incident. The report shall specify:
a) the cause or likely cause of the event and any factors that influenced its severity;
b) the nature and timing of any measures implemented by the consent holder to avoid,
remedy or mitigate any adverse effects; and
c) the steps to be taken in the future to prevent recurrence of similar events.
The consent holder shall ensure that refuse is covered at the end of each working day with a
minimum l50mm of soil or other material approved in the Landfill Management and
Operations Plan.

51.

Landscaping
52.

The consent holder shall maintain the existing vegetation along the site's boundary with 204
Hangapipi Road (Lot I DP 16173) and 214 Hangapipi Road (Lot2 DP 16173) until such time
as the landfill is remediated and is closed. Any gaps in this existing planti.ng that occur over
the life of the landfill shall be filled and any dead, diseased or damaged planting is to be
replaced as soon as practicable with appropriate screening plants.

53.

Prior to earthworks on the municipal solid waste landfill site exceeding RLI70m, the consent
holder shall submit a detailed Landscape Rehabilitation Plan for the site to Waikato District
Council's Team Leader Monitoring. The plan/s shall detail how the potential landscape effects
of the landfill will be successfully mitigated and shall incorporate the following:
a) Contours for the completed landform that reflect the natural topographical features
existing in the surrounding landscape and respond to the wide•· landscape context. The
contours shall have a naturalised variation to avoid any perceived engineering linearity of
the slope faces. Contours shall be shown at no greater than I metre intervals.
b) Landscape planting that responds to the proposed landform shape and consists of small
native or exotic woodlots, shelterbelts, and amenity/shelter trees consisting of either
native or exotic species.

I

\

c) Appropriate linkages between the landscape rehabilitation works and/or plans for other
consented activities across the wider site.
d) An implementation schedule detailing the anticipated timing of operations, which shall be
updated and approved by Council prior to the undertaking of any planting on the site.

54.

.·

The consent holder shall plant visual mitigation planting in accordance with the landscape
mitigation planting plan (Boffa Miskell, FigUI·e 8: Landscape Mitigation Plan, Revision A, dated
18 October 20 13), prior to the landfill reaching a height of RL 150m, to allow for this planting
to become established before the landfill becomes visible from the 1·esidence at
130 Rotowaro Road .
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56.

The consent holder shall undertake weekly monitoring and cleaRup of Rotowaro Road
between the intersection with Hanggpipi Road and the site access and, should a litter problem
arise en route to the site due to litter falling or being blown from vehicles delivering refuse to
the site, the consent holder shall be responsible for the immediate clean up of this litter.

57.

If wind blown litter from the landfill finds its way onto adjacent land, the consent holder shall
be responsible at the request of the landowner for the removal of this litter.

58.

Daily patrols of the site shall be carried out by the consent holder to identify and collect litter
outside of the landfill footprint. This shall include the site area immediatelv __inside. the
boundao:y wit~_[legal9e_scrigtion of the_ Ho_.,lett farm] ('the_ HowlettFar_m").

58A.

within 300111 of the bpu~dao:y of th~ site to id.,ntizy ~nd collect wind blown litter from tpe
iandfill. Uhless otherWise ;(dvis~d by the owner ()f the HowlettFarm. this requirement for.
rernoval ()flitter c~n li~ conduct~dby the consent holderwith()utthe need to obtain the
11rio~ ~llllroval ofthe <Winer of the Howlett Farrn exce11t duri~g t?e months ()f june. July and
August wllen the llrior awoval of.the owner shall be. obtained wior to ento:y on the
"Howlett farm. If 11rior approval for ento:y on the Howlett Farm for litter inspection and
removal canllot be reasonably obtained by the consent hald~r. then the consent holder shali
not be obliged to comply with the litter inspection and removal requirements of this
Con·dition.

··
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588.

required to ':nable convenient access to the Howlett Farm for litter remov~l shall be
jnstalle~ bY. t~': c?~!'~nt h.~lder.
59.

Th'e consent holder shall control wind blown litter by the erection of litter control fences
around the opel"ational portion of the landfill as provided for in the landfill Management and
Operation~_Pian.
... · ·:·
· · .. ·· .. .. ·
· ··

Vermin and Birds
60.

The consent holder shall engage a suitably qualified independent expert to undertake a
vermin and bird survey of the site at intervals of not more than six (6) months for the period
of the landfill operation following the commencement of this consent. The results of this ·
survey shall be provided to the Waikato District Council, within two weeks of its completion
in the form of a report that identifies the results and includes any recommendations for
management improvements and/or contingency strategies for the management and control of
vermin and birds. The report will be made available to the Community liaison Group on
request.

61.

If the reporting required by condition 60 identifies that management improvements and/or·
contingency strategies are required, over and above those contained in the landfill
Management and Operations Plan, then the consent holder In consultation with the Waikato
District Council, shall implement those recommendations to the satisfaction of the Waikato
Di~trict Council's Environmental Health Officer.
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62.

After a minimum of four years of monitoring, the consent holder may apply to Waikato
District Council to amend the frequency of the vermin and bird surveys required under
condition 60 pursuant to section 127 of the RMA.

!Hazardous Substances
63.

t·

Refuelling, lubrication and mechanical repairs of equipment and storage of hazardous
substances and dangerous goods shall be undet-taken in such a manner so as to ensure that
spillages of hazardous substances or dangerous goods onto the land surface or into a
waterbody do not occur. Any accidental discharge of greater than 20 litres shall be r-eported
immediately to the consent authority along with details of the steps taken to remedy and{or
mitigate the adverse effects of the discharge.

Archaeological and Cultural
64.

The consent holder shall engage the services of a suitably qualified and experienced
archaeologist to oversee the works along the southern highwall. The archaeologist will be
required to provided written confirmation to Waikato District Council's General Manager
Customet· Support that works along the souther,n highwall have not adversely impacted the
Colliery Houses archaeological site (SAI4fi33).
The consent holder shall ensure that, should any human remains or archaeological items be
exposed while undertaking works on site, the works in that area will cease immediately. The
New Zealand Historic Places Trust, l<aumatua representing the local Tangata Whenua,
Wail<ato District Council, and in the case of human remains, the New Zealand Police, shall be
informed of the discover,y as soon as possible. Work shall not recommence in the affected
area until any necessar,y statuto1y authorisations or consents have been obtained.

65.

Advisory Note: The consent holder should note that oil sites associated WJ~h human activity prior
to 1900 are protected under the Historic Places Act 1993 regardless of whether or not the sites ore
recorded or registered, or whether resource or building consent has been granted, or whether the
activity is permitted in a Regional or District Plan, or whether the land is designated. An authority
must be obtained fi'om the Historic Places Trust in accordance with the Historic Places Act 1993
prior to any work being carried out This is a legal requirement

(

66.

An Accidental Discovery Protocol shall be prepared and included in the Landfill Management
and Operations Plan. It shall include procedures to ensure that if wooden, or other artefacts
are found durin·g work that they are recognised and identified as such and that appropriate
steps are immediately undertaken to secure and conserve them. It shall also include matters
to ensure that personnel working on the project are briefed on what to look for and who to
contact should possible artefacts be found, and the consent holder's obligations under the
Historic Places Act 1993.

Complaints frocess
·-·-,

'6i' .. fn;,>".dohsent holder shall establish and publicise a local telephone number so that members of
. _th~ . p~blit ,have a specified and known point of contact to raise any matters that may arise
· ; .- -. · ·dtirfng'pp~l-ation
of the landfill.
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68.

The consent holder shall keep and maintain a complaints' register for any complaints about
any activities associated with the exercise of this consent received by the consent holder in
relation to traffic, noise, odour, dust, litter or other environmental effects of the activity. The
register shall record, where this information is available, the following:
a) the date, time and duration of the event/incident that has resulted in a complaint;
b) the location of the complainant when the event/incident was detected;
c) the nature of the event/incident (e.g. dust nuisance);
d) the possible cause of the event/incident;
e) the weather conditions and wind direction at the site when the event/incident allegedly
occurred;

f)

any corrective action undertaken by the consent holder in •·esponse to the complaint,
including timing of that corrective ac.Cion; a:nd

g) any other relevant information.
The complaints registe1· shall be available to the Waikato District Council and the Community
Liaison Group at all reasonable times upon request. Complaint's recejved by the consent
holder that may imply non-compliance with the conditions of this consent shall be forwarded
to the Waikato District Council General Manager Customer Support within 48 hours of the
complaint being received.

69.

Community Liaison Group
70.

The consent holder shall undertake ongoing liaison and consultation with local residents
within a radius of 3.0 km of the landfill footprint during the establishment and operation of
the landfill.

71.

To facilitate this, and prior to the lodgement of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan,
the consent holder shall undertake an open, public process to offer local residents and
interested people the opportunity to be part of a Community Liaison Group. The consent
holder shall offer this opportunity to the following parties;
a)
Waikato District Council;
b)
Waikato Regional Council;
c)
Waahi Whanui Trust;
Pukemiro School;
d)
e)
Bush Tramway Club Inc;
f)
Adjoining l~ndowners; and
g)
Residents of the Pukemiro and Glen Afton settlements (to be represented by tWo
people from each settlement).

72.

The Community Liaison Group shall be comprised of representatives of those parties
referred to in Condition 71 who elect to take up the opportunity.

' 'n'>
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;[he main purpose ofthe meetings of the Community Liaison Group is to:
;,.)' ' : enable the consent holder to explain the progress of the various activities associated
with the landfill;
'._ ', ... :.

··.:

b)

c)
d)
e)
t)

g)

(

enable the consent holder to facilitate site inspections;
provide input and feedback into the preparation, implementation, review and adaption
of the landfill Management and Operations Plan;
receive and discuss the results of monitoring and reporting as requh·ed by the
conditions of this consent;
discuss and make recommendations to the consent holder regarding any community
concerns regarding the effects of the exercise of this consent, including social impacts;
identify and discuss appropriate measures to address issues raised, including provisions
of further information; and
receive reports on actions taken by the consent holder on any concerns raised.

74.

The consent hol.der shall provide reasonable administrative and logistical support to facilitate
the functions of the Community liaison Group including provision of an independent
facilitator to chair the Community Liaison Group meetings if necessary. The extent of tHe
support tb be provided is to be determined in consultation with the Waikato District Council
and Waikato Regional Council.

75.

The consent holder shall use its best endeavours to ensure that meetings of the Community
Liaison Group are held for the du'ration of the consent from the commencement of the
consent:
a) at least once every three (3) months during the establishment of the landfill; and
b) at least once every six (6) months once municipal solid waste is being deposited at the
landfill (unless the Community Liaison Group determines that meetings should be held
less frequently or are no longer required and advises the consent holder, Waikato
District Council and Waikato Regional Council accordingly).

76.

The consent holder shall inform the Waikato Regional Council and the Waikato District
Council's General Manager Customer Support of any meeting of the Community Liaison
Group a minimum of ten (I 0) working days in advance of that meeting.

77.

The consent holder shall ensure that the minutes of the Community Liaison Group meetings
are forwarded to the Community Liaison Group, the Waikato Regional Council and the
Waikato District Council's General Manager Customer Support within ten (I 0) working days
of any meeting being held .

.78.

The consent holder shall assist the Community Liaison Group to fulfil its purpose by, among
other things:
a) arranging an appropriate venue in the local area for meetings of the Community Liaison
Group; .
b) appointing one of the consent holder's senior representatives to represent it on the
Community Liaison Group and ensuring at least one of its representatives attends all of
the formal meetings of the Community Liaison Group (unless the Community liaison
Group determines that the consent holder should not be represented on the Group or
does not need to attend a specific meeting and advises the consent holder and Waikato
District Council and Waikato Regional Council accordingly);

.'
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c) providing information to the Community Liaison Group about progress in relation to the
project, including the environmental effects of the project and compliance with consent
conditions;
d) being prepared to discuss the environmental effects of the landfill, any concerns in
relation to human health and safety, and any complaints from the local community,
including provision of further inf01·mation and identification of appropriate measures to
address issues raised; and
e) timely provision of all monitoring data collected by the consent holder during the period
between meetings ofthe Community Liaison Group.
79.

In the event that a Community Liaison Group fails to establish as provided for in condition 71
above or is disestablished at any time, then provided that the consent holder has complied
with conditions 71, 74, 75 and 78 as may apply, then the relevant requirements of this
consent shall be deemed to be met.
For the avoidance of doubt, the Community Liaison Group will be disestablished when
3 successive meetings attract fewer than 3 of the parties specified in con.dition 71, in addition
to the Waikato Regional Council and Waikato District Council.

Review
80.

Pursuant to section 128 to 131 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the Waikato District
Council may during the month of the second anniversary of the granting of these consents,
and every fifth year thereafter, or upon cessation of Jandfilling operations at the site serve
notice on the consent holder of its intention to review any or all of the conditions of this
consent for the following purposes:
a) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating any adverse effects on the environment that may arise
from the exercise of the resource consent in particular the potential adverse
environmental effects in relation to:
1

(i)

{ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Site suitability and stability issues;
Noise and dust from the landfill activity;
Nuisance issues arising from odour, vermin and birds
Amenity issues arising from the operating hours associated with the landfill
activity;
Traffic safety and/or efficiency on Rotowaro Road; and
Pavement effects on Rotowaro Road and other roads affected by the regular
haulage route;

and if necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or amended
conditions.
b) To address any adverse effect on the environment that has arisen as a result of the
exercise of this consent that was not anticipated at the time of granting this consent,
including addressing any issues arising out of complaints;
c) To review the adequacy of, and necessity for, any of the monitoring programmes or
content of the Landfill Management and Operations Plan that are part of the conditions of
· ::
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this consent; and
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d) To require the consent holder, if necessat)' and appropriate, to adopt the best practicable
option(s) to avoid, t·emedy or mitigate any adverse effects on the surrounding
environment from activities directly associated with the municipal solid waste landfilling
operations.
The Waikato District Council will undertake the review in consultation with the consent
holder and the consent holder shall pay the actual and reasonable costs of the review
pursuant to section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
Monito~ing

and Reporting

The consent holder shall pay.to the Waikato District Council all actual and reasonable costs
and additional charges in respect of monitoring the conditions of this consent in accordance
with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991 in relation to:

81.

a) administration, monitoring and inspection relation to this consenti and
b) charges authot·ised by regulation.
82.

If any breach of the conditions of this consent occurs, the consent holder must notify the
Waikato Distl'ict Council's Team Leader Monitoring within 48 hours of the bt·each being
discovered. Within seven days of any breach being discovered, the consent holder must
provide written notification and report to the Council with an explanation of the cause of the
breach, the steps whicl) were taken to remedy the breach, and the steps which will be taken
to prevent any further occurrence of the breach.

83.

The consent holder shall submit to the Waikato District Council's Team Leader Monitoring
an Annual Pel'formance Report on the operation of the landfill including:
i)

the status of Jandfilling operations .on the site and work completed during the
preceding year;

ii)

any difficulties which have arisen in the preceding year and measures taken to
address those difficulties; and

iii)

activities proposed for the next year of the landfill operation; and

iv)

its record of compliance with the relevant consents.

/

\

The first report shall be submitted by the anniversary of the day dn which the consent
holder gives effect to this consent, and annually thereafter unless otherwise agreed in
writing with Waikato District Council.
·

AdviCe Notes:
In accordance with section I25 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the consent shall lapse fwe
(5) years afi;er the date on which it was granted, unless it has been given effect to before the end of
that period.
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Dated, dt Nga~uawahia the 20•h Day of November 2013
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For and on behalf of
Waikato District Council
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Annexure B
Puke Coal Limited- Proposed Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) Landfill
Schedule of Proposed Condition Amendments
Management Plan Approach
(i)

The conditions will be amended to require the preparation of management plans which contain more
specific objectives and performance standards so that the management plans can themselves be
enforced as if they were conditions. In the event of differences or conflict between a management plan
and other consent conditions, the latter shall prevail.

(ii)

Management plans will be submitted to the relevant consent authority, following input from the
Community Liaison Group and review by the Peer Review Panel, for review and certification that the
plan complies with and meets the requirements of relevant conditions. The consent authorities will not
be acting in an "approval" capacity. The conditions will specify timeframes for submitting management
plans and receiving a response from the consent authority.

(iii) The following management plans will be prepared in relation to the MSW landfill:
(a) Landfill Management and Operations Plan (LMOP);

(

(b)

Landfill Works Design and Management Plan (LWDMP);

(c)

Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP);

{d) Landfill Gas and Odour Management Plan (LGOMP);
(e) Rehabilitation and Aftercare Plan (RAP); and
(f)

Landscape Rehabilitation Plan (LRP).

Conditions relating to the content of these management plans (particularly the LMOP) will be amended
and expanded to provide express recognition that the plans address all relevant matters set out in the
Centre for Advanced Engineering (CAE) Landfill Guidelines (including any matters that have not already
been specified in the joint council conditions of consent). In relation to the LMOP, for example,
additional matters will include:
Health and Safety;
Site Access I Waste Acceptance Criteria; and
Fire Prevention.
(iv) New conditions will be inserted reqUinng the preparation of an overall site management plan
encompassing all consented activities undertaken on the Puke Coal site. The purpose of this
management plan will be to:
(a) Identify and manage any cumulative adverse environmental effects and risks arising from all
activities concurrently being undertaken on the site (e.g. coal mining and MSW landfill operations).
(b) Ensure the Integrated management of activities, particularly where there is the potential for coal
mining and landfill activities to interact with each other.
Waikato Regional Council- Resource Consent 125466- Discharge up to 8,000,000 cubic metres of
solid municipal waste to land
Amendments to existing conditions as follows:
Condition 13 Amend as follows: "Refuse shall be covered at the end of each working day with a minimum
of 150mm of soli or other material approved by the Waikato Regional Council. Cover soil shall
contain less than 10% coal by volume, any coal shall be interspersed (i.e. there shall be no
'pockets' containing many pieces of coal), and no coal shall be in excess of 50mm in its
,. :··.··;:···.:::;~~"lamest dimension."
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(a)

Current landfill cell construction will include preliminary works to prepare the subgrade for
adjacent cells for a distance of not less than 50 metres from the edge of the current cell.

(b)

The landfill operator shall take appropriate steps to stabilise the western high wall prior to
construction of landfill Cells E and J, and stabilise the southern high wall for a distance of
1OOm in advance of adjoining landfill cells under construction.

Waikato Regional Council - Resource Consent 125467 - Discharge contaminants to air·from a
municipal solid waste landfill
Amendments to existing conditions as follows:

(

Condition 2

Include an additional advice note which Indicates that in determining whether an odour is
offensive or not, the Waika!o Regional Council (WRC) will undertake a FIDOL assessment
and the intensity of odours deemed to be from the landfill should not be greater than 2.
Further if WRC indicates that offensive and objectionable odour effects have occurred, then
the landfill manager (or his designate) will immediately investigate !he potential source and
provide a report (within 24 hours) of what caused the odour and what remedial action has
been undertaken to stop the odour. WRC will reassess the odour within 24 hours and if
unacceptable odour effects are found to persist then refuse placement will cease. Refuse
placement will not resume until the odour has ceased and WRC is satisfied that remedial
action measures have been effective.

Condition 3

Amend to say that If the survey results indicate there are wide spread odour issues, an Odour
Remediation Plan is required to be developed and Implemented within 1 month. WRC will
reassess at that lime and refuse placement will cease if !he situation remains unacceptable.

Condition 5

Same as Condition 3, except that predicted off-site odour concentrations shall be Jess than
two odour units for 99.5 percent of the time.

Condition 9

Expand so that the Landfill Gas and Odour Management Plan (LGOMP) is required to address
additional matters set out In the CAE Landfill Guidelines. This would include:

•

Surface emission monitoring procedures;

•

Odour monitoring procedures;

•

Specification of the assessment points for the monthly odour surveys;

•

Operation of odour control equipment for the leachate storage tanks;

•

A requirement for random inspections of incoming waste, for the purpose of identifying
malodorous or undeclared waste.

•

Contingency measures for odour such as tankering leachate in the emergency leachate
storage contingency pond off-site as an immediate priority (refer new condition (iii) under
"Waikato Regional Council- Resource Consent 125469- Discharge leachate to ground
from a municipal solid waste landfill").

Condition 12 Amend such that the installation of landfill gas monitoring probes Is required to be undertaken
prior to the commencement of deposition of waste.
Condition 13 Amend to specify a limeframe for implementing contingency measures (within 1 month), and
specify the types of contingency measures - e.g. installation of a 'cut-off trench' (which is
capped and from which gas is then extracted) or additional gas extraction wells adjacent to the
monitoring well.

....

Condition 14 To correct a typographical error the reference to carbon dioxide (C02 ) in the third paragraph of
the condition should be amended to refer to carbon monoxide (CO). This is because CO is a
better indicator of the incomplete combustion likely to occur during a landfill fire. A timeframe
for intervention will be specified in the event that monitoring indicates high concentrations of
.. CO, and contingency measures for responding to a landfill fire will be required to be
,·, ... ·. · ilnplemen!ed .
9i:mdi!ion 21 Ame~d to require instantaneous surface monitoring (ISM) during periods when the landfill gas
extraction system is not operating. Also amend the condition to the effect that the landfill gas
exir~ction system shall not be inoperable for more than 48 hours. In circumstances where the
sy~fem remains inoperable for more than 48 hours (including for reasons beyond the control of

,, :
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the consent holder such as a power outage), the consent holder shall be required to
demonstrate that refuse placement can continue without contributing t0 offensive or
objectionable odour. If this cannot be demonstrated to the satisfaction of WRC then refuse
placement will cease.
Condition 23 Amend to specify a course of action in the event that any recommendations contained within
the report are not subsequently implemented, for example, refuse placement will cease if this
is identified as the source of the odour. Amend to reduce the specified timeframes for
reporting and implementation -four week time limit for provision of the report (instead of three
months) and three month time limit for implementation (instead of six months). Some flexibility
is required because particular intervention/remedial measures, such as the purchase and
installation of a new flare, have lead times.
Condition 25 Amend to require that remedial action is undertaken within 48 hours in the event that the
specified methane detection threshold is exceeded. If the remedial action proves ineffective
refuse placement will cease. The results of the ISM survey are to be provided to the landfill
manager on the day the monitoring is undertaken.
Condition 26 Amend to specify that any Issues identified during the walk-over survey shall be remedied
within 48 hours. The results of the walk-over survey shall be provided to the landfill manager
on the day the survey is undertal<en.

(

Condition 28 Define "significant odour" as an odour intensity greater than 2 on the FIDOL scale. Amend to
specify that the timeframe for implementation of any remedial action Is 24 hours, and that if
remedial action is not undertaken or proves Ineffective then refuse placement will cease. The
condition will also be amended to expressly include Hangapipi Road residents in addition to
the Pukemiro and Glen Afton communities.
Condition 29 Amend to include a provision that malodorous wastes will not be accepted or activities such as
remedial works involving excavation into closed portions of the landfill (which could give rise to
malodorous odours) shall not take place in meteorological conditions that could give rise to offsite odours, for example wind conditions that may affect Hangapipi Road.
Propose new conditions as follows:

(i)

Insert a condition requiring the monitoring of any installed gas extraction wells, similar to existing
Condition 12.

(if)

Insert a condition addressing odour effects associated with the storage or transfer of leachate. Odour
control (biofilter) to be fitted to the leachate storage tanks and utilised in the transfer of leachate to
tanker trucks. The biofilter shall be designed, operated and maintained so as to avoid off-site odour
effects associated with the storage and transfer of leachate.

(iii) Insert a condition which states
•

That if a particular aspect of refuse placement is identified (by way of internal odour monitoring).
as giving rise to odour more than three times in a six month period and any mitigation
implemented has not proved successful, refuse placement will cease until an effective solution
can be implemented.

•

During filling of the first landfill cell a comprehensive review of odour management will be
undertaken every six months and submitted to WRC. Any recommendations identified in the
review shall be implemented within a one month period. After 18 months there will be a review
of this requirement.

•

Prior to landfilling occurring in subsequent cells, an independent review of odour practice and
management will be undertaken. A review report will be submitted to WRC and filling in a
particular cell will not commence until any odour management recommendations have been
Implemented.

··.W~i!(,:."(o··'Redtri'rrai

Council - Resource Consent 125469
. municipal scilid wl.ste landfill
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Groundwater quality triggers, intended to be protective of groundwater quality, will be determined following a
period of monitoring prior to placement of waste. The methodology for deriving the trigger levels is statistical,
in that exceedance of trigger levels will indicate a statistically defensible change in groundwater conditions.
As groundwater conditions will vary across the site, and particularly down-gradient of the existing activities in
the footprint, it is important that these trigger levels are developed for each well independently; thus the need
for baseline monitoring.
Monitoring of groundwater wells down-gradient of the landfill will provide the information relating to
discharges from the landfill footprint. However, to supplement this information and provide greater surety that
the water quality of the tributary will be protected, the following amendments/additions to the consent, in
principal, are proposed:

(

•

Clearer requirement for approval of peer reviewed contingency plan prior to placement of any waste;

•

Clearer description of what is required within the contingency plan;

•

Provision for more robust monitoring of groundwater quality and it's spatial variability;

•

Inclusion of additional monitoring wells at the stream edge and within potential preferential flow paths
(i.e. fault shear zones);

•

Decreased response time to any changes in groundwater chemistry;

•

Introduction of a second tier of action levels, inferred to be protective of the environment and with
expedited action in the event of an exceedance and

•

Requirement for riparian planting where practicable.

Amendments to existing conditions as follows:
Condition 3

Amend to require weekly monitoring of leachate levels above the liner (instead of monthly). In
addition, WRC shall be notified within 1 week (instead of 2 weeks) if monitoring indicates that
the leachate head on top of the liner is exceeding 300mm.

Condition 6

Amend the first sentence to read "the consent holder shall monitor hourly, levels at the point of
leachate abstraction at the low point of the base liner".

Condition 10 Amend to include "any bore e.g. monitoring or recovery bore".

(

Condition 11 At each of the 10 groundwater monitoring locations required by the condition, both 'shallow'
and 'deep' wells will be installed to better assess the potential effects of landfill leachate. This
provides a total of 20 wells in the immediate vicinity of the landfill. Down gradient wells are to
be installed as dual purpose monitoring/interception wells, having larger diameter construction.
(a)

,'

.. -
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In addition to the monitoring wells required under Condition 11, another series of
groundwater wells will be required to be installed immediately adjacent to the
unnamed tributary of the Waitawhara Stream to allow assessment of groundwater
quality reporting to the stream. This will allow the migration of contaminants and
potential impacts to stream water quality from groundwater to be better assessed,
as well as allowing the source of potential changes in stream water quality to be
more readily identified (e.g. allows differentiation between stormwater impacts and
groundwater impacts).
Such additional wells would also allow determination of travel times for groundwater
from the landfill to the stream and provide information that would be required for
robust contingency actions to be identified (e.g. hydrogeological conditions in the
vicinity of the stream) .
The location of the faults beneath the landfill footprint will be confirmed and the
potential for these to act as preferential pathways for groundwater flow determined.
In the event that they may constitute a preferential pathway for groundwater flow, as
Page4

agreed by the Peer Review Panel, an additional two monitoring wells will be
required to be installed in the shear zone of the fault; one immediately adjacent to
the landfill and a second installed further down gradient, in the vicinity of the
unnamed tributary or the property boundary (whichever is closer). This well pair will
be installed for each fault shear zone identified as constituting a potential
preferential pathway for groundwater flow, as agreed with the Peer Review Panel.
Condition 13 Amend to confirm that groundwater monitoring for the List B parameters shall take place in
April each year.
Condition 14 To refine the identification of risk to the receiving environment and timeliness of response
include a second tier of trigger levels (risk based) for groundwater quality, equivalent to 5
times the consented surface water quality criteria, provided in schedule 3 of Resource
Consent 104244. Note that minimum dilution is predicted to be 10 fold on discharge to stream
under base flow conditions. Exceedance of these trigger levels in wells adjacent to the
unnamed tributary or in the downgradient fault (at the point of discharge from the faults or at
the site boundary, whichever is first) once verified, wouid trigger expedited implementation of
remedial measures to mitigate effects on the environment as described in the Contingency
Plan. This would effectively reduce the time for implementation of remedial measures that may
occur as a result of exceedance of the primary trigger levels. Note that the primary trigger
levels indicate a change in conditions, whereas these secondary compliance levels indicative
a potential risk to the receiving environment.
Amend 14(ii), first sentence, to read "twice during the following two weeks rneAlil&".
Amend 14(ii){a) to include notification of WRC within a timeframe of 1 week, and
implementation of contingency measures as described in Contingency Plan.
Amend 14(ii){b) to include Peer Review Panel review and reference to the consented surface
water quality compliance levels, as a reference for assessment of environmental importance of
groundwater trigger level exceedance. These measures to be described in more detail in the
Contingency Plan. Amend the timeframe for reporting any proposed remedial or contingency
measures to WRC to three weeks (instead of within one month).
Amend 14(iii) to state that any remedial works are to be undertaken in accordance with the
contingency measures reported in Condition 14(ii) (Contingency Plan).
Condition 15 Amend to add action for the diversion of groundwater from the sub-drains in the event that it
exceeds schedule 3 of Resource Consent 104244.

(

Condition 17 Insert a new second paragraph to the effect that "The Contingency Plan will provide for the
capture and diversion of the subdrain discharge monitored under condition 15 or any
springs/seeps discharges monitored under condition 16, such that these flows would be
pumped to the leachate storage facility for removal off-site until such time as the discharge
returns to within 3 standard deviations of the mean for a period of 3 months.
Contingency Plan to be prepared and provided to both the Peer Review Panel and WRC.
Written approval required prior to placement of refuse. As a minimum the Contingency Plan
shall include:
•

Ammoniacal-nitrogen in the analyte suite for springs or seeps. Reference Contingency
Plan for measures relating to verification of leachate influence on seeps/springs.
A process to verify that trigger level exceedance in groundwater, from monitoring wells or
sub-liner drain, is actually a result of leachate discharge from the landfill.

•

Actions to be undertaken to protect surface water quality in the event that a trigger level is
exceeded.

•

A description of required infrastructure to carry out groundwater remediation.

• A verification process for determining leachate influence on seeps/springs.
•. Actions to be undertaken In the event that a spring/seep is verified as being impacted by
landfill leachate.
·, ~·Actions to be undertaken in the event that groundwater recovered from the sub-liner drain
· i~. verified as being Impacted by landfill leachate.
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Propose new conditions as follows:
(i)

To rectify the omission by the commissioner's in their decision and reinsert the requirement for riparian
planting, to a minimum of 5 m from stream edge along open sections up-gradient of existing treatment
pond (approximately 100m), and any other exposed sections of the unnamed tributary between the
treatment pond and the properly boundary.

(ii)

Lower the perched-culvert at the discharge point of the un-named tributary to the Waitawhara Stream to
allow fish passage subject to access arrangements with Waikato District Council.

(iii) The leachate containment and storage system is considered to be sufficiently robust, however a further
contingency storage pond is offered to provide additional capacity to temporarily store leachate in the
event of an emergency. To this end, in addition to the above ground leachate storage tanks, the·
consent holder shall install and maintain a contingency pond to act as an emergency leachate storage
facility. The contingency pond shall have capacity to accommodate 100% of the critical 1% AEP rainfall
event flow generated from the area of the current cell and be lined to the same standard as the
consented landfill base grade. This contingency pond shall be connected to the primary leachate
storage tank pipework system to transfer pumped flows directly to the contingency pond should the
above ground leachate storage tanks approach capacity.

(

Discharge from the contingency pond will be by pumps. Accumulated rainfall will be pumped to the
stormwater system following analysis of the water and confirmation that it is not contaminated;
otherwise it will be treated as leachate for treatment or off-site disposal. The contingency pond will be
emptied prior to reaching 20% of its design capacity.
The contingency pond will only be used in the event of an emergency and any leachate captured within
it will be removed off site by tanker trucks in priority to leachate stored in the enclosed above ground
storage tanks.
The consent holder shall install and maintain emergency power generation equipment to supply
sufficient power to operate the leachate pumps in the landfill and all operating and monitoring
equipment used in the management of leachate, plus the landfill gas systems, should the primary grid
supply fail.
(iii) Clean stormwater diverted around the active landfill footprint shall be continuously monitored for
ammoniacal nitrogen prior to discharge to the receiving watercourse.

In the event that verified analysis of surface water flows shows ammoniacal nitrogen exceeding the limit
stated in Schedule 3 of consent 104244, the source of the exceedance will be located through targeted
analysis and actions will be implemented in accordance with the Contingency Plan provided for in
Condition 17 of consent 125469.
Waikato Regional Council- Schedule 4- General Conditions
Amendments to existing conditions as follows:
Condition 7

..
coi{dii·ipn

Retain the ability to allow for alternative liner designs provided equivalent performance is
demonstrated by the consent holder. Amend to clarify WRC's role - not operating in an
"approval" capacity. Where GCL is proposed as part of the alternative liner design, the
consent holder will prepare a management plan to control, manage and monitor the
confinement and hydration of the GCL so as to maintain it within the design standard for that
product. In addition, a suitably qualified geotechnical engineer shall inspect the installation of
the GCL and any unconfined and exposed extents of the GCL to confirm that the GCL meets
. . __... tqe requirements set out in the management plan.

~~(~(r~";~r..Qvide

additional surety that mine workings are not present beneath the MSW Landfill
,
footpriht amend condition to: The south eastern corner of the landfill will be excavated to
· • ·• · ·.: .. · ,:•v.irgjn_ ~round below the Kupakupa seam so as to expose any historical mine workings
·... ·:,(~n~~-rg_found or opencast) that may exist for inspection by the Waikato Regional Council to
-'confir_m'all the underground coal mine workings are removed from beneath the footprint of

BF\51461Q1711 '.
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the landfill. The void created by the excavation will be backfilled with engineered fill to the
design profile of the landfill base grade.
Condition 12{c) To provide further clarification of the separation distances between coal workings that may
exist and the landfill liner: The horizontal and vertical position of any historical underground
mine workings that may exist on the southern and western high walls will be located through
geotechnical investigations prior to submission of detailed design to the Peer Review Panel
and the Waikato Regional Council for approval. Detailed design shall provide for the
separation of the landfill liner from the underground mine workings by an Angle of Draw of
26.5° from the vertical (Angle of Draw Is defined as the angle at which underground mine
subsidence spreads out towards the limit of subsidence, at the surface). This condition
recognises that safe removal by excavation of the historical mine workings as far as practical
away from the landfill footprint will reduce encroachment of the angle of draw into the landfill
and therefore reduce the loss of landfill void. The separation between the landfill liner and
the underground mine workings will be backfilled with engineered fill that contains less than
1% coal by volume.
Condition 13

Amend sequencing condition so !hat there is a 500 metre buffer at all times between the
working face and the Tumohe property boundary.

Condition 22

Amend f) as follows: "Adjoining landowners, including Hanqapipl Road residents".

Propose new conditions as follows:

(

(i)

To rectify the omission by the commissioner's in their decision and reinsert: The consent holder shall
provide access to a 24hour/7 day a week contact service to receive and respond to complaints
regarding operation of the site, including odour. The finalised wording of this condition shall be
consistent with the equivalent set of conditions in the WDC Land Use Consent LUC0238/12.

Waikato District Council - Land Use Consent LUC0238/12 -To establish and operate a municipal
solid waste landfill at 1158 Rotowaro Road, Glen Afton
Amendments to existing conditions as follows:
Condition 29 Amend sequencing condition so that there is a 500 metre buffer at all times between the
working face and the Tumohe property boundary.
Condition 39 This condition will be re-drafted for clarity so it is clear the maximum number of heavy vehicle
movements for the site will be 164 movements per day (i.e. 82 heavy vehicles entering and 82
leaving per day), and of these the maximum number of heavy vehicle movements for MSW
activities will be 84 movements per day. The maximum number of heavy vehicle movements
for previous resource consents will also be provided.Conditions 67- 68
Amend
to
be
consistent with new complaints condition proposed for WRC Schedule 4- general Conditions
((i) above).

(

Condition 71 Amend f) as follows: "Adjoining landowners, including Hangapipi Road residents".
Propose new conditions as follows:
(i)

Offer an 'Augier' type condition - Puke Coal to surrender the existing End of Life Tyre land use consent.

'

"'!'
....

....

BA5146191711
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Annexure C
Proposed Consent Conditions and Management Plans
(as attached to Mr T Matthew's evidence)
•

Schedule 4 General Conditions

•

Resource Consent 125466: Discharge of up to 8,000,000 cubic metres of
solid municipal waste to land (WRC)

•

Resource Consent 125467: Discharge Contaminants to air from a municipal
solid waste landfill (WRC)
o

•

Landfill Gas and Odour Management Plan

Resource Consent 125469: Discharge leachate to ground from a municipal
solid waste landfill (WRC)

•

Resource Consent 102303: Surface Water Take: To take up to 450 cubic
metres per day of surface water for the purpose of dust control and for a truck
wheel wash WRC) (Applies to MSL, coal-mining, C & D)

•

Resource Consent 104244: To discharge up to 3.1 cubic metres per second
of stormwater and 70 cubic metres per day of treated wastewater to an
unnamed tributary of the Waitawhara Stream (WRC) (Applies to MSL, C & D
and Tyres. Coal Mining not mentioned)

•

Schedule 1 which appears to be attached to Consent 104244 which refers to
Consents 103079, 102304, 101858, 104192, 104193, (whatever these are for)
and 104244
o

Site Management Plans for C& D Operations

o

Coal Mining Operations

o

Stormwater Control and Leachate Treatment System

o

Rehabilitation and Aftercare Planning Operations Plan

o

End of Life Tyre Receival, Storage and Disposal Operations Plan

•

Schedule3 Compliance Limits and Trigger Levels

•

Waikato District Council Resource Consent

·-······

0

.- '~ :: ~-.:(?;;;.:
·';;

Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

;:OIJtl!ne Landfill Management and Operations Plan
O·'

.. , '::

Landfill Works Design and Management Plan

..... , '.··.-.,

Reference to other management plans such as a Health and Safety
Plan
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Annexure E

Hampton Downs landfill, list of all odour complaints, up to 1/9/13
User
GuldeLogout

Call

---

NUI~ber

Date
Received

Call Details
.

·~!

19·0CT-2007

.Caller considered that the landfill releases methane gas which smells and may
be h,rmfulto her, specificallithat the landfill r111eases gas out of a pipe. Z
phoned back 10.30am io get more information, spoke to relative of X. That
person said that the landfill ~l'l]eJis!'ladnpw,.has Sl]lelled for the Ia~!)? months
or.sa. particularly noticeable early morning and late;Jvenlng, whim the weather
Is calm, cold. She asked for information about the "regulations" which landfills
had to follow regarding gas and methane discharges.

30-0CT-2007

Extremely Angry Caller re Smell- Level?/10 -from land Fill at Hampton
Downs, clear day, not wind, low cloud In valleys. Has had letter from Z (???)
saying Gas collection wells are not In place as yet and until they are this will be
a problem. Caller says she pays her rates and feels that this Is not good
enough. She requested and received a copy of the compliance stating that no
odours should emit beyond the boundaries of the landfill. She could smell it last
Saturday 27/10/07. Also sl1e rang EW the Friday before ihat 19/1/0/07. The
bottom line she said is that she is going to Wail<ato Times to tell all. She Is
dissatisfied with EWs actions.

103447

19-FEB-2008

At 3ah1 horrific stench from envirowaste' dump 2-3 k away. she believes they
open valves on omission pipes in the early hrs so that residents will not notice
while asleep. but it made x feel quite Ill. Bout of 10, still & calm,. no wind .. usually
clears in about an hour. has a copy of envirowaste compliancy orders, which
says there should be no odour outside the boundary, so they are definitely not
complying. she has rung ew before, she says. she wants a call today on her
i
mob please as she feels nothing is being done.

103561

07-MAR2008

Description of Fault: 7/10 methane smell from hampton downs landfill since
?am. wind=none. also said that construction workers on hampton downs official
raceway have been complaining of the stench. can't imagine why anyone would
want to live there.

02-APR-2008

Gassy smell6-7/10 at envlrowaste landfill= light wind. has smelled it before &
has rung but she feels nothing Is being done as it continues. wants it rep01ied
that It has happened at midnight & at 3am, although she did not call at th.Qse
times. I assured her that she can call us at any time & that ew's Instructions· are
to call an rro at any time, straight after her call. she would lll<e a ring back·now to
see what's being done. she will be home till7.40am.

06-APR-2008

Landfull located on hampton down rd enviro wast very strong odour coming from
there scale 6 or 7 at often no wind action tal<en: she only wanted it noted for
now however can ew staff please ring her on monday morning please as she
says this is an ongoing issue

102729

102805

103728

!

I·
! 103758

I
j
I'

i

Stench from hampton downs rd landfill 6 at of 10 no wind. smells of methane &
bitumen. has noticed It before & not always rung ew, but she says she has
called 10 times now. their resource consent says there should be no odour.
Horrendous odour from landfill 7-8 out of 10 slight breeze. caller wants a letter
regularly to update her on what ew does with her complaints. she said she "had
a go" at the man she talked to last time. but she Is frustrated at calling all the
timP. shA w:.nfP.rf
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the rro immediately.
105001

09-JAN-2009

bad odour currently (and at times ongoing) at the Hampton Downs landfill site.
Call is a neighbour. Level of 4/6, light easterly winds.

105080

22-JAN-2009

Big stink this morning from the Hampton Downs landfill .... Gatling worse by the
hour she says. At least a level of 5/6 with light winds and a sunny day. Says that
she had completed a survey thinking that the survey was managed by EW.

23-JAN-2009

Caller Is determined to blame EW for the (methane gas) odour from the
Envirowaste sfte at Hampton Downs so in the end we had to agree to disagree.
Saying that at 5:30 am today the odbur was really bad, and Is now demanding...
quote: "what Is Environment Waikato going to do about the odour from this
site?" "I pay my rilles to EW to stop this sort of thing so what are you going to do
here?" (I put her rig[lt on that one). "I have had enough" she says. Several times
she made statement blaming EW because we Issued the consent. Strange, but
never did she hold Environwaste accountable. She says that the level of the
odour was 8/10 at 5:30am. Further, she has been in touch with Springhill Prison
staff as well and was told the they also small the odour very strong at times.

26-FEB-2009

Caller says the when and easterly wind blows or no wind at all they get a really
bad stink from the Hampton Downs landfill. He says that he Is In consultation
with other neighbors who support him in this Issue. Today (this morning) the
odour is at a level of 8/10 he says .... very offensive .. .I

105294

05-MAR-2009

Lately the caller has been able to smell the odour most of the time and at a level
from 3/10 to 8/10, especially when the wind Is from a southeasterly direction. He
Is looi<lng forward to an update as a result of this call, since he asked "what are
they going to do about the high level of odous at the site?"

105318

12-MAR-2009

Odours lingering today at a level around 8/10. Weather -little or no wind and
sunny.

105320

12-MAR2009

He reckons that odours today are at a level around 9/10. Weather- little or no
wind and sunny. Not only today but earlier in the week as well.

105395

27-MAR2009

Call regarding smell at Hampton Downs Landfill rated 8/10 slight eastery breeze
worst he has.ever smelt It, mal<es him sick/ill. burns back of through!. just
logging the call - but I think X would like a call back; he had a few questions
regarding logging calls, response, who owns the landfill etc ...

105471

16-APR-2009

Caller says since it was his Intention to call after hours and he didn't think that
he could, he has said that "there are three complaints here". Bad odour for
Envirowaste today. Overcasts with light breeze.

105475

17-APR-2009

Z, EW RIG staff member was driving on SH1 past the Hampton Downs Landfl"
at about Sam this morning and there was a strong stench of rubbish noticeab
for a quite distance from the landfill. z didn't want to be contacted regarding
follow up, just wanted the complaint recorded.

105477

18-APR-2009

Hampton downs land fill refuse rubbish smell 3 out of 6 friday & today.

105562

18-MAY2009

Odour Is at a high level this morning
conditions.

105569

20-MAY2009

Note on invoice slip saying ""Please note the odour from the tip Is getting worst"
" Call you please follow this up, thanks"

105580

22-MAY2009

Unpleasant odour currently occuring from Hampton Downs Landfill. Weather
conditions calm but foggy, odour is "tip" smell, rated 3/6.

105583

25-MAY2009

This complaint refers to document number 1483128, allocated to Z.

05-JUN-2009

Odour from Hampton Downs Landfill is awful. Caller says It stinks, has just
noticed the odour now. Rates it 4 out of 6.

17-JUN-2009

Odour was at a level of 3/6 at 6am though to 10am today. Weather cold, sunny
but frosty, little If any breeze.

105086

105264

=4/6 with foggy weather and still

19-JUN-2009

Smell com in~ from Tip rating 4 (med-hl~h) for the last half hr
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day with fog. Level OF 4/6 at time of call. When called back at 11:40 the level
was 2/6.
105673

105686

25-JUN-2009

Caller says that the odour is at a level of 6/6 this morning. Cold & foggy weather
-still.

30-JUN-2009

Odour From the Hampton Downs landfill has been very bad this year. On
Saturday 27/6/09 morning 6am the odour was the worst he has ever
experienced it, but it was also bad the previous weekend and the weekend
before that. He also thought that he could detect it last week in Browns Road,
Tuakau as a faint smell. He is very annoyed about the ongoing smell, wants to
know what Envlrowaste are going to do about it. He said he might ring ESL
and/or EW at 4am in the morning next time It happens, and to publicise the
smell problem. W~lle he lives in Pukei<Ohe, he owns the land just across the
river from the landfill, said he was the closest neighbour on that side, and lives
on the farm at weekends mosily. He has not had any invitations to open days or
community meetings, and wants to attend the next one .

.. .

l

105696

02-JUL-2009

105717

09-JUL-2009

.•.. . .. ·-

........... .

Called to report bad odour at times through! this morning. Light breeze and fine
".':~t~.er.. ~o .rev.el of.o~our i)lven.
Phoned about 1pm, 9/7/09. He Is concerned about the frequent smells from the
Hampton Downs landfill, and wanted to know what EW & Envirowaste were
doing about it. I explained that the odour was primarily landfill gas, not rubbish
smells. ESL covers the rubbish very well. A new flare to be commissioned
August 09 may resolve the offsite odours.
Odour from Hampton Downs Landfill Is bad. Caller was in Mercer yesterday and
noticed the odour around 10.30am. Odour is still present today, although caller
says It not as bad as it was yesterday. Detecting odour from Pul<ekawa today.
First noticed it around 11.30am today. Rates it6/6 as he is getting sick of the
smell. Ed- could you please respond to this, if it needs an EW response today,
thanks.

105722

10-JUL-2009

105731

14-JUL-2009

105761

26-JUL-2009

105798

06-AUG2009

Odour from Hampton Downs Landfill is really bad. Callet has just arrived at his
farm on Otuiti Road about 1km away from the landfill and noticed the odour. He
rates it 6/10. Still conditions.

105813

11-AUG2009

Bad odour just started about40 minutes ago and was also smelly over the
weekend. Currently at 4/6. A little breezy.

105818

11-AUG2009

Bad odour both this morning and this afternoon form the Hampton Downs site,
at a level of 4/6 he thinks. Light breeze.

105828

13-AUG2009

Odour this afternoon at 6/6. Calm weather- no wind.

105855

24-AUG2009

More bad odour both today and last Friday. 6/6 caller says. Overcast at times.

105857

24-AUG2009

Odour complaint from this caller regarding 4/6 odour level today at3pm and
over the weekend frorn lime to time.

07-SEP-2009

Phoned EW 9am, to report that there was a landfill smell this morning. He first
noticed it about 6am when he got up. It seemed worst about 6.30am, but by
9am it was weaker. He is getting annoyed by the continued landfill smells, he
wanted to know when Envirowaste and EWwere going to fix up the problem. I
advised him about the transfer of the landfill flares to the GTE plant, and that
there was just one flare working In the landfill now, and that once all the flares
had been closed down at the landfill ESR was hoping that the landfill gas smells
would diminish, He agreed that landfill gas smells had Improved in recent
weeks.

105901

He says that odour from the Hampton Downs site Is bad right now (9:55am 14/07/09). At a level. of 8/10 he thinl<s. Weather is a little foggy and calm, cool.
.. ...
-·.
Description of Fault: METHANE SMELL FROM HAMPTON DOWNS LANDFILL
10/10

..

..

1029

105902

07-SEP-2009

Odour at a level of 5/6 this morning at around 10 am. Sunny & calm weather.
Wants to talk to Z about the on going odour problems.

105919

10-SEP-2009

X said that the landfill odour was present this morning, also yesterday, and a lot
recently. He is sic\< of the smell. He rated It as 6/6 for intensity, because he was
sicl< of the smell. He asl<ed what was being done to stop the odour. He said that
he smelled the landfill near Mercer recently; I commented that this was unlikely.

105925

11-SEP-2009

Caller phoned as she had received a letler advising her to phone 0800 BOO 402
if odour from the landfill was a problem. The odour isn't a problem at the
moment. Caller advised that she does notice the odour sometimes. She says It
smells like fertiliser has just been applied, She doesn't notice the odour all the
time, just when the wind is blowing towards her property,

105938

15-SEP-2009

This is a general complaint about odour from the site, It comes and goes the
caller says and was really bad over the wel<end just gone, at a level around 4/6
and usually lasts for 2 hours or so and mostly in the morming.

14-SEP-2009

The rubbish smell is bacl< again this morning. It was very calm first thing In the
morning, misty. May be a slight westerly at present, but was more easterly until
recently. He considered the smell was of rubbish not landfill gas. Said it smells
lil<e shit, wo1·se than usual rubbish smell.

105979

24-SEP-2009

X, otuiti Rd, phoned 11 .20am to advise that he had smelled the landfill for thb
last 30 mins, having returned home. There was almost no wind, maybe easterly,
it was a rubbish smell not a landfill gas smell. About 10 minutes later
Complainant 2 phoned, also resident on Otultl Road, and said the same thtng,
that there was a landfill rubbish smell present. He had just gone outside, being a
night worl<er and just wol<en up. At 11 .50am t contacted BES Ltd to see If they
could carry out an odour survey. BES available, but would not be at the Otuitl
Rd site for about an hour. I agreed to this.

106055

14-0CT-2009

Smell from tip at hampton downs=he couldn't rate it, but Is slcl< of smelling it. no
wind, pretty stilt. would lil<e a call from someone today regarding this please.

106311

22-DEC-2009

Big sttnl< currently from Hampton Downs tandflll this morning. Weather is
relatively calm (slight easterly) and sunny ... level ts 10/10 caller says.

106366

09-JAN-2010

Hampton downs tip odour smell 7 • 8/10 easterly wind

106413

19-JAN-2010

X left a phone message Bam, 19/1/10 slatting that the nearby landfill smelled
bad this morning, for at least the last 30 minutes. There was a light easterly wind
this morning.

106414

19-JAN-201 0

Xi left a phone message about 8.30am 19/1/10 stating that the Hampton Downs
landfill smelled bad again this morning, also at times over the weel<end. The
odour was 10/10 mostly because he was sicl< ofit.

106461

02-FEB-201 0

Xt phoned Z 11.15am to complain about the landfill odour, he said it was 10/10,
just because he was sick of it • He said that the odour had been around since
about 6.30 am today. He asked what Envirowaste were doing to stop the odour.
X said that there should be NO odour at all from the landfill. I advised that the
consents allowed some odour, but not objectionable or offensive odour. I
advised X that Envirowaste were going to hold another open day soon, he would
be invited. Also, Envirowaste were using odour neutralising sprays, and had
good cover at the landfill.

106555

17-FEB-2010

Caller says that the odour level flowing across the Wail<ato River from the
Envlrowaste site is very high today. Level of around 7110, light breeze and
wa1m. Call received at 10am -17/02/10.

106592

22-FEB-201 0

X phoned 9. 15am to advise that the landfill odour had been offensive since
about 9am. No wind. He considered the smell to be of rubbish, not landfill gas.

105939

1

08-MAR2010

Complainant phoned Z directly 10.45am Monday 8/3/10, to complain about the
landfill odour. He said that he had smelled the landfill for about an hour this
morning before pl1oning, also Friday morning 5/3/10, and another time last weel<
but he couldnt recall the day/time. He said there was almost no wind at present,
calm, sunny. He described the odour at present as 10/10 for intensity, but only
hr;~r.~tl<::P
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all. I commented that the landfill was consented to have some odour, but not
offensive odour. Complainant wanted to know what Envlrowaste was doing to
stop the odour, I provided information on daily cover, landfill gas extraction,
flaring, odour neutralisation sprays. I commented that there had been an open
day on Saturday to which he had been invited. -complainant was working at the
time, unable to attend.
06-MAY2010

Complainant phoned at 10.10am, stated that he had smelled the landfill this
morning since about 9.30am. He considered the smell objectionable. He
described the weather as calm. He said the smell was of rubbish, not landfill
gas.

107111

17-JUN-2010

Complainant phoned EW at 10am, stated that the landfill odour was very
noticeable this morning. He has noticed the smell the last 30 minutes, from
wh~n he woke up, but a neighbour further up the hill (otulti Rd) visiting told him
that the smell had been present all morning. Its foggy, calm, cold, maybe a very
slight easterly. He considers the odour to be landfill gas not rubbish ..

107358

06-AUG2010

Arrived home this morning from work (shift worker) at 7.45am, no odour, but
then about 8.20am he noticed the landfill smell, about 4/10 intensity, off and on
for about an hour, then at 9.30am the smell was quite distinct. Calm weather,
not foggy at present.

107497

30-AUG2010

Short phone message left on Z phone Friday 27/8/10 at 9am -the landfill
smel!in£1 again, and also Srf!elled yesterday (Thursd!l)l)·

107900

18-NOV2010

Big stink from the Envirowaste site at Hampton Downs. Level of 7/10 this
morning (and yesterday) Weather: Still, coolish.

107993

08-DEC-2010

Very strong smell this morning, first noticed when she got up about ?am, 6/6
intensity, worst ever landfill smell experienced. She considers the odour to be
landfill smell, rotten, similar to ch/cl<en manure but worse.

107995

08-DEC-201 0

Stench from hampton downs landfill 6/6 no wind. caller even lives over a hill
from there but smell is awful.

108042

16-DEC-201 0

Bad odour from the landfill site currently. Overcast and warm light breeze. Level
at 6/10 approx.

108168

21-JAN-2011

The caller called regarding a bad odour that he can detect at his property which
is coming from the Hampton Downs Landfill site. The caller noted that the odour
smells like a rubbish dump (pungent odour). The caller noted that on a scale
from 1 to 6 the intensity is a 4-5. The caller noted that the temperature at his
property is hot but not muggy. The caller noted that there is a slight south
easterly breeze (maybe 10 knots). The caller noted that he first noticed the smell
at about 1pm today and stated that it is still evident at his property. The caller
noted that he has spoken to Z (the monitoring officer for the site -site file 61 11
12A) on a number of occasions in the past regarding similar smells from the
rubbish dump:

108205

28-JAN-2011

Hampton downs. tip pungent smell, slight easterly wind also foggy. consent
102263-

108291

12-FEB-2011

Odour complaint from hampton downs tip 6/10 slight southerly. noticed smell
since 4pm & gradually got worse.

108347

20-FEB-2011

Odour complaint at hampton downs landfill

10-MAR2011

X phoned 9.48am Thursday 10/3/11 to complain that the landfill odour was
present this morning, started about 9am, but gone when I phoned back
10.20am. When asked whether the odour was rubbish or landfill gas, he was
certain it was the rubbish smell. He confirmed that he wanted his complaints
confidential still. No wind at present, calm. Sunny.

12-MAR2011

Smell from hampton dump- rfs no# 424461

106957

108436

18-MAR2011

"Biimmin' potent" offensive odour today from Hampton Downs Landfill -rated
8/1 0. Caller says that normally there is a slight odour approx 4/10 detectable
frnm whArA hP li\IP.S h11t n\/P.I" thP. n::~~t WP.P.k thP. intt=m~itv h~c::: inr.rs::.~u~Prl
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dramatically and has been evident pretty much every morning. Weather is calm,
no wind, slight fog this morning. I did tell him that often as we headed into this
autumn morning weat11erwe had an increase in odour rated complaints. Caller
initially transferred through to Z for discussion about recent sile operation.
24-MAR2011

Caller says that the Hampton Downs land fill is currently very stlnl<y. He say It
was yesterdat and later last weel< as well- level 8/10 or thereabouts light winds
and sunny conditions.

25-MAR20'11

The caller called regarding a bad odour from the Hampton Downs Landfill that is
noticeable from his property, The caller noted that the odour intensity is a 6 on a
scale from 1 to 6. The caller noted that weather conditions are overcast and
there is a slight wind. The caller first noticed the odour at 8.3Dam this morning
and it is not as strong now- but its still noticeable.

108522

25-MAR2011

The caller called regarding an odour noticeable at her property from the
Hampton Downs Landfill. The caller noted that the intensity of the odour is a 2 or
a 3 on a scale from 1 to 6. The caller noted that the weather conditions are
overcast and there is a very slight breeze. The caller first noticed the smell three
days ago and noted the odour has been continuous.

108523

25-MAR2011

X called to say the Hampton Downs Landfill is causing odour problems at their
place. He said there is a very slight easterly wind and rates the smell as a 6/'

108549

31-MAR2011

X called to say they live over 5i<ms away from the dump and can smell it this
morning. She ranl<s It 5/10 and said there is a light breeze. She said it is usually
bad after it has been raining but there has been no rain and it is bad.

108550

31-MAR2011

XI phoned 10.27am Thursday 31/3/11 to complain about the landfill smell. He
first noticed it about 1Dam, the smell was not present before then this morning.
The smell is rubbish, rather than landfill gas.

I 108672
I

05-MAY2011

Hampton downs landfill odour complaint. scale 7/7 no wind and foggy,

1108673

05-MAY2011

Hampton downs landfill odour complaint. scale 6/7 no wind and foggy.

108680

06-MAY2011

Complainant phoned about 1Dam, left a phone message at WRC, stating that
the landfill was smelling this morning. No further details.

I 1D8681

06-MAY2D11

Complainant phoned to say that the landfill has smelled pretty bad the last
couple of months, including during the Easter weekend when it was particularly
bad. The smell is worst early morning, and when its foggy. He does not know
whether the smell is refuse or landfill gas. He has not been to the landfill during
any open days.

1D8699

12-MAY2011

The caller called regarding an odour from t11e Hampton Downs landfill. The
caller noted that on a scale from 1 to 6 the odour intensity is a 5. The caller
noted that weather conditions are fine with a bit of fog down in the gully. The
caller noted there is no wind. The caller noted that he first noticed the odour this
morning at 6.50am. The caller described the smell as pungent rubbishy smell.

1108705

14-MAY2011

Odour complaint- hampton downs landfill- rubbish smells. still with a slight
easterly 8/10.

1108805

04-JUN-2011

Methane smell from hampston downs dump chris called 3 years ago and got no
follow up on this.

1108806

31-MAY2011

Complainant reported odour from the landfill was "7 out of 7" this morning. He
considered the smell was from rubbish, not landfill gas. The weather is calm at
present.

03-JUN-2D11

Caller phoned to report landfill odour 8.2Dam, it had been present since about
Bam. Calm conditions.

D8-JUN-2D11

The caller em ailed Z regarding an odour noticeable along State Highway 1 near
Paddy Road being discharged from the Hampton Downs Landfill site. I have
attached the email to this Call Tracker.

1108516

108519
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27-JUN-2D11

The caller called regarding an odour from the Hampton Downs Landfill
nntir.P.~hiP :::~t
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intensity is a 4. The caller noted that the weather conditions are fine with no
wind. Tier 2/3.
109056

10-AUG2011

Odour from Hampton Downs landfill gas type swamp smell from landfill all day

1Q9117

30-AUG2011

X called to complain about an odour coming from the Hampton Downs Landfill.
He could smell it last night at about 7pm and he can smell it right now. He gave
it a rating of 4/6 for the odour that he can smell right now. Weather conditions
are misty & still.

109240

27-SEP-2011

Bad odour coming from Hampton Downs. Light winds. 3/6

109293

10-0CT-2011

X called to say smell has been bad from Hampton Downs over last 2 weeks off
and on. Said last week the smell would have been a 5/6. Currently estimates it
as a 3/6

109294

10-0CT-2011

X called to say the odour is very bad again • His wife has just rung him at work
and said they are leaving the house as the smell is too bad. Rating it a 6/6. He
said at least a dozen times over the last month it has been putrid. He said he
and others have called EW so many times over this and nothing gets done .

109361

28-0CT-2011

Odour 5/6 at hampton downs tip no wind

109530

30-NOV2011

Odour coming from hampton downs land fill, 6-10. 5-10 knot eastery breeze.

109532

01-DEC-2011

X said bad smell coming from the dump abit yesterday and all day today
constantly. 3/6 Its bad enough to make it annoying. he lives 5kms away.
Easterly Wind. he wants to be called back

109538

02-DEC-2011

Hampton Downs ref, smeiiB-10, gentle east breeze this smell has been bad all
week especially tuesday evening this would have been the worst night ever &
rated it an 11.

109577

13-DEC-2011

Caller says there is a landfill odour today which is intolerable. He said the landfill
smelled much worse for 2-3 days last weel< but could not remeber which days.
He is frustrated that the odour continues year after year and WRC is doing
nothing about it. He said It hasnt Improved in recent years, as bad as ever.

109578

13-DEC-2011

X got home 1/2 an hour ago and says the landfill smells the worst it has ever
smelled -she rates it 6/6, overcast, wind is blowing towards them from the
landfill. Seems to have got worse in last 15 minutes.

14-DEC-2011

Been very bad off and on all week. Jeremey has had family over from England
and it was so bad earlier In the week that they rented a bach at the beach to get
away from smell. 25 l(not easterly at the moment and rates it a 3/6 but has been
much worse other days

14-DEC~2011

X alleges the guy that leases the land to the landfill is spreading chicken manure
on the surrounding land. The smell is so bad it is making them retch. It is an
acidic horrible smell that X says definitely isn't a landfill smell. The odour Is
worse than yesterday and has been slowly getting worse throughout the day. He
didn't want to give the odour a rating just said he can't believe how bad it smells.

109602

19-DEC-2011

Odour complaint x called to lodge complaint re foul odour from "chicken shit"
that was off loaded adjacent to the hampton downs dump. x says he has been
reluctant to make a complaint but says that the smell has not.dissipated over the
last fortnight and he is very concerned that the smell will still be around
throughout christmas. x is concerned also about the implications to health & well
being as he describes the odour as extremely noxious and acrid

109615

21-DEC-2011

Odour from hampton downs landfill 3 or 4 out of 6 no wind. smells like usual tip
smell.

28-DEC-2011

Bad odour coming from hampden downs landfill te kauwhata 7/10, easterly
breeze, 5 or 10 knots

28-DEC-2011

Odour complaint: hampton downs dump, smells of feces, 8/10. been going on
for last 1.5 weeks. strong wind coming towards them.

29-DEC-2011

Smell coming from hampton down dump,9/1 0 slight southerly breeze.

..
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109645

31-DEC-2011

Bad odour coming from hampden downs landfill te l<auwhata 5/10, easterly
breeze, 5 or 10 !mots
X called. The odour from the landfill is disgusting this morning. 6/6. no wind -

odour is just sitting in the air. X can taste It In her mouth. Says it should be
Illegal. Wants to lmow If anything is ever going to be done about this. Suggests
WRC staff need to come and live in the area fol' a couple of weeks and
experience the foul smell. Sarah is heading out. Please call her on her mobile

109701

18-JAN-2012

109703

18-JAN-2012

Brief telephone message left al8.40am, 18/1/12: "Tip smelling again".

109764

02-FEB-2012

Odour from hampton downs landfill easterly breeze mayb 6/10 action lal<en:

109766

18-JAN-2012

Caller left brief message on answer phone at Bam. "Tip smelling again today".
No further details.
·

109818

20-FEB-2012

Bad smell from Hampton Downs landfill this morning. Rates it a 3/6- gentle
winds

109970

24-MAR2012

Odour from hampton downs land fill about a 5 on scale of 1-10 easterly wind
light

110017

10-APR-2012

Confidential caller. Hampton Downs 'reeks' this morning. Foggy. No wind. 6/6
right now.

110018

10-APR-2012

Odour started about 1/2 an hour ago. 4/6 right now. Foggy. No wind. If shuts
door to house can't smell odour but as soon as he opens the door he can smell
it.

10-APR-2012

X phoned. 6/6 right now. Foggy. No wind. The smell hit her when she opened
the door this morning. It is disgusting. She can't believe they are being made to
live In a cesspit just so that those people can make money. She can't let her kids
go outside and play. All they get is a smacl< on the hand and a fine. X was quite
upset. Tier 3

110020

10-APR-2012

This Is the first time X has called us. The smell is 10/6 right now. Foggy. No
wind. His two year old twin daughters went outside to play this morning and
came running back inside saying it is stinky. He has friends that he knows have
been phoning In and making complaints for a couple of years and nothing has
changed. When is something going to happen? He wants to hear back from
someone senior from WRC by this afternoon otherwise he is going to the
minister.

110031

11-APR-2012

X phoned yesterday morning about the odour from the Hampton Downs landfill.
It still stinks this morning. 3/6 right now. very still. no fog.

110032

11-APR-2012

6/6 right now. no wind. no fog. Wants to know what was done about if yesterr'
and what is being done about it today.

110034

11-APR-2012

3/6 this morning. little breeze. now that breeze Is picking up the odour is slowly
dispersing. X hasn't complained before about this site because he didn't know
what number to call but now he has the number he Intends to phone each time.

110051

14-APR-2012

Odour complaint for hampton downs tip, refuse smell9.9/10.

110052

14-APR-2012

Odour complaint for hampton downs Up 10/10

110313

22-JUN-2012

Phoned WRC 9.34am 22/6/12 to complain about the "rubbish smell" from the
NWRL. Complainant was annoyed by the smell, which he thought was refuse
rather than landfill gas.

110476

11-AUG2012

Odour from hampton downs land fill smell rated 8/10. still breeze. Its the 2nd
morning In a row that this smell has been there.

11-AUG2012

Odour complaint for hampton downs tip 10/10 bad for 2 mornings in a row now
still breeze

110019

Odour from Hampton Downs Landfill -refuse smell6/10. still wind
X originally called at 8:38 to complain about strong offensive odour from landfill.
Called back just after 9.30 (In meeting) and left message. x called back again at
10•fifi tn
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smell went through house. Smell at 10:55 still objectionable but not as bad as
this morning. rating 5/6 -no wind, quite humid and foggy this morning. They are
sick & tired of the smell from the landfill, said it can get quite bad in the evenings
as well but they never know who to contact. Advised the 0800 runs 24/7,
afterhours goes through to HCC. She would like to be contacted back regarding
this.
110921

04-DEC-2012

Phoned this moring re; odour from landfill at hampton downs- he was told
someone would call him back with the outcome but no one has and this has
happened before - he was quite annoyed

110949

14-DEC-2012

Caller rung to advise strong odour from Hampton Downs Landfill. Offensive
when outside. He would rate a 3/4 out of 6 and a north easterly wind. Caller is
happy to be contacted.

111108

24-JAN-2013

Caller advised odour from Hampton Downs is very strong today. rating 5/6,
slight easterly wind

111109

24-JAN-2013

Odour complaint about Hampton Downs. Rates the smell3/6. Slight easterly
breeze. Has been smelling today and y:s!erday as well

23-JAN-2013

received a complaint regarding the smell being generated from the Hampton
Downs Land Fill otuiti Road RD 1 complaint regarding the smell of the horsham
Downs dumping station, X lives downhill from the dump and has to put up with
the smell, at the moment it is quite bad. He has mentioned he usually calls up
every now and then to report

111238

19-FEB-2013

Caller said that the landfill odour was bad this morning. Also 3-4 times last
week, did not specify the days or times. He said the smell was putrid rubbish,
not landfill gas. The weather at present is very calm. He said the odour would
probably lift once the wind started.

111395

23-MAR2013

Odour from Hampton Downs landfill . refuse smell scale 5/6. wind slight easterly

J1114eo

11-APR-2013

5/6- slight easterly Q10rwesteQ. caller advised startedj_ust before 9am

1111625

03-JUN-2013

Odour from Hampton Downs landfill. refuse smell scale 9/10. wind slight easterf¥

111837

16-AUG-2013

Bad odour this morning 5/6. Slight easterly wind. Was a bit of odour last night
and the da_¥ before too but nothlnJl.like this morning.

111840

19-AUG-2013

Odour 6/6 -very_ little wind -caller on~ noticed smell now.

111849

21-AUG-2013

Odour 6/6, little wind, caller phoned last night as well. Odour has been bad for
last few days. Caller sounded very fed up with it all.

1111850

20-AU G-2013

Odour from hampton downs landfill. refuse smell scale 8/10. wind slight easterly

111854

21-AUG-2013

Phoned WRC 8.30am regarding the continued odour from Hampton Downs
landfill. He thought it was strong and offensive. He added that he has flown over
the landfill a few times later afternoon, after landfill closure, and seen the refuse
was not covered. Caller thou~ht the smell was refuse not LFG.

' 111855

21-AUG-2013

Phoned WRC 2pm to complain about the odour from Hampton Downs landfill.
Getting the smell a lot recently, it's very annoying. What is WRC doing about it?
The smell is there at _present.
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Hampton Downs landfill odour complaints
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of an appeal under s120 of the Act
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AD WILSON & K H SMITH
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Appellants

AND

THE WHANGAREI DISTRICT COUNCIL
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AND

BREAM BAY VISTAS LIMITED
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Environment Judge C J Thompson
Environment Commissioner K A Edmonds
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Heard at Whangarei on 6 and 7 March 2007: site visit 8 March 2007
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S Brownhill for A D Wilson and K H Smith
G J Mathias for the Whangarei District Council
R M Bell for Bream Bay Vistas Limited
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DECISION

Introduction
ill May 2006 the Whangarei District Council granted a resource consent to enable the

[1]

subdivision of a rural property of 125.5ha at Durham Road, Waipu, into 25 residential lots,
with a 26th lot being an access road to vest in the Council. The land is presently in two titles
and is used as a dry stock farm, although it has been a dairy farm in its past.

Proposal description
[2]

The proposal has been somewhat modified, in terms of its layout, between the grant of

consent and the hearing before us although the total number of lots has remained constant.
Lot sizes vary between 1.3ha and l5.8ha, depending largely on topography, but 16 ofthem are
between 4 and 5ha, and the overall average is 4.97ha. Some 60.387ha - 48% of the site - is to
be retained in indigenous vegetation, protected by either QE IT trust covenants or conservation
covenants under s77 Reserves Act 1977. These areas are largely in the valleys and gullies
dropping away from the rounded tops and spurs which are something of a feature of the site.
Two main access roads off Durham Road will lead to the lots. A building site on each lot will
be shown on a Concept Plan, with maximum building heights to be determined by a formula
set in the consent conditions.

General area description
[3]

The land lies on the west side of the Waipu River Catchment in a series of hills and

foothills encircling the flats surrounding Waipu township, about 40km south of Whangarei.
The site itself is about 6.5km southwest of Waipu township. From its higher points there are
very attractive views to the north and east across rolling and flat land to the sea and the islands
lying off Bream Bay. It is described by Mr Bruce McKenzie, Bream Bay Vista's consultant
landscape architect, as being ... within the developing rural and coastal settlement patterns

from Mangawhai to Whangarei Harbour.

[4]

ill general there is relatively little rural residential development in the vicinity but to the
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rooks Road. The northwestern slopes of the proposal's site are within sight of
nd could fairly be said to be within the same environment. We were told that
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along the 5.8km length of Brooks Road there are up to 50 lots (not all presently developed) of
between 4000m2 and 4.5ha in area.

[5]

Carter Holt Harvey has production forestry blocks serviced by Durham Road, and its

logging trucks are a significant user of it. Through contractual arrangements, the company
enforces speed restrictions on vehicles operated by its staff and contractors so as to minimise
the dust nuisance caused by them. We had no definite information on how much longer
logging is scheduled for the current planting rotation, although Mr Marriott, a neighbouring
farmer, believed that there was about a year's work remaining.

The parties' positions
[6]

Mr Wilson and Ms Smith together own a rural-residential property on Durham Road,

with its entrance a little more than 1km closer to the intersection with Waipu Gorge Road than
the proposal- meaning that traffic to and from the proposed subdivision will pass their gate.
Their land is densely covered with mature trees, although they have also added further
plantings. Their house is not visible from the road, nor can they see the land involved in the
proposal. They bought the land in 1999 as a subdivision of an existing farm, and built a house
on it soon after. They enjoy it as a weekend and holiday retreat. The core of their concern is
the argued effects of the proposal on rural amenity, its conflict with Plan provisions, and its
precedent value for possible future subdivision applications.

[7]

The Council is content with its decision to grant consent to the proposal, regarding it as

not having adverse effects that are more than minor, and as not being contrary to the
Objectives and Policies of its Proposed Plan.

[8]

Unsurprisingly, Bream Bay Vistas Ltd supports the grant of consent and has, as

mentioned, modified the proposal somewhat with the intention of further lessening any
adverse effects it might be said to have. In his closing submissions, Mr Bell indicated that the
modified version was a fallback provision, and that the applicant's first preference was the
version given consent by the Council. That was not the way we understood the evidence.
..Nrtn~ the applicant's witnesses advanced the original proposal, and the discussions

,\'(1":; :'~f\
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focusse lyon the revised version. Realistically, that is the version we need to address.

4
Zoning and planning status

[9]

At the time the application for consent was lodged - September 2005 - the land was

zoned Rural A under the Transitional District Plan - County Section and the proposed
activity, because of the number of lots and lack of evidence that the land was unsuitable for
agricultural use, was classified as non-complying.

[10] For completeness, we record that the planning witnesses agree that under the Proposed
Plan the land is within the Countryside Environment, and the proposal would be a
discretionary activity.

The consequence of that is that, again as a matter of strict

interpretation, both non-complying and discretionary consents are required under the two
Plans -: - see Bayley v Manukau CC [1998] NZRMA 513 and s104. That however does not
affect the issue of relative weight to be given to the Plans.

[11] In all but two presently irrelevant respects, the Proposed District Plan is now beyond

challenge and for the purposes of assessment the Transitional Plan is to be given no weight.
The Proposed Plan is the effective planning document. However, we are sure that the planner
witnesses are correct in saying that, technically, the Transitional Plan's non-complying status
survives. That means that the proposal must pass either of the two sl 04D thresholds (ie that
its adverse effects are not more than minor, or that it is not contrary to the objectives and
policies of the Plan) before it can be considered under s104.

Permitted baseline

[12] We were not told what the permitted baseline might have been under the Transitional
Plan, but we note that the Rules of the Proposed Plan are to be treated as operative under s19
RMA. Under the Proposed Plan it is plain that farming could continue on the property and
there would be no requirement for formal pest or weed control programmes, and no bush
protection, except for that provided by Rule 28.21. Perhaps more relevantly, there could be
six houses on the property as of right (ie one per 20ha lot) and under Rule 28.23A each lot
could also have a minor residential unit with a maximum floor area of 70m2 located not more
than ISm from the main residence. There could therefore be, as of right, twelve residential

r

property together with any number of farm buildings so long as they did not in
o of the

net site area.
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[13] Rule 28.9 contains a traffic generation maximum for permitted activities of 30 vehicles
per day (vpd) per title for non-residential activities. (There is no maximum for residential
activities). As this site presently is in two titles there could be more than 60 vehicles per day
and they could (although it would be somewhat unlikely) almost all be trucks or other heavy
vehicles.

[14] Ignoring the possibility of minor residential units because it is both difficult to quantify
and could balance out in both scenarios, the difference between the number of buildings
permitted, and those sought, is such as to make a comparison rather meaningless. We should
add that in November 2006 Bream Bay Vistas was granted consent for a six lot subdivision as
a controlled activity, but, traffic generation aside, we do not think that that significantly adds
to the factors to be taken into account in assessing that permitted baseline. Non-residential
traffic generation could of course increase to a permitted maximum of 180vpd in that
scenario.

Adverse effects - traffic

[15] Presently Durham Road is an unsealed, no exit country road formed to a width of
between 6m and 7m. The Council maintains the road to a point 4.17km from its intersection'
with Waipu Gorge Road. The site straddles the end- point ofthat Council maintained stretch.

[16] The traffic engineers called by the parties, Mr AlanHopkinson and Mr Steve Gibson,
generally agree that as a rule of thumb urban residences are taken to generate 9.5 vpd and that
it is reasonable, for rural residential residences of this type, to reduce that to an estimate of six
vpd. If the proposal goes ahead there would therefore be an estimated 150 vpd generated, all
moving along Durham Road. Evidence as to the number of existing houses on Durham Road
varied somewhat, but putting it at its maximum of approximately ten, there could therefore be
approximately 210 residence-generated vpd (again excluding the possibility of minor
residential units).

[17] All parties agree that the principal issue arising out of traffic movements on Durham

"'~ 4J;.. e dust nuisance.
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It is acknowledged to be a problem at present and it is

e that, obviously enough, more traffic will make the problem worse. There are
ro osals to seal Durham Road and Mr Gibson's evidence was that it would not
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therefore some prospect that if the proposal goes ahead it would bring forward the possibility
of the road being sealed. But that is such a faint and nebulous prospect that we could hardly
responsibly take it into account. Mr Gibson estimated that sealing the whole length of the
road would cost of the order of $lM, and would not be supportable by this project alone. But
he suggested that Bream Bay Vistas should offer to seal the road for lOOm in front of any
residence located within 50m of the road (there are said to be four), and that would certainly
go a good way towards mitigating the acknowledged adverse effect.

There was no

commitment from Bream Bay Vistas to do so, at least in part because of a concern that it
would find itself effectively paying twice for development contributions levied under the
Local Government Act. But it remains for us to consider as a possible condition, if the
consent is to be confirmed.

[18] The question of dust aside however, the evidence is clear that Durham Road is, in
Mr Gibson's terms, .. .perfectly capable ofdealing with the projected volumes.

[19] That the proposal would add to traffic on Durham Road cannot be in doubt. But this is a
country road after all, and the worst of the dust issue can be mitigated to an acceptable degree.
The volumes are not such that, of themselves, they will cause unacceptable effects. In all we
agree that the additional adverse effects from the proposal will not be more than minor.

Adverse effects - rural amenity

[20] Mr Wilson expressed concern at the scale of the subdivision and the prospect of the
farming land being developed for what he describes as urban-related purposes contrary to his
interpretation of the Objectives of the District Plan. He believed that the development would
have significant adverse effects on the rural character and amenity values of the area. He
points out that the Council's planning report confirms that the .. .subject site has high amenity
values associated with its rural openness... and that it was .. .relatively remote.

[21] Mr Wilson remained concerned about the adverse effects of traffic not just in terms of
the dust nuisance but also in terms of noise and unspecified .. .health and safety concerns. He
.....,..,.,"''''Yiew that the artificial lighting generated by 25 new residential dwellings will have

r

~

on the . .. current pristine night sky and neighbouring properties in the

will glow in the darkfor miles.
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[22] Mr Wilson would have to acknowledge, of course, that his own property has added to
traffic traversing Durham Road and that it must have introduced night lighting to the area
which was not previously present. So his concern is one of scale and that is echoed in the
evidence of Ms Melean Absolum, a consultant landscape architect engaged by Mr Wilson and
Ms Smith. She summarises the point in saying:
With careful design and appropriate planting, buildings on some of the spurs could potentially
be accommodated within this landscape. The difficulty we face here is the sheer number of
buildings being contemplated.
Ms Absolum points out that the noises and activities likely to arise from residential
development will change the nature of the existing environment and that separation distances
proposed between residences are, in some instances, as close as SOm, with many less than
lOOm. That too she believes will increase the impact on rural amenity values in that part of
the valley. She concludes that a subdivision of this scale is not compatible with the character
of the surrounding environment and would appear sporadic and incongruous within the
landscape context. Ms Absolum agrees that there are lO areas on the site capable of absorbing
residential development - the point of disagreement is on how many houses each of those
areas can accommodate.

[23] From the whole of the evidence, we have come to agree however with the views
expressed by Ms Melissa Needham, the Council's Environmental Planner, Consents, Mr Brett
Hood, the applicant's consultant planner, and Mr Bruce McKenzie, the applicant's consultant
landscape architect. That is, that this piece of land can absorb a subdivision of this scale,
particularly one as comprehensively and sympathetically designed as this one appears to be,
without having more than minor adverse effect on the surrounding amenity values, and that
the design and layout provide for internal amenity values also.

Adverse effects - reverse sensitivity

[24] The issue of reverse sensitivity was raised by the appellants. This is the phenomenon
described in an article by Bruce Pardy and Janine Kerr: Reverse Sensitivity - the Common
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use is permitted, the established use may be required to restrict its operations or mitigate its
effects so as notto adversely affect the newactivity.
The issue was given focus in this appeal by the evidence of Mr Vernon Marriott, a dairy
fanner whose farm straddles Durham Road, and borders the proposal site. He milks some 300
cows at present.

[25] Mr Marriott expresses concern that having residential development along his boundary
may hamper the productive use of his land. He is concerned with issues such as spray drift
(he having, for instance, recently used a helicopter to spray gorse and scrub close to the site
boundary), machinery noise and so on. He is also concerned with issues such as domestic
dogs straying onto his land and the possibility of sewage pollution of groundwater on his land.

[26] We think that on issues such as dogs and sewage pollution Mr Marriott conceded that
his concerns were perhaps a little overstated and that they were no more than faint
possibilities. In terms of the reverse sensitivity issues we think that Mr Mathias was right in
pointing out that there was no evidence that Mr Marriott cannot conduct his fanning
operations in accordance with all regulations and good practice and so internalise their
adverse effects. Further, we observe that a neighbouring fanner would be no less concerned
about the prospect of spray drift than would a neighbouring residential owner. We note too
that about 50% of the boundary between the site and the Marriott land will be retained in
vegetation, so the boundary will not be lined with houses.

[27] We were certainly not convinced that reverse sensitivity was more than a speculative
issue in these circumstances.

We note, as an added assurance for Mr Marriott or other

neighbouring fanners, that the proposed lots would be sold subject to notices requiring
incoming owners to acknowledge the presence of neighbouring fanning activities and their
effects. In respect of the neighbouring production forestry activities being conducted by
Carter Holt Harvey, we understand that the lots would be sold subject to a positive no
complaints covenant in respect of the adverse effects of those activities. We record that no

nnb<lrdr,

we think that the evidence did not support the claimed extent of adverse

eration aside, the possible effects on rural amenity will at worst be slight.
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The proposal is not visible from the Wilson/Smith property at all. Even at night there will not
be street lights or illuminated signs on the land. Mr Wilson's claim of effects on .. .the pristine

night sky and neighbouring properties .. .seems rather exaggerated.

Objectives and policies - the Transitional Plan
[29] None of the submissions or planning evidence covered the Transitional District Plan,
and we were not provided with a copy of it. We do note that the Council's decision records
that in its view the proposal is consistent with the objectives and policies of the Transitional
Plan, and we were not given any reason to disagree with that.

Objectives and policies - Amenity, and sprawling and sporadic development
[30] We were referred to a good number of the provisions of the Proposed Plan but we think
that we can deal with the real issues by reference to a specific few. From the Plan's Chapter 5

- Amenity Values we mention:
Objective 5.4.5 - Countryside environments:
To ensure rural amenity values in the countryside environments are protected from subdivision,
use or development that is sporadic or otherwise inappropriate in character, intensity, scale or
location.
Policy 5.4.7 - Intensity and Design of Subdivisionand Development
To encourage that subdivision and development does not unduly compromise the outlook and
privacy of adjoining properties, and to be appropriate to the Environment in which it is located.
Particular regard should be had to:
•

The layout and intensity of subdivision;

•

The location, design and siting of buildings and structures...

[31] From Chapter 7 - Subdivision and Development, we mention these:
Objective 7.3.2
Subdivision and development that does not detract from the character of the locality and avoids
conflicts between incompatible and uses.
Policy 7.3.3
Subdivision and development that ensures consolidated development in appropriate locations
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Subdivision and development that provides for comprehensive development of land with a
range of allotment sizes and is appropriate to the character of the Environment in which it is
located.
Policy 7.4.18- Consolidated Rural-Residential Development
To direct rural lifestyle and rural-residential development to appropriate locations adjacent to
existing settlements, rather than allowing sporadic development throughout rural and coastal
areas.

[32] There are two broad themes here. The first is to do with maintaining character and
protecting amenity. Amenity values are of course ... those natural or physical qualities and

characteristics of an area that contribute to people's appreciation of its pleasantness,
aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational attributes. (s2 RMA). Section 5(2) of the
Proposed Plan has a list of matters said to be representative of the countryside environment
and which, to a degree, define its amenity values. These are:
•

Open landscapes and views;

•

A low intensity of development;

•

Feelings of remoteness and community;

•

Low noise levels, particularly at night;

•

A high level ofprivacy;

•

Daylight and sunlight access;

•

Low levels of vehicular traffic;

•

Green unspoilt landscape.

[33] Mr Brett Hood, Bream Bay Vista's consultant planner, expresses the clear view that the
land classed as Countryside Environment is not homogenous over the whole ofthe Whangarei
District. He says:
The character of the zone varies across the district and what may be characteristic of the
Durham Road area, may not be characteristic for other parts of the Countryside Environment
such as Ruakaka.
His view is that the Plan's list is not representative of many parts of the Countryside
Bnvironment, We have to say though that on our assessment of the evidence, given context

*
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[34] The second theme is whether this proposal would be sprawling or sporadic
development, or is otherwise to be regarded as inappropriate. Mr Hood provides a definition
of sprawling from the Collins Compact Dictionary as .. .to spread out untidily over a large
area. The Concise Oxford defines sporadic as .. .occurring at irregular intervals or only in a
few places. We do not think this proposal deserves the epithet of sprawling. There has been

considerable effort - we think successfully - to take advantage of the topography for a
sympathetic blend of vegetation and building sites, and to give the development a sense of
coherence. ill the sense that it is not adjacent to an existing settlement and is separated by
about 400m (at their closest points) from the rural-residential properties on Brooks Road, it
might be said to be sporadic. At worst, it might be said to be contrary to Policies 7.3.3 and
7.4.18.

Conclusion on sl04D

[35] It is self-evident that a non-complying activity will rarely, if ever, find direct support in
the objectives and policies of a Plan, but an absence of support does not equate to the activity
being contrary to those provisions. Contrary to in this context means .. .repugnant to ... or
... opposed to ... the objectives and policies considered as a whole: - see Monowai Properties
Ltd v Rodney DC (A215/03).

[36] Looking at the objectives and policies as a whole, we conclude that the layout and
design of the proposal, particularly with half its area in covenanted vegetation areas means
that its character, intensity and scale are not inappropriate, and that it does protect amenity
values, even if it might be said to be sporadic. (Objective 5.4.5) The outlook and privacy of
adjoining properties will not be unduly compromised, and the intemallayout and intensity of
subdivision has been well considered. (Policy 5.4.7) ill tenus of Objective 7.3.2 the character
of the locality remains essentially rural, and we have discounted issues of reverse sensitivity.
Similarly, the development is comprehensive and gives a range of allotment sizes appropriate
to the environment. (Objective 7.3.7).

[37] Taken overall, it is our view that the proposal is not repugnant to, or opposed to, the
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Section 104

[38] Working through the factors in sI04(1), we can summarise our views. Actual and
potential adverse effects have already been discussed in some detail. Neither individually, nor
cumulatively, do we regard them as being more than minor. We remind ourselves also that
there are positive effects to be considered. The proposal will make efficient use of the land
resource and will provide a substantial area of covenanted indigenous vegetation. It will
enable 25 individuals or families to enjoy a rural-residential lifestyle if that is what they wish
for.

[39] There are no relevant provisions of any National Policy Statement or the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement.

[40] Ms Needham discusses such points from the Regional Policy Statement and the
Northland Regional Water and Soil Plan as seem to be relevant at paras 5.15 to 5.16.2 of her
evidence-in-chief We note that she points out that dust emissions from roads are a permitted
activity - that is of course an inevitable consequence of them being public roads on which the
public have an unrestricted right to drive vehicles. We heard nothing which contradicted her
views that the proposal is consistent with those provisions, and we agree with her.

[41] In discussing s104D we have mentioned and analysed what seem to be the relevant
Objectives and Policies of the Proposed District Plan and there is no need to repeat what we
there said.

Section 104(1)(c) - Plan integrity

[42] We mentioned earlier that Mr Wilson and Ms Smith raised issues of plan integrity - in
the sense that they argued that granting consent to this proposal would open the door to further
similar proposals in the immediate area or in the Countryside Environment of the District
generally.

[43] This is an argument that is, to be blunt, overused and it can rarely withstand scrutiny
l$Sil~'il~ed

D /':

against the provisions of the RMA. Considered as a non-complying activity it
lied that the Act specifically provides that if a proposal is not contrary to the
olicies of the Plan, or has adverse effects that are no more than minor, then it
ed on its merits. If there should still be another application waiting in the
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wings in Whangarei District which still is to regarded as non-complying then it will stand or
fall on its own merits.

Under the Proposed Plan a proposal similar to this would be

discretionary. Again the Act specifically provides for the consideration of such a proposal. It
may well be that there will be future applications for broadly similar proposals. If so, they can
and should be dealt with on their merits.

Part 2
[44] In terms of Part 2 issues, there are no relevant matters arising under s8, or s6(e) - Treaty
issues, or the relationship ofMaori with ancestral lands and other taonga. Nor indeed do other
matters ofnational importance arise under s6.

[45] Under s7 - matters to which we are to have particular regard - paras (b) the efficient use

and development ofnatural and physical resources; (c) the maintenance and enhancement of
amenity values; and (f) maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment; all
arise and are discussed elsewhere in this decision. In respect of (b), Mr Shane Hartley, the
appellant's consultant planner, raises. the issue of the residents of such a development
necessarily using vehicles for relatively long commutes to employment, for shopping,
recreation, and so on. All of that requires the use of fuel, and increases their carbon footprints
in comparison with their counterparts in the suburbs. That is undoubtedly true, and it is a
factor to be put in the balance and weighed with all the others. It may perhaps be seen in
counterpoint to the social benefit for those who wish to enjoy a rural-residential lifestyle. In
terms of (c) and (f) we have mentioned factors such as the protection of substantial areas of
vegetation, sympathetic layout and the like, as being factors which, on the whole, at least
maintain and in some respects enhance amenity values and the relevant environment. Mr
David Slaven is a consulting ecologist who examined the site for Bream Bay Vistas. He
confirmed that he had considered it in the light of s7(d) - intrinsic value of ecosystems. He
concluded that the proposal ... will have negligible adverse ecological effects on any of the

indigenous habitats of the site. In fact, he thought that proposed mechanisms to protect the
areas ofbush would have .. .significant ecological benefits.

N'tv.~~'tliJ7. ecision - s290A
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e transitional provisions to apply, we have had regard to the Council's
As will be apparent, we agree with the Council's
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[47] All of that leads to and informs an overall decision as to whether the proposal overall
promotes the sustainable management of natural and physical resources, as that term is
defined in s5 RMA. For the reasons we have outlined we conclude that it does.

Result
[48] The Council's decision is confirmed and the consents are to be granted, subject to:
(a) the plan of subdivision being that presented at the hearing and referred to in evidence
as the Mark III version.
(b) the addition of a condition that, subject to the Council's agreement, Bream Bay

Vistas should pay for the sealing of a lOOm stretch of Durham Road outside any
existing house that is located within 50m ofthe road boundary. We record that this is
to mitigate increased dust generation, but the road is vested in the Council and we
cannot require that it be done without its consent. We record also that this is not a
condition precedent. If the sealing cannot go ahead, the effects of the increased dust
generation would not be such as to justify refusing consent, and the decision would
stand nevertheless. Although we cannot make orders to that effect, we do record our
view that such cost should be taken account of in setting any development
contributions.
Counsel should confer about the precise wording of conditions and present them to the Court
for approval by 20 April 2007.

Costs
[49] Any application for costs should be lodged within 15 working days of the date of issue
of this Decision, and any response lodged within a further 10 working days.

Dated at Wellington

C J Thompoon

this~1&'day of March 2007

~

Environment Judge
Issued:

2 7 MAR 2007

